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Chapter I

INT3ODUCTION

Tie focus of this study is on describing and comparing

Parents as teachers of differentially developing children,
. .

This author's interest is in discovering tha strategies and

techniques used by parents and their preschool children when

the coal is to facilitate the cognitive development of those

children. In trYing to clarify this aspect of parent/child

interactions, this investigation concentrated on observing

language, behavior expressed when parents were teaching their

own children. The specific verbal-logical behaviors which

have been investigates for this study were: (1) the topics

of conversations discussed by parents and their children

during educationally oriented activities (i.e., the

content), (2) the linguistic forms that they utilized during

these conversation* (e.q., soliciting, responding), and (3)

the communicative functions that they expressed (e.g.,
4

defining, fact-stating, explaining). (Table 1 in the

dalatim 2,4: tun section of this chapter includes a

summary of the coding c.ltegories that were utilized for this

study with some examples from the data that as collected.)

1
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A great lea'. of research efnt has been diredted towards

discovering the personal characteristics and skills that are

essential far e!fective teachers. In spite of this effort,

no coherent theory of teaching or definitive models Cr o

optical teacher/learner interactions are available. (hdams

& 3iddle, 1970; Prophy & Evertson, 1976; Dunkin 6 Piddle,

1974: Gage, 1972; Hyman, 1974: Jackson, 1960). Observations

of classroom interactions, which had been heralded as an

innovative and more arpropriate paradigm for gaining an
A

understanding of the :eaching process (Riddle, 1964; Smith,

1'3'63), have not yet fulfilled their promise (punkin 6

Diddle, 1974; Rosenshine 6 Furst, 1971). Perhaps this Is

because observational research aimed at understanding the

processes involved in teacher/learner interactions have all

focused exclusively on observations of experienced,

professionally trained teacners, or on teachers-in-training.

However, gum= are children's first teachers (Gray, 1971)

and, for the most part, seem to do acfairly adequate job of

teachina.their children various skills, even though they

lack any formal training.

Oafervations of the naturalistic behaviors of parents

teaching their children, in a variety of situations, have

the potential to uncover aspects of the teaching/learning

experience which have Len overlooked by educational

researchers who assume that teaching can only be defined as

a classroom phenomenon under the jurisdiction of a specially
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trained educator. Research concentrating on tne

interactions between teaching parents and their children

should prove useful in developing guidelines for parents

involved in erograms that are attempting to enhance the

cognitive and/cr socio emotional development of their

normally develoeini and/or developmentally delayed chiloren;

it also should provide a new and different perspective for

understanding teaching in general.

The personal activation for pursuing this study comes

from a long term profeseional commitment to the idea that

parents can, do, and should participate in educating their

own children. Woiking with developmentally delayed children

and their parents' over the years has convinced this

investigator that when special educators and parents work

together to support and sepclement each others educational

efforts, the children, the families, the schools, and

ultimately the society, benefit. Within this personal

context, the advent of recent legislation, litigation, and

social changes which Provide an impetus to the crowing

interest in preschool education have been welcoted. At the

same time, however, it has become evident that programs,

particularly those aimed at interventions with children who

have special needs, were proliferating, regardless of merit.

Frequently "model proerems" Lave been developed without any

theoretical foundations or ccmprehensive conceptual

frameworks for assessive appropriate curricula or teacning

29
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stategies.

Cvaluatian research clearly has favored the "family

centered" preschool intt,rvent ion programs (Eronfenbrenner,

1974, Goodson 6 Hess, 1575). As a result, the present trend

amona advocates of pro.,;rams for developmentally delayed or

disadvantaged youngsters is to support early, long term

interventions that focus on a parent-training component in

order to insure that educational strategies leading to

achievement gains are supported and maintained in the hose

environment (Gray, 1971: Nonig, 1975; Karnes, 1972; Karnes t

reska, 1975, Lambie, Hord & ;;eikart, 1974; Levenstein, 1971;

Schaefer, 1972; Siegal, Secrist 6 Farman, 1972; 6hite 6

Watts, 1973). ,

Evaluating the succeLsful components of such programs has

been complicated by the fact that uniform and appropriate

assessment Procedures for measuring asuatial teaching

behaviors have not tqen used. Instead, individual

researchers and program developers have devised their on

evaluation procedures (generally questionnaires or

interviews) based on their personal philosophies of

education and /or the -ir own commitments to certain

the,Jretical madels of learning and development (Bissell,

1972; atodson 6 Hess, It375; Gordon, 1972). Unfortunately

the theoretical models it often adopted are variations of

social learning theory ncdels which emphasize the effects of
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parents on children, withoat recognizing the reciprocity of

parent/chili interactions, and support mechanistic stimulus-

response and reinforcement techniques for promoting

learning. rather than organismic, snit- activating, and

constructive approach's. Furthermore, reliance on these

conceptual frameworks seeas to result in a pervasive

conviction that measurable cognitive differences between

groups of children are generally attributable to

environmental deficits that are associated with

socialization strategies utilized by mothers (Pee, Van

Eceren, Streisscquth, Nyman, 6 Leckie, 1969; Hess, Shipman,

Brophy, & Bear, 1968; white, Watt, Barnett, Kaban, Marmor, &

Shapiro, 1973).

In a great many instances the same theoretical biases

that have determined the goals and the curricula provided

for Parents and children have also determined the foci of

observation systems designed to assess changes in parental

teaching behaviors that can be attributed to participation

in particular preschool intervention programs (Goodson 6

Hess, 19751 Kann, 1976; Karnes S Teske, 1975). Reviews of

those systems that are available for evaluating parents

and/or teachers' interactions with children revealed that

they ;enerally reflect developmental models based on social

learning and language deficit theories, but did not focus on

cognitive behaviors (Zordoo 6 Jester, 1973; Kahn, 1976,

Lytton, 1971), Recent research on parent/child
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interactions, cognitive development. sociolinguistic

variations, and early language acquisition have provided new

theoretical conceptualizations and alternative models of

development. These need, to be considered before appropriate

parent traininc prograrLA and preschool curricula can be

developed to effectively meet, not only the special needs,

but also the special pals of targeted populations

(Horowitz, 1970).

This author is convinced that the development of

appropriate curricula Lad meaningful evaluation procedures

can take place only after the various components of

Preschool programs have teen adequately investigated. This

autnor al_o firmly believes that one does not have the right

to disrupt parent/chill relationships unless one has

discovered more effective means for parents and children to

achieve the goals of educational interventions. Therefore,

this study was designed to investigate an important

component of many preschool intervention programs; the

utilization of parents us teachers of their own children.

Several, issues that directly relate to parent/child teaching

interactions are of int'erest or concern and these have

determined the speciflc design of the research being

reported here.

Or.e of the r.ain cmcerns is that certain information,

,whicn is essential for tne development of viable prechool
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intervention programs that involve parental participation,

is not available, There is virtually no published research

on the content of parent/child conversations; what are thek

actual topics referred tc, how are new topics introduced, by

whom, ..2tc. In addition, the nature of the verbal-logical

behaviors that are expressed during interactions between

parents and preschoolers nave not been explored adequately.

The linguistic forms and communicative functions of these

verbal-logical behaviors are accessible and can be

investigated by systematically observiE, heir occurrence

under a variety or conditions, How the content and verbal-

logical behaviors are evoked and how they pre cress in

relationship to children's sex and their developmental

levls, as well as the context in which they occur, are

ques ions which need tc' be investigated before adequate

progralcs can be developed to help parents enhance their
c

capacities to teach their o.n preschool children.

There has been some research which focuses on maternal

teaching styles and relates these to children's cognitive

behaviors (Bee, Van Egeran, Streissguth, Nyman, & Leckie,

1969; Dolley, 1974; Refs, .5hiPman, Brophy, & Sear, 1969;

Mercurio, & Safford, note 3; Shipman, 1971). In addition,

within the past few years, research focusing on linguistic

behaviors during mother/child interactions has been actively

pursued (Cross, 1977; Gleason & Vetntraub, 1979, Newport,

1976; Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977; Phillips, 1973;
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Snow, 1972, 1977).

On the other hand, critics have commented on the almost

total lack of any research on fathers interacting ,with

preschoolers (Earls, 1975; Lamb, 1976; Lynn, 1974). With

the exception of the WOrst of Norma Rain and her associates

(1976), the relationship between okserved father /ch?ld

interactions with young children and the cognitive

development of those children generally has been overlooked.

Gleason and Weintraub (1979) have included father/child

interactions in their latest observational research, and

their preliminary results are available and encouraging;

however, their focus is more on issues relating to language

acquisition than to'teaching or learning per se.

In order to develop effective family centered

intervention proqraas for preschool children with special

needs, it is important to understand the range of behaviors

tnat occur when parents teach their normally developing

children, as well as to study the behaviors that occur when

parents function, un...r less ideal conditions, as te?chers

of their develormentalll delayed children. Obviously there

will be similarities as well as differences in the content

and vertal-logical behaviors that can be observed. The

slmtlariti"xs and aiffrtnces that can be expected must be

determined beft.,re evaluations of .tha approLriateness of

observed' interactive behaviors, or changes in behavior
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observed over time, are attributed to the inputs of any

intervention program.

It is clear that there is a lack of ease line data which

would allow us to compare the behaviors that occur when

particular parents, or groJps of parents, are consciously

trying to teach their children. It therefore, seems

reasonable to advocate that before developing' and

disseminating curricula for model preschool programs that

train parents as te-icaers of their own developmentally

delayed or lisadvantaued children and/or as para-

professional trainers of subsequent parent .populations, that

the actual behaviors that occur during educationally
.

oriented parent/child in.eractions are observed and

described. Exploring the relationships of the behaviors of

each of the participants vis-a-vis one another, and of how

tnose behaviors relate to any specific performance
I

objectives, should provide abasis for determining whit

parents already know, or do not know, about how to teach

their on children.

,----)

Furthermore, syppm atic observations of parents teaching

their own children should disclose a potpourri of behaviors

that seem effective in particular circumstances. These

behavioral strategies could then be offered as snoplements

or alternatives to parents whO are interested in, or have.

demonstrated a need :or expanding their repertoire of
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teachino behaviors.

Ultitately, if appropriate observation systems are

perfected, they could also be utilized to assess and

document changts in parental teaching behaviors that are

attributable to the in;:ut provided by particular p-rent

training programs.

Tte complexity and circumspect nature of human

interactions is always a serious problem for observers

(Kerlinger, 1973P* Medley & Mitzel, 1963). A vantage point

based Jan theoretical considerations is essential for

'focusing any observational research (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974).

The vantage paint 'chosen for this study is derived from..
several different theories, Keach of which touches upon

different aspects of parent/child teaching interactions,

The theOries which have, guided the design of this research

are tneories which address themselves to ecological issues,

cognitivtdevelopmental issues, and to the dialectical and

reciprocal nature of huffan interactions.

Regardless of tneir disciplines and fields of interest,

people concerned with unierstandinq human behay.or are

increasingly redognizine that the observable benaviors of

individuals, and or gro4s of individuals, are Influenced by

a varl?ty of ccoloqicel factors ,(Dell & Harper, 1977;

Feauans, 1972; rump, 1964, 1975; Jones, 1972; Kounin, 1970,
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197S; Laing, 19(7: SaPpanikou, 1977: Redl 6 Wineman, 1957:

Reicel, 1979; !iarason, 1971; Schopler & Reichler, 1971).

Although socio-economic status has been related to

variations in behaviors observed during mother/child

interactions (fife et al., 196°; Hess et al., 1968), there

are a great many more ecological variables whose influ

need to be recognized and clarifiedbefore parent/chlld

teacning interactions can be fully understood or evaluated.
v

An ecological variable that is particularly relevant for

teaching interactions is the actual activity that is taking

place. The organizational, behavioral, and/or task

objectives of the activity create an environmental system

which influences the behavior of the participants in that

activity (sell 6 Carper, 1977; Gump, 1964: rounin, 1975).

The rules of the game, tic, to speak, and the specific subject

matter emphasized during ar activity are contingent on the

projected outcome of thi: activity. Therefore, it can be

expect that the format for activities which do not require

the completion of tancibla objectives would be different

rom the format for activities which require the completion

of a prescrlbe3 tasfi (Eell, 1964; Lytton, 1971; Schaffer 6

Crook, 1979i. Mort observations of/ parent/cnild

interactions have teen limited to either- *free play"

situations, 21. to situations in which the tasks to be

completed are prescribed. Eoth types of situations must be

observed in order to have an adequate opportunity for
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observing the array of behaviors available to the

participants. It Is for this reason that our parent/child

dyads were asKed to enoa4e in two types of teaching

activities: (1) a Luil-attggtuLed activity and (2) a

atrugtured activity.

Another important ecclogical variable, 'Mich also has

ethical ramifications, is that of preconceived or assigned

roles. Educational interactions and the behaviors observed

during such interactions are influenced by the roles which

each of the participants assume during their interactions

(atz, 1970). On the one hand, the activity being engaged

in and the status of tarticipants vis-a-vis each other,

determines how they' will enact their roles- (Kounin, 1975).

In addition, each participant's concept of his or her

appropriate role shapes the progress and direction of any

interaction they participate in. In addition, any

preconception, by individuals, of the behaviors that are

considered arpropriate in a given situation acts as an

ecololical variable affecting the behaviors thet exhibit.

More specifically, it seems apparent that the ostensible

purposes and ob3ectives of an interaction, as ce4veyed by

the researcher, would have an influence on how parents

proceed to interact with their children. Yet generally,

when 'arent/chil! interactions have been observed, parents

have not been informed tat their behavior, as well as their

child's cehavior, vas un "er scrutiny.
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In essence, the oppottunity to discover the4otantial of

parents as teachers has not been exploited. if the ultimate

goal is to izplement ef:ective parent training programs it

is essential that one not only observe how parents an4

children usually interact with one anothtx, tut also how

they cam interact. Unless parents are informed that they

are being evaluated as teachers of their children, 'one can

not be sure that onu has sampled all the skills and

behaviors the parents already possess: nor can one be sure
4,

that the training programs that are provided have

supplecented anaor entgalced parental teaching skills.

Like Sroufe (1970), this author is particularly concerned

that rash interrmtations of research on parent/child

interactions, although conducted by well-meaning

professionals. can have grave consequences for policy-

making. Lack of information about the implicit goals of the

research they are participating in is especially likely to

interfere with the capacity of parents from minority and

economically disadvantaaed circumstances. to adequately

demonstrate tne skills they have available (Sroofe, 1970).

:n rAlch the same way, parents interacting with their

daveloPmentally delayed younIsters are also functioning at a

disadvantage and, unless Previously informed that their

behavior is under scrutiny, may choose to limit tneir

efforts to demonstrate their Interactive capacities.

Therefore, for this study, parents were informed that the
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observations that were being made were focusing both on

their behaviors and on their childrens' behaviors.

Plaget's theory of co.:mit:ye development was relied upon

for investlaatina the content of educationally oriented

paraLt/chill interacticns. This theory is particularly

appealing because i. is a stage theory that recognizes and

respects the individual's active participation in his or her

own cognitive development. Using a framework of Plagetian

theory it was possible to examine the Particular areas of
.//

knowledoe expressed in the topics of conversations between

parents and children, and to relate they to (1) the

structure of tte activities being engaged in. (2) the

verbal-logical renaviors expressed. and (3) the sex and

developmental levels of the children. The analyses of the

substantive content expressed during parent/child

interactions necessitated the development of a system for

coding the tonics of conversation in terms of the areas of

knowledge that Piaget considers as vital precursors to later

operatibnal proticency.

The relationship between the verbal-logic behaviors

expressed by parents arc by their children during teaching

interactions, is a maya concern of this study. Priorto

iAvesticating this relationship the behaviors that were to

be examined needed to be .specified.. Although there were no

appropriate observation aystems or theoretical gaidelines
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for determining the verballogical behaviors that parents

and children micht demonstrate during teaching interactions.

there were some observation systems available which had been

used successfully to analyze the discourse observed in

classrooms. ;. major ;ortion of the behaviors occurring

during interactions between parents and preschoolers are,

like teacher/pupil interactions, verbal in nature. It has

been shin that the verbal logical behaviors occurring in

classrooms can be analyzed and that some of the underlying

cognitive process can be reliably inferred (Bellack,

Kliebard, Hyman, 6 Smith, 1966; Gallagher 6 Ascher, 1974;

Good 6 Brophy, 1969; Honig, Caldwell, 6 Tannenbaum, 1970;

Katz, 1968; Meux 6 Smitn, 1964; Smith & Meux. 1970; Taba,

1970). Therefore, it seemed reasonable to assume that the

procedures used for observing' teacher/pupil interactions

could be replicated during educationally oriented

parent/child non-classroom situations.

In the chapter which follows the need for appropriate

instrumentation for systematically observing parents as they

teach, their prrschool cnildren is demonstrated, and the

results of ste,les that are relevant for an understanding of

parent /chili teaching/learning interactions are revieweu.
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Chapter II

. REVIEL OF 1.1.1: LITERATURE AND HYP3I4ESZS

As a life -scan pers(.e tive rapidly encroaches on the

field of education, formal education is being advocated for

a clientele that is increasingly more diierse in ter f

a3e and capabilities. At present, legislation combined with

societal pressures nave decreed that preschool intervention

programs are essential for children with special needs

(DeUeerd, 1977), 'and that parent participation in these

educational efforts is Larticularly desirable since it seems

to enhance the probability tnat the projected outcomes will

be accemplished (Bell_r, 1973; ronfenbrenner, 1974; Goodson

6 Hess, 1975; Karnes & Teska, 1975; Schaefer, 1972).

The use of parents as adjunct teachers, or as co-

teachers, of their on children is the major component of a

number of the more successful preschool intervention

programs (cordon & 'Jester, 1973; Gray 6 Klaus, 1970;

Levenstein, 1377; Schaefer 6 Aaronson, 1972; Shearer 6

Shearer, 1977), Hpwever, before the effectiveness Df such
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efforts can be understood or evaluated parent/cnild

teaching/learning interactions must be systematically

observed under various conditions and these interactions
t

must be adequately described.

In the first part of this chapter the impetus for

establishing preschool intervention Programs is briefly

outlined. The results of studies that evaluated these

programs is then sumaiized and the need for alternative

evaluation instruments. particularly systems for directly

observing parent/child cuucationally oriented interactions.

is emphasized. The results of observational studies that

appear to be relevant for furthering an understanding of how

parents and their preschool children function during

teaching/learning interactions are reviewed in the second

section of this chapter.

Xte adeLl La altuanixt Inutuagnatia

:Alenever the educaticn of 3 nations youth is formalized,

humarastically-oriented z*rouPs emerge whose overriding goal

i5 to utilize the educational system to create chances in

the society. In recent times, such groups. viewing children

as one of the nation's most important natural resources,

hlvse supported the estcz1ihmeht of preschool brogrJn,

initially for economically disadvantaged children, and more

recently for hlndlcdppfd children Coeier, note 2; ,:einberq,
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1979).

:uch of the interst in preschool intervention was

spurred cn by researchers who Fad suggested that children

with lower socio-econoic status (SES) had copnitive

deficits which could be attributed to their exposure, via

interactions with their others, to language patterns which

were not elaborate or complex enough to provide the degree

of specificity of information that was necessary for

acquiring preacademic coc,nitive skills (Bee. _et al., 1969;

tress & Shipman, 1965; Madden, Levenstein, & Levenstein,

1976). In addition, these researchers indicated that the

"teaching styles", which lower SZS mothers and mothers of

handicapped children used, placed too great an emphasis on

exerting overt control over their children's actions; and

that they re:ied more on their parental authority, rather

tnan on rational explanations and encouragement, in guiding

taeir children throut,h the completion of various

experimental tasks (Uee at Ji., 1969; Brophy, 1970; Hess, et

al., 1960; Kogan & 4imberger, 1969; Kogan E Tyler, 1973;

Shore & Kastenbakx, 196().

Basel on the results, and on the results of various

other studies, it was concluded that educational

intervention was necessary to counteract environmentally

induced disadvantages. The hope was that if stimulating

materialL- and it and creative teachinq techniques
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were provided, children would emerge from this optimal

learning environment. if not "cured" of their educational

deficits, then well on the road to recovery.

Zncouraed toy a receptive political climate, the

prescnool movement and related research efforts have rapidly

expan,led during the past decade (Caldwell, 1974; Jeinberg:

1979). ro date, however. efforts to validate the long-term

effectiveness of diffc.rett types of preschool interventions,

specific preschool curricula, or the teaching strategies

utilized with ;rescnoolers have been inconclusive (kmbron,

1S77; Bissell, 1973; fronfentrenner, 1974; Day, 1977; Good,

Biddle & Brophy, 1975; Coodlad. 1973; Soodson & Hess, 1975).

Various factors have teen cited to explain why evaluators

have not been able to document clearly the advantages of a

preschool education. ScIe have concluded that the inability

to benefit from early educational interventions is basically

attributable to the pervasive and intractable nature of

biological endowments (Jensen, 1969; Stanley, 1973). It has

also been suf-teerted teat, in the initial optimism that was

generated, the imnact of the proportion of aaverse

environmental conditions, in comparison to the limited scope

o:: early intervention efforts. had been grossly

underestimated (Zaldwell, 19741 Hunt, 1979; Good. Biddle &

:'roomy, 1975) . 3n what could, be considered a more

o;ticistic note, critics have stressel'that, in numerous

Alb my
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Cases, methodological shortcomings and weak conceptual

foundations have undermined the implementation of early

intervention programs and their subsequent evaluation

procedures (Amtron, 1977; Anderson, 1973; Bissell, 1973;

Bronfenbrenner, 1974; Ccodlad, 1973; Goodson 6 Hess, 1975;

Kamii, 1971, 1972; Stallings 6 Kasowitz, 1974; Stanley,

1973). More specifically, it has been stated that

evaluation efforts have been hampered by reliance on 3

narrow range of measurement procedures and that program

eval..,ators have relied to heavily on the gains in

children's scares on standardized normative tests of

intellectual achievement, such as the Stanford-Binet and the

PeabOdy Picture Vocabulary Test (Bronfenbrenner, 19/4;

Goodson fi Hess, 1975; tarries 6 Teska, 1975; Zigler &

rrickett, 1976),

Althou0 in general I) test si.ore gains have been

substantiated in favor of the children who participated in

the preschool programs for the disadvantaged, most of these

gains have not witnstood the test of time (Bronfenbrenner,

1974; Karnes & Teska, 1575). In addition, reliance on group

I:; test score differences makes it impossible to determine

which of the components of a preschool program were

effective for the dev-lovment of specific skills. 1s a

result, clear-cut guidelines for evaluating or surporting

the development of approtriate preschool curriculd ar parent

traininl procedures have- not been forthcoming. Equally
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important is tfle fact ttat group test differences overlook

the tenefits that may have accrued to individual children,

e4t
or to softific subsets ot children within the total sample.

Therefore. programs which might have inoved effective for

certain children may have been prematurely itscarded

(Ahderscn, 1970; harnes & Teske, 1975: Keogh 6 Becker, 1973;

Lamrie, Bond 6 Weikart, 1974; Aeier, note 2).

Even though the "cost effectiveness" and the ultimate

success of preschool interventions has not yet been clearly

substantiated, certain z.reschool programs have been able to

document sustained ihctcases in scores on standardized it)

tests, and have rrovided data indicating that they

accomplished those. objectives whicn they specifically

outlined for their own programs (seller, 1973; Bissell.

1973; Bronfenbrenner, 197b; Goodson & He s. 1975).

Furthermore, recent longitudinal studies are uncovering

effects which Indicate that early interventions may have

served a preventative role by keeping participating children

from falling behind in their school achievement, and/or

alleviated their need for special educational interventions

in thv elementary school:: (3e11er, 1973; Hunt, 2979; Aeier,

ncte 2; ;leikart, 2975).

Thobe pro4rohs ..hick were able to demonstrate their

success have been characterized by two important design

conconents. :Po first component was the use of 3 planned
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and structured curriculum which included specific objectives

and cleatly delineated strategies for their imrlementation.

The specific theoretical orientation or the values

underlying those objectives apparently had no significant

relationship to children's gain scores. David Weircart,

(Wei art, 1969 cited in Welkert t Lambie, 1970) in n eftort

to determine the effectiveness of two established and highly

structured preschool programs, compared these to a program

which was modeled atter traditional nursery school programs.

He found that even after two years, the type of curriculum

being used did not ti6e a significant influence on any of

the measures used to *valuate changes in the growth and

development of the participating children. More recently

Cray and Wanderman .(19:10) reported that The Consortium on

Longitudinal Studies found that, for the various programs

they .sere evaluating,

...the number of hours per week of intervention, the
length of tine (e..., 1 year vs. 2 years), or the
Particular curriculum makes little difference in the
outcomes 3S measured largely oy achievement indices.
(p.999)

An important Implication of these results is that the

type of content being emphasized and tfte type of structure

being provided do not e;. pear to be crucial variables: and

tnerefore, no one curriculum needs to be ridgidly adhered

to. Instead the contort and structure of curriculums could

oe tailored to the needs of the familics that are

particibatiaq in any ;.rogram.
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Tte second component whicn the successful programs

incorporated was same form of parental involvement, even

tnovgn the degree and type of involvement by parents has

varied-considerably from program to program (Pissell, 1973;

Bronfenbrenner, 1974; Goodson 6 Hess, 1975; Meier, note 2).

The term "involvement" hasbeen used to mean anything from

parent group meetings designed to disseminate child

development information, to direct training of mothers as

teacners of tneir own children (Day. 1977; Goodson 6 Hess,

1975), Only a few preschool program evaluations, regardless

of th.e degree of parent involvement that they subscribe to,

have included direct observations of mother/child

interactions as a part of tneir evaluation procedure (:,orlon

6 Jester, 1972; Levenstein, 1970; Mercurio & Safford, note

3). Furthermore, when observed behaviors have been

assessed, the emphasis has generally been on demonstrating

that changes in maternal behaviors (usually the use of

verbal reinforcement and encouragement, and/or the

syntactical complexity and variation of the mother's

language patterns) are related to increases in children's

scores on standardized tests. Observed changes in

children's cognitive beh.wiors, attitudes, or motivations

hive not been systematically measured and related to

observed changes in mothers' cognitive behaviors, attitudes,

or motivations (Gordon & di.ster, 1973; Cray 6 4anderman,

1960: Karnes G Teska, 1575: Streissgutn 6 Bee, 1972).
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Since the efficacy of relying on standardized test scores

for evaluating the outcomes of preschool programs has been

seriously questioned, support has grown for supplementing

educational evaluation :rocedures with criterion-referenced

tests based on prodram objectives and with direct

observations of the chil,:ren being evaluated. The impetus

for using observational studies has gained momentum as

researchers have come to recogniie that the instruments that

hid been used to assess the influence of parents

(.uestionnaires, interviews, and standardized tests) are not

sufficient for answerinc: Questions about the effects tha.

ongoing interactive behaviors have on children's cognitive

development. Furthermore, most of the studies, which had

not directly atserved the actual behaviors they hoped to

investigate, resulted in the kinds of broad generalizations

and platitudes that are a characteristic of much of the

"effectiveness" literature, and wuich obscure the very

behaviors that need to be taken into account (Clar4e-
.

Stewart, 1978b; Honig, Caldwell, & Tannenbaum, 1970, 1973).

It has also r-een sum;vsted that both the summative and

the formativ. evaluation procedures of preschool prOgraaS

coulo Le greatly enhanced If observation system were used

tnat focused specifically on tree socia-emotional and/or on

tee co4nItive ircesses that occur while parents, and/or

qeachars, are interacting with young children (Bissell,

1:)73: :";ordon & ,;ster, 1973: tray 6 Wanderman, 11400s Honig,

\
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Caldwell, t, Tannenbaum, 1970; Kamii, 1971; Karnes & TesKas

1975; Sigel & :)1mste3, 156e; Streissguth & bee, 1972; Webb,

1974).

In sulmary, tne literature indicates that alternative

methods for evaluating tne growth and development of

children who participate in intervention programs need to be

utilized. Instruments developed for systematically

observing teaching/learning activities that involve children

interacting with their ;eart.nt`sk, or teachers, should be

designed to focus on specific baviors associated with the

cognitive and socio-emotional pro)esses that are presumed to

be influenced oy such interactions.

4agrAtaLiaaa aL EazaataLill Iatuactinci

Over the past 30 yob re the number of research studies

utilizing systematic ooservaticls of parent/child

teaching/learning interactions have increased steadily

(oyer, Simon, & Karafih, 1773; Lytton, 1971; Simon 6 3oyer,

1974). Initially much of the research involving direct

ot,servations of adalte intelractinq with children produced

significant findings ty using relatively vague global

categories for identifling or rating "style', (e.g

flexiole, warn., controlling, indirect, authoritarian,

stimulatin1), behaviorbl modes (e.g., t3lks, praises,

criticizes, ,i.?Itafids, questions), demo(lraphic variables
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(e.q., sex, age, number cf siblings) and presage variables

(e.g., SOC#0-0C0hOMiC status, number of toys in home, how

often child is read zo). Fowever, it became increasingly

clear that such findings could not be translated into the

content or specific 'skills that were needed for developing

programs that train classroom teachers or parent-teachers

0.iddle & Elena, 1964; Cunkin & Fiddle, 1974: Gordon &

Jester, 1973; Rosenshine & Furst, 1971; Smit4, 1971:

Streissouth 6 Bee, 1972).

Mure recently, tree use of precise, operationally defined,

ovservable, behavioral variables has been advocated by many

researchers as the preferred method for uncovering the

nature of process-process and/or process-product

relationships; particularly since their use increases the

likelihood that findiners con be replicated. (Blurtan-Jones,

1972; Jones, Fe:d, & ratterson, 1975; ncGrew, 19721

Patterson, 1970. It has also been suggested that

combinations of t' n anC low inference variables, which can

subseuuently be grouped into composite patterns or factors,

os well as the use of d variety of procedures for assessing

different types of r,levant behaviors (e:g., intervifnv,

standarJibpd tests, and direct observations) results in a

more oompreheLsive understanding of the interactive

processes that are involved in enhancing or facilitating

chilaren's development and achievement (Baumrind 5 Black,

1957; Zlarke-Stewart, VonderEtroep, C Killian, 1979i ;ray 6

. 52
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janarman, l'sSe; Lamb, 1976a; Pcsenshinc & Furst, 1973;

Stith, 1971: Soar, 1972).

For Purposes of this review, most plc the research that

will be descrited involves direct observations of parents

interacting with their preschool children. The main focus

will De on those interaction studies which nave elicited

portal teaching behaviors. However, since much of the

relevant research has not stresses an interactionist

pessrective,the results cif observational studies of parents

and younger childr4n (0 through 30 months) will be

isummarized briefly. Although these studies do not directly

/ promote a faller understanding of how teaching/learning

,

experiences between.par(mts and their children are enacted,

they gdo provide tohsiderable relevant inforaation.

Furthermore, these studies have all clearly den,onstrated the

importance and the advantages of focusing on the

recirocity of the Patterns cf behaviors that are observed.

1

Parents and their young 'Opts \/- 2

Once the various competen es of infants as

discriminators and mani;.ulator of their environments had

been Jocumented ( :ell, 1)71; 1974: Bell S Harper, 1977;

Gower, 1974; Eimas, Sicueland, Jusczyk, & Iliqcrit,, 19711

Harper, 1975; Ktssen, ISCr.; Korner, 1971: Morse, 1972, 19741.--11\

53 J
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Moss, 1967) observations of parent/infant dyads focused much

of their attention on the reciprocity of various behaviors

that motners and their infants engage in. In general. these

studies of parent/infant interactions have found that

competent infants (i.e.. infants whose test scores and

observed behaviors indicate that they ere achieving and

developing adequate skills in areas that are related to.

cognitive development) have loving mothers who are sensitive

to their' infants' needs. who make consistent efforts to

provide adequate visual, auditory. and tactile stimulation.

who allow them freedom to explore, and whose vocalizations

and verbalizations are contingent on their infants

vocaliza4ons end/or gaze. The temperaments. emotional

states, intellectual capacities, and physical health of

motners of cotpetent iniants are within the normal range for

adults (ipe., their mothers are not irratic. psychotic.

depressed, physic:111y. or mentally handicapped. etc.).

Competent infants have mothers who develop a positive

reciprrscally interactive relationship with their baoles

(veil & Ainsworth. 1972; :3owlby, 1969; Brazelton, Nowlowski,

C Main, 1974: Clarke-Stewart, 1973, 1977; Rutter, 1912;

Stern. 19743),

Cn t!,e other muthers who nave been observed to be

competent careoivers have infants who are alegoately

responsive to .,stit.ulatinn, and who initiate social

interactions witn Lily movements, visual gaze,
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vocalizations, and aprcpriate affective expressions (e.g.,

smiling, cryinc, frowning). The temperaments, emotional

states, and physical he%lth of these infants are within a

normal developr.ental ranee (i.e., tnese infants eo not

exhibited prolonged excessive irritability. hyperactivity,

hypoactivity, gaze averFion, physical deformities, eating

difficulties, etc.). Competent maternal caregivers have

infants who develop a positive reciprocally interactive

relationship with their mothers (Bell, 1971; Bell 6 Harper,

1977; Brazelton, Koslouski, 6 Main. 1974; Chess, 1967;*

Zlarka-Stewart, 1973, 1577; Escalona, 1969. 1973; Fraiberg,

1974; Lewis and P.osenblem, 1974; Moss, 1967; Dscisky 5

Connors 19794 Stern. 1974a )

Aithokigh thcre are still relatively few observational

studies involving fathers and their young infants, those

studies which rave observed fathers interacting with their

yaung children have be...En productive and provocative (Lamb,

l976a: Lynn, 19711; Parke, 1979). In general, these studies

have concentrated on making comparisons between the

interactive behaviors of mother/child dyads versus

fatrwrichild dyads duri; brief seni-structorcd dyadic, and

occasionally triadic, v,ituatioils in hoMes or laboratory

st-tttinqs (Clarke-Stewart, 1970; Kotelchuck, 1976; Lamb

1976a),

OtservatiOn.; of f,:tht-?rs and your infants have
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demonstrated that father:: are interested in, and capaole of

nurturing and stimulatin; their newborn children (see Parke,

1779 for a comelete,reviee). From the limited research that

is available, it appeers thaL fathers become excited eoout

their wives' iregnancics and about the birtn of their

chiloren. Like totherc, is aiVen the opportunity, fatnars

will spontaneously inter4ct with their young children arm be
.

responsive to their nee4s (;reenberg & Morris, 1974: Parke,

1979).

Frecisely haw the behaviors observed during father/child

inte-actions influence their children's development has not

ben clearly delineated. Nevertheless, results from several

studies suggest that for young infants and toddlers measures

of paternal involvement, nurturance, stimulation, and

encouragement, (although not necessarily expressed in the

same form or context as maternal involvement warmth,

stimulation, and encoareeement), are positively related to

their children's sex-role adoption, their moral development,

their socio-emotional well-being, and their cognitive

functioning /Biller, 1971; Clarke-Stewart, 1977, 1970;

Greif, 1976; Lamb, 1976a, 1976m; Lewis 6 Weinraub, 1976%

Lynn, 1974; Parke, 1975; Radin, 19'6). It has also been

suggested that fathers' influence may not be as direct as

mothers', that it may be mediated through the mother, and

that the marital relationship may have a significant impact

on each partners success us a parent. (Belsky, 1981; Clarke-

,
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Stewart, 1178; reath, 1976; Patterson, 1980). Furthermore,

it appears that fathers, like mothers, experience

significant psycholoOcal stress when they have fathered a

mentally retarded or ctronically ill child. (Cummings,

1976).

Nevertheless, it still appears that mothers are assuming

the malor responsibility for caregiving and that most of

tnu.r interactions with their young infants occur in the

context of caregiving activities. Fathers, for the most

part, en4age in far less caregivinq and most of their

interactions with their infants occur in the context Of play

activities. (Clarke- Stewart, 1978a; Lewis 6 Ueinraub, 1976:

Parke, 197?),

Although the similarities in parents' behaviors towards

tneir children and in children's behaviors towards their

parents appear to far cut- igh the differences, certain

interesting differences have been reported. Younger

infants, particularly .:urine stressful situations (e.g.,

stran4er situations in laToratories), are more likely to

seek out their p.others (Clarke-Stewart, 1978a1 Lamb, 1976b;

Kpltelchuck, 1976:). AA they get older (CA 12 months to 2A

months) they demonstrate their attachment to both t.arents

and indicate that the -y prefer their parents to a benign

stran9er (Lamb, 1977; chaffer & Emerson, 1964; Veitraub &

Frakel, 1977). It ha:7 41so been reported that children in
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this age group are more likely to initiate play activities

with their fathers than with their mothers and that during

structured situations th-y frequently indicate a preference

for fathers as glaymates (Ketelchuck, 1976; Lamb, 1976a;

Clarke-Stewart, 1978a).

Same-sex and cross-scx relationships have been observed

during father/infant and during mother/infant play

interactions. Vhen conpared ,:o mothers, fathers tend to

engage in more visual and tactile stimulation of their

infants, bit in des.; venial stimulation. Fathers also seem

to engage in stiwulatinc their infant sons somewhat more

frequently than they engage in stimulating their infant

dauohters, across till types of stimulatiA. On the other

hand, mothers also seer to stimulate their same-sex infants

more than their opposite-sex infants (Parke t, O'Leary cited

in ?arke, 1979; Pebelsky 6 'ranks, 1974). However, in the

first few weeks of life mothers have been observed to

interact more frequently by caregiving or stimulating their

sons, Probably because ;ale infants tend to bP more active

and irritable during that period (:loss, 1967).

Ierents and toddlers.

During the toddler state (CA 18 months to 30 months)

motkers' caregivtw; interactions decrease and fathers' play

interections :Jprear to ii,creases Differences in tne play
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behavior of parents interacting with toddlers hive been

observed In sevyral recant studies. Weinraub and Frankel

(1977) observes, 20 toddlers as thgy interacted with their

mothers and witn their fathers during a free-play situation.

They found that the s.recifio types of play behaviors of

fatners and mothers did not differ significantly.

Furthermore, the play behaviors of boy and girl toddlers

were also similar. nevertheless, the quantity of

interactive play behaviors (e.g., getting on the Cloor, talk

to. and sharing in the play of the child) did increase when

parents were observed with a same sex toddler. Weinraut and

Frankel indicate that tneir results also suggsted that

there were some agalllatiye differences in the play styles

of mothers and faLntrs.

Clarke-Stewart (197;,a) observed 14, 30-mantns-old

toddlers. She noted that fathers' play style appeared to

involve a pattern of praising the child and engaging in

social-physical activitius, rather than intellectual

activities or t;Isks irivolving interactions with objects,

The clay "episades" between father/child dyads tended to be

briefer that trose that occurred between mother/child iYads.

Interestingly, rathcrc who played with their children

frequently aisa t.xhibited more negative i.ffect. (However it

is not clear from htr ,ic.scriptionE if this relative affect

h'd a teasing tsuedoAggressive flavor or if it had d more

punitive, disparg:ng fl,,vor.) C!arke-Stewart ccncladai that
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parents only differed uualitatively when they engages their

children in physical or sccial play, or in a dame (1606,

osccial flay "). However, during all her other observations

quantitative rather thz.n qualitative differences marked the

cohaviLt of parents vis-a-vis their toddlers. Clarke-

Stewart summarized thest behaviors as follows:

In natural observations, mothers were observed to be
more interactive than fathers in amounts of
verbalization, physical contact, and play with toys;
but they were not different from fathers in measures of
responsivness, stimulatingness, affection, or
effectiveness, or in the patterns of intercorrelations
among their tenaviors (except as mentioned, far social
play). (p.4/6)

In the last 15 years there has been increasing interest

in studying the interaction between mother's verbal

behaviors and the early language acquisition skills of their

cnildren (Brown, 1973; Snow & Ferguson, 1977). Although,

most of this research involves toddlers it does have

implications 13x understzndin9 how parents teach, even when

they cay not tse consciously trying to. Most of this

research has involved the use of direct observation of

mstnr/cnIll ane occasionally father/child interactions in

he or labortorY settinas. These efforts have been

directed towards searching for the links between adults'

(u..eally mothers) input lancuage and the lancluage skills of

the cnildren they are into-actinq with.

:Ne re: alts of these interactive language studies

so
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incicate that mothers (Newporrt, Gleitoon, & Gleitman, 1577;

Snow, 1977), fathers (Gleason t Ueintraub, 1979; Golinicoff 6

Ames, 1979; teintraub, note 4), and even preschoolers

(Schachter, Kirshner, Fredricks, 6 Sanders, 1974;

Shatz & Gelman, 1977) facilitate the acquisition of language

ty modifying the input language they use when they interact

with young children. In general, speakers adicst the rate,

tree pitch, and the complexi-y of their language so that it

closfAy arproximates the language level of the young

lister while still tPing sufficiently advanced enough to

challenge the Young child to continue to acquire new

language skills and learn new language rules. Parents

interacting with young: cLildren also tend to limit the

content of their languegt by focusing their conversation on

the Lere-and-nor". By continuing to introduce increasingly

more complex linc;uistic forms during dialosues, parents

provide a linguistic envitonment which only gradually

approximates acult verbal interactions (3ellinger, 1979;

Gleason 6 I:eintraub, 1979; Messer, 1978; Moerk, 1976:

Nelson, 1973; t:ewport, Cleitman, E Cleitman, 1977; Snow.

/977),

Some cf the parental linguistic modifications (e.g.,

brief utterances. frequent self-repetitions, expansions of

chi16ran's utterances) have been interpreted as "teaching"

strategies that are related to the rate at which children

acqu:r* lan1uage. as well as to the linguistic and cognitive
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sKilis of child-listeners (Furrow, Nelson, & Benedict, 1979;

31eason & ileintraub, 1979; Hoork, 1976; Nelson, 1973;

NewLort, Glaitmdn, 6 Glcitman, 1977; Shatz, 1976; Shatz &

Gelman, 1977).

Although the! reciprocal influence of the cnild's

cognitive capacity an the language behavior of the mother is

being recognized, interpretations of results still, tend to

emphasize how the language behavior of mothers influences

tree mastery of linguistic skill by their children, However,

there are Indications that children also utilize strategies

to help themselves master their language. Th:.se strategies

(c.,.. imitatir,n, listening, labeling shjects, usinl

stereotype phrases)are reflected in the form and content of

their language. Children's language learning strategies are

related to the functicn their language expresses (i.e.,

referential or social - expressive) and to their levels of

Jan.:wage and cognitive development (Cross, 1977; Furrod,

Nelson, & Benedict, 197(i; 4e1son, 1973; Schachter et al.,

1974).

.1:t!ason (1977) and Mcerk (1976) have suggested that tne

lanuage perforLance of young children provides their

parents with essential clues about the level of development

their children have achlt-;ved (i.q., their linguistic and

co(Jiitive competence). the verbal,feedbdck behavior of the

cnila enables the partu-st to infer their child's inforu.stion-

t
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processing skills and Lfore global capacities and tnereby

appropriately calibrate the input language they address to

their chile.

S
It is possible that the Parental "teaching" which is not

consciously plannel, but does result in creating a

linguistic environment that is conducive for language

acquisition, may actuclly be in the service of a larger

goal: that of enhancin4 and facilitatinc children's

cognitive development. Interest in that more comprehensive

goal, rather than in teaching language per se, may determine

haw parent's angage thLir children in interactions whicn

involve verbal behavior42. y the same token, for children,

learning lanquace may b*: a neans rather than .an end (Piaget,

1955: 1962). Children, who are striving to understand the

world around them, may work at the task of learning language

because langaage is an essential tool for more complex

1,!arnin5. (Vygotsky, 19:4/19E2).

Throughout the parent/child interaction literature an

i3S6*: that Kears tecurring is how parents control their

cnildrtm or influence then to comply with their demands

and/or values. As the taciprocity of parent/child behaviors

has been e;aphasized, ont.k-rv3tional studies nave been usea to

invastigatei tr.e anttcedent continaencies involvad in

cantral-compliance interictions.
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Lytton and Zwirner (1975) obt-arved 136 2 1/2-Year-o11s

boys in a natural home situation on two different occasions.

They for children complied more :o tneir fathers, who also

offered less coxmands, than to their motners, who, by virtue

of the time they spent with their children, uttzrez. more

commands. for botn p.lrents r-$appliance was most likely to

occur after a parentF.1 suggestion. Compliance decreased

when commands were given and decreasee. even more when

reasoning was attr:mptad. Parental command-p:ohibitions and

reasoning antecedents were most likely to result in overt

noncompliance. in terms of nonverbal parental behaviors,

both children't- compliance and their noncompliance were

facilitated by parents' use of in decreasing order,

physical control, 'negative ection, positive action, and

neutral action. tarents: use of physical control and
,

negative action had ,a rcre powerful facilitating effect on

noncompliance than on compliance. On the other hand,

positive and neutral actions were more likely to elicit

compliance than noncompliance.

Using Hoffman' (1973, 1975) terminoloay, Lytton and

4,"wirner empnasizeu thct while "power assertion" strategies

by parents seem more effective in the short run, a multiple

regression analysis, with selected mother any; rather

benaviors as tnc predictors, indicated that power assertion

tactics by either parent were ne4atively associated with a

criterion of c.IrpliancF. :y the child. They suggested that
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for long term internalization cognitivelY oriented control,

strategies were more effective.

In a follow-up study. Lytton (1979) analyzed the second-

order antecedents that influenced the behaviors of the

previously observed sample. Compliance was most likely to

occur when commond-peohicitions were accompanied by positive

actions (e.g., smiling, huggAng, playing with the chill,

etc.) and it was mor likely to occur wher parents only

offered command-Prohibitions than wnen they accompanied

these commands with physical controls (e.g., restraining,

slapping, etc.).

Lytton indicpted'that, in general, parental responses to

their children's complimice were "neither particularly

rinforcing for com;qihnce nor punishing for noncompliance"

(p.2.66). Although Loth parents seem to use similar

4isciplinary arproachtts, mothers assumed the major

responsibility for interfering with their children's

actions. Nevertheless, the physical presenc of the father

enhanced the :fiances tt,:t rothor would be complied with.

Although motherti we more likely to react to their

children's compliance or noncompliance, the most fzequent

pzircntal behavior WdS r,c responsc., regardless of whetter the

child t%i complied or L not complied. He concluded that

"In nJtural encounters, the control system seems somewhat

err.itic" (p.265).
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Like Lytton, Schaffer and Crook (1979) have been

investIcating now parents exert control over their toddlers.

They have observed the interactions between mothers and

their toddlers durJnq a brief structured laboratory play

sessica. Althouuh they found that in this directed play

situation, much of the rotners speech to her child

functioned to maintain or achieve control, they also found

that it 4as frequently expressed in 3 indirect manner and

that these controlling efforts tended to be sensitive/1f

timed to coordinate with tht child's attention and actions.

they pointed gut that their results suggest that there are a

variety of techniques which parents can use to elicit

compliance iron their children. These control function

tectnigues do not 'have to involve the use of force or

coercion and they do nnt necessarily result in dish-rmonious

interactions.

Parents and Preschooler:.

In reviewinq the literature it became apparent that there

were actually relatively few studies that involved direct

otsseivations of parents teactina their normally develming,

or teir develovmentally delayed preschool children (:;$ 3 to

5 years cf age). Iherotore some studies werc incluoen in

thi review 'even thotqh they did not directly address the

issue of how on:erwu parent/child teaching/learning

interactions transpire. The studies that are reviewed have
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been grour,ed in tern of the children's 7haracteristics.

The first set of studios all involved normally developing

children. The second ret of studies compared economically

disadvantage dyads to middle-class dyads. The last set of

studies contain observations of mothers interacting with

their physically or mentally handicapped children.

Barents aad normally cevelapina areschoolers.

Bishop (1951) appearE to have been the first, and for a

wnile the only one, who :ale any e0fort to observe maternal

teaching bensvicr during interactions with normally

developing children. (See Lytton, 1971 for a thorough

review.) Bishop's results foreshadowed a lot of the

subsequent research and certain of her results are

particalarlY relevant to the interests being oursuea ay the

study reported in chapters 3 and 4. Alth.cuch her main

interest was in interactions that either PraTiote0 dependency

in children az, that fostered independence, Bishop did

include a category for oozing maternal teaching. This

category included attempts to inform the child in order to

clarify or stimulate the free play of the child and /or

eifortp to teach oy 1.15ini "structurizing", a tecnnigue

Jefir.ed as "4 facilitt.t.ls activity an the part of C by

meths is ..high rtimolatt tnlependent thinking and relegate

the resPonsibility of dfision to C7 (Bishop, 1951, p.6).
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:1ishup's first study (1951) indicated that mothers'

behaviors was consistent over two separate half-hour free-

play sessions and that children's noncooperative responses

were rdlated to their mother's use of *directing*,

"interfering ", "criticizing", and "strong stimulation*. For

her next studyl she created an experimental variation coy

telling half o: the 30 or.hers that during the first session

their aildren had not adequately demonstrated their

capabilities. As a result of this "motivation" mothe'r's

b-Aaviors in tae second session were indeed altered..

These differences between the two sessions seem, to
indicate that a c1Larly structured motivation on the
part of a mother to have her child ret"..te his highest
abilities specifically when such abilities are being
judged by a third Person, results in a change in the
4uelity of her interaction with the child. This change
is characterized LA an increased domination of the
child as expressec in arbitrary directing of. and
interference with, the ch ld's activity. (CishoP.
.woted in Boyer. Simon. & Karafin, 1973, p.387).

Furthermore, she found that under the experimental

condition. motners' teaching decreased and children's

noncooperative rehavior Increased.

Diane Eaumrind (1972, 197S), like Bishop, has not' really

been focusing on now ;arents te:Jch their children, but

ra:her on now they socialize them. She identified children

i The results of her !tudies were .only partielly ortaineti
from shop (1951). TIA, rest of her results were obtained
from the adaptations ,..nz excerpted portions of researcn
reports 2oyer, Simon, G 4arafin, (1973).
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wnc were considered to l,,r socially competent on the basis of

behaviors observed 2F that' interacted in their nursery

school and in laboratory settings. Parents' behaviors were

assessed during home observations. Baumrind and her

associates found that certain parns of parental

disciplining and gencral child-rearing practises were

related to the competence traits that had been observed in

children.

In summary, these findings suggest that parental
practises which ar- intellectually stimulating and to
some Went ten..icn- croducing (socialization and
maturity demands, punitiveness, firmness in
disciplinary matters) ere associated in the young child
with various aspects of competence. Techniques which
fostered self-reliance, nether by placing demands upon
the chile for self-control and high level performance
or by encouraging independent action and decision-
making, facilitated ces;onsible, independent behavior.
(Eaumrind & black, 1967, p.325)

Ocofsky and 0.:anne21 (1972) compared the behaviors of

motners and fatness as .44ch interacted separately with their

odn S year old deuahterz. The laboratory observations dere

video taped as each parent assisted the child in completing

a series of araded -uzzl'es and later wnile each parent

pirticioate3 in a frce-r.lay sesbion. Their results inlicate

that although fathers interacted less frequently with their

children, they were mortl action oriented. Mothers, in

contras: to fathers, t-nied to be more enecuraqinu Ind

sopprrtive of their aildren's efforts. the dependency

bhuviors of th4-. cnildi.r were consistent reoardless of

re.ich parent w:,.- crz..il.t, !..ct A.1:!ldren did Jemonstratd more
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task specific bchavorr in the presence of tt:eir fathers.

khan interacting with thair mothers these young girls

exhitited pore interperlenal behaviors.

Ae part of a larger longitudinal study of ego and

c3gnitivo development, Buss (1981) iniesUgated the

relationship between the activity level of :17 five-year-

olds and behaviors observed while they interacted witn each

of their parents on two separate occasions. Four different

teaching tasks were assiched to the parents and after tne

session a :49-item "i sort procedure was used to describe tne

parent/child inter4cticns and especially the teacning

strategies that had teen used. These behaviors were then

correlated wita the'previously determined activity levels of

the children. Coalprir.:, four combinations, mother-son,

mother-daughteL, father-son, and father- daughter, Buss found

t'lat:

Parents of active children tend to ;et into power
struggles with their children, to Intrude physically
into the tas4s, .3n.: to have difficulties sztabltshing
good wotle.rgq relationships with their children. 'kith

the notable exception of the father-son combination, a
sense of frusttation and im;atience permeates these
interactionswtho iathe:s of active tons make the
teaching tasks more pleasant by dramatizing the
teaching and by providing, merriment. interactions
involving less active children were cenerally more
peaceful, harmonious, and quiuscent. (p.b3)

Competent parents interactive behaviors vis-a-vis tneir

prescnool chilirol (:771 4 1/2 to 6 years) were investicated

by id.cndell and Tyler (1f;:1). Competent parents were neftned
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in terms of their scort.s an tests and guestionaires that

measured tha self-etficncy, the trust, and the active coping

styles of Barents. Pa:..htal behaviors were observed for 30

minutes and rated while ;..rents were interacting with their

children in a blocr, ouliding design activity and

caoyeratively ooll.p1etinc4 some puzzles. Mondell and Tyler

found that the more comretent parents were also more highly

educated, they offered their children significantly more

indirect solutions, anJ they were rated as offering more

helpful suggest ions for ;:.roblem solving. They also uttered

few, :, command, worp riot. -Id as demonst-ating more warmth and

deaight during the inttr_ is t, made more gestures of

acceetance, and offereC leis verbal disapproval. Mondell

and Tyler su;gest that the parental personality assessment

procedures they had uFPe revealed parental attributes which

were related to how ra.r.Ants intktrzcted with their children

and that thft more comprtert parents were providing a more

conouclvc atmosphere fcr tItz.-ir children's pronlem salving

activities.

Fcbert 1. Hess and ni..1 associate; have been participating

in J laiar crone-cultuJel stuoy of processes adults use and

now these jr e :elute"! to the cognitive socialization of

ptescnool cnildron (ht.sr., )icKson, Price, & Lt -one, 1979).

As :.::art of this study Lickson, Hess, Miyair.e. anti Azula

(079) investiated tne omdictiye relationship of the

aecotnc of sommunientic.n ty mottv.rs and ttsir u-year-old
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children's scores to a variety of standardized tests

administered over a two year period.

The results (Dicksoc et al., 19i') indicated that

4: though the co.;,..inic:ltion styles of their Japanese and

American samples Ilffered, communication accuracy was

positively related to cnildren's test scores over time. The

referential cummunioatich accuracy of mothers as they

verbally ;aided their 4-year-old through a picture

identification task, th( referential communication accuracy

of these children whee they took a turn at ouidina their

mOtnta's througn the tark, 4nd the cambined accuruzy of tne

members of the dyads were positively correlated with each

other and with these children's scores on standardized tests

of school perforeance end LI. administered when they were 5

anJ 6 years old. :-.ickson et al. sucgeStec that

e wcomcunication accuzcy deserves the careful scrutiny

previously accorded co;f.menication style in research on

parent-chili interaction" (..58).

:'.e possibility that there are cross-sex and same-sex

relationchips in the titnaviors of parent/child dyads had

been aupAestel ty nurerous studies with youneer children.

McLeu;hlin, Srhutp, end 1.4'ite (1980) investigated the

;,ossicility treat the leheuelu behavior, particularly tn., use

of imceratives, with olevr chileren,(5-year-slds) eoull also

be reltel to the sex .): the parent and chile wno were
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interacting. They otterved 24 parent child dyads who were

engaged in a tatle game that parents had been instructed to

explain to their children lad then play with then. They

found that fathers urea imperatives significantly more

frequently when interacting with sons than with daughters.

Furthermore, directly controlling utterances, su, i as,

imperatives, direct suggestion, and prompting questions were

more frequently used by fathers than by mothers. Mothers,

on the other hand, vipearea to favor the use of it.directly

controlling utterances, such as indirect suggestions,

Information questions, and rule clarifications, although

they .4i4 net use significantly more of these than fathers.

Complexity measures of parents' language were higher for

cross-sdx dyads and seem to be attributable to parents'

tondency to spend more time explaining the task, at least at

tne beginning of the session, to their opposite-sex child,

but they played more with their same -sex child. they also

finished the game more ,;:licAly when they were interacting

with their same-sex chili. These results suggest that the

sex of older preschool children and their oarent5 maY

influence their iy4clic interactions and that further

r?searcn is neeaed to clarify these effects.

mi,Idle class notqert v,-.rsus lower-class mothers.

.1-en th.) issute of s.--cio-economic status differ ends and

tr.,? rtlaticrtsni; of tn.,:., i.tifferences to th-. educv;ility of
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young children first oainec attention, interest in observing

mothers actually teachine their children was activated and

several stuiet' were endertaken. These studies were

influence.) primarily by social learning tneorists and oy the

early writiegs of the l'itish sociologist Pesti Bernstein

(19Le). 'Lass and 5W,mori (1965) summarized the perspective

that guided most of this research from the late 1960's when

they stated that:

nehavior which lceds to social, educational, and
economic poverty is socialized in early childhooc...the
structure cf the social system and the structure of the
family shape communication and language and that
languaqe shapes thoucht and cognitive styles of
preideo-eelveee. (;.870)

!lotivated by personal concern about the detrimental

effects of poverty and discrimination ce children and by a

desire to demonstrate a need for early educational

interventions fcr diradvinte4 ed children, researchers

concentrated on comparing the obser/ed interactions of

middle-class mother/child dyads to tne interactions of

lower-:lass mother/chile dyads.

:he results of these eteeies indicated that middle -class

mothers were lees controlline and restrictive, offered more

2)41E:nations tnc persehel eepeals to 'Justify their cemends

for specific benaviere, interacted with their children mote

fro eeentle. loeever, thore were Some indications that the

relationenie between class factors end mother's capacities
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to motivate and suLport their children's cognitive

development was not a sign le linear relationship. Hess et

al. (19G8), like Snipmeb (1971) reported that their samples

of children from the lower SES groups generally obtained

lower scores an the various measures uses tc assess thslr

cognitive functioning, dnd that these differences increased

over time (Hess et al., 1969). :Mlle Hess et,al. (19f9,

1969) acknowledged that the effect of children's behaiors

could have been investigated, they indicated that their

research was designed tc Locus in on what they considered to

be the mcst important aSr.eCt cf the problem, "the maternal

effe:qs upon the child" (Hess et al., 1968, p.96).

HESS et al. (1968, 1259) also pointed out that aithough

there were significant tetwen group differences for

maternal teacning strategies and these continued to be

related to the intellectual achievement and later school

performances of the children, there were also considerable

within group variations in terms of the various infornation-

transmission ttrategies tnat mothers relied on and in their

use of can trot strategic:i.. In generall

The data indicate: that maternal teching styles,
reflecting the mother 4s inform3tion-processing
stratelies, techni4uas for controlling her cnild's
behavior, abd her attitudes toward education and the
schcols, are equal to or better than ::' and social
class 3S predictors of the child's zognitive
fanctioning. (Hess et al., 1964, P.192)
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In general the result,: cf comparisons between middle-

class and lower-class mcthers indicated that middle-class

motners interacted in

geherally used more words and specifically usedexpressive,

a oarmer manner, were more verbally

more nouns, verts, adjectives., and sentences involving more

eIaporate syntactic structures. In additioh, their

instructions to their children were more specific, they

provided more substantive information, and they relied more

on positive feedback techniques (Bee, Van Egeren,

Streissquth, Nyman, & Leckie, 1969; Brophy, 1970; Hess,

Shipman, Brophy & bear, 1968; Kogan & Wimbereer, 1969;

Levenstein, 1970; Dlim, 1970; Olmsted & Jester, 1972;

Schlieper, 1975; Shipman, B4rone, Beaton, Emmerich, & Ward,

1971: Zunich, 1962).

These results were cenerally interpreted to mean that

lower-class mothers, pronably as a result of the pressures

and disadvantages of their lives, were not adeceiately

stimulating their children's cognitive develoPment by

provIding a sufficiently rich linguistic environment or by

emphasizing mere effective teaching strategies.

Furthermore, it was concluded that the lower scores

dieadvantsee children cz,tained on the various measure of

ccohitive functiohing confirmed the suggesticn that lower-

class cothers hae not effectively prepared their children

for ;,erticipating successfully iri the public scnools. (See

Streissquth S see, 1972 far a complete revi,...e.)
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Pecently Laosa (197t) coarered the maternal teaching

strategies of Chicano mothers to those used by tInglo-

Aerican mothers (Laosa, 1180). Observing a task in which

mothers were asked to "teach" their children to reproduce

two (Afferent tinker-tcy mo:!els, Laosa codes nine maternal

teaching behaviors that constitute the Maternal Teaching

Qaamtawn leamillug (mrcr) that he had developer. He
,

(1978) found that variations in the preferred maternal

teaching rtrotegies of Chicano mothers were related to the

level of education they had attained, rather than to their

(**c classif4cations, These same variations in the preferred

use of teaching strz,tegies also differentiated Chicano

motners from Anglo-American mothers; however, when the

mother's educational Icvel was introduced as a covariant,

the differences between the two cultural groups were no

longer significant for any of the variables he measured

(Leese, 1980).

Laosa's results indicated that when mothers were more

highly educated, they tended to rely (in 'order of frequency

on praise, visual cues, Inquiry. directives, and modeling.

Less educated mothers relied (in order of freguency) on both

visual cues and mothJinn, directives, 'raise, and inquiry.

Father's, ,nd/cr moth(-r's occupation, the most common

measures ;',4 SF.c, , were not related to the use of maternal

teaching stratacies For were they' significantly related to

tne level of acucation cf Cticano parents. Laosa pointed
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out that this has implications for interpretiny the results

of SES group comparison studies that use occupation as a

major determinant of ar.

Brophy (1973), describing his part of the Htss et al.

(1968, 1969) investigation, pointed out that SES group

differences were greatest, more consistent, and more obvious

during the -orientation period" (i.e., that portion of the

block sorting task when mothers introduced the task to their

children, prior to asking the child to perform the t3SK),

and in the tyoe of directions that mothers gave tc their

children prior to each child response (i.e., "prorezponse

instructions"). He pointed out that his results suggested

that the situation in which behaviors were observed

influenced the behaviors that occurred, and that "SES

differences dill be maximal in situations which require the

parents to be prohctive c.nd will be minimized in situations

whicr. allow the to be reactive" (p.91).

i.cd43a and dimberger (1569) reported the results of a

stu4 duriny which th,:y had compared ten lower SES

m:ther/crAld dyads With ten upper middle-class mother/child

dyads. They al-served these dyads for &$2 minutes, during

each of two Sessions. The major portion of these

observations occurred during unstructured free-rlaya

however, fur the last 1: minutes of,each observation %others

ware told to make sameth;ng with their children. Instead of
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focusing only on individual's behaviors, Kogan and 4imberger

also analyzed the forms and structures of the interactive

behaviors of tie dyads. They indicates that the frequencies

and types of behavioral vatterns exhibited by the dyads they

observed had not differed dramatically, what had differed

were the qualitative aspects of these interaction. They

indicated that:

...although culturally deprived mothers and children
responded to each other with the same status and
affection qualities with which culturally advantaged
families interactec., they were more detached from each
other and engaced in less active social interchange,
the children's behavior was less likely to be similar
to their mothers', and more likely to be baed on
status contingencies. In additi they exhibited
combinations of behavior not fou in comparison Ss,
such as simultaneous display of gh status, extremes
of negative affect in associa ion with the other
person's assuming strong cont 01, more frequent
occurrence of simultanaous neutra ity with less intense
interaction, and absence of p sitive affection or
warmth in the presence of friendly control by the other
particiont. (,;.352)

Thus the stare: has been sot, on the basis of a handful of

stujias, for initiating a massive federally sponsored

drolram that as desi-nd to improve the educational

environknt of chilcren :rota families who were economically

disadvantaged. the foot that none of these programs had

demonstrated which ratvrnal behaviors actually did

facilitate chilcren's hl,.ner performances on specific tasks

or tests s:amed to br! Of concern to only a few.

Sraufe (1973) ar:;urd co3ntly that research which has as
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its... logical end i....1nt an intervention in individual

rives demands that tnere be careful examination of implicit

value judgellents, as well is research methodology" (p.1180).

He offered possicle alternative interpretations of the

'correlational results wnich had been obtained by hoe at al.

(19b') In order to demonstrate that the frame of reference

researcners were using was determining their conclusions.

Me pointed out that:

In into the life style of an entire .

subculture by the middle-class scientist vouli seem to
be an audacious step, demanding full discussion: yet,
protably tecause of the pathology model, these
Promosals have generated no more debate than surrounds
a decision to alter the lighting in an experimental rat
colony. (p.143).

bee and her associes (1970) defended their initial

research assignment but did

...suggest that a recasting of the entire general
problem of compensLtory education is needed. It is
esstiltial that we see the problem not as either 'all in
the .chili,' or 'Lll in the school,' but as an
Interaction...solutions must come from more knowledge
about tne characteristics of the children and the
processes of teachIn4 which maximlza learning for
children of different oackgrounds or different styles.
(p.143-11:9).

A few other CilutiOninJ voices were also raised. Kagan

(197C) and 4unt (196 /1 :7r) statPd that the data th3x had

been reported 4as not f.u,Jstantial enough to support any of
4

the thecretica:ly based iJ(as tor,_ interventions that had

Lln offered as ream; f(.1* Iltering the ,acknowledged '.1cnool
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pertotmanc1 deficits that children from lower socio-economic

classes generally evidenced. Bruner (1970) noted that there

was becinnino to De zn awareness that merely providing

enriched envir3nnents woLld not be a s3lution, and that the

crild's active participation in his environment needed to be

empnasized. Fe went on to state that merely providing

preschool intervention ;.rolrams would not be sufficient.

"If we are to be effective in helping disadvantaged children

co;.e better, it is their life cycle that must be dealt with,

not tneir preschool or their nursery 3r their street life"

(p.115).

Scnlieper (1975) ieplicated Zunich's (1962) laboratory

observation study oy observin9 lower-class mother/cnild

dyads and middle-class mother/child dyads in their own

homes. Like Zunich (196Z), she found that lower SES mothers

dil %ore directing, restricting, and criticizing, and that

they interfered Fiore with their children's actions. In

contrast to Zunich (1962), Bee et al. (1969), and Kogan and

Uimberger (1969), Schli,:ter found that lower - class mothers

were AS attentive to their children and as liKely to en413;e

tlem as middle-class ucthers were. She attributed the

differences in her results to the more relaxed atmosphere of

tne tome setting.

..,nly Yo9an & 4imberocx (1969) seriously considered the

p:is;,1.ility tn3t CIffer(hccs tetween tne groups of children
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might have had a direct effect on the behaviors of their

mothers. May conch:PA that it was generally not the

individual t:ehavlors, tut rather the combination of

behaviorr and the "Inteuxttve contingencies between mother

anC :Mild behaviors" (p.350) which differentiated the dyads

fro::. the different social classes they had otserved. They

stated that

...although same of the kinds of interactive behaviors
dis;layed by the lower and middle class pairs were
different, differences in quality rather than kind
might be even more important." (p.352)

mildle-class fathels versus lower-class fathers.

!:ora Ralin is one at the few researchers who has not

neglected fath.2r.s. 'or the past decade she and her

associates have been studying the relationship between

fathers' nurturant behaviors towards their preschoolers and

the cognitive developmf-nt of those children. Initially

Raclin (1972) compared the interactive behaviors of midele-

cloLs fathers to thore cf lower-class fathers. These

fatnrs were observed in their homes while they were

part!ciPating in a 30 rlh.qe interview session at which

tneir 4-year-olp sans uere present. Twenty categoris of

fath,?rs' behavior!, (' g., fully !meting exPlicit need of

tae child, matting imtlicit needs of the child, asking

infor:nation of tle chile:, affection. positive response to
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child, cognitive stiMUlotien, etc.) were clustered into two

facts, one was laciPlc,! nurturant behaviors and tne other

was labeled Rebtrictiv Behaviors. Ifter the observation

sessions :hildr(n wer tqsted using the Stanford Binet and

the Peabody PicturE Vccabulary Test. Radin's results

indicated that middle-class children scored significantly

higner on the two standarcized tests. The number of

or,served father/son interaction, the frequency of nurturant

behaviors in general, and specifically the behaviors

.catet:orized as "fully mcttino explicit needs of the child",

"eeting implicit neeas of the child", and "asnino

information of the child" all occurred more freiluently while

tne middle-claFs fathers and thPir sons were observed.

Paternal nurtarant'behaviors were highly correlated with

children's 1'). scores oh :ctn tests and with the total number

of interactions e.,bservEc. Restrictive behaviors were not

sianificently ccrrelateo .41th children's IQ scores.

A follow-up study (fddin, 1973) demonstrated that the

relationship octween -,-Jternal nurturant behaviors ano

children's Zt: ccores ccntinued to be significant a year

late: when tne children were retested. Racin zoncluded

that:

...r,--4arlle...s of '.to causal direction, it awpears that
a ctionm lilacaoe txiuts over a relatively prolonged
ieriod between F. father's

to
ot r.,inforccment,

con.ultation, one, L.,.ncdtivity to nis son, and the boy's
int::Wctual erio:,:anc. (p.374)
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In auditlon, haL!i indicted that the amount of time fathers

reporte:1 they spent beig cirectly involved in academic type

t,aohin4 activiti*.s wltil their sons was positively feiated

to ?'he children's intollictu31 performances.' She sui,oested

virioas cossitle expleinations for this findin4 (e.74.,

modeling, the activities themselves, sLx-role

1.tritifiCation) ana nota th3t "direct paternal instruction

of both dauOters atx sons appears to warrant farther

investigation" (r.376).

aadin and her 3ISOCi5t1:5 (Zostein & Padin, 1975 Jordan,

Raclin, f, Epstein, 197f; aiin & Epstein, 1975) subsequently

unduttoDK a more comrvnent:ive study involving 3 larger

samLle of father /c.' Ild d},ads ( ti =leo). Prior to the study,

on the cas-is o,f---a pilot study (Padin & Efstzin, 1975), it

,

was aemonstraten t,1 it Jrf.;rving fathers that they were being

directly' observrd lic not significantly altolr their

interactive tehaviors, .:nod therefore fathers in this larger

study were informed cf this procedure. This larger study

a",t,o ir.volved the us4 of additional questionnaires and

brlillOIJI Cdte0OriS ..1:z deli as a series of Piagetian

tIspkn, develoe4 Ly filata DeVries (1)71). For artalysis

t)orpozed, th. childp. were c;ivieed try sex anu r.y high

versus 1'07: 1; ;cotes. 1,-,ct:Jrs involve:: in parentl nurtance

with !ughtels verslif .cns were also fletormined. fhe

:nildr(:n's lutivdtion '..,. a3SES:;i:Js usinf; in!ciration from

t'ie face sqef of t: _tanfora Uinet I') 7c<t, ant was
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cti-torized as "i.erson-oriented" or "task-oriented" (Evtein

6 haoin, 1875 ).

The results for this largcr sample reconfirmed and

clailfieu Iddlii's pr..vi,)us investigations. Althaugn far

s, ,, in general, nurtur:.rica was positively related to their

1; :;cotes and to their ,Lrtalization scores on the Piagetian

tisks, this relationshiP only proved significant for middle-

class Luya. rhre wcr: no significant differences in tne

nurt6rant tehdviors o.° fathers vis-a-vis tneir high or law

I; scr.; hapi-zvtr, whn interacting ith their sans, the

middle-class fr.trors !id ceconstrate significantly rjore

nurturant behaviors t11...h the louer-class fathers. Late

p,tern11 "indeps-ndence-k.rtnting" ddS also significantly and

positively relate,: to intellectual functioninn of middle-

clasl; vs. (J; roan, ..,:in, 6 Epstein, 1975).

In terms ,f 6.0tivdtin, ors(rvd nurturart behaviors by

tath.:rs of boir was ;csitively related to both p,-2rson-

or: hte ani to tasc-or i(nt..2.1 mutivation, as well as to the

Staa:ar f.inft Iv scorr.:. The motivation of middle -class

an.: wor..inl-cl.t$E. L':',101, .cat not lower clr.ss beYs, das

anhAhca r,y tneir fathirf.' hurturance. .hr resulting

:4:3tivatin was 1Jsitiv,ly relate(: to cedsures of their

;...nit iv funcrionin.:. V.A. loder-class Doti l significant

r.2f.ults irol:cAtkd th..t. ,otivatio

C''..;fi1 t1V,

n was inhibit ..d and tn...lir

furctionin.. 43s dr pre
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rs'rictiveness (Ev.;tQin, & itadin, :975).

Fcr sir 13 i ..ift,zrPht rict:.re PrieJled. To begin with,

the factors which were evident curing fathWson

ihrerJctIon3 wuro :iiifrqknt fro:: the factors hhich ezierled

f.:: Lith,a.r/i4ulitc mitent,tactions. Although the frqutencies

of otserveki pat:rnal b-h.iviars were similar, the aehlviors

which centributiA to tht f;:thers with daughters fac':Jis were

mare -.1r4auous than th, trhaviorial clusters obtain2d for

fAtter/on inteiJctioh. For bays the first two factors

wt:re 'nearly notturAnt latal the rvainin9 two factors could

roasonetly D(' :lassifif.t., AL restrictive or cohtrollinu. Six

factors emerge.: tot fPther/daughter interectiens and the

first three contained wn;Jt ii:,din and Epstein (1975) referred

to cr "m4xt-i 1:-..ns,:ages" (,.9), tr..it is, the tact CIS incluied

nurtJfant chd sup;,ortiv uehaviors, as weal cs restrictive

ant: luniti,.!, tehaviors. Th,2y concluded that "...it a:);ears

th.it s: fonilfotntally ,;iifirent factor structure ancerlies

oDsrvei father !chaviort. with cloys dnd girls" (p.I3).

A:: r.q.;.osJ to L3i:0, iirls' cognitive functioninc was

:iign::icantly rv1teJ t:: their fathcrs' occupational statos.

0.1.1.!1t!-clIss ,irL: sccr..1 niter on coinitiv+. medsur.: than

Ich,-f-ol" 41Th, lit:; noaever, their F.ores wme not

s:4-hifiz'Jntly :r:l.st.0 t!,e obsetved bOn.iviors of th!.ir

fitr,,rs. Lit? le=tnqrt; it pzys, fathers of ciris nuitorant

thlvtaf._;* bone not ast,Joiltod wi'..n their chiln's ability
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4roui. (high velscs lob IC's). In contrast to fattHrs of

bays, fathers of 4ir1s nurturance was not associated with

their social cl..3s. ls0 ter contrast to middle-class boys,

early paternal "lhcependence-granting- 'MS positively

associatLA aith the 1: scores of lower-class girls. 'then a

m-lasure of tnt aqe which fathers' expected their

Jauqhter:s to achieve varions competelcies wzs includtd in

tnv analyses, it was fuahi that fathers' expectations for

later achieve-cent for their daughters was positively related

to the cau..hters' i'iagcttan Verbalizations scores (Jordan,

hid4n, & Epstoin, 1975).

;Ithough father,' behaviors were related to the person-

ori?tted ahl tam4.-crihted motivation of their daugnters,

j.rat a:. they had teen for boys, the impact of that

motivation was not refl-:ctt-d in hiyher scores on measurs of

:fills' intellectual functioning.

f.asec on their re!;ults, Epstein and Radin (1975) have

suqcest.z.:! ttat v.ottirt::' behaviors may be the import-Ant

vIriicle infiacncing dognters' intellectual performances

and that pOst:Ibly fattirLO influence is ingirect anti

mediated throulh the ,-.;oth:..r. Jordan, Radii, and Epstein

(hot,- 5 ) ih:fleat:4 that the affective anc need meeting

cOlavior.., of fathers, which they haJ investi4z.teu, 1iicght not

bv cracfal for CaogtALrY coanitIve develolment .in.: :hit

f;ture investiOtionr t.,cul.! Explore the ihfldcnce of
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pifforent finis of paternal oehaviors lurinQ father/daughter

interactions.

.,Ahg.r.a lattlacIlu tlitt 4aucilgau41 chillan.

Pelatively fEw studitF; tave observed mothers, interacting

wits, their han!:.cappea )oun4sters. When such stulies have

been undertaken they mostly involve comparisons between

normally developina children and mentally retarded children.

4others interactitw itn their physically handicapped

ichi linen hays rLrely bp7er; c,served.

Snare and Kastenbaum (1966) observed 13 mother/child

dyads. The children all had cerebral palsy, none could walk

or talk. Their ages ran4ed frcm 2:6 to 4:8 and their rental

ages ranged fron 7 1.onths to 2:6. The mothers of these

children were ir.tervi,:wid at length and observed in order to

ascrtain how they *ere trying to help their handicapped

children to interact with and learn from their environments.
10

Six, two to thrtc- hour tcme visits, spanning c 7 to 6 month

p,_-?ric,d *err:, atJtrtzk..n ty two observers who spent the mai'Dr

pert of that time ;)bervinl the mother child interactions.

Forty-five mir.uten ot tf.is observation time was devoted to

zn.,,t2tvIn t:',:... child k-rinri solitary play. Sher.!, Ind

e.V0:11.5.0 fount to It IL.Ac 1;oth;,rs wore gen:,rolly not .wire

tit th-ir clil.!rPh %....rE. being leprivf,..1 of cognitive

tat7:ulation bec,.u...e :.! their hardic1p3 Grl atilt, although
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tnLy i:roylied adequate ;=:,; .11:pro.,:xiate physical care, these

7,,o*.hers ;eharally did nrt (.resent objects to their children

nor aii th.-!y 7:.rcou:tie tteir children to use and explore

thoLe ot2ects that «ere within their reach. These children

when left along, contrary to their mothers reports, did not

usually en3age in ;-,1::y activities ,f any sort. They

indicated that tne passiiiity of tnese handicapped children

WAS generally interprAte by their mothers as indicating

tnat their children were "Good", comfortabl., physically, and

satisfied not t7, be interacting with their mothers.

ortherlor, almost all of these mothers encoureged

dependent hrnaviors in tr.eir children.

Ncoan, 4imbertle, am: 3obbitt (1969) observed six mothers

1:-AraCtifi1 wItr LI-ILI:- retarded 4 or 5 year-old youn4=ters

for 36 xinutes Of, the aifferent occasions. They compared

these interaction!, ta thcse of tea mothers interacting with

their nonretarced prk.schoolers. Kogan et al. were

particularly interestu in the reciprocity of the

mother/chill behaviors. They indicated that when the

interactive status pottvrns of mothers and their retarded

c`lilren here r(ciprocel they tensed be enoaaing in extreme

bohviars. For examph., the retaroed children were most

liro.ly actually to comply whim their mothers exerted strono

coLtrolt; or male firm., efr,,It:.

:he lother5 t.f IA:- rutGios.0 youngsters warn &ore likely
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to ilxert contrtl over ttLir children, to ..:'zronstratr- their

II
own expertise, and to t: assertive with their chlid:Ltn, a

;;attiqn cf behaviors :olich oclan et al. (1966) refer to as

a "hi4n statJr" pattern. The !-:e mothers also exhibit4a "more

extreme aeoree of 4arnth and, frienaliness than the

comparison mothirs lid" 0...1243). In terms of behaviors

directly relat2r to tne i=rocass of teaching, the mothers of

retarded children, and the comparison mothers relied on

different interactivs cetaviors. The most frequent behavior

tne rothers of th.s ret.-.rzed youngsters exhib$teu was asKing

questions to vinicn they thf:mselves supplied the answers, or

questions to wash tney °1r9 My Knew the answer. The :econd

most frequent tssnavior ty rothers Of the retarded youn.isters

, ..

4as aivinq orzers. 'The v.others of nonretarded children gave

only half as tiny ord,,rs .sna instead relied most an maKina

statemsnts that indlcdted their aureement with or

acKnowledqement of tn....1: cnildren'"s activity. They also

rolled heavily tn etat;:ents in which they presented tneir

own tnouahts and ideas.

AS ...IS to to exJera.L.!, 1.he two qrotips cf children also

d1 -re... ho mos: ;r.7luent behavior of the retarded

pretchozler: was tto: utterance of unintelligible

v3c,-,lizations. rhe u. xt most frequent tehaviors were

"ex...tos::iv E,xclamatzrm, and vrv,f factual ,,nswi_rs to

4.Jetions" (....1:L19).
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«h en retarceo chil,:nn) displayed low status berqviors
they did sc eithvr via nonverbal compliance, Ly ehuing
lords their ,no hits had said or by arxir4 for
informatiar. (p.124;-I250)

In aadition, the rci-Jr1rd children exnibited born less

submissive, Lnc le ,:.s assertive benaviors tnan the

nanretarded children. the affective behaviors of thew two

groups o: cnildren did rot differ significantly, but, in

comparison to the ncrretarded children, the retarded

cnildren were r.ore 111 ..1y to display" ambiguous status"

(i.e., beha.iurs wtich were not clearly submissive or

at.sertive). is 4.y aILc tended to display vorA neutral

stati.s and trey "wen. slightly less actively engaged in

interactions witr thei: :-others..." (p.I245).

In cc-ntr3st. the nonr,:rared prer.choolers, that Kogan et

al. (19E9/1973) aosc:rvcd, most frequently "rcportec :dots

3r,out what they were einu or expressed personal Opinions

anout it" (p.:.:)9).

uttered unintelligible

ais;,laying low ftotus,

These comparison children rarely

vocalizations and dhen they were

trey did so by askin,1 cuestionn, by

.isicin4 for nelP cr ...u1,:4.nce, or ty expressing their ',leas in

a tLntative nanwn. nrptarded children "aSsum(::: low

f:tatuLl Over twiCIA as ofttn as did the retardates" (p.120),

d findirg which ihdic,,tiLs thdt they behaved in a 'Lore

caoiA-rative and apprapri)t,? manner consiaerinc their rJle 3S

cnil.: vis-a-vis thznt other.

91
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0 ?an an lylvr (10':') observod 10 mothers intr:r1cting

witb their physically handicapped (cereprul bals1LI)

younqs...,21a (1!-Lo .nortn7.-o1d). They coNpard tnese

interactions tt. revi0t. of served (Kogan, v:imher.0 6

:Jaz4itt, 176?) intPr3ptions of 15 mothers and their

nahnandicanped rreschoolt.rt: (2-5 years old), anj six c.otners

and their mentally retorad 3 to 7 year-old chilrc.n. they

found that there were no significant tehaviaral diaerences
.

botween the totters of ttF., rt,tarded ch,ldren and tte 7athefs

of the chili:- . with certbral palsy, and that Loth of these

groups of mathrs wen- ....1 likely to display "high status

control and euthoritarien tahaviors" (p.496), The mothers

of retaided an! ceretirol oalsieJ chtldren Loth exh.:Lited

1;lors, warmth, a characteristic which Kagan and Tyler su(Aiest

was irticattve cf an ovcr ;.rotective stance.

Tte childrka ..ho ....ro Olysically handicapped, lik:: tho-.e

that were retarded, rare cote ftegoently rated for low

involv2lent. Kocian a;;(. lfler found that this indice of

i'Aszivf.? ;:articiation w,-..; wery siqnificantly correlatt.J with

lOwf: levels Pi lan.auok. d4-velopme-t, bu'. r:It with lower

1=v.1... of Iatcl dkvt.1.,pment. Tne only significant

Jifference b.,tween the two qtoups of devolopm,=!ntally delayed

;rA .%.,>1:fr. .a.7 on t:IA n4.1or of "stren-ly a:::sertive and

c-:ntl.):11:1; t.:1.-V;L:f;" ;lid: tni-y lisol,tyf--!. Th. chl:laran

witn ..:ercbril 1!:y -rn1:.iti-d si4nific.Intly ::ore 0! those

bet2vtbri tnat thy: retlr%(1u youngst,-rs lid.

9 iw)



43n and 7A,r!er teizt out that the ma,arity of the

intractiv behaviors that tney observed were similar across

tne thrt :t0J;! or cnillren an their mothars and that it

may he more pertiient to cansider differences in trw. ieur,T-e

of the oaserv... Lh4.iors, rather than lookin3 far

diffLrencos in ty;es of t.ehaviors than can be observed.

wiltan and .aftaar (1;73) compared two groups of lower

SES mother/chill dyat.:s. Five of the preschoolers were

cansliered raga -:isk COALe they had a family history

associated .:ith retardation. The other

fivt, i.rcscnoalir4 cid hat have a retarae6 :'arent or a

retaled Furthrmcre, they did hayp a sibling who

tunctioninl adequattlr ih a renular classroom situation.

Folloain,; the I:oae.: usf.! by the Harvard Prschoel Iroject

(WhIte, Watts, ;:z:rnett, ::roan, la:mar, & Shdlira, 1913),

'41Iton and "a3rh:>1.r us(r. the 'Activities Scalr- aid

t iii LIt2Lac/1;d1 acAle to cor e otserved

into actions aQtween mcther/child dyads wha were at home

falowihl their routines of the day. They founu that

in t:.,r mchth olo lye group the "high-risk" children

Jil not intcr-ct dr., much with their l'oters, and

I,articulArli no in dctivitiit that were ".flohly

t I lect u ( . (4. laartim) dt ticture

Lr.o -Ind drawing with crayor.,3). The

rotnLrt; af tnc "hiya-riL"" cnildrerspent si4Li!ionntl, 1.!ss

it "!1.:actic te;(-"F.; activitir!s raaLino to

9,3
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thvir c:Al.:rol, Ehowin4 tne.0 hot to use toys ane 7.aterials).

Ines 11-.:tners tnccuraq.:: th,.lr children lets trequ!ntly,

di:ic:ura.;ed ti.416 !r -o -:.n4aqinQ in activities more

irequently, sod ahon they ::.tterpted to control their

chlicren, they succtee4-1 si;nificantly less often than the

mot!wrs: of the ccritr1 croup of preschoolers.

Marshall, Hearnes, onl 3oldsteih (1973) observed a total

of a° menr:illy retarded in normally developing preschoolers

(3 to 5 y.4r-olds) as they interacted with their mothers

during 3 frac-play t-itoation. Using a SKinnerian

classification system ::: v,:.rbAl operants, thty foord that`

the 7others only diif4:re.e; in their use of "man's" (i.e.,

comLanz;s, demands, renoests, and asking). Consistz.nt with

rrtsults frol otLei studies, these mothers of th: retarded

used man.!in4 nehavioi rore fre4uently than the mothers of

the: Lonrctarded cnildro,n. "re behavior of the two arours of

chiloren iffneS on .fll four" of the verpal behaviar

measures. lotI,J11y 3.1-,velopihq children utter0 more

"tr.:cts" (i.i.., 'namir., lobelia:, or describihq), more

,linit., anr., Rore "iatr.A.,r:.;41:," (i.,:-.. urcsDoases...Jeserioed

as LAinc: Jnlr tL cor:::,:a of verbol stimuli, taut [4hich)

hlvc, nc ,oint-to-i:olot corri.sp;w:!ence with thorn." p.41C).

iswv-_,r, r7rar.!.fkl cn1,:,.n ..ttereo more "!echofe" resod :es

(1.-., rt;ntiticol. c't ::tjr r:uthert-, v..raliz3t14 nL)

In ,::::er to it.vL5tl..-4t.: th( x:ationshig tetoli:h the
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behavior of cnildren and modiilcations in the speech 0f

mothers Interacting witt their children, Cunningham. Feuler.

BlacXwell. and neck (llel) used two samples that they

matcned tor PP4T Mental Age scores (MR), sex. and SES.

Using an antecedent-cont.Quuent sequence coding system, they

comeared the intelactionr between 18 muthers and their

normally developing ctildren to the interactions of 18

motners and their retaread children luring a 15 minute free-

play situation and dutinq a 15 minute structured puzzle

constructions activity. :hey also divided each of the to

samples groups In terms of the children's MA scores (apove

ar oelow 28 months) so tndt they could compare the behaviors

at dyads with nigher fumdtioning children to the dyads with
11

lower functioning children,

Cunningham et al, (:9;1) found that. in comparison to the

dyaus with retaxZel Fe mothers of normal children

'initiated intzrection: more freguentl, and were less

directivc. -rhey also rewarded . their children more

freguently when their ,:billren cemplied on the "task-
.

orii-nt^d activity" (1..G2). Mothers of children with nigher

(nasal or qetard.d) dtkd their children mon? 4uestions

and offerrad sore cormdni-questior directives to tnett

ij . Thi compl,_.).ity of maternal sptech ,we.. not

sigtlf:car.'i f:itfettL: .-tween the two groups, bur all

mther of children he 1.4.] higher.4As use more par

uttorinco :MU) and utterz.G more command-question directives

95
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to their children.
e

The noraally develoaad childten initiated sore

interactions than tne retarded children did and trier were

more responsive to their mothers daring the inteeautions.

' Retarded children with lower MAs were less responsive to

their mothers questions than normal children, however, when

the two groups of children with higher MA were compared.

their responsiveness did not differ"Isignificantly. Normel

children also engaged in lass solitary play. '_'tie mean

length of utterances in words (MLU) for normal children was

lon.4er than for the retarded "childten and within the norms l

grout', children with higher Us (above 28 months) hap longer

MLUs than children- with lower PAs. Within the retarded
t

,

%group there vas nc signi!icant difference tn 4ne.. MLUs of the

hi4ner versus the lowvi functioning chilften. /1^rmally

developing and retarded children did not differ in the ratio

of tneir compliance Lc. their mothers directives; ht.wtver.
.--

tlildren wh) hao tigner As weralgenerally sore compliant.

Eavin4 estsLiisned t.:naviOral interactive differenf.*S.

Inniignan :::t 41. (19:1) also analyzed the relationship

between tho relative, cor.:1Exty of the mother's lan4a-aue in

relatiuvto !dr cnii:°, sreccn (tetermined bv tne rotio of

Tzihei''.3 !ALU to cni1V. ILI) and the
4..

ratio of mcthers

Develoi;wntil Sslitenct :core to child's MT score). They

inoicitel that their r-...r%;ltzt

I
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...suggest that the calibration of maternal speech to
young children is closely related to the development of
reciprocity in the mother's interactions with the
cWild. (p.69)

Colley (1974) used the laternal teaching styles model

that had been developed Ly Hess et al. (1968)..in ord,r.to

inv'estigate the cognitive and linguistic stimulation that

mother provide to their younger (4 to 7 years old) and older

(11 to 13 years old) trainable mentally retarded youngsters.

She compared observed maternal behaviors during the

mother/retarded child interactions to observed behaviors at

the same Mothers as they interacted with either one of their

older,or younger nonretarded children. Threi,different task

were used all of.which involved the .mothers in teaching

their children. In addition, Dolley taught each child a

task which the child then taught to its mother. The coding

system developed by Hess and Shipman (Hess.et al., 1968) was

used t6 code both verbal and nonverbal behaviors observed

during the anther /child interactions. Trom this data, five

sequential communication patterns were extracted using a

computerized data processing system devised by Collett and

Semmel (nate 6). These resulting behaviors sequences were

labeled as Orientation-Aotivation patterns, Elatorated

Explanation Patterns, Restricted Explanation patterns,

Elaborated Question-ResponseFeedback patterns, and

Restricted Question-fesponseFeedback patterns. A sixth

category for nanteachino strategy Patterns as also included

for the analyses.

Y.



ContrarY to her hyPotheses. Dolley found that the

measured- level of the child,* social competence did not

significantly influence the mothers' use of restricted or

elaborated communication patterns. She suggested that,

because the teaching tasks were not unduly difficult: the

dyads consisting of mothers ana competent children were able

to understand the task without having td rely on complex

'verbal interactions. She noted that when mothers interacted

witn older and more capable .nonretarded siblings the

interactive behaviors tended to be nonverbal. and

cooperative. Dolley concluded that. although she had found

some differences in the Patterns used by mother/child dyads,

the use of elaborated versus restricted patterns. measured

in terms of the amount of time involved or the frequencies

of tiansitions in Patterns. was not a satisfactory method

for differentiating the maternal teaching styles used by

*other intera:ting with children of varying levels of

competence. Lefote these patterns can be useful "the

definition'of elaborated and restricted comeunicetion codes
,

must be made more precise, and parameters affecting the use

of these patterni must te soecgied" (p.176).

1120. aciauglLk

)
t;efore closing this rvview,

has not been directly suggested

but which is relevant on.: needs

there is another issue which

bythe literatute revieved, *

to he expressed in order to
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clarify the perspective from which this study emanates. Its

is cleat from this review, in the past ten year the point

of view from which research on the observed interactions .

between parents and children, and in some ,cases between

teachers and children, (Good 6 Brophy, 1969), is designed

and interpreted nos shifted dramatically. Where originally

efforts had been directed at.studying the Characteristics of

sotners, or teachers, or children, the emphasis today is on

inveseigating the reciprocity of behaviors by all the

participants that are interacting. While this'is a major'

step forward in terms of understanding such interactfons,

side effect of this vantage point is the assumption that

reciprocity, (i.e., the balancing of reeds, the give and

take of interactions) in and of itself, is evidence of "good

wonting*, 'mile a lack of reciprocity is indicative Of

*poor parenting".

Thestudy being undertaken is specifically interested in

the coeitive developme9t of children and how that

.devftlopeeni is fostered. One of the basic tenets 'of

cognitive develcpaent is that the children's motivation for

learning, if it has not been stifled, COtES out of an

awareness that there is some discrepancy, dissonance, or

unfulfilled potential in their interactions with the

concrete oblects (including peoples, in their environments

(Piaget, 1952, 1970$ Sigel fi Cocking, 1977). Klaus Riegel

(1979) has made an eloquent appeal 'for the recognition that

99
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such dialectical interactions (i.e.. conflictual,

1 antithetical interactions) are a pervasive aspect of all the

relationships that infleence cognitive development.

Dialectical conceptualization characterizes the okigin
of thought in the individual and in society. More

.'important,, dialectical corceptualizatian represents a
necessary synthesis in the development of thought
toward maturity. (p.38)

Riegel also points out, quite correctly, that Fiaget's

propensity for describing the processes by which children

further their knowledge, has resulted in an emphasis on hmt
11,

stages dt development are accomplished and on describing

spat the nature of the reciprocity between the chilies stage

of developeent (i.e.,' their coepetence) and their

performance vis-avil ()fleets is like. fit the same tiie

what has been deemphasized, but underlies Piaget's theory,

are the reasons gfte children are motivated to move from one

stage to the next; why thev accomodate to the objects or

people they encounter and why they assimilate the

. experiences they have had. From the ,dialectical

psychologists' .perspective, it is as a result of the

dielectical nature of interactions that developmental chant,.

.is eriMatily activated (Riegel, 1979; Sigel S.Cockin;,

1977).

Unfortunately the 1.1n44age used to describe the affective

and/or Cagnitive states that dialectical intetactions

precipitate tends to have negative connqatians. Terms such

:
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as anxiety, disharmony, conflict, cognitive iissonance, etc.

conjure up an image. of the "bid" or the %mean. parent or

teacher, even though it is acknowleidged that some of the

greatest teachers of all times "(e.g., Socrates, Dewey.

Freire) made their pupils .very uncogfortable by engaging

them in .dialectical interactions which forced thew to

reevaluate what they thOught theykne'w. '

The Importance of recipiocity in interactions between

parents, and/or tbachers, and the children they are

interacting with/ should not' be depreciated or

underestisated. Nevertheless, the importance of dialectical

interactions for effective teaching and socializatiOn must

be accounted for and more' positively regarded when

systematic observations of interactions are planned and

interpreted.

lomat lag C2M14119.22

fi of the studies that have been reviewed offer support

tnat differences between croups of 'mothers as teachers

and /or soolalliers'of their children do exist. In general,

when they are engaged in teaching activities, mothers who

have had fess educatiori or economic advantages anO/or who

have children ttat do rot perform within the norpal range,

on measuresvof language and cognitive functioning, tend to

restrict, control, demonstrate, and generally interfere with



their children's actions. Although it Is not stressed, the

mita from these same studies indicates that children who are

handicapped by developmental delays, by economic and

educational. dilsedvantages, and by family instabilities,

perform less adequately on prescribed tasks And con'

standardized measures of intellectual functioning.

Furthermore, these children appear to 'be less cooperative

and seem less motivated to succeed than ehildren whose lives

are more privileged; in other Words, mothers who favor

differenttefc'hing strategies seem to have children who are

different, and, values aside, causal links and the direction

of such links have not teen clearly demonstrated by any of

the studies reviewed.

Research on teaching/learning interaction between parents

and their_preschool children have been hindered by some

cone*ptual and methodological shortcomings. Until recently,

researcher assumed that mothers were the primary

determinants of their.children's educability. Influenced by

general trend to recognize the reciiarOcal atPects of
N

ihteractions, attention has increasingly been focused on the

role of the child's behavior as a contributing factor

influencing tee parent's behavior. However, the influence

of context on interactions has rarely been adequately

recognized. ;Zazden. 1970. arnica & King 079W

let

Frequently. when parent/child teaching/learning '
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interactions have been cbserved, the behaviors which have

been considered were either not directly relevant to the

questions being asked or they did not appear to be crucial

for effectively teaching the prescribed tasks. If parents'

teaching skills are to be judged and their effectiveness as

facilitators anc stiieuletors of their children's cognitive

development is to be measured, tym it is not fair or

- sensible to concentrate mainly On observing parental

techneques for controllieg, disciplining, and rewarding

children. By the same token, it is not fair or sensible to

measure parents' success as teachers of their children

solely in terms of their children's performances on

standardized test which do not directly measure what

observed parents were deliberately trying to. teach their
,

children. Zhildren'e observed cooperation or their

performance pn prescribed tasks also are not sufficient

measures for determining whether a task was .being

effectively taught.

If we accept the premise that parent involvement in their

cnildren's preschool education is an essential component for

insuring children's oPtiral growth end devel.eprent,

especially in the cognitive domain, then we must also

aeknowledce the eureen this places on parents, particularly

if tndir children are uefficult eo teach. - Programs ehich

require mothers 0.tfler to imvlement or eupelemeet
.

etucational curricula tedough home teaching and neuluct to

103
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include fathers ovailecK a vast untapped resource whose

potential contributions could extend beyond the individual

Child toall the family melters, As Reichler and Scnopler

(1976) have pointed out, the literature by pergnts of

children with specihl heed C, speaks eloquently of the

capacity for parents tc work as a team and to share the

responsibilities. cooperatively, the joys, and even the

agonies of raising and teaching their own children

(Greenfield, 1572; Park, 1967; Uilson, 1968), All parents,

and for that matter other family members, ,who can discuss

What did or did not wort., what to try next, where to go from

here, and oho should teach what, can help one another over

the disappointments of their unsuccessful teaching efforts

and can congratulate each other on their successful efforts,

This review of the literature has indicated that there is

. anees for studies and for* obiervation systems which are

directly relevant to tht. question of how parents teach their

preschool children when they are making an effort to

function in d teachino roles. Observational studies are

needed which foes on the actual substantive content going

tauc.ht and the KindF of verbal-logical behaviors used to

accomplish the goals of the teaching/laarnina activity. The

behaviors of both mothers and lathers, and of their children

need to be observed e.nb accurately' described. Once these'

behaviors are known, th:: possibility for reasonably

evaluating variations in behavioral Patterns can be

104
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initial efforts should concentrate on clarifying tne

categories of behaviors 'from which cognitive processing can

reascnably be inferred anJ to develop or select observation

systems which could be use not Only for fcrmative and

summative evalastions of preschool programs, but also for

longitudinal investigations that focus on the relationship

between parental teaching efforts and children's cognitive

development (tray 6 Janderman, 19130). This is the mandate

that motivated this stuov and determined the hypotheses

which this study addressed.

:he research being rported in the chapters which follow

is Lased on observations that were made of normally

developing and developmentally delayed preschoolers as they

interacted with their mothers, and on separate occasions

with their fatners, luring two different types of

educationally oriented activities.

he main questions asked were:

1) What are the veroal-logical behaviors that occar

when mothers and fathers engage in educationally

orienteu semi-structurea and structured activities with

their nor nally devefOping or developmentally delayed

preschool children?

:) :;hot content artis 1 1nd specific topics are roterred

k
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to by parents suld preschool children when they are

bein4 observed as they engage in specific educationally

oriented activities?

3) Are tag: observee. behaviors influenced by the amount

of structure impose- -4 on the activity being engaged in?

4) Are the observed behaviors influenced by tne sex

and/or developmental level of the children?

The specific objectives of this study were:

1) To utilize an established observation system,

originally developed for observing classroom

interactions on the elementtry and secondary scnool

level, with normally developing preEzhoolers.

developmentally 6elayed preschoolers, and their

parents.

2) To describe the topics of conversation and the
,

verbal - logical behaviors that occur while 'parents and

their own preschooler; are engaged in two situations:

(a) a semi-structured educational activity and (t:0 a

structured educational activity.

- , To inv.Istigate 'the influence of the structure of

these educational activities and the sex and

develop,,,ental L:tott.5 of the children, on the topics

iiiogssed and on tLt verbal-logical behaviors utilized

by Farents And their preschool children.

:4) ro investitiote the 'relationship of children's

perforTanca scoret on ,1 task involving classification

106



of objecto by their attributes, to the topics referred

to and the types of verbal-logical behaviors thlt were

observes during av parent/child interactions.

5) To compare the oOserved behaviors of fathers and

motners when they taugnt their own preschoolers.

6) To compare the observed behaviors of children when

they were being taught by their fathers, to the

observed behaviors of children when they were being

taught by their mothers.

7) To compare the observed behaviors of

developmentally delayed boys, to the observed behaviors

of normally developing boys and normally developing

girls.

Definition of Tgrms

?for to presenting the hypotheses which were eddressed

by this study, certain terms used throughout this report

must bt defined. These terms are presented bvlow.

Dperational definitions and examples for all of the

catewrios in the observation system that was used are

provided in 4ppi.pdix :)., Colihe instructions are provided in

Appendix :.

riacourse variables include all the catogorioe of the

aDservation'system that were used to code -both the content
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that was referred to at.; tne verbal-logical behaviors that

were expressed by parents and their children as they

interdcted during two educationally oriented activities.

The content categories vroviled a means for coding .141 the
a

possible substantive and/or instructional topics of

conversation. The verbul-loolCal behavior categories were

used to code the linguistic forms and commdnicative

functions expressed by the dyads. Summaries of all these

cateuories and so=e oxampleio from the data that was

collected are provided in Tables 1. 2. and 3.

;% LAW of an observation system, is defined as waset of

cat6ries... if they.fOrm a clear, ,mutually exclu:Ive set.

and all exulples of the events in which we are interested

can be coded in one of them.) (Dunkin & Siddle, 1974,p.).

The otservation system cred for this study consists of seven

facets which are used to code. utterances and/or iestures

that art referrec to 4S' "pedagogical moved". The facets

were uesigned to determine: (1) tne emitter of the

pedagogical :love. (2) the linguistic form of each

pedagogical move, (3) the substantive content being referred

to, (4) the commonrciAive function associated wltn that

substantive content (5) the instructional content being

referred to. (6) the communicative function associated with

that instructior4.1 cbntcrit. dnd (7) the number of words

[I-quiz-el to coatl.ae the tiedaclogical move.
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U44242=21 muca ule the units used in coding the

expressEm behaviors that are observed during parent/child

educationally oriented activities. A madaeogical move-

consists of a single utterance, or a series of utterances,

by one speatter whicn focus on the same topic of conversation

while maintaining a specific linguistic form and a specific

communicative function. The boundarivs of pedagogical moves

are not determined by pauses or inflections, but ratner bl

shifts in either the focus of the topic or shifts in the

linguistic form. In the following two examples of dialogues

Viet occurred during the observed parent/child interactions,

pedagogical move boundaries are indicated by slashes.

gxample 1

:1: what do you want?/

C: 1 want to build a building./

m: You want to mate d building ? / What kind of a
building?/

C: An Cmpire State building./
I

M: ;illy don't we make a lot of different buildings and
each make one a litle bigger than the next one./
You want to do th4t?/

C: Let's make (pause) make the Empire State Building./

Exmle Z

F: And what, what ar., these then? ghat 3o we call
these?/

C: r.cund./

F: nand and what t1.50/

C: :h, they' were thune./
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F: NO, these are shcrt and round./

C: Yeah./

r

F: rind thasi are tall and round. rind these are tall and
square. And those are short and square./ Naw if I
give you some lore. do you thine you can put 'em in
tne right squares?/ okay. let se get eer out and see
if you can tall eLich of the four groups they yo,-en,/
okay ? /

C: Yeah./

Verbal - logical behaviors are specified in terms of the

linguistic forms and the communicative functions-of the

pedagogical moves expressed by parents and children. The

categories for coding tne "linguistic forms" of these moves

are adapted from the pedz.gogicel moves facet of the Wilma

Ialtelment (Bellack et al.. 1966), and include such

categories as structurir.:, soliciting, responding, and

reacting, etc. The catecorics for coding the "communicative

functions" of these moves are adapted from the substantive-

logical :reanings' facet and from the instructional-logical

meanings facet of tne Columola Inetiumgat, and include such

categories as defining, fact-stating, explaining, rating,

soliciting a performance, etc. (F summary of the verbal-

logical behavior categorJes and some examples from the

parent/chili interactions are provided in table 1 and table

3.)

Liaaulltic EaLefi of PedJgogical moves are specifiec by

categories adapted frce: the pedagogical move types facet of

tne :Q/Uldad LUILLanai (?ellack et al., 1966). These
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categories are used to code certain syntatical aspects of

the language behavior tat was observed (e.g.. soliciting,

responding) anC to indicate the form in which the language
.4

behavior was :csmunicated (e.g., verscA, nonverbal). ,A :

summary of the categories used to code the linguistic fora

of tha moves Is provided nelow in Table 1.

Table 1

Categories For Coding 'the Linguistic Forms of Pedagogical

Moves

s--..=:=* 0.........=-3:...-2-Slt..

Linguistic Form Cateuories Examples

Structuring C:, I think wl oughts
aLat viiti tug attar
2a2t-

M: It's time for--we
baLia c112 a =neat
same now.

Soliciting F: /ou tell me what the
LIU= Liu:.

Tag ;uestions

i,.!sponding

M: asst .to mate a
efferent one this.WO

C: WI is this?

C: Now that looks ,
pretty, doln't it?

F: oust a little
different. isalt it?

M: This is the best way
to do it. Let me
show you. You take,
you start out with a
lot at the bottom.
Muir?

!!,, Find one that's

111
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Eeacting

Yellow.
C: Mit anfila

M: And why is the knot
there?

C: in h31d thLs Qa.

F: You put your shoes
on the wrong feet.

C: ICY feel. good.

C: 5roken.
M: We net broken.

C: (Child stacking
blocks)

M: Caretul!
- =s - - - - --Q Moves ,provideu'es examples for ceding categories

are underlined. AdditiOnal moves are provided to Clarify ,

codin4 judgements. Category codes for the linguistic forms
of moves are subscripted to indicate when they were
nonverbal (4V) .or noncoxprehensible (NCP). If the
linguistic fors is unclear, it is coded NCI...

Content catenates' are used to code the topics of

conversations that take place when parents are teaching

their children. :he content being referred to may be

"sudWtantive (I.e., it refers to topics 'which were derived

from the area of knowledge that Piaget indicatea are

relevant for preschoolem'(?iaget, 1952/1963, 1955/1970); or

the content being referred to nay be "instructional" (i.e.,

it refers to the aanauemenf and media required for the

instructional process). The content categories used for

coding the substantive topics that the pareitts and children

discussed were s;ecifically developed for this study. The

content categories for codin4 the instructional topics were

adapted fruit the creluaLlo. InIILumant (Bella-on et al., 1966)...4_.

a summary of the subttantive and instructional content
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cate4ories with some examtles from the actual observations

is pr.)vided below id Tablt 2.

:able 2

atecories For Coding Content Referred to Durinq

rarent/Ohild Interactions

=

Substantive Content C4tegories

.1'

examples

=

Interpersonal Relationships

Achievement and/or Mastery
. .

Cbject Attributes

Action-Object RelatiOnEhips

C: ilease helg Homgx.

Mt How about if we oo
It taattbar? Mat
sounds tike EVE fn.
We den't get a
chant all the time
12 alax !Annan
without Susie abound.

ms Yates& la :Jut I
gldaa knot /42% tatg
all of them.

i.,

c: Qadtx, tnia hate
tALI for me_ le do.

A

C:, I never dont that.

C: gag. ;ball& tax
Lagrite cola.

Mt IhteLe, all the same
haiaat.

FS Dania LINE
dilLeFent kinds of
lhalitel 2231 A=
rggnd. acme are
42RIELt

0 '

A itlQQ22, ttat 211221ad

Fs Y2ah Ain tun it
until .it fits, doll.

State-Object RelationsLi;s C: data Mill ULM;
and tLis is gine.
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i N.

Fepresentation

Classification

Numerical Relationshirs

r: It'a to Wm for 111
boI, isn' it?

C: ghat data Ulla aa?

4: gh, ft's broken.

M: Now this is going to
L2 to 2 11222= 2111.

F: XQU itr$QW Whit I
thought it looked
lag?

C: That one's a "X".

C: Ya don't match the
aala;.

F: N2w Ling 0.20tr
r block that's the
am Ltlata. aad
Das the sem, letter
on lt.

F: tilatt 122Y axa taut?
C: uhu. gue, two, tuee,

fogy, five.

C: 1 aat taxa ttla
than you.

Instructional Content Citedories

Truth and/or propriety of
Statements

Fepeat&i Statement

Expanded ttatement

Altered Stateaent

Examples

C: I know, but Daddy
you'll jump me.

F: ihatta xiaat

C: Diagonally'.
F: Qiaaanallx, that's

right.

M: Here's blocks
C: Blocks.

C:. Hera it is. k
puzzlc.

F: A lig2aw yuzzle.

C: Not a little house.
F: It' l a pig hOuse.

Action and/or Procedure. M: You listen, you
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Materials

Person

listen and /oil do.

F: Y2u know thAres A
Last= mai a flan
val.

M: Uld you Oaf With
than t0.1 Laat WM.
with Dada? Dld ye?

C: Whz do Ojy have
clax?

M: Qh Int, hat12 a
2uzlle.

C: Xilialig 511.1X Y.2U.

C: Dal Ruth Kaha.live
blEe-

=et= =a =a = == 4=2== * g= 2

Note. Moves provided as examples.of coding categories are i
underlined. Ailitional moves are provided to clarify coding"
jud4ements.

4 .

C2mmgnicative El:action.; of verbal-logical behaviors are

specified by categories derived from the substantive-logical

meanings and instructional-logical meanings facets of the

:210i412 Lastunnt (Eellack et al., 1966). They include

such functions as defining, describing, explaining, and

rating any topic being discussed. The communicative

functions of moves occur in association with specific topics

of conversation. rbey are coded as either 'being related to

substantive content, in which case they have "substantive-

logical meaning", or. to instructional content, in which case

they have "instructional -logical meaning". A summary of

,thest categories with examples from the observed

intclactions is providt-d.below in Table 3.

115
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.T3ble 3

. .
.

Communicative Functions of Pedagogical Moves

LogicalMeanings Categories txamples

Defining

Fact-stating

Nonvercally Demonstrating

Verbally Demonstrating

Explainino

116

=

F: What's the letter on
tap 21. it?

M: "ft".

M: Yeah, mums. That's
at= baUa tat teeth
10

e.
etro Itis table's a littlt

txasx, isn't it?

M: QQ 1. 3i KemegbeL tam.?

F: Yeah, but Ws not'
tat last bataiit.

M: Find an "X". Where
is the "X"?

C: (locates blgck with
"X; an it)

M: That's right.

.F: Let me abax xa ixa
mote and ani then
you can sgg how eau
itla sanaa'ag.

M: And pm gogga gut
thg big tall
cxliadeta
together. Ogg now
Lim gonna take
the little, tiax
oftladers agd I'm
gggna gut teem
tegettIL.

F: Na, that an't as
together because
tent= difineut
shales.

C: You never know what
it is iL X21 daatt
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Opining and/or Justifyln4
or

Eating Positively

Pating Negatively

1Qat

C:. Here's a...
M: MX Q44211:112d

galit

C: nes terrible.

M: Oh. thaila acautitul.
(referrin4 to picture
chili made)

F: You're right.

F: tag ate l4hast3.t12

C: That one zero.
M: No, that's an vX0.

Soliciting a Positive C: Lila this?
or Negative Ratinc F: Yeah, okay.

mt That aatahaa LOLL am?
C: Yeah.

Extra-Logical.iMeanings Categories Examples

.iving Drders F: 'COM Q4 112 am.

asking to he Directed

Soliciting a Repetition

Seexing Pemission

Complying

M: C2g2t 2ne' llne,
then count the flex:

1141t

C: aiQk that!

M: What kind of came
ahaald Lia slag?

C: What do you want to do?
F: U&?

C: Duah Ley bey.
F: Khat?

C: Big Mom, c12 we ially
another sang aftgr?

P. Daddy help.,..

F: Okal.

v. Now find a red.$.

square.



Providing an Alternative

:'ot Complying

Joking

fiord Play

92

C: (based on M's'
reaction it is
assuemed that LW
chill mulled)

M: Very good, ok.ly!

M: Wou13 you tike to
read me a story?

C: You read Lt.

M: Put it over there.
C: Bo.

F: Hey, you're getting
to be a pro.

C: (lauaha)

M: Oh the dragon's
roaring.

C: R000aaar!

a-= =
Note. The moves provided as examples for each category

are underlinei. Some additional moves are included to
clarify the verbal cont;xt in which coding judgement.; were
made. Solicitations are .oiled in terms of the function they
are intended to elitit, rather than in terms of the function
tney express.
The first six categories of logical meanings are used to

code commanicctive functions associates with either
substantive or instructional content. The last three
categories are only coded in cotounction with instructional
content.

extra- logical meaning categoric are coded only in
association with instrctIonal content.

EluciLiMal ILialaQIIQUI are monologues or dialogues

-which-focus on e particular topi::. The'se transactions can

be as short as cne move Ly one speaker or they can last for

as many moves as the Aialogue continues to revolve around a

specific content area. Types of educational transactions

are identified by their cdnte6t orientation (i.e., the

substantive or instructional nature of the topic being

discussed) and bytteir dur,.tion (i.e., the number of moves

they contain). A comclete description of how educational

113
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transactions were determined and the types of edacational

transactions that were analyzed is provided in the .1,ection
.

on Eaggitional Transacti2n: in the Meth241 and ProceduLel

chapter. Table 4 beloa indicates the categories used to

identify .tducational -transactions and provides soae

examples.

Table 4

Major Types of Fdocati.onal Transactions Witn Examples From

Parent/Child Interactions

Type of Content Orientation Exaxilles

Substantively Oriented

(The topic of conversation
is substantive content)

i

Instructionally Oriented
(The topic of conversation
is instructional content.)

Comzined Orientation
(The- (epic of conversation is
conveyed by Loves that
combine substantive content
witn instructional content.)
content.),

4

11

C: What h; a pair?

F: Hm?

C: What is a pair?

Ft A pair is two thing
that so together.

C: Then we can play
checkers after this.

F: Alright.

..: Ah, good.

C: Where?ere?

M: Right on top of the
triangle. Right on
top of here. See
here. It's right on
top of that yellow
triangle right here.

r4 U... . Miss

M: That it. Now we
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3ot Predominantly Orienttd
ma predominant topic of
conversation is not
suostantive content,
instructional content or
combined content.)

need another one next
to it. Eight on top
of these blue ones.

C: Okay here.

M: Stand 'ea up and
show me what are the
same and what aren't

C: Us. See, these are
two "Xs", see?

M: Okay.

C: Okay? (child placed
another block)

M: That's the same.

C: Yeah.

M: Very good. Okay.

Type of Curation

InPuts
(0, or mare moves by cue
speaKer)

.Brict Transactions
(Two speakers and two
tc three moves)

.

Moderate Transactions
(Two speakers and foux
to 2even moves)

Examples
011 =.

M: Here ya go. (gives
toy to C.)

F: Now we're gotta put
yellow ones in,
yellow triangles in
to fit those white
triangles.

M: What's that gonna be

C: The part for the dog.

C: But Dad, but I don't
have any help.

F: You want some help?

C: Yeah.

4: what color? what
color?

C: Eeh.

t



Esferdel Transactions
(Two speakers and eight*
or more moves.)

X Z
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Ms Red?

C: Mahmee, red

F: I'll tell you what.
I a3t a cool idea.

C: Hey, I got a good
idea.

F: klright, I'll put
one and you put one.

C: I got a good idea.
We both do it, bah?

F: Sounds great to me.

C: (refers to picture
of a turtle) He
looks mad.

M: Maybe he doesi9t
want to get out
the water. M ikes
his home and Huey
took him ou of his
home. He nts to
go back.

C: Why did he?

M: Why did he what?
take his ou..

C: Yeah.

M: Just to play with
him. He's probably
gonna send him back
kinia like you did
last last smaser with
the crabs you found.
You let 'em go back
home.

C: "Why did I?

M:- Cause you wanted him
to go back to nos
Homy.

XS ZZ -XX2=2

:121
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hatjaramic vatiathe fler to the general demograhic

characteristics and indiviJual attributes of the sample of

individuals tnIt were observed, Demographic data was

collected for the variahl-fs of children's a .4 parents' age

and sex, the income level of the families, the present

occupation of oath parents, the previous occupatior of the

mother, and the educational levels attained by both parents.

The amount of preschopl experience that the children had was

ascertained in terms of the number of months, the num if

days per week, and the number of hours per day that the

child had attended pres^Lool, Parents were also interviewed

lasing a semi-structdred ::elf-report instrument, developed by

Norma Raclin and Hanna Soequist (1968), called the Z2grative

dame 6;14,E2amega luta (ceEs). The CHES provided additional

information stout tte various sources of cognitive

stimulation available to the child in the home. Although

the results of the CHES fo: mothert.and fathers will not be

reported on extensively in this study, the total scree

oetained by each par.7nt Was used to provide a metres of

comparing 'roups of parents.

WILLY. AMIE Js a torm utilized to indicate that the

sample of families involved in this study are being

described and comrared in terms of the sex and developmental

status of the preschooler they were observed interacting

'with. The three family groups established for this study

were: (1) families with normally developing toys VIDE), (7)
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families with normally developing girls (NOG), and (3)

families with developmentally delayed boys (OCB).

Qgxelmmentil status is a term used to indicate that the

children observed were functioning on different

developmental levels, in terms of their present capacities

to function in preschool programs. Sixteen of the families

who were observed had either normally developing boys (NOB)

or normally developing girls (NOG), all of whom were

participating in reoular preschool programs. Seven of the

families who were observed had developmentally delayed boys

(DDS) who had special needs and, therefore, were presently

involved in preschool programs that provided special

suppOrtive services.

'eat yinablas are scores obtained by children on the

various testing procedures that are used for this study.

Each child was given the 2taksix MIRO XecAtultu III&

(PPVT) and received a mental age score (MA) which was one of

the test variables for this study. In addition, mothers of

all children were interviewed about their children's

developmental status using the klucho21 Attainment Record

(PAR). the attainment age score IAA) calculated from the

reported behavioral accomplishments of each child was

another test veriable. After the parents had tauaht the

block sorting task to their children, the experimenter gave

the chilaren two test blocks to place and asked them to
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justify those placements. The points obtained by each child

for their, correct placement, and for their correct verbal

justifications, were summed to determine the block sorting

tasv (SST) score for each parent /child dyad.

4 4=111013111 Qatratal activities are activities

undertaken in order. to promote teaching and/or learning

experiences. For this study two educationally oriented

activities were engaged ins (1) a semi-structured free-play

activity (SSFP), and (2) a. structured block sorting task

(SEST).

Talk variables refer to certain aspects of the two

different activities, that parents and their children

participated in, which 4re either considered as possible

sources of systematic error, or which are considered as

useful measures of variance between family groups.
4

-The task variables for the semi-structured free-play

situation. (SSFP) are: (1) the total nJeber of toys used

during each parent/child interaction, (2) the number of more

complx toys used, ("hard :ins") and (3) the number of less

complex tip asto ("easy toys"). (A complete description of

"easy" versus "hard.' toys con be found in the chapter three,

wet oda lad ELintdilLel) .

Th task variables for the structured block sorting task

(55SI) were: (1) the tat.k taught (A or 5), (2) the order in
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which the tasks were presented to the child (e,g., taa A

first, task B second, or vice versa), (3) the order in which

parents were observed interacting with their children (eq

mother first session, father second session, or vice versa),

and (4) the family group that the observed dyad belonged to

(e.g., families with NO. etc.). (For a complete

description of the block sorting task see the Ulth2g2 amt.

EL2Qe3utel chapter.)
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linninzes

As is clear from the review of the literature there are

few studies which have focused on developfng or perfecting
.

systems for observing parent/preschooler interactions.

Research studies describing and/or comparing

teaching/learning in between mother/child and

father/child dyads are also scarce. The following

hypotheses reflect these needs. All the hypotheses under

investigation have been stated in the null form.

EILIDA R11111.2ncts

. lJhen parents are teaching their own preschool-aged

children:. s

Ummitesis 1 There will be no significant differences

between the proportions for each of the discourse variables

_coded for parents, in each of the three family groups.

Huothesis 2 There will be no significant differences

between the proportions for each of the discourse variables

coded for mother's, and the proportions coded for fatheri.

Unothells 2 There ball be no significant differences

between the proportions for each of the discourse variables

coded for parents during each of the two activities: (1) a

semi - structured free-ploy activity, and (2) a structured

block sorting task activity.

Hnothesil 4 There will be no,significant differences

between the proportions cf types of educational transaction
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that parents in each of the three family groups participated

in.

Hy tLesil 5 There will be no significant differences

between the proportions of types of educational transactions

tnat mothers or fathers participated in when they were

teaching their preschool children.

Hnothesil f There will be no significant differences

between the proportions of types of educational transactions'

that parents participated in during the two educationally

oriented activities.

hvgatalls 2 There will be no significant differences in

interactive effects between family group, parent's sex/role,

and the activity .being engaged in, on the proportions for

each of the discourse variables coded for pirents or on the

proportions of types of educational transactions parents

participate in.

Cale BILutasta

When preschool children are being taught by their parents:

Hygothelis P There will be no significant differences

between the proportions of discourse variables coded for the

children in the three different family groups.

Hufatagall 2 There will be no signifitant differences

between the proportions Lot each of the discourse variables

coded for children interacting with their mothers, aqd. with

their fathers.

Hy othesla lo There will be no significant differences in ,
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the proportions of discourse variables coded for children

during each of the two activities:' (1) a semi-structured

free -play activity, and (2) a structured block sorting task

activity.

ii=t111511 11 There will be no significant differences

between the proportions of types of educational transactions

that children in the three different family groups

participate.

Hvanhtsis 1; There will be no significant differe6c*s in

the proportions of types of educational transactions that

children participate in when they are interacting with their

mothers or -their fathers.

Hypothcal 13 There will be no significant differences

it
between the proportions of types of educational transactions

that children participate in during the two activities.

hxptt2111 14 There will be no significant differences in

the interactive effects between family group, parent's

sex/role, and the activity being engaged in, on the

proportions for eath of the discourse variables coded for

children' or on the proportions of types of educational
r

transactions children participate in.

LE2QP.11=M21122t BaaLimmblita ter Eargota

When mothers 'are teaching the block sorting task to their

chip

nx2thesil 15 Tnere will be no significant
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relationship between the block sorting task score obtained

by children in each of the three family groups, and the

proportions of discourse variables coded for their mothers

during the two educationally oriented activities.

Hnothes12 16 There will be no significant relitionship

between the block sorting task scores obtained by children

in each of the three family groups, and the proportions of

types of educational transactions that their mothers

participated in.

When fathers teach the b1Ock sorting task to their

children:

Hypothesis 17 There will be no significant relationship

between the block sorting task score obtained by children in

each of the three family groups, and the proportions of

discourse variables coded for their fathers during the two

3ducationally oriented activities.

HuotheIis 18 There will beno significant relationship

between the block sorting task scores obtained by children

in each of the three family groups, and the proportiorii of

types of educational transactions that their fathers

participated in.

Process-roduct Relitionshiga For Children

When children are being taught the block.sorting task by

their mothars:
ti
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limp:Ill 12 There will be no significant relationship

between the block sorting task score obtained by children,in

each of the tnree family groups. and the proportions of

discourse variables coded for those chalaren during the two

educationally oriented activities.

Uncithegla all There will be no si4nificant relationship

between the block sorting task score obtained by children in

each of the three family groups, and the proportions of

types of educational transactions that the children

participated in during the two educationally oriented ,

'activities.

When children are being taught the block sorting task by .

their fathers;

Unicatheala 2.1 There will be no significant relationship

between the block sorting task score obtained by children in

each of the three family groups. and the proportions of

discourse variables coded for those children during the'two

educationally oriented activities.

Hy2othesis 21 There will be no significant relationship

between the block sortin4 task score obtained by children in
0

each of the three family groups, and the proportions of

types of _educational transactions that those children
-

participated in during the two educationally ,oriented

activities.

...



Chapter III

METHCDS AND PROCEDURES

Ev..tigatl

Chill/ea

Subjects for this study consisted of twenty-three middle-

class preschoolers and their parents. Sixteen of the

families had normally developing children (4DC), eight of

which were boys (:.DDS) and eight of which were girls (NDG).

The remaining seven families had developmentally delayed

boys (DDB) .

All of the children ranoed in age from 3.0 to 5.tiyearsr

came from intact familift. and had both fathers and mothers

who were willing to participate in the study. In order to

Quality. as suojects, children had to be participating in a

regular preschool school Program or,be involved in a special

education preschool program.
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Children were considered to be developing normally if

they were participating in a regular preschool program,

obtained an intelligence quotiet score of 100 or above on

the Pgabodx Eleture Vocakul.sx 1221 and If their

communication score on thl Preschool Altalament atcoLd was

.10 or above.

Children were considered developmentally delayed if they

were participating in preschool programs designed to meet

their special needs, obtained an intelligence quotient score

below 95 on the Peabedy Pictue Vocabulary Test, and scored

below 10 on the communications section of the tzeschoal

attainment atantd. Scores for communications skills were

selected because language development is generally regarded

both as an index of cognitive development and as one of the

crucial determinants of that development ASchlesinger,

1974/1962; Edwards, 1973; Morehead & Ingram, 1973; Vygotsky,

1934/1962) . Furthemore, a child's level of language

development influences the verbal behaviors that adults use

wnen interacting with that child (Berko-71eason, 1979;

Dolley, 1974; loran & Tyler, 1973; Snow, 1977. Table 5

indicates the chronological ages and the test scores for the

children who participated in this study_.

As is clear from the,data provided in Table 5, the 23

children who participated in this study met the grouping

I
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criteria used for determining suitability for this study.

Table 5

Chronological Ages and Test Scores for Three Groups of

Preschoolers

Normally Develcoing Delayed
Girls Eoys Boys

f----5 15 comm CA IQ -Eorii -Ei 1'5 --Ealw-

T-- 4Z---148 -52.0--
2 48 115 11.0
3 42 114 10.0
4 49 . 120 12.0
5 52 106 11.5
6 42 145 12.8
7 43 114 20.0
8 53 130 10.5.

47 124 11.0

sli Ito 16.3----'-ie 95"-'" 8:0
44 130 11.0 52 76 7.5
53 122 13.0 52 39 8.5
48 126 10.0 43 59 7.0
52 135 11.0 60 31 7.0
52 115 12.5 47 54 4.5
57 144 12.0 56 '73 9.0
60 122, 10.0

52 126 11.0 51 61 7.0
====ailt====lt====22$41-= sm.:rms.us:maa-nu-sr
Lint. CA= chronological age in months. IQ= WWI/

glcure Q score. COMM= comit)nication score on
Ettache21 fittainssat await. !,- mean.

Parents. 4

The sample of parents who participated 1:i this study were

Middle-class, Caucasian,,fairly affluent. and well educated.

As a grcup. the parents of the development/04 delayed boys-

tended to be somewhat younger( slightly less educited, and

less affluent than the parent of the norealay developing

children. 'Tile differences ble\tpteer the parent group; were

minimal and generally did not relate to variations in

children's test scores or to the proportions of discourse

variables coded for their interactions.

13-3
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) The mean ago for the mothers with normally developing

children (NDC) was 31 years and 5 months with a standard

deviation of 2 years and 1 month. The mean age for the

fathers of ND:. was 33 years and 10 months ( la 2 years, 3

months). The man aces of parents with developmentally

delayed boys (DD8) was slightly lower, The mean age for

tnese mothers' was 29 years and 7 months ( SO ?' years, 3

months) and the mean age for these fathers' was 32 years and

2 months ( S2 3 years, 7 months).

Significant correlations were obtained between mothers'

chronological age (CA) and the block sort test (ES ?) scores

achieved when mothers taught their normally developing boys

( Q = 8: = 65, (.04), as well as for.. the mental age.

scores obtained by those normally developing boys, on the

EgataglI 21CLUE: Licatialiat Ie t ( L = .80, II (.009). It

appears that for the normally developing boys in this study,

having an older mother was advantageous. iihy this was so,

and if it would hold true for other samples, cannot be

determined from the data that are available for this study,

In any case: the correlations between mothers' CA and

children's SST scores cir MA scares were not significant for

normally developing girls or for developmentally delayed

boys.

61th the exception of one famIlY, all the parents who

particibatedjin this study had not been married before and
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were the natural parents of the children that were observed.

One father was a stepfather who had been a member of the

family for the past three years. Almost all of the parents .!

owned their own homes. The fathers tended to have

.professional or managerial level occupations: a few had had

technical training and were spilled laborers; one father was

a farmer. All of the parents had graduated high schobl;

most had attended college, and the Majority had graduated

from college. Several parents had begun graduate studies or

had already acaieved advanced degrees. Most of the mothers

were fulltimi homemakers at the time of this study, although

many of them had had jobs previously. Table 6 below,

indicates the educational and occupational levels of the

parents who participated in this study.

Table 6

Educational and Occupational Levels for Three Groups of

Families

ms=m=====s===s2z=:=-1r...2 . =amass ..... 2e-ammarmasx==:==s2
FAMILIES WITH

aaa

F F M F

Highest Leval 2f Education Attained

Righ Sch. grad. C 1. 0 0 4 2

Technical Sch. o 2 0 0 1

mrad.

Attended 2 14 1 0 1 0

College

College grad. 4 4 2 1 1 2
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Graduate 1 0 2 1 1 1
Studies

Masters Degree 0 0 1 1 0 1

Doctorate
equivalent

0 2 0 s 0 0

,swat Psemenismil LTSI
Homemaker 5 9 6 0 6 0

Semi-skillet 1 0 0 0 0 0

technician or 0 2 0 0 0 3

Skilled worker

Managerial
or equivalent

1 3 1 1 1 0

Professional
(no Doctormte)

1 1 1 2 0 3

Professional C 2 0 S 0 1

(Doctorate or
equivalent)

1.12IttEll EL2.4214 4scukatim

None ' 2 NA 1 NA 3 NA

Skilled 0 NA 0 NA 2 NA

Managerial or
equivalent

2 NA 2 NA 1 NA

Professional
(no Doctorate)

4 NA $ NA 1 NA .

XSaW:====SSUM===n32g2t==fatsg=ZUSWICUSSIIIIIIMSZOIMS=SXXXIC2iCXX
tftleo $smothers. F=fathers. dA * mgt macaw. ;oat:

work w Vaitress. Clerk, etc. /soigne or mall
gaLtaL s R4tOOMbile Mechanic, Parser. Carpenter.
Electrician, etc. hanagerial ot tguivalant e Store Manager,
Restaurant Hostess, junior Executive. Secretary. etc.
Etsigall2aal. (ne RacIonto * Nurse, Engineer, Teacher, etc.
PLoftssional (D2 gi2Eate oz 32 4t) 2 Medical Doctor.
Lawyer, Psychologist. College Profesior, etc. NOG 4.

Normally developing girls (n x 6). NOB 2 Normally developing
boy: (a g 8), 3D0 = Developmentally delayed boys (a = 7).

he yearly income range for the families involved in this

study was from just under 510,000 to over $40,400 per year.
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The majority of the families had incomes ranging $11,000 to

$40,000 (see Table 7 for distribution of income levels).

TWb1e 7

Distribution of Family Income Levels for Three Groups of

Families

MMUMM'' gm MMS''

Income Families with
Level CDG
per year

Mg= g"'=g=

Families with
NCB

Families with
DDS

g=1.1.11101M

$10,000 or 1 0 1
less

$11,000 to 2 1
$20,000

$21,000 to 4 4 1

340,000

$41,000 or 1 3 0

tore

astzsast=sx=s2a=2: 2: nv =

Note. NOG = normally developing girls, NCR = normally
developing boys, DDB = developmentally delayed boys.

aecLuitzent of Subjects.

A list of intact raddle-class families with normally

developing preschoolers was obtained from a local suburban

nurserY'school. Twenty-six parents were'contacted by phone

and sixteen agreed to participate. Of the ten who refused,

nine cited scheduling difficulties as the reason for the

refusal. In matt at tLese instances, either botrt parents

worked or the tether's work schedule was too hectic or

erratic to guarantee his participation. Only oie set of

parents 'refused because of their reluctance' to be video-
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taped.

The parti:ipation of middle-class families with

developmentally delayed preschoolers was more difficult to

obtain. Due to recent privacy legislation, direct contact

between the principal investigator and the Parents was not

possible and therefore az!ministrators and teachers had to be

used as liaisons to parents. This indirect communication

system was generally inefficient and ineffective.

Superintendent7 or Director: if Pupil Personnel from nine

public schools were contacted to no avail. Eight directors

of oreszhool interventicn programs that were not affiliated

with public schools were also contacted and one family was

obtained from these'sources. Two pediatricians and sixteen

individua wnose group membership or professional

involv, nt in related fields brought them in contact vita,

special children, sere also contacted. As a result of the

cooperation and interest of the two pediatricians, 51

parents were contacted by mail (see appendix D for letter to

parents). Those who responded positively were contacted by

phone in order to make appropriate arrangements and to check

on the suitability of tte family.

eleven families who had indicated their willingness to

partici;ate were seen, tested and taped. Df these only seven

proved suitable for incicsion in this study. Two boys scored

3DDVP our test criteria for the developmentally oelayed



population and one boy was too old. Two children were girls

whose chronological age and developmental levels were too

disparate to permit considering tram as a group. They could

not be incluhd with the boys since early analyses indicated

that there were some significant differences bet..ieen

children. which, were related to their sex. Therefore, for

this study only the results of interactions between seven

developmentally delayed boys and their parents will be

reported.

lettin9s and Eguipment for Laboratory Sessions

lutiaas L2L IQUE1I4112ellicall

.

All sessions toox place in a room equipped with a one-way

observation window through which the video taping was done. ./

All of the normally developing children (NDC) and their

parents, and two of the families with developmentally

delayed boys (DDb) were seen at the University Community

Clinic f3cility of the Department of Psychology at the

University of Hartford. Three of our families with

developmentally delayed boys were observed at the :cystic

Oral School in :cystic. Connecticut. Two other families with

developmentally delayed tool's were observed in the facilities

of the Denartnent of Elqcational Psychology of the

University of Connecticut at Storrs. The different

laboratory settings here r.ezuired in order to minimize the
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commuting for parents.

Each room was provided with a .table and four adalt sized

straight backed chairs. Two chairs were placed at the table

at right angles to one ahother and provided seating for the

parent and for their child. The third chair was placed next

to the parent and the box of free-play toys was placed on it

so that they would be accessible. The remaining chair was

placed out of the viewing range of the parent and child and

the block sorting materials were placed on it after they had

been shown to tre parent.

&11412:Itsual taulameat.

An Electrovnice dynamic 150 ohms lavalier microphone was

moo_ ,ted on the ceiling and lowered over the seating area

with a five foot retractiole cord. This arrangement made it

possible to have the miciophone between the two speakers yet

out of their direct visual fields. The microphone was

connected to an £lactrovoice line matching transformer and

was connected to an audio amplifier. For monitnring

purvoses, an vuice-coil wall speaker and baffle were

provided in the observation room. The verbal interactions

were transmitted through the amplifier into a monoononic

cassette tape recorder.

A Sony Video Camera, which included a tripod and zoom
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lenS, was used for ludic taping the sessions. The camera

was adjusted to accomodate for the reduced light available

while video taping through the observation window.

The televised recordings were monitored with a black and

white video play back unit.

the aesi-Structured Free -Play Agtivily

Tot materials.

The semi-structured free play segment of the sessions was

delimited by the toys that were provided to parents, and by

instructions that 'they use those toys to "show" their

children "new ways to use familiar toys, or hod to use

unfamiliar .toys."

toys were serected tc he appropriate to the skills and

interests of a wide range of preschoolers. A variety of

types of toys were prcvided so that parents could find

materials for teaching purposes which they, and their

children would either re familiar with, or tnat would

capture their interests.

A brae cardboard box was used as the toy box. The toys

contained in the box were:
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C

(1.) Four puzzles which differed in their levels of
difficulty.

a. Idagla. An 0 piece inset puzzle. Fisher price
Co.

b. Unit. 1275-22. A 10 piece jigsaw puzzle.
. Playskool Co.
c. igytua, a 30 piece, series 1 wooden jigsaw puzzle.

Philmar Co.
d. Willtrala ditt2na, #4429. A jigsaw puzzle with 63

extra largeinterlocking cardboard pieces. Whitman
Co.,

(2.) Three books having different levels of difficulty.
-a. aufman, 4. -Things in my Houle. New York: Golden

Press, 1968.
b. Kraus, R. A Hgle is to Dig: A First Hoot Of

Definitiona. New York: Harper 6 Row, 1952.
r. j Yasnisa, T. CLQW agy. Nev York: Viking Press._ .

1955.

(3.) Ten toys that required motor manipulation and could be
used for constructions purposes.
a. Small Eead2 end Laces, 0470. Milton Bradley Co.

Wooden,beads shaped in 1/2 inch cubes, spheres, and
cylinders in six colors. Two laces were provided.

b. El l=2$21 aisza VW Sattx Olgats, 1224. Milton
Bradley Co: Thirty 1 and 5/16 inch wooden blocks
embossed with Disney characters and alphabetic
letters, in non-toxic colors.

c. ellelles. Halsam Co., a division of Playskool.
Toy contains two boards for inserting small tiles
that came in four colors and three shapes.

d. yat ajlaexls Way. Quex, mil 1211/2 =ulna WO..
it Whitman Book, Western Publishing Co., Racine,
gisronsin.

e. Eight Crayola Jumbo Crayons, Eluorelsgat Qglgrl,
Binney & Smith Co. Non-toxic crayons.

f. Tru-tone No-roll Semi-gressed Crayons, #9257.
Milton Bradley Co.

g. glist-i-clay Modeling Clay. American Art Clay Co.
Non-toxic clay bars in four colors.

h. Cushion Grip Sclasora, 5 inch clip point, 121155.
J.L. - Hammett Co.

i. Twelve sheets of Standard White Newsgrint PigeL,
unrulad, 8 1/2 x 11 inches, 110863. J.L. Hammett
Co.

j. Ellerer. Gluenll, Hordee, Inc. Four fluid ounces,
squeeze bottle of non-toxic white glue. Borden,
Inc.

(14.) Four toys tha required conceptual skills and/or
specific rules.

a. Slx Nested Cu f,.: A Child Guidance Toy. A set of
six sided plastic cups varying in size from
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smallest to largest. These caps can be nested into
each other by size, or interlocked and stacked by
size.

o. Face !latching, #38480. Creative Playthings,
Twenty-four wooden plaques, 2 and 3/8 inches
Square, non-toxic. Six tviuxe of faces are silk

.screened on the plaques so that six groups, each
containing 4 matching plaques, can be created.

c. Beaded Ainhabet, #1a. Touch, 'Inc., Albany, New
York. Manuscript lower case letters are pitied on
cardboard cards.

d. peckers aud 5 other gases, #4148. Milton Bradley
Co. Set includes black and red checkers, a pair of
dice, and instructions for 5 games with various
rules that can be played with the materials.

The toys actually used by each dyad were recorded and the

number of toys used was 'totaled to provide a comparative

measure of variety. For analysis purposes, thos toys that

could be utilized without understanding a fix d set of

rules, or which did not require abstract conceptua nations,

were referred to as "Easy Toys". Those toys which 'involved

the use of game rules, and abstract conceptualizations, were

re rred to as "Hard Tpys". Included as EalE Ical were: the

Ve)cle and Rabbit puzzles (la, lb), the beads and laces

(3a), the wooden blocks (3b), the coloring book and crayons

(3d, 3e, 6 3f), the clay (3g), the scissors (3h), the glue

(3j), the paper (3i), and the nested caps (4i). Included as

Hard Tat were: the Tlytown and Kittens jigsaw puzzles (1c &

Id), all of the Looks (2a, 2b, & 2c), the Playtiles (3c),

the Face Matching game (4b), the alphabet cards (4c), the

Checkers game, and the dice included in the checkers game

materials (41).

The Strgctured"Elock Sorting Task Activity
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Bloch sotIins test aterials,

The identical materials were used fbr bath versions of

the task. Only the sorting criteria, and therefore, the

instruction cards were altered.

Fourteen wooden blocks were painted and marked so that

each block could be categorized by its attributes of color,

shape, height, or letter mark. The four colors used to

----peintthe blocks were yellow, blue, green, and red. All

blocks were finished with a coat of polyurethane to protect

them from wear, Blocks were either "tall" (3 1/2 inches) or

*short" (1 and 3/4 inches) and also either cylindrical

ms or rectangularly shaped. '..;:ach block had either a

white letter "X" cr "C" painted on both of its ends. Eight

blocks were Placed in a transparent plastic bag with an

instruction card and presented to the parent as the blocks

to use to teach the task. An additional four blocks were

contained separately in a smaller plastic bag. Parents were

told that these "extra blocks" were to be presented to the

child for placement once the parent felt the child

understood the sorting task. Two blocks were withheld by

The experimenter for pur oses of "testing" the child at the

end of this structured segment of the'session. Parents were

informed, that after the child had placed the for "extra

blocks', the experimenter would appear and ask the child to

add two more blocks to the: groupings and to verbally justify
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their placement of these "testing" blocks. (The form used

for recording the taccit sorting task test results iS

provided in App6ndix E.)

The inside of an 8 1/2 inch by 11 inch box top was 47

partitioned into four equal sections. Two strips of

intersecting 3/4 inch masking tape were used to form the

partitioned sections. This box top served as the surface on

Which the block sort groupings were positioned. The four

sections helped to emphasize that four different groupings

had to be constructed.

laitEUQ/12112 tsa uarenta.

,..z.

Before the start of the Dark t/child interaCtion, each

parent as taken into the playroom in order to familiarize

him or
)
her with the setting, to explain the format of the

session, and to show him or her the available toy materials.

The experimenter then sat down at the table, invited the

parent to join her, and proceded to demonstrate the

particular version of the block sort task that was to be

taught ie the child. The eight teaching blocks and the

instruction card were'shown to the parent. The experimenter

then began sorting the blocks into the aroprcpriate four

groupings. Each matchin4 set of two blocks was careicully

placed in one cf the partitioned sections of the box top.

;L45
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While setting at the blocks the experimenter explained the

grouping criteria being used, and called the parent's

attention to both the relevant and irrelevant attributes of

the blocks. If it was the child's second visit, t e parent

was also told that during the Previous session he same

materials had been used, but that the grouping cri ertia had

been somewhat different. The previcusly used cri is were

not specified.

4

The four "extra blocks" in the smaller bag were then

presented to the parent. While adding these to the existing

groupings, the experimenter explained that they were to be

'given to the child after the parent felt the child had

understood the task,. If the child did no'. place the blocks

correctly, the parent was told that they could correct the

child and continue to try to clarify the task for the child.

'Parents were informed that upon completion of the task, the

experimenter would reappear with two additional blocks

(referred to a; the "testing blocks" in the diagram of the

materials). The child would then be asked to add these

clocks to the established groups and to verbelize the

reasons for their placement of the blocks.

Parents were asked if they had questions* and any

questions asked were responded to at that time. The

experimenter reminded tte parent that the instruction card

pias In the larger bag of blocks. She then placed the block
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sorting materials .on a chair, to the rear of the parent,

away from the box of toys and the table and chairs. The

parent was alerted to where the materials wer a being placed.

The instructions for the task were printed on an index

card and read as follows:

Block Sorting Task A (height and mark)

Sort into 4 groups:
1. Tall biocKs marked with 0
2. Tall blocks marked with X

Short blocks marked with 0
4. Short blocks marked with X

Directions:
Use the eight blocks in the large bag to make

groups in the four sections on the cardboard.
When your child understands the grouping, present
the four clocks in the smaller bag. Have child
place these in their correct groups. If child
makes errors you may help.

Block Sorting Task B (,height and snape)

Sort into four croups:
1. Tall rectangular blocks
z. Short square blocks
3. Tall round blocks (cylinders)
4. Short round blocks (cylinders)

Directions in this task were identical to the
ones provided for task A.

Proced4Les

Parent/child dyads were observed and recorded on video

and audio tape while they were engaging in two types of

educationally orieqeeictivities. Each chid participated

in two laboratory sessions schedulid a week or more apart.

One session involved tht. child interacting with the mother.
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The other session involved the child, interacting with the

father. Sessions were counter-belanced for parent sex and

for task order.

After the laboratory 'session with their fathers, all

children were individually tested using form A of rpt

Pegkody Picture Vocabulau Test (kra). Thii est was

administered in order to a$sess the child's dev lopaental

level of verbal intelligence. After the mot er/ child

session, 'mothers were asked to be respande s for the

Eltabal ittataggat EMU which was adminis ered in order

to obtain a score for the child's communication level and an

estimate of each child's level of.physical, social, and

intellectual development. As had been promised, all test

results were shared with the parents at the end of the

second session.

Prior to the start of each'session, the child was given a

magazine and told to wait,in the outer office. Meanwhile the

parent as takeh into ttit ilayroom, shown the box of toys,

and informed about the study.

The part was told that the initial fifteen minutes of

the session was to be devoted to semi-structured free play.

he box of aatarials and the Play area that was provided was

pointed out. Parents ,:ere told in advance that Sur study

was concerned with parental teaching strategies, and that
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during the first fifteen minutes, they were to use Afid

available materials, either to show their child how' to IO

something they had never done before, or to show their child

a new way, to use a fanallar toy. Parents were told that

after the fifteen cinutc segment of free play ended, the

experimenter would knock on the observation window to signal

the parent to start teaching the structured block sort task.

The block sorting task was then demonstrated to the

parent. After the demonstration the child was brought into

the playroom to loin his or her parent fok the laboratory
owe

session.

Two versions of s structured task were utilized with task

assignment counterbalanced for parent sex, child sex, and

the presentation order of the two tasks. The first task,

Task A. was the block sorting task which had first been

developed for use in the Hess-Shipman, at al. (1969) study.

Subsequent use of this task (Dolley, 19741 wasted S Jester,

1972; Shipman, 1973: confirmed that it was particularly

useful for eliciting vinbal interactions while mothers were

teaching their children.

the second task was developed for our study so that we

woilld have equivalent tasks for each parent to teach to

their child. Task B re;.resented one of the permutations of

the possible sorting rrocedures which could be utilized
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without altering the aaterials In any way. Task 'A required

the child to sort blocks into four groups by matching the

blocks for both,heloht and for whether they had been smirked

with the letter X or ac 0. Task B involved matching for

height and shape but disregarding the letters on the blocks.

The cr,lors of the blocks were irrelevant to either taet.

Upon completion of the task the experinenter entered the

playroom and, as the parents had initially been told,. she

proceeded to test the child by having the child add two

additional blocks to the groupings and verbally justify

those placements.

:adiah the 2eke

The audio tapes of each parent /child interaction session

were transcribed by a secretary with amble spacing to allow

for alterations of the typescript and with a margin that was

large enough to permit the coding to be inserted. After the

typescripts were completed, the principal investigator`

listened to the tape and reviewed the entire typescript.

Any varors or omissions were corrected, and' the corrected

copy was used for coding. ,Tn all catas, to protect against .

loss of data', two carton copies of the typescripts were made

and corrections were made on all three copies.

Prior to the actual coding, all coders participated In
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five. three-hour training sessions. After the 15 hours of

training were completed, and inter-rater agreement of 75% or

more had been achieved for all the individual categories,

the actual coding was begun. Periodic group meetings

continued to be held to discuss problems encountered, to

arbitrate disagreements between coders, and to clarify and

amend the manual as new insights devbloptd. At one point in

our coding, it became apparent that we had made substantive

changes in the operational-definitions of certain categories

as we had been clarifying them. At that. point, all

previously coded protocols were reviewed by the original

coders and altered to conform to the updated manual.

Changes involved efforts to clarify the categories of

structuring, fact-stating versus defining. and.to incldde

new categories for coding tag questions, repeated

statements, expanded statements, and altered statements.

Coding was done by three undergraduate special education

students from a local college and by the erincipel

investigator. Follovine Bellack et al.'s (1966) erecedures,

coding for ease interaction protocol was done by a team of

two coders. Dne team ember was assigned to do the actual

coding. The second team member functioned as a reviewer of

that coding. Disagreements between the two coders were

noted _and eratrated. Dn the rare occassions when

agreements coule not be reached. the remaining coders were

consulted. Teams of ccder/reviewers were rotated so that

151 0,7
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all 12 possible permutations of coder/reviewer combinations

were utilized. No team coded both a mother and a father

Interaction from the same family and all teams coded

interactions from families with normally developing children

and developmentally delayed children.

All coding was done in accordance with the manual (see

Appendix 11). However, practical problems in developing a

data entry system' for computerizing the raw data

necessitated combining some of the sub-categories and

entering them as instances of the major category. For

example, under the category of object attributes there were

11 possible attributes which could be specifically coded

(e.g. color, size'). Uhen the raw coded data was entered

into the computer, any of these sub-.-ategories was entered

as n instance of coding oplect attributes. While some of

the fine details have been lost in this translation process,

this procedure made it possible to develop an efficient

means for entering the data In a reasonable amount of time,

and prevented the amassing of a large amount of data for

categories which either did not occur, or were rarely coded.

1 The author is deeply indebted to Dr. Robert C. RyJer, Dean
of the College of Nome Lconomics and Family Studies and to
Jack Davis, coordinator for technical support at The
Institute for Social Inquiry at the University of

Connecticut In Storrs, for developing the data entry
program.
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In order to control for variations in the volume of coded

behaviors for each particLeant in the study, percentages,

rather than raw frequencies, were used for reporting and

analyzing the data that was collected. The raw frequencies

codes: for each individual, in each behavioral category, was

converted into a proportion of the total number of moves

coded for that individual. For example, if a mother had

been coded as making four responding moves out of a total of

80 moves, the proportion of her responding behavior (RES)

would be 4/80 or 5%.

ReliallItX Diu 4Y

Untdaiga L taatlialliusa liatz=zataz

Determining the reliability of an observation system for

Investigating the interactions between adults and children

'esents some difficult problems. The prevalent procedure,

in studies of this sort is the calculation of the percentage

of inter-rater agreement on limited segments of sample data,

coded after the training is completed, and before the actual

coding of the data to be analyzed nas commenced.

Recommendations to use alternative measures for determining

reliability have been abundant (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Frick

Semmelt 1973; Herlig11,S httridae. _1175: Lytton. 19111

9edley S Mitzel, 19S3s Veld, 1970,.1973: Reid & Patterson.

1975). Since the research being reported . here is
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exploratory in nature, it seemed particularly important to

obtain conservative, yet meaningful estimates of the inter-

rater reliability, fcr the major facets and for the

iniivid:al behavioral categories of the observation system

being utilized. Although ongoing percent agreement checks

were calculated during the training period, the actual

inter-rater reliability being reported here was calculated

in terms of intraclass correlations.

Reid (1970) had indicated that coder's reliability vas

reduced when their reliability was no longer being overtly

assessed. In order to better monitor coder's agreement over

time and to avoid a decline in inter-rater reliability.

coders ,were :ked, to code segments from parent/child

interaction typescripts for the reliability study, while

they were also involved in coding total parent/child

interaction typescripts.

The sample data used in this reliability study consisted

of foer to five page secments taken from the typescripts of

2u of the 46 parent/child interactions 'that .had been

collected. This data sampling represented about 6% of the

available deta. The segments were selected so that a cross

section of page numbers was provided. this selection

process has done_in order to inzume_that_no single activity

aspect of tne interactions would predominate in the

tellability study. fhe regments rallied in coded length from
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49 tr, 87 moves. The mean number of moves per segment was

64, with a standard deviation of 11 moves. Only one

parnt/child interaction per family was selected in order to

avoid confounding our reliability measure with the within

group effects. 3f the 24 segments used to establish

reliability, 8 were from interactions between mothers and

their normally developin4 children, 6 were from interactions

between fathers and their normally developing children, S

were from interactions between mothers and their

developmentally delayed toys, and 3 were from interactions

of fathers with their developmentally delayed boys

The coding procedure used for the reliability study was

the same procedure that was utilized for coding the actual

data. Each of the 24 parent /chili interaction segments was

coded separately by two of the possible coder/reviewer

teams. As a result there were 48 coded samples that could

be used to establish reliability. The data from these 48

samples was pooled so that the data base would be large

enough to make meaningful statistical comparisons, and

because the actual analysis of the parent/child interactions

were to be based on group, rather than individual dyad or

family comparisons. The formula utilized for calculating

the intracluss correlation coefficients for each of the

betravioTtl tate-settee-watt:

where
(A3 - G) /_GV
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RE = The mean of the cross-products of the percentages of

behaviors coded in a category by each of the two

coder/reviewer teams.

G = The sum of the squares for the grand total of the

percentages of behavior coded for a category ( d 1., 48

segments).

GV = The variance of the grand total of percentages of

behavior coded for a category.

Summary of tbt Feluits of tie inter rater Reliabilkty Study

The same 60 categories were used to code typescripts of

the verbal behavior that parents and their children broducad

while they were engaged in parent/child teaching

interactions. Of the 60 categories for parents' behaviors,

27 obtained intraclass correlation coefficients of .70 or

more, and are therefore considered to be reliable for the

purposes of this study. since children's behaviors were

generally easier to coda, 32 of the 60 categories were

reliably coded for them. (See Toole 8 below.)
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Table 8

Coding Categories for Uhich Inter-rater Reliability Was

Established

Reliable for Parents Reliable for Children

Proportion of Pedagogical
Moves

Mean Number of Words per
::eve
Soliciting
rag Questions
Responding
initiatory Moves
Reactive Moves
Nonverbal Moves
Not Clear Moves

Substantive Content
References

State-Object Relationships
Operational Knowledge
Representation
Classification
Numerical Relationships

Explaining
a

Asks Substantive Questions

Instructional Content
References

Actions and/or frocedurc.s
Cognitive Actionr.
Imattmenrs

Evaluating')
Rating
Positive Rating

I

Proportion of Pedagogical
Moves

Mean Number of Words per
Move
Soliciting

Responding
Initiatory I'oves
Reactive Moves
Nonverbal Moves
Not Clear Moves

Substantive. Content
References

Achievement
Object Attributes
State-Object Relationships
Operational knowledge
Representation
Classification

Substantive-Logical
Meanings occurred

Analytical Processesa
Empirical Processesa
Fact-stating 4

Providing or Requesting
Substantive Information

Asks Substantive 12ections

Instructional Content
References

Persons
Actions and/or Procedures

Empirical Processes
Evaluating6
Rating
Positive Rating
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Negative Rating

Extra-Logical Processes
Initiatory Extra-Logical

Processes

:dying Orders

132 r
,

Providing or Requesting
Information

Extra-Logical Processes

Reactive Extra-Logical
Processes

Nontompliance

2 2

lag. r 1 70

~Instructional
-Logical t-eaning category.

lInstructional-Logical Meaning category.

Tenuous` reliability was attributed to those categories

that failed to cbtain int :aclass correlation coefficients of

.70 or above, but that did obtain .75 or above when the

Spearman Brown prophecy faraula was applied, to estimate the

reliability that woUld have been obtained if 10 times more

data had been available for each category. Twenty-two of

the categories were tenuously reliable for coding parents,

behavic.r and 21 of the categories were tenuously reliable

for coding children's tehaviors. Lass than half of the

categories that were tenuously reliable for parents were

also t'enuously reliable for children. The remaining

tenuously reliable categories were not the same for parents

and children. (See table 9 below).
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Table 9

Tenuously Peliable Coding Categories

For Parents

Structuring

Reacting
Socio-Emotional Knowledge
Achievement

Physical Knowledge
Object Attributes

Substantive-Logical Meanings
Analytical Processee
Empirical Processes.
Verbally Demonstrating4
Providing or Requesting

Substantive Information

PersonsU

Instructional-Logical
Meanings

Empirical Processesc

Nonverbally Demonstratingc
Verbally Oemonstratingc
Explainingc

Neutral Rating
Providing, or Requesting

In.fructional Information

Providing or Requesting
Information

CNIPliariCe

a 2

For Children

Tag Questions
Reacting
Socio-EmotionalAnowledge

Interpersonal
Relationships

Physical Knowledge

Numerical Relationships

Verbally DemonstratingL

Statement;
Materials.

Cognitive Action s6

Instructional-Logical
Meanings

Analytical Processesc
Empirical Processesc
Fact-statingc

Verbally Demonstratingc
Explaining
Negative Rating
Neutral Rating
Providing or Requesting

Instructional
Information

Initiatory Extra-Logical
Processes

Compliance
Orders

Note. Spearman brown prophecy < .75.
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a
Suestantive-Logical t'caning categories.
wInstructiona1 content categories.
Instructional-Logical Meaniqg categories.

In addition there were 11 -:=4--,pries for which

reliability coJ1J not he established wnen parents' behaviors

were coded, and there were 7 categories for which

re..ability could not be established when children's

behaviors wzre coded. (See table 10 below.)

Table 10

Coding :ateeoties For which Reliability could Not Be

itablished

Ur-enable for Parents

Interpersonal 3elationships
Action on or by Object(s)
Causality

Factstating&

Nonverbally Demonstratin4a

Evaloatory Pro:essesa

Materials6

Analytical Processesc
Fact - stating

Reactive ExtraLogical
Processe-
Noncompliance

Unreliable for Children

Structuring

Action on or by Oblect(s)
Causality

Nonverbally temonstratingl
Explaining
Ev3luatory Processesa

Nonverbally DenonstratingC

mm =

SubstantiveLogical ''caning categories.
°Instructional Content categories.
qmstractional,Lagical t!.ganiagcategories.__

In general children's behaviors were less complex, less
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ambiiuous,goand when they occurred relatively frequently,

they were more reliably coded. The facets of the

observation system and the major categories, which

represented composites of more specific sub-categories,

tended to be reliable, but misleading when compared to the

reliability levels that could be established for the

individual subcategories they subsumed.

The inability to establish adequate reliability for

certain categories wus influenced by the relatively

infrequent occurrence of certain behiviors, by the

complexity and ambiguity of some of the language observed

during these interactions, and by the fact that certain

individual categories for coding behaviors were not clearly

mutually exclusive. Furthermore, It was apparent that

situational factors influenced the frequency and type of

language behaviors that occurred. These factors need to be

specified and considered before these categories can be

included for =dine and research purposes..

It is suggested that future users of this instrument

collect numerous examples of non-ambiguous and ambiguous

language benavtor to practise their coding procedures on,

and. that the operational definitions of the tenuously

reliable and unreliaLle categories be expanded and

clarified. In the future,° reliability studies should make

every effort to establish inter-rater reliability for the

161
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individual categories that are later to be analyzed and

avoid limiting their reliability studies to the maj:

categories *r fzcets of this instrument. (It detailed report

of the inter-rater reliability results for all the

categories is presented in the Appendix F.)

ElacaZimal auxactacta:

In order to obtain a better understanding of how the

discourse during educationally oriented parent /child

interactions progressei, it was necessary to go beyond the

individual moves that were emitted and to investigate larger

sequentially ordered interactional segments. Although

originally it had been anticipated that the segments under

investigation would be 'he same teaching cycles that bellack

et al. (1966) had developed, it became apparent that

teaching cycles, as determined in Renee!' et al.s study,

would not accurately reflect the interactional dynamics that

this study hoped to exelore (see Ratfication of Teaching

:Italca section in Appendix A).

For this study, interactive sequential patterns of

parent/child moves were analyzed for transitions in content,

and were labeled Educational Transactions' (E/): The

procedures for analyzing the content transitions proviaei a

means for assessing the type of content being focused an in

each :love (e.g, substantive versus instructional content),
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and for classifies the overall content orientation for each

educational transactions.

The educational tram.actions that occurreo during the

observed parent/child interactions were parsed through the

use of a computerized program of rulesz. The primary rule

dictated that a new educational transaction began whenever

there was a change in the type of content that had

originally been coded. Exceptions to the rule were

permitted in order to incorporate moves that were embedded

witnin larger cycles, but would otherwise have been parsed

as separate cycles.

Once all the move data had been parsed into educational

transactions each transacticv: was analyzed on several

dimensions. The initiator of each transaction was noted and

tallied, the number of words spoken during each transaction

were determined, the linguistic form of the, first

pedagogical move of each ET and the initiator for that move

03s determines, and the content of each move within the ET

was identified. Moves were identified as having certain

types of content based on whether they had been coded 3s

1 The term "transactions" 144S originally introduced by Adams
and Riddle (1970) who dofin'.d them as "...educationally
significant corLinations of interactions" (0.11).

2 The program for-parstnti ETswee developed by Jack Davis,
coor2inator of tecnnical suPport at the Center for Social
Inquiry, University of Connecticut. Storrs, :onnecticut.

4,
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having: (1) substantive meaning only, (2) instructional

meaning only, (3) both substantive ani instructional

mcean1494. or (4) no dear meaning. After utilizing this

Content identification procedure for eacri move, content

orienAWns were established to reflect the type of content

that was generally focused on during each,Er. For the final

analyses Of ETs the following five categories of content

orientation were utilizect (1) Igpstantivelx graated (2)

Lastraatinalz =tilled. (3) making UlaralItia. (4) hQ

athalDial 21.101111ene 11.43 (5) nisi CIE. (See table 4

in Chapter I for examples of these categories. Also see

chapter S for a description of how the content orientation

of ETs was deter-tned.)

The duration of ETs was also of interest because there

are rimerous unanswered cuestions about hoe much time, and

how prolonged such interchanges are, or should be, in otder

to insure effective teaching /{learning ex eriews. EIcale;ta
4

(1973), ani ;Mite and watts et al. (19 3) had totes, that

didactic interactions between mothers and toddlers (CA 1 to

3 years) in home environments tended to be brief and

provokei by, events in the environment. ;lams aad Biddle

(1970) who had observed classroom interactions in elementary

and high schools reported that the functional, or content

aspect of transactions :.,rifted fairly rapidly (about every

40 seconds).
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In order to deterhIine the relative duration of the

educational transactions that had occurred in this study,

the number of moves per 1.z.T were counted and categorized as

part of the computerized prooram for analyzing ETs. If one

speaker mad( one or more moves. and the other dyadic

participant made no moves, then the ET was counted as an

lauut. If both participants made moves within the ET. then

it was considered to Le a dyadic transaction. Dyadic

transactions were further categorized in terms of the total

number of moves that ensued during the ET. Educational

transactions that involved three moves or less were

considered brief transactions. Educational transactions

that involved four through seven moves were considered to be

moderate transactions. in terms of their duration, and ETs

of eight moves or more were labeled aultalatd ILdeleGIAMS

(See table 4 in chapter 1 for examples of the durations of

educational transactions that were analyzed. Also see the

section on Educational Transactions in chapter 5 for a more

complete description of how ET types were determined.)

als:tract 211/ea dal =ILL:mica kractdarga

The research design for this study was a mixed model 3 X

2 X 2 factorial design that involved repeated measures. The

three level between grocc factor was an independent variable

labqled Family Group. Family--.gtOd-p--attl4Wtern --W13

et:reined by the davelopmantal status and the sex of the
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chid in the family. The three possible groups were: (1)

families witn normally dvelopipg boys (NDB), (2) families

with normally developing girls (NOG), and (3) families with

developmentally delayed boys (DDB). One of the two level

factors was the sex/role of tne parent who was interacting

with the child. Th's oichotomoos independent variable was

used to indicate whether the mother, or the father, had been

observed interacting with their child. The remaining

dicnotomous factor in this desivo was labeled Activity and

referred to the two educational activities being engaged in.

The two activities being compared were: (1) a semi-

structured free -play ArtArity (SSFP) and (2) a structured

block sorting task activity (SBST). The family group

assignment was considerec a between group factor, while the

parents' sex/role and the context of the interaction were

considered witnin group factors.

The dependent variables were: (1) the proportions of

discourse variables tnat parents and their children

expressed, and (2) *he proportions of each of the types of

ejucational transaction: that parents and their children

engaged in. :hese di course behaviors and the educational

transaction behaviors wcre treated as repeated measures.

To avoid the quantitative distortions wnich raw frequency

tounts would have intro:uced (Lewis 6 Lee-Painter, 1974:

Schacter, Kirshner, !,.lies, Fredricks, & San:lers, 1974),
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particularly in comparinc normally rievelopinn children with

developmentally delayed bcys, all of the freouency counts

for each participant's ciscourse behaviors were converted

into percentages of that participant's total number of moves

during each of cte activities being comPared or described.

In or2er to test hypotheses 1 through la, a 3 X 2 X 2

repeated measures design with 2 within subject factors was

used. The repeated measures were for Parent Sex,'Role and

Activity. Analysis of Variances were calculated for all of

the reliable awl tenuously reliable discourse variables as

*ell as for the educational transaction variables..

Hypotheses 15 'through 22 were concerned with the

relati)aship between the block sorting task scores obtained

by the children and the proportions of discourse variables

and types of educational transactions that occurred. These

hypotheses were tested by calculating Pearson product-moment

correlation coefficients.

I's sudmary of the cooing system follows. The comPlete

manual with operational 'Iefinitions, exambles and cocina

instructions can Le found in Appendix 8 and :, re' actively.

n t-,Lmmsry of the Calatia Iasi talc ant a complete

deacription of the modifications of that system mace for

this study can be found i Appendix.h.
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tmataLt a :ht. Wins 14stem Und

EoL The Conuterized Qitn Entry Program t

(I) tMITTORs indicates who made the move

Mcither (M); Father (F); gui (C); :gy (3)

(2) TYPE OF PEDACCOICAL :TVE: reference to function of rove

"Initiatory Moves

"Structurino (:TR): sets context for subsequent

behavior by launching or halting-excluding

interaction

"lolicitinn ("OL): direct:y elicits verbal,

physical, or mental response; coded ia terms

of response expected

"Reflexive Moves

"Resnondinsi (RES): fulfils expectation of

solicitation; bears reciprocal relation only

to solicitation

"ReaotiLin (RE A): modifies (by clarifying,

synthesizing, expanding) and/or rates

uositively. or negatively); occasioned by

previous move, but not diractly elicitel;

reactions to more than one previous move coded

REA"?

Subscripts: indlcata move form

I Names of codir.g categories are underlined

2 Bellack et 31., :111 L'nauaat of the :lassroom, p. 3e.
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Nonverbal (NV):
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move without verbalization;

function inferred from subsequent reflexive

move

NoncomErgnensible (NCP): verbalization not

comprehensit;lii function inferred from

subsequent . flexive move

"12t ;011D1g ('AMC): function uncertain because tape is

inaudible"I, or the pedagogical move is so

aibi4uous that it cannot be categorized.

(3 SUETANTIVE HEANINU: reference to substantive content

related to the ,)rwab of knololedge preschoolers are

mastering (see ;.opendix B for complete definitions

and examples).

Socio-emotignul Frioulege (SEK): knowledge derived

from people

Inteuersonol Fe13tionshio (REM): reference to

interpersonal relationships or interactions

Aa.ievelent ((CH): reference to mastery, the

capacity or incapacity to master, or pride in

ilastery

Ztaziaal EMiltdt.r. (PHK) : knowledge derived from

objects, actions, or events

441azt klazirailQa (DAG): reference to obist:cts

and/or their attributes

Etain:QtleCI t.ilatitealhiraa (DOG) : reference to

16
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action on cr by an object or being

State-Object Relationships (SOR): reference to the

relationship between objects or beings and

their state or condition

Spatial Relationships (S2S): reference to

location, direction, or positional

relationship of objects or beita

Q2eLati21131 15112t1CLIC (OPR): knowledge derived from

internal constructions

ClUalliiI (COS): reference to causal relationships

ReLresentation (REP): reference to indices,

symbols, aril lanauage signs, and/or tner

mtanings

Claulticullop CLS): reference to classification,

matching, or seriation

61americal Eelatiguabipl (NOS): reference to

counting, sequencing, quantifyina, and/or

numerical relationships

Not Applicable (NA): substantive meaning was not

referred to

(4) "SUE:STANTIV:.-LOCICU. XnNING: reference to cognitive

pror'ess invoived in dealing with tree..,( areas of

Know]edge preschoolers are mastering],k1 These

categories specify the communicative functions of

powis to at refer to substantive content.
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"analytic Process: use of language or established

rules of loalc"2

aaLialaa (;rr): general, dennotative, and

connotative defining, and/or interpreting
o

statements or phrases

"Empirical Process: sense criterion of truth

"Fact - Stating (FAC,: what is, gas, or will be

without explanation or evaluation; account,

report, description, statement of event or

state of bffairs"3

Nonverball/ Demcnstratirq (DNV): demonstrating

without verbalizations, or with non-relevant

verbalizations

De' :!on-trailn2 (DEM); demonstrating accompanied by

relevant ve;balizations

"Exaainino (XPL): relation between objects,

events, principles; conditional inference;

cause-effrct; explicit comparison - contrast;

statement of prini:iples, theories, or laws

"Evalantive Procers: set of criteria or value system

a3 D.3 1S for vriflcation"I

2 IDIJ.

3 Icid., p. 39.

1 ILii.
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ORinina angLor Justifying (OPN): "personal values

for statement of policy, judgment or

evaluation, of event, ilea, state or affairs;

direct and indirect evaluation included

(anc /or) seasons or argument for or against

4.inion or judgment

"Lolaal kagau riot CLIAL (NCL): cognitive process

involved not clear"2

2t ApplIcable OA): substantive-logical meaning did

not occur
.,-

(5) INSTRUCTIONAL ME1,IVG: content references to

organization and/or management of instructional

aspects of dyadic interactions; nonsubstantive

content.

"5tatamaat (STA) : verbal utterance (or gesture ),

particularly tae meaning, validity, truth or

propriety of an utterance or qestare "3

Fe2eated Staterzent ISTA-R): statement of previous

speaker is repeated

U2anded Statement (STA-E): statement of previous

speaker is expanded

Altered Statenent (STA-A): statement of previous

speaker ir- altered

materials (MAT): toys and task related materials

2 Ioi.J.

3 Ipid.
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provicca for session

Erocedure ardor ActIon (PECACT): "plan of activities

or a cours of action [and /pr) a performance

(vocal, non-vocal, cognitive, or emotional) (or)

the specific nature of wnich is uncertain or

complex"'

"&aliza=CQgnitiy: (ACC) : action where comnitive

process principally involved; thinking,

Knowing. and so forth

"PeLson (PER): person as physical object, personal

appearance, personal experience"2

(5) IASTPUZTIO4U-LOGICU MEANING: "referefice to cognitive

processes relates to the distinctly didactic verbal

moves in the instructional situation "3 These

categories specify the communicative functions of

moves that refer to instructional content.

"Analytic Process:"4 (same as substantive-logical

meanings)

=lain (OEF): (elme as substantive-logical

meaning)

"Empirical Process:" (same as. substantive-logical

' :cid.

2 Neujahr. Itia ladl2LIAlcalzga Iciatiu21101 ;41C. P. 25.

3 Bellack et al. Ihe Lan gage of tEe :lassroom,

;aid.
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meanings)

"EactaStatins (FAC):" (same as substantive-logical

meaning)

Nogvertallx nemonitratina (ONV): (same as

substantive-logical meaning)

Demolttatlng (U4): (same as substantive-logical

meaning)

"FARIaluing (MO:" (same as substantive-logical

meaning)

"Evaluative Process:"? (same as substantive-logical

meanings)

OEini i and/or Justifying (OPN): (same as

substantive-logical meaning)

Positive/Vegative (PON)s "solicitation in which

request is made for a rating",

Rating (RATE): evaluatory reaction to actions,

evpnts, proce3urc.s, statements, materials, or

people

EattlX1 (t.OS): "ratings ranging from

implicitly positive to distinctly

positiv00

Neutral (NEU): rating which acknowledges

without evaluating

1 it q4.

2 it$1.1

3 :1.141.

Neujahr, The lndivi:,w.lized Instruction Same, p. 26.
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:
N.esanve (NZG): ratings which range from

Implicitly negative to distinctly negative

(7) EX:PA-L)GIVI. ,E,AN:NS: These categories spe :Uy the

communicative fonctipns of moves that refer to

instructional content, but do not have

instructional-logical meaning; non-cognitively

oriented processes involving behavioral actions and

directives

laliatiaa a EuLacataam (PHI: "agent directed to

carry out the activity

"EL2ilikitifig g ECIE2/21111Q2 (PRO): agent directed

to cease cr not begin an activity "

lalizitiaa a iauatiga (AGN): "agent directed to

,

repeat his communication

615.11iaa La Le iliLaaL11 (DIR): emitter requests a

directive

"Uctslaa Fell:la:Ian (RPR): emitter requests

permission to perfova an activity

":521121idaQe (CrL): target of a directive begins to

carry out activity or indicates intention to

jo so

"PeLoittin9 1 Purformance(RLW): agent is allowed

to carry (dut the activity

"AlternativP C,L1-1: target of directive indicates

3 sub3titute activity he or she will carry out
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"Ron-comalLance (NCM1: target of directive

indicates he she will not carry out the

directive,*

/211142 (3OIC): agent attempts to be humourous or

reacts to humourous event or statement

Uni Elia (411.): emitter utilizes words or sounds

for pleasure rather than for communicative

purposes

(8) NUMBER OF IORDS PER MOVE: number of words per move

icounteo

.

1 Ind.

i

Is
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Chapter IV

PLY.ULTS CHAPTER

The main concern of this study is to describe and compare

behaviors observed during parent/child teaching /learning

interactions. Therefore, a major portion of this chapter is

devoted to descriptionc; anu comparisons of the discourse

behaviors that occurred during the observed parent/child

interactions. These are followed by the descriptions and

comparisons of the educational transaction sequences that

occurred during the parent/child interactions. The last

section of this chapter is devot'd to reporting the results

of a correlational stuay that represented an effort to

clarify some of the relationships between the processes that

were observed and the product (i.e.. scores that were

°stained by children after they had been taught the block

sorting tasks). Tables containing the results for testing

311 of the hypotheses relevant to the discourse variables.

the educatio.,s1 tranaotions. and the process-product

relitionshlps are proviJ(11 in Appendix H.
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Since there were some problems encountered in

.

establishing the inter-rater reliability of certain coding

categories, a compltt description and soma discussiOft of
410.,

the reliability study are presented in Appendix r, in order

to asument the brief sumary provided in tho beginning of

this chapter. This summary is fo'lowed by a summary of the

demographic and developmental testing data and the

relationship of that data to the block sorting task test

scores ctildren obtained. A detailed report of those

results is provided in Appendix G.

Throuihout this chater the following abbreviations are

used: parents (P), children CC). mothers (M), fathers (F),

normally developing children (NDC), normally developing

girls (NDa), normally develoring boys (NUB), developmentally

delayed boys (DDB), semi-structured free-play :sctivity

(SSFF), structured block sorting task activity (SBST), and

block sorting task test score 4tBST score). Combined

abbreviations are used to indicate, in sequential order,

first the emitter of the behavior, second whom they were

interacting with, and third during what activity. For

example, P/ND:/SSFP derotes parents' behavior emitted while

interacting witr normally developing tlirls during the semi-

stmcturei free-play activity and C /!4 BST scores denotes the

block sorting task test score obtained after mothers taught

the task.
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Throu0out this chapter, and the discussion chapter which

follows, the semi-structured free-play and block sorting

task that were observed will be referred to as educationally

oriented "activities" and their influence on the behavior of

the participants will be referred to as the "context" within

which the discourse behaviors and educational transactions

occurred.
IP

Whenever tenuous variables are referred to they will be.

identified by a superscripted t (e.g., structuring by

parents).

All of the results that are reported as being significant

have obtained at lebst d .05 level of probability.

Sources of 2atl

For this st.idy eael parent was observed for one session

as he or she interacted with their preschool child during

two educationally oriented activities. . The results of the

coded discourse behavior of parents and their children are

described and conparisons are made between: (1) mothers and

fathers as teaching parents, (2) the three types of family

gre,uust (Jeternihed ty the 3ex and developmental status of

the children )w and (3) thtt behaviors observed during each of

two eJJcatiohally oracnted activities, whose. imbosed

structure and prescribed 5bjectives varied.
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TNe data collected from observations of parents

interacting with their children was supplemented with some

additional data collected by various other means. A

questionnaire ($ee Appendix E) was verbally administered to

parents in order to collect basic demograpnic information.

In addition developmental data was collected by having

mothers report on their preschoolers developmental status

in response to the Ereschool Attaiamtat Record (PAP), a

semi-structured interview instrument. Children were given

the Peabody Pictute Ve2c3bulaLy Telt (I,evT) in order to

ottain comparative estimates of their verbal intelligence

levels. ro further supplement the democrachic and

developmental data that had been collected, a semi-

structured interview instrument, the Coenitive Home

EllY11.2011111 Z;ale (ZHES) (see Appendix E), was administered

to toth parents. This instrument provided additional

details about the general home environment, certain child

rearing activities that occurred in the home, as well as

parents' educationa: are: occupational expectations for the

futures of their childree. Parents' total CH ES scores are

provided, but not elaborated upon in this report.

during the semi-structured free play activity the nenber

and types of toys usee ty each dyad were recorded and

elaesified in ttrms of their re'ative complexity. This

inf(Jrmation, alone aith the scores that children obtained on

t!el Clock sorting task test, administere at the end of the
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structured alock sorting task activity, was utilized in a

correlational study in order to explore the relationships

between certair. of the demographic and developmental

variables, and the test and task variables.

SurnTrE os the intgr-Pater ieliacilitx Stgaz

In general it appears that children's behaviors are

measured more reliably than parent's behaviors. Since

children used shorter sentences and less complex syntax, the

function of their language was easier to bscertain and

ambiguoas statements were less likely to occur. It also

appears that in maily instances the facets, which were based

on a composite cf related categories (e.g., substantive

meanings or substantive-logical meanings !, were more

reliable than tke individual categories within those facets;

a fact which is not uncolmon for OblervatiOn systems using

large numbers of behavioral categories ( Dunkin & Eiddle,

1974; Medley, 1975; Oedley & Mitzel, 1963).

For purposes of this research study, those categories

wricse intraclass correlation coefficients were .70 or above

art cons.dered reliable. Those categories whose intraaass

correlation coefficients wur3 .69 or below. but whose

Spearman crown prophecy coefficient were .75 or above, are

con3iJered to oe "ti-rwowly reliable ". The remaining

categories are consieereJ unreliable for this study and

181
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further analyses of those categories will not be reported.

Out of the 60 tehaviors coded for parents 26 were

reliable, 23 were tenuously reliable, and 11 were

unreliable. For children 31 of the 60 categories coded were

reliable, 22 were tenuously reliable, and 7 were unreliable.

Appendix F contains table.; indicating the means and standard

deviations for all the 74tegories tested and the intra-class

and Spearman Llrown correlations.

In summary, the results of the inter-rater reliability

study for the wdified Columbia InItrumeat must be viewed

cautiously because the data from which the reliability

estimates were derived were influenced by three elements:

(1) the frequencies with which oehaviors did or did not

occur, (2) th= precision of the operational difinitions for

the coding categories, and (3) the adequacy of the codinS

decisions made by each of the coders.

ant:4U L. 2ar, FraF iF iJA 2r-'122nai31 1211. adta

It is not bcssible with our small sample to make any

meaningful Llenaralizdtions about the relationships between

decorraphic vario'les, test scores, or task variables, and

the BST scores that children obtained. The correlation

coefficients for certain of these.variables are presented

separately for each family group and can be found below in

182
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table 11, table 12, and taLle 13. As can be seen from these

tables, for this earticular sample, wnen mothers taucht NOB

who had a higher degree of measured verbal skills (PPVT BA),

these boys perfbrmed more successfu:ly on the block sorting

tasic test. A relationship between verbal proficiency on the

part of daughters being taught a block sorting task by their

mothers gr fathers, and the successful outcome of that

teaching was not evident in our study. The age of NBC, or

rather their lack of ace, was related to the BST scores

obtained by daughters when their mothers taught them the

task. However, this correlation may be an artifact

resulting from the fact that two of the youngest girls

received the highest scores on the PPVT.

For some of the normally developing children in our

study, their sex waa related to the BST scores they obtained

when their fathers were "eaching. Fathers in oar study

appear to have been more successful in getting their

normally developing sons to both place the blocks in the

correct grouping and to verbalize their reasons for the

placements. When teacning their dau4Nters, fathers were

successful in communicating the sorting criteria, but after

their father/child ictLractions.four of the girls did not

provide appropriate vernal justifications for their block

placements. When mothers were teaching their NOB and their

ND:.;, both of these croups performed significantly more

successfully ttan the :DB children (i.e., ley obtained

183
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hitihvr Ss: scores). 'alien fathers were teaching, only the

ND5 performed significantly more successfully than the DD3.

Although the NDC:, taught by their fathers, did not perform

significantly more successfully than the Me, taught by

their fathers, they old not perform significantly len

succssfally than their ND.1, caunterpA-ts.

For the NDD the two Llock sorting tsks utilized for this

study appear t:, have been comparable, although the order in

which they were presented did have an impact on these

children's scores: NDC performed better telen task A was

presented first, while ::BD nerformed better when task 5 was

presented first. loT the DD8 the mean score for task 8 vas

higher than for taste A, indicating that they performed more

successfully on task 8, regardless of the order in which it

was presented.

181
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TaLle 11

Correla-ions aetween Demographic, Test, An Task Variables

For Uoruall*: Developing Girl- )

n V?

Chronological
Age

Mental Ade .05
(MI score)
Attainment Age .28 .!,3

HIE score)
Task A -.19 .15
(height & letter)

Task U -.II:. -.42
(height & shape)

B51 score when -.764:-.::::

mother taught
551 score when .15 .06
father taught

Family income- -.32 .65
Level

PA

.71*

-.16

.26

.50

.15

TaskA

.30

.71*

.76*

.17

TaskE

.45

.59

.15

x
EST/M

.25

.10

BST/F

.21

E (.05.
=
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Table 12

Correlations fletween Demographic, Test, arta Task Variables

For Normally Developing-Poys (n = 9)

CA

at --

MA AA Tashi Task5

.60

.76*

.52

EST/4

.23

-.60

BST/F

.72*

Chronological
Age

Mental Age .59
QUI scare)
Attainment Age .36
(CB E score)
Task A .10
(height & letter)

Task D .46
(height & letter)

DST ccore when .41'
matter taught

DST score when .13
father taught

Family Income .53
Level

.45

.56

.13

.8e*

.if

.09

-.11

.30*

.40

.46

.37

.14

.63*

.03

-.34

4 2 C.05.
=

18t3

10
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Table 13

Correlations 5etween Cemographic, Test, And Task Variables

For Developmentally Delayed Boys in = 7)

=

Ch '!A AA TaskA Tasitd EST/M BST/F.

Chronological
Age'

Mental Age .11

QM score)
Attainment Age -.13
(PAR score)
Task A .47
(height 6 letter)

Task 3 .42

(height 6 shape)
BS: score when .64

mother taught
BST score when .14
father taught

Family Income -.40
Level

.2E

.76*

.46

.63

.45

-.O*

.Sc

.45

.54

.11

.41

.81*

.96***

.54

-.17

.64*

.86*

-.16

.51

-.15 -.16

* 2 C.05. *** R <.001.

Tables and details of the dePographic and developmental

testing data are provided in Appendix 3.

aamila =cam

ae discourse benaviza's reported here were tested by

Family ;roup (41!,1, tWA, ,,D5) by Parent Sex/fole (vother or

father) by Activity (srmi-zArgctured free play or structured

block sorting tal,k) tv repeated measures (78 discourse

variables) ANDVI; with (ilpha set at .05. Since the focus of

this study is on dil;ct:rning the behaviors of dyadic

participants rather uvin comparing dYlds, tile mean

187



proportions for the discourse behaviors of parents were

determined by divi,ling the frequencies for each of the

parents' discourse behaviors by the total number of moves

each of them had emitted during each of tne two activities.

In an identical manner, the frequencies of occurrence for

each of the children's discourse behaviors were divided by

the total noneer of moves they had emitted,durino each of

the activity segments. Certain variables whose proportions

were not calculated in this way are reported also, and the

calculations involved ar 4. specified as these variables are

presented.

After presenting an overview of the results for the coded

liscourse behavion, the specific behaviors that were

analyzed are retorted in six separate ections arranged by

facets (i.e., redac,ogicel Move Types, Sutestantive 4eanings,

Substantive-Logical Oeantnes, Instructional 4eanings.

Inztructional-Logical t'eaninqs, and Extra-Logical Meanints)*

In order to provide a coherent presentation, a consistent

format is followed. The results for each of tne reliably

parent betaviors rtecedes the reporting of results for

each of the reliably cc.:ed child behaviors

The resultg for each of the facets will initially be

Presented .n the fcre or three summary tables. The first

table includes mean troportions for the reliably coded

parent teheviort in trm.> of the three possible main effects
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Family Croup, Activity and Parent Sex/Role). The

second table is an identical table summarizing the mean

proportions fot the chIld*ens reliably coded behaviors.

The third table includes the F ratios obtained when the

parent and ttild tfth.lviors were analyzed. A brief

description of the sionificant results of those analyses

follow the tables. Feditiemal tables are interspersed

throughout trig text in order to clarify the significant

interaction effects that are reported.

Th4 reader is reninde4 that any pro)rtions reported for

parents and children's behaviors are not directly

comparable since the denominators used to determine these

proportions were different (e.q., 50% of parents moves may

be ecoal to 150 moves, while 50% of children's moves may

only .A1 equil to 10C oyes). Only the results for the

reliable discourse varieties ar% reported in this chapter.

/

Overview of Discourse itotaviors

'N

A ;rand total of 25,29.5 moves, involvine the use of

122,113 words, were coied for the 46 dyads that were

aaserved for this stut.y. Of these, 16,374 moves resulted

from 32 p.ireLts interectine with their 16 normally

developing children (.:!"C) ind 9,921 moves resulted from 14

par.?nts inturactina wit:, their 7,deve2opmentel2y celayed

by (n:5). vhen xethvrs and their NDC interacteo these
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dyads were code; as having made a total of 7.917 moves, a

sumewhat smaller number of moves than the 8,457 moves that

4 .

were coded for fathers ano NDC. On the other hand more

mows here coded when mothers interacted with their DOB

(5,113) than .41,Nn fattier Interacted with their DDB (4,603).

ks oLn to seen frpm Tatle 14 below, the mean ( U ) number ,of

-caves for dyad from the three family groups did vary and the

largest discrepancy was tetween mother/DD6 interactions and

father /DDB interactions.

:agilele 14

Mean Fre4uenoies for ;'over by Dyads During tte entire,

Observed Interactions .

=

FISILX GNUS
Dyads UDC NDB DOB ALL

(U=8) (W:8) .111T-7) (U=13)

M/: dyads 30u 3l11 431 386

F/C dyads 356 343 7467 355

P/C dyads 370 343 . 399 ) 371
. .

Uote. 03 = normally developing girls. NCB = normally
developing boys. ODD = klevelommentallt delayed boys. All.

across al: childrf.n regaroless of sex or developmental
status. M/: = tothat ana child. F/C = father and child. P/C
= parents and child.

The semi-structumd free-play (SSFP) segment of each

session lasted for 15 panures., Durin; tht SSFr activity

parents and their t4C pta,:uced,a total of 11,408 moves, or

69: of all of their .10ves during the entire session.

Paronts and their DDr4 trOd.ided 5.589 moves during the SSFP

4
1_90

0
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activity, which represented ¶6% of all of 'heir moves.

The structured Clock scrtinq task (SeST) activity as not

restricted by a tine limitation. As was expected, parents

and their )D8 devoted e larger percentage of their total

moves to this structured task (3,874 moves, representing 39%

of all their moves) than did parents and ND:, who produced a

total of 4,260 moves, or 26% of all'their moves. It should
)

be noted that for all r/noc dyads, the SBST activity

appeared to be shorter in duration than the 15 minute SSFP

activity; however, for U:n3 dyads, the.SBST activity seemed

to take much longer than the 15 minutes allotted for the '

,

SSCP activity. (tlnfortunwzely ttli S8ST activity as not
6

timed so these impressions cannot be cbnfirmec.)

it:e lean numter of fwves produced by parent/child dyads

during the two educationally oriented activities was

sicnificantly influenced by the Family Group factor and by

the Activity factor, as is clear frog the figures in Table

15.

...

Title 15

Mean Numtet cu 4ovf:: .y Parent/Child Dyads durinc

EducticnJ1 Activities

4

Family 3roupa Activity b

r..:N Nye DDi: :SIP S!IST / F
?art Sex/i-ole t

25: 236 338 37.t 180 2,6 275

191
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22-' 2 2"'

tignifirant s:in effect for Family Group ( E =6.97. fl *
(.01).

bSignificant main eflect for Activity so( E =53.56, a
(.001).

The transition segment (rEAN5) of the session began when

the Parents were signallel !a end the semi-structured free-

play activity, and lar:ted until the first substantively

oriented nave referrinr to the block sorting task had

occurred. In general, this period as brief and the

proportion of moves inv(.1ved wei similar for all grours of

dyads. Ouriht.: the transition period parents and their 40C

produced 744 maveb, or 4.51 of their total number of moves.

Parents and tueir develoeptally delayed bays produced 450

moves during the transition period, which represented 4.6%

of their mcve,:. Only results oota-ned during the seati-
.

structured fr!e-play .and the structured block

sorting task activity will be included in this. report.

Out of all the moves cooed, less than 1/4 ot one rer cent

were unclear phd therefLre could not be classified. This

minimal fi4ure includes only moves that could nc be coded

because they ware inauditA.e, extremely abkviated, poorlY

articulated, or syntactically confusing.

7te ieselts ot the univariate ANOVA5 (Eampy Group X

Parent Sex/Role X activity) that w4ro calculated indicated

treat, in general, the activity bein; engaged in (i.e., the

context), was Q,Jamtitatively, thq mast influential )1 the

192
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factors affecting the participatory discourse behavior of

children ani their parents. Out of a total of 38 ANOVAS,

used to compare parents' discourse behaviors during the

Semi-structured free-p1,5y activity (SSFP) with their

behaviors dorino the structured block sorting task activity

(S5ST), a significant main effect for activity was indicated

for 25 of these behavioral measures. The ANOVAS for the 40

variables that measured children's discourse behavior during

the two educationally oriented activities, indicated that

there was a significant main effect for Activity on 22 of

these variables.

The second most potent differentiating factor was the

developmental and Sexual status of the children in the

families that were observed. Families had been assigned to

one of three possible "family groups" (NOG, NM, DE18) based

on their child's sex and developmental status. For 17 of

the parents' discourse behaviors, their family group

assignment was a significant factor; furthermore: for an

additional seven parental discourse variables, Family Group

interacted significantly with the activity that the dyads

were engaged in. For the children, 10 of the behavioral

discourse variables were significantly affected by their

developmental/sexual status and nine of the measures of

discourse behavior were affected by the interaction between

their family group and the activity engaged in.

193
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1

Parent Sex /Pole differences only had a significant

influence on five of the parental discourse variables and on

six of the children's discourse variables. Significant

interactions between Parent Sex/Role, and the Activity

and/or the Family Group found affected six child discourse

variables. A significant three-way interaction, involving

the Parent Sex/Role factor, was obtained for one of the

parent's discourse behaviors.

EadamicaL dm In

In comparing the mean freduencies for the total number of

moves that dyads had Produced during the SSFP and the SBST

activities, significant main effects were revealed for

family group assignment ( E =7.0, R (Al) and for the

activity that had been engaged In ( F =53,6, 2 (.001). In

general, the least number of moves were emitted during the

interactions between P/NO5 ( M =236) and the most number of

moves were emitted during interactions between P/D03 ( K

=339). The mean number of moves for P/NDS was 252, which

was also considerably less than the number of moves emitted

during P/ODB interactions. All of the dyads emitted more

moves during the SSFP activity, than during the SBST

activity (SSFP h =371, S:ST =leo),

tican percentages and frequencjes for the types of

pedagogical moves emitted by the three family groups during

194
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their parent/child interactions are presented in rabies 16

and 17.

.
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Table 16

Mean Percentages of Mothers, and Fathers' Pedagogical Mc4es

for Family Croups, Activities, and Parents' Sex/Role

Pedagogical
Move Types

Seas MwOlbelp

I ..swassss:=1:=

I I
Family Group I activity I Parent

NOG NOB DOB ISSFP SBST 1 4 F
__I

Mean Percentages for Discourse Behavior
411

A of oves 5R SS 58 1 56 60 159 56

h I aordab 6.3
per move

m 7.1 5.2 5.9 6.6 6.5 5.9

Lintrulatia Eas Qt agle2

SOLiciting4 42 39 51 44 44 43 46

Tag QuestiorM 6 5 3 4 6 4 5

RESpond104 8 9 5 8 6 7 8

Nonverbal6 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

Not Clear .05 .15 .11 .14 .06 .12 .08

aninitt XellatIta

Initiatoryll 52 49 se 51 55 52 54

Reactiveb 48 51 42 49 45 48 46

ASKSBS
6

16 15 21 14 21 19 17

RSKINS64 23 21 21 26 16 19 23

SUBSDI.
6

38 38 40 31 47 42 36

'NMI" 54 54 40 60 39 47 52

ANSWER 64 F7 51 i 56 58 59 55
==g=x=sx=a=.41g=asszama =Wu =Mg« = ====.-.....

Kola. ASK555 = the proportion of all moves ty a speaker
that were co31d as solicitation having substantive- loctcal
meaning, ASKI1S 4 the ;.roportion of all mav,_:. by a speaker
that were coded as soIici:ation4 having instructional-
logical meaning. SUBSOI 2 the proportion of all sOlicitina
moves by 3 speaer that were coded as having substantive-
logical meaning. INSSOL = the proportion of all soliciting



moves by a speaker that were coded as having instructional-
logical meaning. ANS6FR g the proportion of responding
moves by one speaker to soliciting moves by the other
speaker.

!Significant main effect for Family Group.
°Significant main eff?ct for Activity.
tSignilicant main effect for Parent Sex/Role.
*Significant three-way interaction effect for Family

;roue X 4ctivity X Parent Sex/Role.
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Table 17

Mean Percentages of Children's Pedagogical Moves for Family

SzouPe

qctivities, and Interactions with Their Mothers

and Fathers

Pedagogical
Move Type

...... .....Sge=SUS2

I I

Family Group 1 Activity I Parent
NDG UDB DDB1 SSFP S3ST 1 H

----_--------- ......---I----_--____-1___-------
Mean Percentages for Discourse Behavior

X of MovesV

M # Uorgs per
Move

42 42 42 I 44 40 43 44

3.3 3.3 1.6 3.0 2.5 2.6 2.9

LI:WILMS EIT m of Mgves

SOLiciting .16 19 14 1 10 15 15 17

RESpondingb 41 39 49
1

40 46 44 42

Nonverbal') 16 12 18 11 20 17 14

Not Clearba .06 .40 .071 .27 .3.0 .28 .09

Comeosite vnilava

Initiatory' 20 21 14 21 16 17 19

Reactiveti / 80 79 86 79 84 e3 81

ASKSPS U 4 2 4 3 4 3

&SKINS le 12 8 11 9 9 11

SUM!, 24 25 14 22 20 24 18

INSSOL9 61 59 59 60 59 57 62

&SUER 69 69 69 68 70 68 71

sag ........ = ......

utt. ASI(SPS = the proportion of .all moves, by a speaker,
tnat were coded as solicitations having substantive logical
meaning. &SKINS = the proportion of all aoves that Were
coded as solicitations havinq instructional-logical meaning.
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SWIM a the proportion of all soliciting moves that were
coded as having supstantive-logical meaning. INSSOL = the
proportion of soliciting moves that were coded as having
instruction-logical meaning. ANSWER = the proportion of one
speaker's responding moves, to the other speaker's
soliciting moves.

!Significant main effect for Family Group.
'Significant main effect for Activity.
!Significant main effect for Parent Sex/Role. .

°Significant interaction effect for Family Group X

Parent Sex/Rola.
'Significant interaction effect for Family Group X

Activity.
'Significant interaction effect for Parent Sex/Role X

Activity.
9Zignificant three-way interaction effect for Family

;roue X Parent Sex/Role X Activity.

A summary of ANOVA results for the pedagogical moves

emitted by parents and their children is provided in Table

10. A report of the significant results is presented after

the table.

Tatle 18

Summary of Analyses of Variance for Pedagogical Move Types:

Family Group X Parent Sex/Role X Activity

(with repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role And Activity)

=C=2=CX=C2112= X X " " ::Zss Z3::SLZZXXX ZSriZZ
Pedacog- Family Parent AX8
ical Group Sex/hole Activity AXB AXC OXC XC
Moves (4) (C)

E Ratios for Discourse Behavior (dL 2.1.1.20)
41M.

Moves by P 7.62* 13.43** 1.36 .34 .50 .68

Moves by C .07 8.20e* 12.64** 1.24 1.08 .24 .71

P Words
per move

17.54**gs 3.3.9 7.5e* .34 .09 .22 .81

Words 14.00*** 3.C3 13.26** .60 3.t.19* .01 .29
Per move
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P SOL-
letting

6.57** 2.57'? .02 .11 1.65 .72 .18

SOL-
lotting

.91 1.1.3 5.47* .31 1.86 4.89* .20

P Tag 3.36 1.55 7.35* A.21. .41 1.01 3.71*
Question

P RES-
ponding

1.66 1.20 4.52* .65 2.110 3.42 .11

C RES-
ponding

2.01 .20 6.61* .16 .56 .96 .10

P Nonverbal .73 .02 7.79* 2.87 .27 1.14 .12

C Nonverbal 1.67 2.23 21.19*** .04 .34 .64 .07

P Not Clear 1.45 1.34 3.42 .77 2.56 2.16 .35

C Not Clear 2.32 3.VO 5.77* 3.86* .05 .01 .88

E Ratios for Composite Veriables.(4L2.1.1.20)

I
mO..........w.w.11.141100WOWMPOWW.P.0111O.M.IMM6

F /nitia- 3.25 1.67 9.43** .19 1.66 .01 .47
tory (SOL+5TR)

C :nitia- 1.93 2.40 10.11** .12 2.29 8.82**.02
tory (SOL+STR)

P Reactive 3.25 1.67 9.43** .19 1.66 .01 .47
(RES.REA)

C Reactive 1.93 2.40 10.11** .12 2.29 8.82**.02
(RES+REA)

P RUSES 2.78 .07 16.73*** .50 1.51 .09 .81

C ASKSBS .75 1.28 .47 1.07 .37 1.03 .51

P RUINS .49 9.26** 37.73*** 1.03 .90 .09 .65

C ASKINS .94 2.50 2.75 .27 1.04 3.67 .09

P SUBSOL .17 3.16 20.75*** 1.16 1.97 .08 1.42

C SUBSOL 1.94 5.40* .07 1.11 .30 .16 .115

P INSSOL 6.69** 3.a2 112.1194 ** .66 .26 1.21 .96

: INSSOL .04 2.04 44 1.95 .51 1.24 4.40*
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P ANSWER 2.98 .24 .21 1.20 2.42 .05 .65

C ANSWER .03 1.24 .82 2.53 1.42 3.c3 1.84

S2M*2USZSIR=WS:* OtSS=SM:=31=212nall=g==SUM=SMX:=2SOZ=Z2*2
3nly coding categories for which inter-rater

reliability ( E .70). has been established are included in
this table. P = parents. C g children. ASKS8S. ASKINS,
sNe501.. INSS3L, and ANSVE3 are defined in Tables 26 and 17.

* Q s.05. ** % (.01. *** S.001.

Man' ad11281oll moves.

Fourteen parental discourse varivables were analyzed for

the Pedagogical Move TyPe facet. Analyses of variance

indicated that there was a significant main effect for

Family Group differences for only three of these variables.

As was expected, parents did modify their language behavior

when interacting with their 085. Parents used less words

per move with their me E = 17.54. 2 (.001) and they

solicited them more frquently When parents 1.Z4ressed

soliciting moves to their children. the parents of 038

emitted less solicitations that referred to instructional

content (INSS)L) than the parents of NDG or ND!? did.

Tag questions are a special kind of solicitation. For

parents they seem to function either as diagnostic probes

(e.q., ".... aadszataac 7") or as attention markeis (e.g..

"Nosy you're gonna do it, 2t2/ 7"). Tag questions were

influenced by a significant three-way interaction effect

between Family Group, Parent Sex /Role, and Activity. As can

be seen frog Table 19, belaw, the parents of N0C increased
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their use of tag Questions during the SPST activity.

Particularly notable tow the fact that mothers rare than

doubled their use of tai; questions during the SBST activity

when they sere interacting with their normally developing

daughters, while fathers tore than doubled their use of tag

questions during the ZEST activity when interacting with

their normally developin4 sons. However, parents

interacting with their CDS during the MST activity, only

increased their use of tag questions slightly.

Table 19

Mean Percenta;es of Tag Questions by Mothers and Fathers

During Two Educationally Oriented Activities

sawasznemss====s===La=====assasessmuse=mas2====gassassaanssm
family SSFP Activity SBST Activity
Group mother father mother father

wpmh, ......

:CZ 31 6Z 7% 75

Par:B 4% 45 S% 9%

DDB 3% 25 a% 3%

sa=sass=====sz=sx=s2=====stsagamitamiguassulugasumussessessamas
Note. SSFP acivity = semi-structured free-play activity.

SBST activity = structured block sorting task activity.
Significant three-way interaction term for Family Group X
Parent Sex/Role X Activity E st 3.71, 2 <AS.

`kith the exception of soliciting coves by parents. the

relative quantity of redagogical moves, the linguistic

Uunctions of those moves, and the qualitative aspects sf

those moves, as measured by the composite variables, were

generally not influence 3y the sex and/or developmental
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status of 'the children (1.e,, Family 3roup), The only other

sionificant difference between the family groups was the

mean nueber of words they used per move. This particular

restat was highly predictable, considering that one of the

critleria for 3electinc the three groups of children was

that thA DC3 hoc to have expressive language deficits.

Although the empirical observations and the raw frequency

data support the impression that the NDC performed

qualitatively quite differently from the DDB, the relative

quantitative similarities in their use of varicus types of

pedagogical moves had not been anticipated.

The sex and role of the parent (i.e., *others versus

fathers), was not significantly related by their use of

linguistic forms, The mean total number of pedagogical

moves per dyad, during mother/child interactions and during

father/child interactions, also did not differ; however, the

proportion of moves that each parent contributed to the

interactions did differ significantly. Mothers generally

contributed a higher proportion of moves when they

interacted vita their children than fathers did when they

interacted with tneir children. This result may be

partially related to a.slight trend for mothers to use more

words per move than fathers did ( E $ 3.36, g 4.09).

Increases in the number of words used would increase the

possibility that additional moves could occur.
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the activity being enaaged in had an influence on the

occurrence of five of the seven linguistic forms that

parents could use to express their pedagogical moves.

Activity also nee as influence on six of the seven composite

variables that were analixed. Although generally more moves

were emitted by parent/child dyads during the SSET activity,

both the proportion of moves that parents contributed to the

interactions and the number of words per move that they

uttered increased daring the SBST activity. The proportion

of soliciting coves that parents emitted did not increase

between the two activities; however, since parents did

increase their use of structuring= moves E 818.53. R

(.001), their initiatory coves. a composite of ..oliciting

and structuring moves, did increase significantly daring the

SEST activity. Parents' use of tag questions, which appear

to function as attention markers and/or diagnostic probes,

increased daring the SPST activity. In addition, both the

proportion of all parent moves which were solicitation that

referred to substantive content (AMOS), and the proportion

of parents' soli :itation moves that referred to substantive

content teUBS31), increased during the HST activity.

Certain pedsoogical moves were more fre4uently emitted

during the SSFP activity. During the SEST activity parents'

reactive moves decrease1 significantly. Since children

I Although structurin4 moves were only tenuously reliably
coded, initiatory moves were reliable.
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emitted a significantly higher proportion of soliciting

moves during the SSFP activity, their parents emitted a

higher proportion of responding moves: however, the ratio of

parents' responses to children's soliciting moves (ANSWER)

remained relatively constant during the two activities (SSFP

a =5604, SBST M a58X). Although the proportion of moves that

parents' devoted to solicitations did not vary as a result

of the changing context (i.e., which activity they ver-

engaged In), the content references of those solicitations

did vary significantly. During the SSFP activity parents

devoted a higher proportion of their pedagogical moves to

solicitations about instructional aspects of the activity

(AUDIS). They also allotted a higher proportion of their

soliciting moves to references focusing on instructional

content (INSSOL).

chLignot :dasesleal

Thirteen of the children's pedagogical move type

behaviors were analyzed. Of these only one, the mean n.4ber

of words used per move, differed significantly between the

three groups of children. On the average, NOC used twice as

many words per move as their language delayed cohorts, the

DOB. The Activity by Family Group interaction was

significant and reflected a relatively large decrease in

vertalization by NOB during the SOST activity.
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Table 20

Mean Number of :cords per Move by Children during Two

Educetional Activities

===2=2:222XM 2..'=2=11SX'`WW'''2=1: X.... II i=2
Family SSFP SEW
Group Activity Activity

..__----------_--- ---_---___--__.---.----------------

NDG 3.!4

NOB 3.71

ODD 1.61

3.10

2.81

1.57

=susiess==x====assagenalmalmams==ssa=ass=m===musamssmeasammusts

Hutt. Family Group X Activity interaction term E =3.89. 2
(.05.

An interaction between Family Croup and Parent Sex/Role ,

was found to be related to the very small proportion ( 5

(.20%) of children's moves coded as not clear. The NOB

emitted more of these unclear moves when interacting with

their mothers than either the NOG or the DOB did.

The sex and/or role of the parent they were interacting

with directly influenced the proportion of moves that

children contributed to the dyadic interactions. All three

groups of children contributed a significantly higher

proportion of moves when interacting with their fathers.

Although the overall proportion of all children's

pedagogical moves that were solicitations about substantive

content (AS'(SBS) was not influenced by the sex/role of the

parent they were interacting with, the proportion of

children's soliciting moves that were devoted to substantive



content (SUBS3L) was significantly higher when they were

interacting with their pothers.

A significant three-way interaction between the Family

Group, Parent Sex/Role, and Activity factors reflected a

complex relationOip between these three factors and the

Proportion of children's soliciting moves that referred to

instructional content (INSSOL). As can be seen from Table

21, which follows, the largest shift in this form of

discourse behavior was exhibited by NDB. During the SBST

activity, when NOB were interacting with their fathers, they

increased their use of INSSOL moves. When interacting with

their mothers during the SST activity, NDB decreased their

INSSOL moves. TheNDG and DDS both increased their use of

INSSOL moves during the SBST activity when they were

interacting with their mothers. When interacting with their

fathers during the SL's"' activity, the DDB increased their

proportion of INSSOL roves, but the ND3 reduced their

proportions of these moves.

...._......._... .... . -...____
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Table 21

Mean Percentages of Children's INSSOL Moves During

Educational Activities with Each Parent

Family
Group

a S X X SVUS=S
SSFP Activity

Mother Father

a = -.iv.
S8ST Activity

Mother Father
MOW40m40.4,wom ........................ 01.001.1.44w*O1D404.4.40.14m..moOP.....

NDG 582 632 65% 572

NDB 64% 62% 392 71%

DDB 562 58% 60% 632

..... " aSXXSaS=S=2==SSESSUSSaaSSItitaSaSaSSX
doll. Significant three-way interaction term for Family

Group X Parent Sex/Role X Activity E (.05.
INSSOL .7. the proportion of children's soliciting moves

that referred to instructional content.

The activity that was being engaged in had an influence

on eight of the thirteen pedagogical move types utilized by

children. During the SSFP activity children contributed a

higher proportion of moves to the dyadic interactions and

they uttered a higher mean number of words per move than

they did during the SBST activity. Although there were very

few moves by children that were coded as not clear, more of

these occurred during the longer and less structured SSFP

activity. During the SSFP activity, while parents used a

somewhat lower proportion of their pedagogical moves for

initiatory purposes (i.e.. soliciting and structuring),

children used a higher rroportion of their pedagogical moves

for initiatory purposes. This was largely due to the fact

that they emitted a hioher proportion of soliciting moves

during the SSFP activity. In addition, there was a
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significant- two-way interaction effect for Activity and

Parent Sex/Role which influenced children's use of

soliciting moves, and therefore also their use of initiatory

moves (i.e., the sum of soliciting ano structuring moves).

As can be :een from Table 22 below, all of the children

decreased the proportions of soliciting and initiatory moves

that they addressed to their mothers during the SBST

activity. Such a substantial decrease in soliciting moves

or in initiatory moves did not occur when childrea

interacted with their fathers during the SEW activity.

Table 22

Mean Percentages for Children's Soliciting and Initiatory

Moves C:Aldren Curing Educational Activities

C 222 CC t W*2 22
Parent
Sex/Role

SSFP
Activity

SUSI
Activity

...........

Soliciting Moves with

MVO*

Motner 16% 12%
Father 17% 17%

Initiatory Moves with
Mother 21% 13%
Feiner 20% 192

Z2 a----a-m= ...... 2---=.===.===a=s=====a==z==ga==s==m=

iUttl. Parent Sex/Role X Activity interaction term for
soliciting moves [ =4.69, g C.05; for Initiatory moves F
=6.82, g C.01.

During the MT activity nonverbal moves by children

increased significantly. Responding moves by children also

increased significantly during the insr activity. Although

reacting moves by children did not vary significantly
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between the two activities, reactive moves by children

(i.e., the sum of rfisponding and reacting moves) did

increase significantly during the SBST activity,

particularly daring the mother/child interactions. Table 23,

below, provides the mean percentages for children's reactive

moves.

Table 23

Mean Percentages of Children's Reactive Moves during

Educational Activities

22==:=2:11:2X2S:222=g4===:==32=Z=ZWAXS:Z*=22=1====22==lit=2SI:===X*2
Parent SSFP SBST

Sex/Role Activity Activity
.P.D 41.8....... 44.p .0. . fteml w . *4.104.1.1.....wMmi....momw r......... apowMORN

Reactive moves with
Mother
Father

79% 87%
en 81%

a a -. .. a = =az= .... = M...=2=======MZSg=
Dote. Parent Sex/Role X Activity interaction term E

m8.82, P <.01.

auhatuaLta Stardust

As can be seen from the tables which follow. the

substantive content that was referred to was often

influenced by the family group assignment and/or the

activity being engaged in. Table 24 presents the mean

percentages for the substantive content references by

parents. The mean percentages for the substantive content

references by children are presented in Table 25.
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Table 24

Mean Percentages of Mothers and Fathers' References to

Substantive Content for Family Groups, Activities, and

Parents' Sex/Roles

=___s
Substantive Family Group
Meaning NDO NOB DD5

......

M=2 =
I Activity
1SSFP SDST

for Discourse

C ========
I Parent
1 M

Mean Percentages
.......... ......

Behavior
__-_-___-----------------_---_----__-_----

Substantive t_1,7 75 81 1 72 83 80 75

Content Referencee"' 1

finaLiS 19.41tIOILIs coltat getILVISE

Rtnical Wiletaa

State-Object ,L1 13 13 20 19 13 15 15
Relationship

10 11 17 1 144 12 I 12 13
Relationship

g2SEPAL2Dal 6022109e

Representationb 8 5 10 10 6 8 8

Classification" 23 la 12 3 32 19 17

Numerical 5 5 7 7 4 5 7

Relationship

37 29 29Operational
Knowledge

20 43 31 32

--= = =less =,=====smissus=====s==s===asssis=

Note. Physical knowledge and operational knowledge are
major content reference categories representing the sum of a
speaker's moves that were coded under the subcategories they
subsume.

aSignieicant main effect for Family Group.
6SigniLicant main effect for Activity.
1Significant main effect for Parent Sex/Role.
°Significant interaction effect for Family Group X

Activity.
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Table 25

Mean Percentages of Children's References to Substantive

Content for Family Groups, Activities, and Interactions

with Their Pothers and Fathers

=

Substantive Family Group I Activity j Parent
Meaning NOG NDB DOB ISSFP SBST I M

I.... --I--
Mean Percentages for Discourse behavior.. ..------- .... --------

Substantive 72 69 69
Content Referencesb

latatis Atikaantlx2 Cenipi Ratuncl

122i2eamtistall E221fled22

Achievement . 3 3 2

Etatu4c31 Saftledge

Object/Attribute v15 19 13

State-Object 11 12 17
Relationship

Spatial 7 13 14
Relationshipl

Q21=121101 Ell2Mledfil

Representation 10 6 11

Classification°°4 22 16 13

OperationalL_ 36 27 26
Knowledge3°`"

165

1 3

16

16

12

10

2

19

75

2

15

11

9

7

30

41

172

I 3

16

1 13

110

9

18

30

69

3

15

13

11

8

15

29

22222=22222222=--2 ...... 22 .._..._'as

tiote. Socio-emotional knowledge, physical knowledge, and
operational knowledge are major categories representing the
sum of a speaker's moves that were coded under the
subcategories they subste.

7Significant main effrct for Family Group.
°Significant main effect for Activity.
cSignificant interaction 1 effect for Family Group X

Activity.
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A summary table of the ANOVA results for the reliable

categories of the Substantive Meanings facet are provided

below in Table 26. A report of the significant results is

presented after the table.

Table 26

Summary of Analyses of Variance for Substantive Meanings:

Family Group X Parent Sex/Role X Activity

(with repeat measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity)

STAC U :St= :**.012 VS *V= XXXX .."Z :MOW

Substan- Family Parent
tive Group Sex/Role
Meaning Irt)

Activity AXB AXC
(P) (t')

Discourse-Behavior (tIL 2,1.1)
M

BXC
AXB
X:

E-Ratio for
.. a.m.... .......m. ..MmMos.. d.. 4. ...www.waft

P Substantive 2.64 , 5.41* 48.97*** 1.74 4.22* .03 .50
Content moves

C Substantive .u7 1.L0 22.51*** 1.47 1.95 .01 .61
Content moves

sEecLfic saltintat cotta atitLeagt

C Achieveeent .60 .35 .93 1.09 1.27 .54 1.72

C Objh7t/ 2.56 .21 .88 .62 2.57 .04 .23
Attributes

P State-Obj. 7.99** .004 11.90* .30 11.07***.13 .01
Relationships

C State-Obj. 3.12 .01 7.70* .47 5.51* .53 .09
Relationships

P Spatial 7.41** .01 2.48 .25 9.13** .02 .01
Relationships

C Spatial 4.12* .05 2.68 .70 4.90* .24 .24
Kelationships

P Operation- 4.64* .03 51.13*** .49 3.58* .00 .55
al Knowledge
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C Operation-
al Knowledge

6.03** .33 63.894** 1.88 5.20* 1.00 .41

P Represen-
tation

2.68 .CO 7.13* .01 3.33 .004 .42

C Represen-
tation

2.02 .14 2.16 .06 3.19 .07 .40

P Classifi-
cation

9,4444 .47 155.70*** .45 6.88 ** .04 .39

C Classifi-
cation

14.03*** 2.34 177.454** 1.92 1A.67***.34 1.17

P Numerical 1.29 2.50 4.02 .29 3.46 .21 .36
Relationships

X * X=''USS*X=USXUXUSE2SX***********"..dx

Mat. Only coding categories for which inter-rater
reliability ( E < .70), has been established are included in
this table. P = parents. C = children.

* .05. ** 2 C.01. *** Q (.001.

lugalaatizt cQUt {U xlicrtucts ky

The mean proportion for the sum of all references to

substantive content by parents was not directly influenced

by the Family Group factor; however, certain specific

categories of substantive content references were influenced

by the sex and/cr developmental status of the chiliren that

parents were interacting wtth. The general cateyory of

state-object relationships, and the subcategory of

references to the spatial relationships of objects, were

referred to more freqJently by the parents of DOB.

Forthersore, as can to seen from Table 27, below, a

significant interaccion between the Family Group and

Activity factors was related to the proportion of parent

moves that referred to these two topics
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Table 27

Mean Percentages for Parents, References to State-Objec.

Relationships one Spatial Relationships during Educational

Activities

=s3:::===M=7.014" stssa-ussumassass-semzsa sa=======ssm
Substantive SSFP Activity SBST Activity
Content NDG NOB DOB NDG NOB DOB
Reference

State-Object 15% 19% 18% 10% 7% 22%
Relationshipsa

Spatial 11% 151, 15% 9% 6% 20%
Relationships',

ssz===imsg=awasszsaggrat=s=====a=sim=ss===sssass===assaatsassu
Note. References to specific spatial relationships were

coded under that subcategory and then included as instances
of references to the more general category of state-ob3ect
relationships.
&family Group X Activity E = 11.07, 0 (.001.

Family Group X Activity E = 9.13, 2 (.01.

From the figures in the table above, it appears that

during the SBST activity, the parents of NOG and NOB

significantly decreased their references to state-object

relationships in general and to the spatial relationships of

objects in particular, while the parents of DOB increased

their reliance on such references. The increase in these

references by the parents of DOB are, on the basis of this

autnor'3 observations, attributable to their frequently

asking their children "where does it goo, when they wanted

their children to place a block correctly; and to these

parents tendency to accompany their demonstrations of the

task with comments such as "see, it-goes there ". Parents of

NOG and NOB, on the other hand. tended to stress the
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classification criteria that were ralevent to tne block

sorting task they were asking their children to perform, Or

that they were eemonstratin4 to their children. Daring the

SSFP activity, parents of both ND5 and ODD referred to

spatial relationships about equally and somewhat more

frequently than the parents of NOG did.*

Parents* references to operational knowledge in general

(i.e., the sum of references coded ander the subcategories

of causality, representation, classification, and numerical

relationships), were more frequent when they were

interacting with their daughters and less frequent, but

about equal when they interacted with their sons, regardless

of the developmental status of those Sons. Specific

references by parents to various aspects of classification

followed a similar pattczn. Parents of IDG referred to

classification most frequently, parents of NOB referred to

classification less frequently, while the parents of ODD

referred to classification least frequently.

Parental references to operational knowledge in general,

and to classification, in particular, were both influenced

by an interaction between the family group and the activity

S For th. two tDC emu's, an earlier run ANOVA indicated
that this difference was significantly related to an
interaction between thi sex of the child that was being
interacted with and the activity that was being engaged in
(Child Sex X Activity F = S.0, i (.05).

216
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they were engaged in. 1,s can be seen frog Table 28, below,

during the SOST activity all the parents increased their

references to classification; therefore, theit references to

operational knowledge in general, also increased. More

specifically, during the SbST activity the parents of NDG

increased their references to these topics more than the

parents of NOE who, nevertheless, increased their references

a good deal. Uhile the parents of DOB also increased their

references to operational knowledge and classification

Suring the SBST activity, they dil so far less than the

parents of NDG or NDB.

Table 28

Mean Percentageof rarents References to Operational

Knowledge and to Classification during Two Educational

Activities

a===e2ms===mazzegaz=2=c2zsgusssessessinasszezimeltsmseeeseee
Substantive SWF ;ctivity HIST Activity
Content NDG :JD DOB NDG NDR DOB
Reference

4.1.064004VAMMOOD4.wMIMPOSPO.M4M.M400.40.41.MOWW4M.1.M.W.WWq.411041W

Operational 202 17% 217. 532 4211 142
Knowledgea

Classifications 4X 3% 22 432 332 212

2===22s=ms==========*:=-4=====sasslizsmesserszs===gmess=sew
memo! Group X Activity E 3.58, 2 (.05.
Family Group X Activity E a 6.88, g (.01.

The sex/role of the parent was significantly related to

tne mean proportion of parent' total references to

substantive content. Mothers. particularly tnose who
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Interacted with 10C, referred to substantive content more

than fathers did; however, none of the specific content

categories were ref errec to significantly more by either

parent.

Parents' mean proportion of references to substantive

content were significantly influenced by the activity being

engaged in and, more specifically, by an interaction between

their family group and the activity. During the SEIST

activity all parents increased their use of references to

substantive content; nevertheless, as can be seen from table

29 which follows, daring the HIT activity the wants of

DDB emitted far more substantive content references than the

parents of MDC or 0011 did. During the sosr activity all of

the parents devoted a stellar proportion of their moves to

references to substantive content in general, although as

the previous fable, Table 28, indicates the parents of DOB

were not proviiing as many references to the tonic which yes

most directly relevant to the task at band (i.e.,

classification).
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Table 29

Mean Percentages of Parents' References to Substantive

Content during Educational Activities

IMIX8X118288$8:88811MOUSSVS*WitteiSSZSUSUSSURUZSRUZUMM288i*U88
Substantive SSFP Activity SST Activity
Content NDC NOS ODD NDG NOB DDB
Ref ertnce

4.1.14.10..OON401.14WOWOW.0014.0.00.01IOMM...~...MWWWWWP#M11.1.40......W

Substantive 70t 63: 782 Oat 81Z 8311

Content

StZUMSUIVRIRSIMIUMUSZSIBMCSSUUSSUWIUSZCSMS=M82,211WASMUMM22111
We. Family Group X Activity E 4.22, g (.05.

During the SOST activity. all parents' made more

references to operational knowledge, in general, and to

classification, in particular; both of which were directly

relevant to the block sorting task they were undertaking.

Parents references to state-object relationships, on the

other hand, decreased during the SOS! activity.

As was entioned previously the interaction between the

Family Group and Activity factors was significantly related

to the mean proportions of parents' references to state-

object relationships and to spatial relationships (see Table

27). Although the pattern of behavior that resulted

differed, this same interactive effect was also related to

parents' use of references to operational knowledge and

classification (see Table 28).

The Sal) activity had a sinnificint influence on parents'

references to representation (i.e., letters, pictures,



models, etc.), with more parental references to

representation occurring during that activity. 4 similar

trend was evident for parents, references to numerical

relationships ( E s 4.02, 2 (.06). In addition, there was a

trend for the interaction between Family group and Activity,

to be related to the mean proportions of parents' references

to representatioe ( E $ 3.33, 2 (.06) and numerical

relationships ( f = 3.46. 2 (.06). The table below

indicates the pattern of parental references to

representation and numerical relationships for the dif'erent

family groups and activities.

:able 30

Mean Percentages of karents' References to Representation

and Numerical Relationships during Educational Activities

22 222222 ''Mr. 2 22= 2 8 2
Substantive
content
Reference

OP

55FF activity
NOG uan DD

223:2822=22.2.22.222==*:
SBST Activity

NOG NOB 0D8

Representation 11% St 14% 6% 6t 6%

Numerical
Relationships

6% 8% 6% 3t 3% 7%

=222 zsmasas=========esscaussx2=====a====m=====assm=was=2

Suotantive content rofezences by shligun.

Although children's total references to substantive

content were not significantly influenced by their family
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group, their references to specific subcategories of

substantive content were influenced by the Family Group

factor. The mean proportion of children's references to

spatial relationships, to various aspects of operational

knowledge, and speci!ically to classification were related

to their sex and/or developmental status (i.e., Family

Group). Spatial relationships were referred to most

frequently by the DDB and least frequently by the NDG.

References by children to operational knowleige, in general,

and to the subcategory of classification, in particular,

were most frequently emitted by NDG.

The sex/role of the parent they were interacting with was

not significantly related to the total proportion of moves

children devoted to substantive content, or to any of their

references to the specific substantive content

subcategories.

The activity they were engaged in did have a significant

influence on the proportion of children's moves which

referrei to substantive content in general, and on the

proportion of moves they devoted to four of the eight

specific subcategories of substantive content. During the

SeST activity children significantly increases their

references to substantive content. The bulk of this

increase is attributable to their significant increases in

overall references to operational knowledge, but more
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specifically to their suLstantial increases in references to

classification, the cateoory which was most relevant to the

block sorting task they were engaged in.

Children's references to state-object relationships were

significantly influenced by the activity. .These references

decreased during the £BST activity. Furthermore, an

interaction between children's family group and the activity

they were engaged in was significantly related to children's

references to state-object relationships, spatial

relationships, operational Knowledge, anS classification.

Table 31 below provides the mean percentages for children's

references to those substantive content subcategories that

were influences by ,a Family Group by Activity interaction.

The subcategory of representation is included in the table

because there was a trend for the same interactive effect to

be somewhat related to the proportion of children's

references to tnat subcategory ( E 2 3.19, g <.07). As can

be seen from Table 31, below, during the SSFP activity NDD

emitted far fewer references to representation than DDB, and

even considerably less of these references than NDG diS.

Largely because NOB were the least likely to select or

maintain an interest in ;laying with the alphabet cards, or

to name the letters embossed on the Disneyland blocks.

Table 31

Mean Percentages of Children's References to Substantive
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Content Subcategories Influenced by a Family Group by

Activity Interaction

= * ,..2= 2*= 8- =8====
Substantive
Content
Reference

SSFP Activity
NDG NOB DOB

.. ............

SFST Activity
MDG NCB 003

als 4.4 ...........4.40.4.4...W.Mbefd. ..ft..... .
State-Object 14% 13% 16% 9% 6% 18%
Relationships *

Spatial 8% 14% 12% 7% 6% 15%
Relationships 4

Operational 20X 16% 21% 52% 344 31%
Knowledge *

Classification ** 3% IX 2% 42% 30% 18%

Representation 11% 4% 14X 8% 74 7X

* V.02. 4* 2(.001.

Referring to the table above, it is clear that during the

S3ST activity the DDS relied most heavily on references to

state-object relationships and especially on references to

spatial relationships. During the SSFP activity all three

groups referred to state-object relationships to a similar

degree, although NDG did so least frequently. References to

the subcategory of spatial relationships were even more

infrequent for NOG during the SSFP activity.' Operational

knowledge references by children increased considerably

during the SBSI activity. Particularly those references to

the subcategory of classification. The DOB, for whom the

' An earlier run ANOVA, comparing only the NCB with the NOG
had indicated that then: was a trend for a Child Sex by
--..]Activity interaction effect to occur ( E $ 4.08, 2 (.07).
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block sorting task was the most difficult and whose language

skills were deficient, did not increase their references to

classification as much as the two groups of MCC did.

Substantive-Logical Meanina

As has been discussed previously, the substantive-logical

facet categories were difficult to code reliably, especially

for parents, behaviors. (See inter-rater reliability study

results in this chapter for details.) Of the six

categories, for the communicative functions of the discourse

behavior that was observed, only one, parents' explaining

moves, vas found to be influenced by the Family Group

factor. Four of the six categories were influenced by the

activity being engaged in. Table 32 and Table 33 provide

the mean percentages for the communicative functions of

moves that referred to substantive content for parents and

children, respectively.

Table 32

Mean Percentages of Fothers' and Fathers' Substantive-

Logical Meanings for Family Groups, Activities, and

Parents' Sex/Roles

=2
Substantive- Family Group 1 Activity 1 Patent
Logical NDG NOB DOB 1SSFP SBST 1 M
Meaning

,1
1 -Mean Percentages for Discourse Behavior



Casauciatin Egutien

Lakitiaal PE2011 CA1t2n121

Explainingala 2 3 1 I 2 3 1 3 2

... W'S2MMSSOUZZI:===SX7V4===X**3==3*==:M=4:=XW=2=ZUSX=31
!Significant main effect for Family Group.
!Significant main effect for Activity.

Table 33

Mean Percentages of Children's Substantive-Logical Meanings

for Family Groups, Activities, and Interactions with

Their ' .lers and Fathers

ass - mas=v=wmang=122===a===s=g===ass
Substantive- Family Group 1 Activity I Parent
Logical NDG NDB DDB ISSFP SBST 1 M
Meaning 1 I

--------- ........_-____-------------1-----:-----1.----__----
Mean Percentages for Discourse Behavior

1

Substantive - 36 36 32 1 29 39 135 33
Logical Movesk I I

Cmaalatin Egastin

Analytical PEocess CatezoLias

Defining and /or 10 10 9 110 10 111 9
Interpreting

gateltkal ELMER cattnEiti

Fact-stating 14 13 10 13 12 13 12

Cmpirical Process 24 24 21 18 2e 23 23
MOveS4

SINFOa 34 34 31 28 37 34 32

MS=========4X srsaa m=-===1=========szugaggmm:M=M=Se
'ns. spin denotes providing or requesting substantive

information (i.e., the sum of moves involvin4 analytical and
empirical processes).

&Significant main effect fofActtvity.
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A summary of the results from the ANOVAS for the

communicative functions of moves that referred to

substantive content are provided in Table 34 below. A brief

report of the significant results follows the table.

Table 34

Summary of Analyses of Variance for Substantive-Logical

Meanings: Family Group X Parent Sex/Role X Activity

(with repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity)

======22=2=22222228 22 2-b2322=222222222=22.2222222=2.232=2
Substantive-Family Parent AXE)

Logical Group Sex/Role Activity AXe AXC 8XC XC
Meaning (P.) (13) (C)

---------------------_-____-_-------------------- .........
E Ratios for Discourse Behavior (4t, 2.1.1.20)

C Substan .76
tive-Logical Moves

.39 17.14*** .57 .46 .00 1.36

C Analytical 1.82 .04 .24 3.04 .64 .44
Process moves

C Cipirical .34 .00 27.24*** .96 .53 .3! 1.01
Process moves

C Fact- 2.00
stating

.52 .02 1.29 1.30 .27 .68

P Explain- 7.93**
inq

1.44 8.99** .25 1.90 .02 .38

C Providing .40 .46 13.32** .52 .39 .04 1.19
or Requesting
Substantive Information

z 2 2== = = "'s 2.2242222 =ma=
dote. Only coding categories for which inter-rater
reliability ( L S .70). has been established are included in
this table. P m parents. C = children.

* p c.05. ** r c.ol. *** p <.001.

attet al! lialtalitiXt=14121Ga1 kepaIi2L1.
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Explaining was the onlY communicative function which was

reliably coded for parents when they referred to substantive

content. Although none of the parents did a great deal of

explaining, the parents of DDB explained significantly less

often when interacting with their children than parents of

NDG or NDB did, even though all of the parents explained

slightly more to their children during the more highly

structured and goal -oriented block sorting activity than

daring the seml-structured free-play activity.

The sex/role of the parent had no significant influence

on parents' use of explaining moves, Furthermore, none of

the interaction effects tested were significantly related to

the proportion of explaining moves parents emitted.

ChildrInq substantive- logical behation.

The communicative functions of children's moves, when

they referred to substantive content, were more reliably

coded than their parents moves had been. Although the mean

proportions for the various types of communicative functions

children utilized did vary somewhat, family group

differences were not significantlY related to their use of

any of substantive-logical behaiors. The sex/role of the

parent they were interacting with also did not significantly

influence children's use of specific communicative

functions.
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The activity they were engaged in did have a significant

impact on three of the five types of communicative functions

analyzed for children. The mai' proportions for moves by

children which involved substantive-logical behaviors (i.e.,

the sum of all moves involving communicative function

related to substantive content), and for moves which

provided or requested substantive information (5INFO),

increased sharply during the SBST activity. Not

surprisingly, these increases were mostly due to a

significant increase in the proportion of children's moves

that involved empirical Processes (i.e., the sum of fact-

stating. nonverbally demonstrating, verbally demonstrating.

and explaining moves).

Neither the sex/role of parents nor any of the

interactions tested had a significant influence on

children's substantive-logical behaviors.

LagraugLinal leaning

Both parents and their children referred to instructional

content somewhat more frequently than to substantive

content. The majority of these references focused on

specific actions or procedures that were relevant for the

activities being engaged in. Table 35 and Table 35 provide

the mean percentages of references to instructional content

by parents and their children, respectively.
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Table 35

Mean Percentages of Mothers' and Fathers' References to

Instructional Content for Family Groups, Activities, and

Parents' Sex/Roles

ZICSag=ZSZSC:=OZta=SXM**21=XMOUS=21UMSU*SZ21WIMMUL===212:2=2ta2MS
Instructional Family Group 1 Activity 1 Parent
Meaning NDG NDB DOB 1SSfP SBST 1 M

Mean Percentages for Discourse Benavior

Instructional 81 81 80 1 84
Content Refer-
ences

lataLle Laatstalmal =ant agferencl

77 1 80 81

Action andfor 51 55 55 52 55 54 53
Procedure

Cognitive 3 5 4 4 5 5 3
Action

.

Statementac 16 15 10 14 13 13 14

Repeated 3 2 3 3 2 3 3

Statement'

Expanded .4 .7 1 1 .5 .8 .7

Statement'

Altered .8 .8 2 1 1 1 1

Statement

zszessara .
3

significant°Significant
cSignificant

Activity.

X=21:MUSSUS2Wa==XTU=012:X=21*===n
rain effect for Family Group. -

main effect for Activity.
interaction effect for Family Group X

Table 36

Mean Percentages of Children's References to Instructional

Content for Family Groups, Activities, and Interactions

with Their Mothers-Fathers

St=====S=2222=2:=ZSICIMSXXSWICX***SX=XCIMSSIMZ===:===="4UX===.2tS
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Instructional
Meaning
___--------- .........

Family Group I Activity
NDG ND? D03 ISSFP 59ST

----...-I..

I Parent
I II

Behavior
-__--I_-----

Mean Percentages for Discourse
.......

1

Instructional 74 76 70 1 77 70 70 75
Content Refer-

encesb
1

Baer t Instaaraianal Matut Wattage

Action and /or 48 52 48 46 49 48 49
Procedure°

Repeated 2 2 7 3 3 3 3
Statementa

Personk. .6 .4 .6 .7 .3 .8 .3

SMUUSIMSTIMMUSWS:=XiguatatassitgaZIMS***XIMUWASX*MUMSSUUSUSIMSX
!Significant main effect for Family Group.
'Significant main effect for Activity.
1Significant main effect for Parent Sex/Role.
'Significant interaction effect for Family Group X

Activity.

A summary table of the ANOVA results for the reliable

categories of the instructional meaning facet are provided

in Table 37. A report of the significant results is

presented after the table.

Table 37

Summery of Analyses of Variance for Instructional leanings

Family Group X Parent Sex/Role X Activity

(vitn repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity)

itzestzrstssasszstsmasmasszassawsumvx=ssassxmassi=xxxszassasiags
Instruc Family Parent AXB
tional Group Sex/role Activity AXB AXC SIC XC
Meaning (A) (B) (C)

( Retie- for Discourse Behavior (dt 2,1,1,20)
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P Instruc- .16
tional

.42 15.65*** .04 1.16 .16 .32

Content soves

C instruc- 1.47
tional

1.53 6.88* .07 2.26 .00 1.57

Content moves

Aiming LOIIL2SIi2M1 Coiva MA221

P Action 1.37
and/or Pro-
cedure

.07 1.30 .67 5.50* .19 .34

C Action 1.95
and/or Pro-
cedure

.46 .01 .30 4.69* .40 1.04

P Cognitive .79 3.78 .26 .72 .25 .00 1.23
Action

P Statement 17.31*** .t7 .86 1.24 4.93* .49 .40

P Repeated .79 .14 6.49* .13 1.58 2.58 2.27
Statement

C Repeated 23.30*** .03 .01 .16 1.08 2.56 2.35
Stiitement

P Expanded 4.62* .21 13.89** 1.26 2.67 1.37 .09
Statement

P Altered 3.27 .48 2.55 .77 1.10 .86 1.32
Statement

C Person .56 5.85* 5.12* .48 1.08 .19 .62

M:=8:L===S:=MW.M=UXLSZ=SUSCSMUMUSSUSIMISS2SUMUIrg=112=SSUSSISSUS
tiote Only coding categories for which inter-rater

reliability has been established ( L 4 .70), are included in
this table. P = parents. C = children.

* g 4.05. ** g t.C1. *** g 4.001.

1011122I i21141 caustot Wagnal kr 211=1*

Seven categories for references to instructional content

were analyzed for parwits. Of. these only two were

influenced by the sex and/or developmental status of the
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children being interacted with (i.e., family Group).

Parents of DOB refelred to the truth and propriety of

statements less frequently tnan parents of NOG or NOB. The

mean proportions for such references by the parents of both

NOC groups were about the same.

In general. expansions of their children's statements by

parents were rarely uttered; however. the parents of NOG

engaged in this behavior least frequently. Ofthe two

groups of parents interacting with their sons, the parents

of DOB expanded their children's statements most frequently.

while the parents of NOB did., so somewhat less often. Since

it has been suggested that expansions allow parents to

provide additional' substantive information as well as

language models for their children (Brown L Belluel. 1964)

these results may be related to parents' perceptions of the

level of cognitive and language skills that their children

possess.

The sex/role of the parent was not significantly related

to the proportion of parental references to any of the

specific instructional content categories. nor to their

proportion of references to instructional content in

general; however, there was a trend fin mothers to refer to

cognitive actions sore frequently than fathers did ( E

3.78, 8 (.07).
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The activity being enoaged in was related to the overall

proportion of references to instructional content of any

sort and particularly to parents' use of the techniques of

repeating or expanding their children's atatements.$ During

the SSFP activity all parents referred to instructional

content more frequently and they repeated and expanded more

of their children's statements. As can be seen from Table

38, below, the Family Group and Activity factors had a

significant interactive effect on the mean proportion of

parents' references to the truth and/or propriety of

statements and on their references to actions and/or

procedures.

Table 38

Mean Percentages of Parents' References to Statement and

Action and/or Frocedure during educational Activities

samesamszussuasmumwsp,==cmsassimassusiessammassawst===x=szsx=s*
Instructional SSFP Activity SEIST Activity
Content NDG Noe DDB NOG MDR 0DB
Reference

00!OWM.0.01M....r.00WWWWIM.O.OWNDWOWSPOSpMOIMPMOOWM=DIIMMID,MMIOW.MINWOMWM.M......MSWAIM4Weamb...4160.M.ft

Truth 6 Proprie- 16% 14% 13%
ty of Statement

Action and/or 52% 58% 48% 51% 53% 62%

17% 16t 8%

s A category for coding all references to statements was
included in the inter-rater reliability study. The
subcategories fcr repeated statements, expanded statements.
and altered statements were coded at a later date (see
section or "Coding the Data" in Chapter 4, 'methods and
Procedures". These subcategories, were aided to measure
behaviors by parents which have been considered as possible
language "teaching" strategies (Brown, 1973; Carden, 1972;
Sleason $ Veintraub, 1979).
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Procedure

=2=S:SX**SUSMSSITSIMUMSSZ2S*SZSSIMSSSMS2SSUSS= SS S SS
NOt2o Family Group X Activity interaction term for truth

$ propriety of statements E m 4.93, 2 <.02; far action
and/or procedure F = 5.50, 2 (.02.

Although the parents of DOB generally referred to the

truth and propriety of statements less frequently than the

parents of 403 or NDB, they did so particularly during the

SBST activity. During the SBST activity parents of NOG and

NOB decreused their references to action and/or procedure

somewhat, while parents ^f DDB increased their references

considerably. In large measure this is e to the fact that

during the SBST activity the parents of DDB relied heavily

on ordering their children to perform the task, and/or

prohibiting noncompliant behavior.

Although references to person by parents were only

tenuously reliably coded, the statistical results for this

behavioral variable seem to confirm the qualitative

differences that were observed between family groups.

Parents of DOB referred to person more frequently ( d = 28)

than parents of either NDG ( M 2 18) or NDB ( 4 2 1%). A

significant main effect for Family Group was indicated ( F a

4.52, Q <.03). This author's observations and subsequent

comments by the coders indicated that when parents of DOB

were coded as referring to person, they were generally

reacting to their children's actions in a personalized and

evaluatory manner (e.g., "rood boy", "you're being bratty*,
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"bad boy", "silly", etc.); Parents interacting with NOC

rarely used personalized evaluations and instead evaluated

their children's actions directly (e.g., "that's right",

*great*, "no, that's not the way it goes". etc.). Coded

references to persons by parents of NeG or NOB usually

involved informational comments abort somebody (e.g., "she

doesn't live here", 'I don't know why they are laughing",

etc.).

Instructional references by children.

Of tine four instructional content reference categories

that were analyzed for children's behaviors, only the

proportion of children's repetitions of their parents'

statements was related to their sex and/or developmental

status (i.e., Family Group). Children who were

developmentallY delayed repeated their parents' statements

much more frequently than either of the ODC groups. A

finding which supports Nelson's hypothesis (1973) that

spontaneous imitation is a strategy utilized by children who

are relatively delayed in language acquisition.

It seems very likely that this category was not reliably
coded because personalized evaluations represent a
confounding of explicit references to thn person doing the
action with an implicit reference to the action. For
example, "good boy' should be coded.as person but, since it
also functioned to inform the child that the action was
correct, coders may have coded such comments as evaluations
of action and/or procedure.
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The sex/role of the parent being interacted with did

influence the proportion of children's references to person.

Although such references were infrequent. more of them were

addressed to mothers than to fathers.

Children's references to instructional content, in

general, and about persons, in particular, were influenced

by the activity being engaged in. The mean proportions for

these references by children decreased during the SBST

activity, when they had to attend to specific substantive

content.

As can be seen from Table 39. below, children's

references to actions and/or procedures were influenced by

the interaction between their sex 'and/or developmental

status and the activity they were engaged in. Wring the

SSFP activity 6a emitted a higher proportion of references

to actions and/or procedures than NMI, and a much higher

proportion than DDB. During the SBST activity, while NOG

and NDB decreased their proportions of these references. DOB

increased their references to actions and/or procedures and

emitted a higher proportion than either the NDG or NDB did.

This probably reflects DOB's tendency to talk about where

they should place the blocks on the board (e.g.. Goes

there?) instead of emohasizing the distinctive

classification attributes that were relevant to the task

(e.g.. These are both 0's)
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Table 39

Mean Percentages of Children's References to Action and/or

Procedures during Two Educational Activities

SWICIMCS2g2=2CCS-'2=
family Group

= == s = _ ===
55FP Activity SPST Activity

a OP.* =1.0.1. appam.m.

NOG 49% 96t

NOS 56% 488

OD8 40% 52%

Hole. family Group X Activity E a 4.69, g (.05.

Instructioggl:LogLgal Meaning

The categories from the instructional-logical meaning

facet were used to code the communicative functions

associated with instructional content and were for the most

part, the same as the substantive-logical meaning

categories. Like the analagous substantive-logical meaning

categories, many of the instructional-logical meaning

categories had not been reliably coded for parents or for

children.

A total of 16 reliably coded communicative functions

associated with instructional content references were

analyzed. Of these seven were significantly influenced by

the Family ;mop factor, fiva were significantly influenced

by the sex/role of the parent, flip(' were influenced by the

activity being engaged in, and two were influenced by the
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interaction between Family Group and Activity. Table 40 and

Table 41 provide the mean percentages for the communicative

functions of coves that referred to instructional content

for parents ani children, respectively.

Table 40

Mean Percentages of Mothers and Fathers' Instructional-

Logical Meanings for Family Groups, Activities, and

Parents* Sex/Roles

ams:ms=xxxx*s =s-ssins====zzasmamsattammimmatmgessma==us=s=
Instructional- Family Group I Activity I Parent
Logical NDG NOB DOB 1SSFP SEIST 1 M
Meaning

Mean Percentages for Discourse Behavior

Cmaalaiin Unction

idalUalaI can Caltginta

Evaluatory 42 40 35 40 38 38 41
Process Moves'

Opining /7 i5 13 18 12 14 14

Ratings 25 25 22 22 26 24 24

Positive 19 20 15 17 19 19 17
Rating

RATE 76 76 79 62 74 70 75 70

4egativeL 5 4 7 4 6 5 6

Ratinga°

RATE 21 17 33 21 26 23 25

NEG3

.s a SC.'S OC"2-'2G

Nat RATE FOS = Positive Ra`ings/Ratings. RATE NEG =
Negative Ratings/Ratings.

'Significant main effect for Family Group.
nignificant main effect for Activity.
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4Significant main effect for Parent Sex/Role.

Table 41

Mean Percentages of Children's Instructional-Logical (-/

Meanings for Family Groups, Activities, and Interactions

with Their Mothers and Fathers

amsaaaaalmaaaaaaaa-a= ...... a a aamaallea=aaama=

Instructional- Family Group 1 Activity 1 Parent
Logical NDG NOB DOB ISSFP SBST I N
Meaning

----------1------..... ......
Mean Percentages for Discourse Behavior

Communicative ElegUon

EmulLical Emcala =mules

Empirical 22 24 13 12q 15 1 19 20
Procepv
Movess'

gtaluitm process Categeriel

Evaluatory 32 30 28 31 29 28 32
Process
Novesc

Opiningc 5 6 5 5 4 7

Rating 25 23 22 24 22 22 24

a
Positive 18 19 16 19 16 16 19
Rating

cmone vaElable

INFO 62 65 49 1 59 56 159 59

..... a:Iva:aas ma -aaaaaaaaassitgaaaaa=asa===aaaa
Note. INFO = represents the proportion of all moves, by a

speaker, that were coded as analytical or empirical process
moves.

,Sianificant main effect for Family Group.
°Significant main effect for Activity.
Significant main effect for Parent Sex/Role.
Significant interaction effect for Family Group X

Activity.
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A summary of the results from the AKOVAS for the

communicative function of moves with instructional meaning

are provided in Table 42. A brief report of the significant

results follows that table.

Table 42

Sumary of Analyses of Variance for instructional-Logical

Meanings: Family Group X Parent Sex/Role X Activity

(with repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity)

S IM 4XS=SM===SUZSCS:2=11tUSX=WW423;======2===Z=S*
Instructional-
Logical Family Parent AXE)

Meaning Group Sex/Pole Activity AXB AXC BXC X:
(A) 1e) (C)

---------E !Giros for Discourse 2,1.1,20)
0111111141 droMm*.M.Yeial.....04011h2,00...0.100.41....M....IMMOO4M

C Empirical 5.43* .03 49.25*** .01 6.51** .82 .94
Process

P Evaluatory 6.96** 4.98* 1.81 .04 1.13 .23 1.10
Process

C Evaluatory .51 11.90** 1.31 .22 1.62 2.10 1.83
Process

P Opining 2.05 6.04* 19.73*** .58 1.01 .14 1.12

C Opining .66 5.16* .00 .06 .22 3.93 .90

P Rating 2.12 .11 4.65* .34 .54 1.53 1.95

C Rating .41 3.16 2.45 .33 1.76 .04 1.97

P Positive 2.47 .14 2.03 .20 .33 .89 1.03
Rating

C Positive .19 5.65* 3.99 .68 4.36* .57 3.31
Rating

P RATE 3.(6* 2.31 2.35. .76 1.18 .46 .26
?OS

P liegative 3.63* 1.02 6.51* .27 .65 .11 .52
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Rating

P RATE 5.311* .33 2.82 .28 .16 .08 .35
NEG

C INFO 5.02* .04 .19 .44 .61 .00 .46

Ma. Only codine categories for which inter-rater
reliability has been established ( r .70). are included in
this table. P = parents. C = children.

RATE POS = proportion of rating moves that were positive
ratings.

RATE NEG = proportionof rating moves that were negative
ratings.

INFO = requesting or providing information (regardless of
ty.e of content).

* 2 (.05. ** 2 <.01. *** 2 <on.

Eacaotts iolituctional:12oical battalion.

Although there was no significant relationship between

the family group assignment and the proportion of moves

parents' devoted to offering opinions about instructional

content (i.e.. opining) and to rating, the total proportion

of parent moves involving evaluatory processes (i.e., the

sum of opining and rating moves) was significantly

influenced by the Family Group factor. Parent of DOB

provided instructionally oriented evaluations less

frequently than parents of NDC or NDB did; nevertheless,

they emitted a higher proportion of negative ratings to

their children. Comparing the specific aspects of rating

behaviors by the three groups of parents indicated that. of

the rating moves emitted by parents of DDB, a lower

proportion were devoted to positive. ratings (RATE POS) and

therefore a higher proportion were devoted to negative
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their interactions. During the SST activity all parents

decreased the proportion of their instructionally oriented

opining moves.

The rating benavior of Parents was also related to the

activity being engaged in. Ratings by parents, 14 general,

increased significantly during the SBST activity. !Mile

parents were teaching the block sorting task their increase

in positive ratings was not significant ( F .1 2.47, 2 (.12);

however, their increase in negative ratings was.

None of the interactions tested significantly influenced

any of the reliaole parent behaviors coded under the

instructional-logical meaning facet.

Childrgn's instructional-logical behaviors.

The sex and/or developmental status of the Children

(i.e., tneir Family Group) influenced the mean proportion of

their moves tnat involved empirical processes (i.e., the sum

of moves referring to instructional content by fact-stating,

nonverbally demonstrating, verbally demonstrating, and

explaining). As was to be expected. boys who were

developmentally de dyed emitted less empirical process moves

tnan boys or girls who were developing normally. The OD8

also emitted a significantly lower proportion of those moves
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ratings (RATE qEn),1

The sex/role of the parents was related to the overall

proportion of instructionally oriented evaluatory process

moves (i.e the sum of opining and rating moves) that

parents emitted, and more specifically to their use of

opining moves. Fathers generally emitted a significantly

higher proportion of evaluatory process moves and in

particular devoted significantly more of their moves to

offering opinions about instructional aspects than mothers

did. Fathers also emitted a somewhat higher mean proportion

of negative ratings, a parent sex/role difference which

Clark-Stewart (1910a) noted during her observations of

father/toddler interactions, Although the parent sex/role

difference for negative ratings was not significant, it

probably did contribute to the significant difference that

was revealed for evaluatory Process moves by fathers versus

mothers.

The activity that parent/child dyads oere engaged in

influenced the proportion of moves that the parents devoted

to offering opinions about the instructional aspects of

1 The proportion of cositive rating moves which were
comoined with substantiwc-louical meaningt was significantly
less for parents of DDB (P/NDG 4 =6%; MOB M 261; p/D09 u
=4%; F 2 3.93, E <$05, Unfortuanately, since substantive-
logical meanina was only tendously reliable, this composite
category can not be included with the results reported here.
As a behavioral difference, however, it has important
implications for understanding parents' teaching strategies,
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that involved providing or requesting information, without

regard to the content being referred to (INF3)

The sex/role of the parent they were interacting with had

an impact on some of the instructional logical behaviors

children enitted. All the children addressed a higher mean

proportion of evaluatory process (i.e., the sum of opining

and rating moves) to their fathers than to their mothers.

More specifically, they offered their fathers significantly

more opinions about tha instructional aspects of their

interactions and they offerred significantly more positive

ratings.

The activity they were enaaged in influencid the mean

proportion of empirical process moves (i.e., the sum of

fact-stating, nonverbally demonstrating, verbally

demonstrating, and explaining) that children emitted.

During the SW activity all of the children emitted a lower

proportion of moves involving empirical processes that

referred to instructional content.

Children's proportions of ebpirical process moves and

their positive rating moves were both influenced by a

significant interaction effect between FamilY Group and

Activity. The mean percentages for the empirical process

moves and the positive rating moves are provided in table

43, below.

6
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Table 43

Mean Percentages of Empirical Process and Rating Moves by

Children during Two Educational Activities

S2,===e==8:2M=XZZ:=2:23=====ZMIRT.M2XCOMISUWite2 22814S===*3
Instructional SSFP Activity SBST Activity
Logical NDG NDO MB NDG NOB DOB
Meaning

q....r......mP.6.WIPM1.1.Me! ft.W.WII....d.WWOWMVdmllm4MMNW4M.MP.W.Wdll.NWPMIWmOIMOOd~.W.a.4d.W.MOW

Empirical 265 31% 15% 18: 164 11:
Process es

Positive 22% 16% 18% 15% 19% 15%
Rating *

sau=sramasessmimmstestastatitsgszusswitsassissassszszessasseasagss
Note. Family Group X Activity interaction term for

Empirical Processes P = e.S; for Positive Retinas F a 4.4.
* 2 03. .01.

Although all of the children decreased their proportion

of eepirical process moves during the SBST activity, the

decrease by tne me was far more dramatic than the decrease

by DOD and almost twice .2s much as the decrease by MIA.

The proportion of ;ositive rating moves emitted by

children was influenced in a somewnat more complex manner,

as was reflected by a trend indicating a relationship

between these moves anu a three-way interaction between

Family Group, Parent Sex/hcle. and Activity.
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Table 44

Mean Percentages for Positive Ratings by Children during

Educational Activities with Each Parent

stassmasszmaz=zzassamszscsamscaussuasassassamszuszsmusasss
Family SSFP Activity SBST Activity
group mother father mother father

owmaae.rw mr.wmarm.*fteir woo=4000.041000ibm.e.40.mg
NOG 21R 23% 15% 15%

NOB 16% 16% 14% 24%

ODD 15% 21A 131 lb%

saimakammazxxsairmixualisxxsaliszaseassuzsasassasawassusaszass
Mae. Although this three-way interaction effect did nOt
obtain an acceptable level of significance ( F s 3.31, 2
(.06), this trend does indicate that the significant
interaction between Family Group and Activity was more
complex than the figures in table 43 Mild reveal.

As can be seen from Table 44 above, during the Mr

activity, and particularly during the SSFP activity, 008

addressed more positive ratings moves to their fathers than

to their mothers. During the SSFP activity neither the NOG

nor the NOB seemed influenced by their parents' sex/role.

However, during the SBST activity NOG decreased their

positive ratings soaewhat, but continued to provid:

approximately equal proportions of these moves reoardlass of

the parent May were interacting with. In contrast, the NOB

substantially increased the proportion of positive rating

moves that they addresseo to their fathers during the SBST

activity.

It is possible that LDI particularly enjoyed actin witn

their fathers during a less cognitively oriented activity
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(55F P) while MDB particularly enjoyed interacting with their

fattlas during the more cognitively challenging activity

(i.e., 585?). If this is so, then that could account for

these differences in positive ratings by NOB and DDB during

the two activities.

Eltralloalcal main

Extra-logical meaning categories permitted the coding of

certain communicative functions which were associated with

instructional content, but which were not overtly directed

at imparting information or providing evaluations. Most of

these extra-logical process moves were concerned with

directing behavior (i.e., initiatory extra-logical moves) or

with response to such directives (i.e., reactive extra-

logical moves). The subcategories which were summed to

obtain the proportions of moves that were coded as

initiatory extra-logical moves were: (1) prescribing a

performance, (2) prohibiting a performance, (3) orders (a

composite of the two previous categories), (4) soliciting a

directive, (5) soliciting a repetition, (6) providing an

alternative, and (7) requesting permission. Subcategories

summed to determine the Proportions of moves coded as

reactive extra-logical moves were: (1) compliance, (2)

noncompliance, (3) permittina a performance, (t$) joKing, and

(5) word play. Most of these,subcategories were not

analyzed separately for the inter-rater reliability study
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nor for the results teing reported here however, two

additional variables labeled co-operative"1 and

"noncooperative" behavior were analyzed. These variables

represented the ratio of either one participant's

compliance, or noncompliance moves, to the orders moves 0f

the other participant (e.g., if a child emitted six

noncompliance moves when interacting with a mother who

issued 12 orders, then that child had a 1s2 ratio of non-

cooperative benavior. and the child had been uncooperative

SOX of the time).

Tables 45 and 46 provide the mean percentages for those

parent and children moves, respectively, that were devoted

to extra logical communicative functions.

Table 45

Mean Percentages of Mothers' and Fathers' Extra-Logical

Meanings for Family Croups. Activities, and Parents'

Sex/Roles

Extra-Logical
Meaning

--- a - -

Family Sroup Activity 1 Parent
NDG N3B DDB ISSFP SBST I M

Mean Percentages for Discourse Behavior

Extra-Logical
Movesl

18 16 27 1 19 21 1 20 20

I I

1 Compliance moves by children were only reliably coded and
therefore, the category for cooperative be!3vior by children
can not be considered reliable.
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:gimunicative FunctWn

initiatoryi 14 13 24 1 15 19 1 17 17
Move 1 1

1 1

Ordersa6 12 11 22 1 12 16 1 16 15

= ==.-Ituass* vs

Hag. Orders represents the proportion of all moves, by
parents that were coded as either prescribing or prohibiting
a performance.

'Significant main effect for Family Group.
oSignificant main effect for Activity.
cSignificant interaction effect for Family Group X

Activity.

Table 46

Mean Percentages of Children's Extra-Logical Meanings for

Family Groups, Activities, and Interactions with Their

Mothers and Fathers

.. = U 22 83 .3 2 ax
Extra-Logical . Family Group 1 activity 1 Parent
%leaning NDG NOS DOB 1SSFP SBST 1 M F

-- ----- _I----_-_____i ------ -----
Mean Percentages for Discourse Behavior

Extra-Logical 20 20 26 119 25 123 21
Movesal6

Commicaliu :uacti2a

Reactiv 12 12 20
Moves

Noncomp- .7 .2 5

liance4Pc

Noncoopera- 4 2 12
tiveAbc.

10 19 16 13

.8 3.1 2.5 1.4

u 8 7 5

= - = es

WAR. Noncooperative 2: the proportion of noncompliance
moves by children, to orders moves by parents.

tSignificant main effect for Family Group.
"significant main effect for Activity.
c.;u.Ac4nificant interaction effect for Family Group X

Activity.
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A summary of the results from the ANOVAS for the

communicative functions of moves with extra-logical meaning

are provided in table 47 . A brief report Of the

significant results follows that table.

Table 47

Summary of Analyses of Variance for Extra- Logical Meanings:

Featly Group X Parent Sex/Pole X Activity

(witn repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity)

-- = = =--==_=-=== sr =

Extra - Logical
Meanins Family Parent AXB

Group Sex/Role Activity AXB &XC BXC XC
(;) (D (C)

- 4..M.1.1M. ...........m4MoraMm
E Ratios for Discourse Behavior (df, 2,1,1,20)

P Extra- 18.45c** .00 2.57 .04 5.30* .98 .11
Logical
Moves

C Extra- 5.15* .e3 8.86** .00 .65 .31 .66
Logical
Moves

P Initie-
tory Moves

21.e44** .00 11.97** .02 2.80 1.58 .01

P Orders 20.36*** .22 25.42 a** .02 2.86 .95 .29

0m eactiveC " 6.73c* 3.45 20.27*** .05 ,94 .82 .53
'loves

C Noncom-
pliance

4.73* .77 6.59* .98 4.88* .11 .58

C Noncoop-
erative

3.57* .41 4.61* .76 4.16* .79 .68

a == a

acag. Only coding categories, for which inter-rater
reliability has been estetAished ( r > .70), are included in
the table. P = parents. C x children. Orders = all moves
coded as prescribing, or prohibiting a performance.
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Noncooperative = proportion of noncompliance moves by chili.
to Orders moves by parent.

* 2 5.05. ** 2 5.01. ** Q 5.001.

is tatal tattaLlosisal tehavinso

In comparison to the two groups of parents who interacted

with their ND:, tha parents of DDB emitted a significantly

higher mean proportion of moves coded as communicating

extra-logical meanings, and particularly those involving

initiatory processes. tore specifically, the Parents of DOB

emitted a significantly higher proportion of moves that

involved ordering their children to perform a prescribed

action and/or prohibiting their children from engaging in an

action (i.e., orders moves). Although parents of NOG did

emit slightly acre extra- logical Process moves, more

initiatory extra-logical moves, and more orders moves than

parents of JDB, family group differences between parents o:

NOb and NOG werf. minimal.

In addition to tne significant maim. effect for Family

Group, which reflected the overall higher proportion of

extra-logical process mc,ves by parents of ODE, there was

also a significant interaction between Family Croup and

Activity. As can be ,Icen from Table 48, the parents of DOB

emitted a substantially higher proportion of extra-logical

process moves during the prescribes BEST activity then

parents of mOS or Nmi had,
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Table 48

Mean Percentaoes of Parents' Extra-Logical Process Moves

during Two Educational Activities

Family Troup

NDG

NDS

DDL

sx====mma

tkag.
2 <;02.

2 2 2.-222======2:22222=
SSFP Activity SBST Activity

sx

MO4104.11.M.M......Orwm,...... ......4.0.vmdmIpM

le% let

17% 16%

23% 30»

2 Us*=*=2=2:22222222=====
Family Croup X Activity interaction term E = 5,30,

The sex/role of parents was not significantly related to

any of their extra-logical behaviors.-

The activity being enclaud in significantly influenced

tne overall proportion of initiatory extra- logical moves

emitted by parents, as well as their proportion of Orders

moves. During the SBST activity all three groups of parents

increased the proportions of these two types of moves.

Ctillua!a attmlasIsal Manua.

Children's use of extra-logical process moves (i.e.. the

sum of their initiatory and reactive extralogical process

moves). was influenced by their family group

characteristics. In comparison to-both groups of 'UDC. the

proportion of extra - logical process mover. by DD5 was
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significantly higher, largely because DOB emitted

significantly more reactive extra-logical process moves.

Main effects for Family Croup and for Activity, as well as

the interaction effect for Family Group by Activity, were

significantly related to children's noncompliant benavior

and to their lack of cooperation (i.e., noncooperative

behavior). Table 49 indicates the mean percentages of

children's noncompliance moves and of their noncooperative

behavior. In order to further clarify these results, this

table also includes the figures for children's compliance

moves and ,for their cooperative behavior, as well as the

percentages for parents' orders moves.

Table (19

Mean Fercentages of Children's Extra-Logical Moves for

Different Family Groups and Activities

Children's
Extra-Logical
Behaviors

=s_____ *

SSFP Activity
Family Group

tin hDE DDB

SE's: Activity
Family Group

MDC NOB

MI.

DVS

Compliancet 6% 6% 11%

01111...

13% 14% 15%

Noncompliance* .3% .3% .8% 1% .1% 3%

Cooperative** 48X 3n 48% 57% 681 39%

Noncooperative* 2% 31 6% 6% .3% 17%

Parents' 10% 10% 172 15 131 27%
Orders

= - = * --*--*-*- - --m* x

Egatg Noncooperattvr behavior 8 the ratio of children's
noncompliance moves to parents. orders moves. Cooperative
behavior = the ratio of children's compliance moves to
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parents' orders coves. Variables for which Family Group X
Activity interaction term was significant are starred.

-`tenuously reliable category.
* 2 <45. 0* p <.01.

It is clear from Taole 49 that the significant main

effect for Family Group, and for Activity, as well as the

significant interaction effect for these two factors,

reflect the higher cr000rtion of noncompliant and

noncooperative behavior exhibited by DDB, particularly

during the SOS: activity. It is important to note, however,

that these same children also exhibited a higher proportion

of compliance coves and that during the SSFP activity they

were as cooperative as the NDG and more cooperative than

the NDB.

The significantly higher proportion of orders that

parents addressed to their DDB must also be considered

before any interpretations of the uncooperative behavior of

ODD is undertaken. Clearly if parents were prescribing and

prohibiting the actions of their ODB more frequently, then

the opportunity for noncompliance increased and may not

solely reflect these children's unwillingness to participate

or ccoperate . By the same token it must be recognized that

parents of DDB freguentif had to repeat their orders before

compliance was actually obtained (for further discussion see

chapter 5).

There were no indioatians that the sex/role of the Parent
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they were interacting .ith was significantly related to

children's extra-logical behaviors.

Tne activity being engaged in had a significant impact on

all four of the reliable extra-logical behaviors that were

analyzed. 4c was noted above, noncompliance and

noncooperative behaviors increased during the SBST activity.

During the smr activity, while their parents utilized more

initiatory extra-logical moves, children reciprocated by

significantly increasing the proportions of their reactive

extra-logical moves. itS 3 result of this increase, the

overall mean proportions of children's extra-logical process

moves (i.e., the sum of their initiatory and reactive moves)

also increased significantly.

Summaries of the results for discourse behaviors by

parents and children, and the relationship of these results

to the hypotheses of this study are provided in table form

in Appendix H. A separate table is provided for each of the

following six facets: (1) Pedagogical Move Types, (2)

Substantive Meanings, (3) Sabstantive-Logical Meanings, (4)

Instructional meanings, (5) Instructional-Logical Meanings,

and (6) Extra-Logical Meanings.

uuca:1;14AL Insanuma
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alaLligLI 21 FAUCiat22al ILAU1a2tila2 agalllil

he 26,295 moves which had been coded were condensed into

10,366 educational transactions (ETs). The mean number of

moves per Er was 2.54 and the mean number of words per ET

was 11,78. Th total number of moves which had been coded

during the two educatioLally oriented activities was 25,106.

parsing these moves into content oriented educational

transaction sequences hiA resulted in a total of 9,843 ETs.

Most of the results that will be reported in this section of

this chapter are based on those transactions.

Having developed the construct of educational

transactions, rather than pursuing the original intent of

tnis study and analyzing teaching cycles (TC), it was

important to determine whether or not educational

transactions had provided a different perspective than

teaching cycles would have provided. Teaching cycles were

parsed in terms of the linguistic forms of pedagogical

moves. A stracturing ncve, or a soliciting move that was

not preceded by a structering move, initiate a new T.

Educational transactions, on the other hand, were parsed on

the basis of content shifts.

:n order to compare tnc results of these two approaches

to parsing se4uential novea, the .linguistic forms of the

pedagogical moves that tne initiated each Er were tallied.
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Out of the total 10,366 El's that had occurred, 1,27i. Or

12.3% were initiated by structuring moves. Educational

transactions that werP initiated by soliciting moves totaled

4,014, or 3e.17%.I Responding moves initiated 1.046. Or

10.1% of the £Ts, and re,:cting moves initiated 3,999, or

35.6% of the El_. knother 36 (4%) of the El's were initiated

by pedagogical coves whose linguistic form was unclear.

These results indicate that almost half of the 'Ts (those

initiated by responding or reacting moves) would have been

parsed differently had the teaching cycles system been used.

based on these figures, it seems safe to assume that the

pers;ective afforded by parsing moves in terms of content

4

shifts (Els). rather than in terms of the linguistic form of

the initiatory g.edagogical move (TC), does indeed provide a

different vantage point.

The educational transaction data was analyzed from two

different perspectives. First, in order to be able to

describe and compare the transactions that had taken place

between dyads across faL.ily groups, all of the moves within

the Els, regardless of speaker, were included in the

analyses. When perconti:ges of ET types were calculated the

denoninator was comprised of the total number of ETs that

1 sellack et al. (1966) reeorted 4 total of 4,592 TC3 with
15.2% initiated by structuring moves, 79.2% initiated by
soliciting moves, and 2.54 partially inaudible and therefore
not codacle.
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had occurred during the two educationally oriented

activities. when ratios were calculated to determine

content orientations, all of the moves that occurred during

eacr Jf the Ers were included. This procedure provided a

global view of how these transactions had transpired.

The second approach that was utilized in analyZin3 this

data addressed itself to the behavioral contributions of the

individual members of the dyads, and was undertaken so that

the participatory behavior of the different parent groups,

and of the different groups of children, could be described

and compared. when the behavior of parents was being

analyzed only those ETs that parents had participated in

were included (parent ETs). When he behaviors of children

were being analyzed onlY those Ers that tney had

participated in were included (child Ers). :then the

percentages of ET types were calculated the denominator

consisted of eithet the number of ETs that parents, or their

children, had participated in. In calculating the ratios

for determining parents', or children's. ET content

orientations, only the moves of the parents, or their

children, were included.

:able 50 below indicated the total number of ETs, as well

as tte number of parent and child El's that occurred during

the semi-structured free-play (SVP) activity and the

structured block sorting task (sesT) activity.
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Table SO

Frequencies of Educational Transaction during Two

Educational Activities

=em2=2222-2..= ..... 222=222=2

Family Groups

Educational
Transactions !IDC. NOB CDB ALL

41... MO.

Total i of ETs 3,175 2,934 3,734 9,043

ETs parents
participated in 2,633 2,430 3,087 8,150
(Parent ETs)

ETs children
participated in 2,241 2,100 2,561 6,902
(Child ETs)

========s=====paz==== a 22.......22=2=8=827.2222%:*=2:222

Mots. NOG = families with normally developing girls ( n
=e). NOB= families with normally developing boys ( u =8).
DOB= families with developmentally delayed boys ( :7).

she deration and istergetivg auallty 21 gd.scatioall

transactions.

In an effort to assess the duration of the ETs, the

number of moves per ET that had occurred during the entire

session were counte.i. C.lucational transactions, since they

were determined ey content shifts, could consist of any

number of moves. The nurter of moves per ET ranged from 1

to 46. As can be seen from Table Si. below, slightly more

than two fifths of the ET4 consisted of only one move, wnile

sliehtly less than two fifths of the Us consisted of two to

three moves. Less than one fifth of the ETs consisted of
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four to 7 gloves avd ETs consisting of eight or more moves

were relatively infrequent.*

Table 51

Frequencies and Percentages of Educational Transactions of

Varying Durations.

a as asasamaaaaseasa=aaaaaasasatrassaasuaamanasaaasaaasz
Duration of ETs

ETs consisting of
1 eove

Els consisting of
2 to 3 moves

ETs consisting of
4 to 7 moves

Eft consisting of
8 or more moves

4,302

3,977

1,673

41.5

38.4

16.1

414 4.0

22L=S22S2aStSX22S211MSZSUM=SSMUZSIC2112=LLUMLIU=S=22:=2=SIMMt=11

Given the date summarized in Table 50 and 51, a computer

pro4ram was developed for determining the duration and

interactive quality of the ETs.2 The interactive quality of

ETs was determined by who participated in each ET. Two

categories were used to indicate whether or not both

particicants had overtly interacted. The first catzoory was

labeled ET. Input ETs were defined az ETS consisting

Potn Neujahr (1976) and Resnick (1970) had analyzed
sequences of moves and coApared wbrief" (8 moves or less) to
"extended" (9 scves or czre) interactions. The data from
this study seems to Indicate that their operational
definition of .triefo interactions may be t troad.
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of one or more moves, emitted by only one speaker (i.e.,

monologue behavior). There were a total of 4,891 input ETs.

Since 4,302 ETs had been one move input ETS, there must have

been an additional 589 input ETs which consisted of more

than one move by one speaker. As can be seen on Table 52,

which follows, parents -Iffered more inputs than children

did. The second interactive category was labeled slyggiq

interaction ET and was defined as an ET involving verbal

and/or nonverbal moves ty both members of the dyad. Ohne

slightly less than half of the ETs were classified as input

ETs, slightly more than nalf were classified as dyadic

interaction ETs.

Table 52

Frequencies and Percentages of Educational Transactions

Classified as Inputs or Dyadic Interactions

a

El Interaction
Classification L wJ

Total Input Us 4,891 47%

Parent Input El's 3,123 30%

Children Input ETs 1,768 17%

Dyadic Interaction ETs 5,475 53%

X ==== =X=

.

2 This ;ro4ras was developed by Jack Davis. technical
coorqinator at the Center for Social Inquiry, University of
Connecticut at Storrs.
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In order to establish a framework for describing and

comparing the ETs that had occurred wnen Parent/child dyads

intracted, the duration of their dyadic interaction Ers

were further classified as brief, moaerate, or sustained.

As can be seen in iaDle 53, which follows, the majority of

the dyadic interactions that parent/child dyads engaged in

were brief ET I, i.e., consisted of two or three moves.

These were engaged in about twice as often as the somewhat

longer moderate ELI, which consisted of four to seven moves.

satatianta Tab, lasting for eight or more moves, were not

engaged in very often. (See Table 4 in the definitions

section in chapter 2 for examples of types of El's).

However, as Dailey (1974) indicated, it may be these rarely

occurring but semantically and sytactically complex

transaction which are crucial when differentiating between

groups that use elaborate versus restricted language

patterns.

Table 53

Frequencies and Percenta.es for Types of Dyadic Interaction

Ers Eased on their Relscive Duration

a a z
Duration of EIs f

Brief EIs
(2 to 3 move.; per ET)

Moderate ETs
(4 to 7 roves per Er)

Sustained Us
(8 or more moves per FT)

2 22

3,409 62%

1,652 30%

414 3%

262
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Content arkentation of Pducational transactions.

Classifying the content orientation of ETs initially

involved the use of nine categories. As can be seen on the

table below, only 2$ ETs out of the 10,366 ETs, could not be

classified in one of the eight content orientation

categories; a finding which indicates that the

classification system is viable. By far the most frequentl

occurring ETs were thcce that were purely instructional

oriented. The next largest category was for FTs in which

content or 'tation predominated. Purely substant

followed by predominantly instructiot.1, were the next

frequently classified content orientations for

Sliqntly less frequ:at were the ETs that involved a

combined content orientation. In descending orde

least frequently classifieS content orientations

Cr s that were: (1) Predominantely substantive, I

unclear, anS (3) predominantly combines.

Table 54

Freluencies and Percentages for the Ori ;ina

Orientation Classifications of Educational

by ;arent/Child Dyads

as c''''rr a-"'-21:

ET Content Orientation
Classification f
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Purely Substantive ETs

Purely Instructional ETs

1,316

4,631

12.7

44.7

Purely Combine! ETs 933 9.0

Purely Unclear FTs 288 2.8

Ptedominantly Substantive ETs 328 3.2

Predominantly Instructicnal ETs 1,037 10.0

Predominantly Tombined ETS 188 1.8

Not Predominantly Oriented ETs 1,621 15.6

Unknoon Classification Us 24 .2

...........VIAMMO........222.2 .

For the analyses to be reported hers, content orientation

classifications were combined so that five categories could

be utilized. All purely and predominantly substantive ETs

were combined anc labeled as ambatialinlx ulealtd EIa

(susEr). Purely instructional and predominantly

instructional ETs were combined forming a category of

instructionally Oriented STs (INSET). Those ETs containing

moves that either purely, or predominantly, referred to both

content areas (substantive and instructional) within each

move, were addtd together to create the larger category of

colginel =tea/ inIcatialoa Ela (C048ET). The category of

ETa for which al2 aLf1Gmingat could uleatatio (NOTPRE)

could be established, using the ratio system that had been

devise, was not alt.Jed. The purely unclear and

unclassifiable as were incorporated into one category of

ETs that had 02 content oneetation (NoNoer). (See table 4

in the definitions section of chapter 2 for examples of
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content orientations.) Table 55 provides the frequencies

and bercentages for tht five types of content orientations

analyzed for this study.

Table 55

Frequencies and Percentages Contee Orientations for

Educational Transactions between Parent/Child Dyads

.=..=........... ==...====Z= .
ET Content Orientation
Classifications

Substantively Oriented !Is
(surET)

Instructionally Oriertea ETs
(INSET)

Combined Orientation ETs
(COMEET) ,

Not Pred,minantly Oriented ETs
(NOTPRE)

No Content Orientation
(NONOET)

t
.1.....

''=...S...=======

Nso

1.641 15.9

5,666 44.7

1.121 10.e

1.621 15.6

312 3.0

===.....2==== , L....X..: =

P3untiChil1 Eaocational IlansAGIlons

Seventeen variables were analyzed to provide data for

describing and comparing some of the characteristics of the

parent/child educationLi transactions (EIs) that had

transpired during the two semi-structured free-play (SSFP)

and the structured block sorting task (SBST) activity. The

m;tan number of Cis per cyad, the mean number of .sorts per

ET. and the initiator of eaea ET (P first or C first) were
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determined. The duration, the interactive quality, and the

content orientation of FTs were also classified and mean

proportions were calculated. The mean proportions for all

seventeen variables are provided in Table 56.

Table 56

Mean Percentages for Educational Transaction (ST)

Variables During Parent/Child Interactions

2 ..... =US

Educational Family Group 1 Activity I Parent
Transactions NDG ND0 DDB ISSFP S3ST 1 M r
by Dyads 1 i

Means Percentages for Dyads lf gerliTar

of ETs
w

99 92 133 1111 75
per dyad

% P ETs

%C ETscA

wordskper ET

P First
:novel)

C First
move

84 04 82

72 73 70

11.3 15.3 9.3

62 64 65

83 811

72 70

12.2 13.1

61 67

38 36 35 i 39 33

ihmatin aul Latexactin Quallix

P Input EIsc
A

29 27 30

C Inputs ETs

Dyadic ETs4

Brief Erse

Moderate use

16 16 18

5u 56 53

S4 34 32

16 27 16

S stained 4 S 4
Eic

266

28 30

17 16

55 54

33 33

17 16

4

109 107

84 82

69 73

13.3 12.0

66 62

311 38

31 27

16 la

53 55

32 35

17

5 4
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:aattat clEizutailca

Substantive ETsb 17 19 17 13 22 18 17

Instructional c:Tsb 52 53 50 57 $6 49 53

Combined ETs 12 11 12 11 12 12 11

Not Predom-
inant ETs

17 17 16 16 18 18 16

Not Clear Elsa 2 1 6 3 3 3 3

...... sxsaae
a,Significant main effect for Family Gr.Aps.
'Significant main effect for Activity.
5ignificant rain effect for Parent Sex/Role.
°Significant interaction effect for Family Group X Parent

Sex/Role.
eCignificant interaction effect for Parent Sex /loll X

Activity.

A summary of the results of the ANOVAS of the

parent/child ET data is presented in Table 57. A brief

report of the significant results follows the table.

Tale 57

Summary of Analyses of Variance for Educational Transactions

by Parent/Child Dyaust

Family ,Iroap X l'rent Sex/Role X Activity

(Vith repreited measuret, for Parent Sex/Role and Activity)

= = 7 3.. 3 :=2...X2 ........ 3.......3..==

Educational Family rarent AX5
Transact- Sroup SexPio)e Activity AX8 AXC 5hC IC:

ions by ( h) (P) (C)

F Patios for Eel Transactions

Sof ETs 5.72* .f3 37.964** 1.31 2.26 2.56 .02
per :iyad
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Z P ETs .23 2.48 .49 1.18 .13 .01 .41

% C E:s .71 6.:0* 2.12 4.48* .61 .40 .87

tof Words
per ET

20.15*** 3.01 1.36 1.08 .32 1.67 1.00

P First .52 2.5a 7.43* .77 .52 1.13 .32
Move

C First .52 2.5a 7.43* .77 .52 1.13 .32
Move

P Input ETs .72 6.00* 2.12 4.47* .61 .40 .87

C Input ETs .23 2.48 .49 1.18 .13 .01 .41

Dyadic ETs .79 .97 .40 5.00* .34 .32 .78

Brief Els .53 6.26* .00 2.08 .16 2.07 .21

Moderate ETs .29 .10 3.36 2.29 .90 6.03*1.65

Sustained .61 1.77 .27 1.87 2.79 2.13 .04
ETs

Substantive .06 , 1.15 16.06*** 1.59* .32 .01 1.62
ETs

Instruction-
al ETs

.47 1.79 21.04*** .01 .49 .57 .09

Combined .14 .31 1.41 .53 .22 .05 .19
Els

Not Predom-
inant ETs

.36 1.ca 1.97 .54 .33 .32 .10

Not Clear 13.11*** .07 1.21 1.69 .19 1.39 .36
ETs

)

= = =
* 2 <45. ** 2 <.vl. *** 2 C.001.

The sex and/cr deve..1cpmental status of the child (i.e.,

Family Croup) si4nificantly influenced the mean number of

ETs that occurred during, the parent/child interactions.

dyads with DOD engageo in the highest mean number of E:s, a

result which re!lects the oreater number of moves that these
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dyads had emitted. Since, on the average, these dyads had

uttered fewer words per 4.ove, it is not surprising that they

also uttered lass words par ET. Parents and their DOS also

produced a significantly higher proportion of Us whose

content orientation could not be classified.

The differences in the mean proportions of brief

transactions between dyads was directly influehced by the

sex/role of the parent: father/child dyads produced more

brief ETs than mother/child dyads did. The sex/role of the

parent was also significantly related to the proportion of

ETs that children engaged in (i.e., child ETs) and to the

proportion of input ETs emitted by parents. In addition,

the significant interaction between Family Group and Parent

Sex/Role further influenced the proportion of Child ETs, and

parent Input ETs. This interactive effect also influenced,

the proportion of ETs whicr, parents and children

participated in together (i.e., dyadic ETs). As can be seen

from the figures in Table Se, below, NDG and parti*ularly

ODD were involved in mor.s. ETs (i.e., child as) when they

were interacting with their fathers than when they were

interacting with their ihothers. Since child ETs included

both children's input I s (i.e., monologues by children),

and the dyadic ETs (i.e., El's in which a dialogue between

prent and child occurred), it is important to look at these

two contributing variaLles.
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Table 58

Mean Proportions of ET Variables Influenced by a Parent

Sex/Role by Family Group Interaction

s-

Educational
Transaction

Variable Family
NDG

'other
Parent Sex; Role

rather

DDS
croup

NDB DD5
Family 3roi.ip

NDG NDB
-
ilo

m elm. 4.41.

Child ETs 69% 73% 65Z 72% 72% 76%

Child Input ETs 14% 154 18% MI 174 18%

Dyadic ETs6 55% 574 47% 53% 55: 58%

Parent Input ETs 31% 27% 35% 284 204 24%

Zs -2 = alt fit. a 2 -ss
1Significant main effect for Parent Sex/Role, <05.
cZignificant interaction effect for Family Group X

Parent Sex/Role, 2 <.05.

As can be seen frcm Table 58, NDG, and to a slight

deqrte, 4D8 did emit a higher proportion of input ETs when

interacting with their fathers than when interacting with

their mothers. Nevertheless, it appears that the

significant difference between the mean proportion of dyadic

El's that occurred when DOB inte'acted with their mothers,

versus their father:., is what contributed most heavily to

the results obtained for children's participation in ETs

(child El's ).

Another variable which most be considered, since it als-

impinged on children's rarticipation in ETs, is the degree
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to which parents relied cn the use of input ETs. rather than

engaging in dyadic Us. As can be seen from the figures in

Table 58. the lower proportion of input ETs by fathers of

DDB coincides with a considerable increase in their sons

participation in dyadic Frs. However. the lower proportion

of input ETs by fatners of NOG seems t3 have had a different

impact since it coincides with their daughters increased use

of input ETs.

As was to be expected, the generally shorter SBST

activity, during which significantly less moves had

occurred. also evoked significantly less ETs. The patterns

for the initiation of ETs were also influenced by a

4

significant main effect for Activity. Stnce parents

initiated significantly more ETs (P first) during the SBST

activity, when tneir teaching role was more clearly

prescribed, children's initiation of ETs obviously had to

decrease significantly.

Educational transactions of a moderate duration (four to

seven moves) were influenced by an interaction between the

Parent Sex/Rola and Activity facte:s. Father/child dyads,

who Pad generally relit more heavily on the use of brief

ETs (see Table 56) sionificantly decreased their proportion

of moderate El's when they were engaged in the 'PST activity.

Table 59
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Mean Proportions for flyadic ETs of Moderate Duration during

Educational ;ctivities with Each Parent

Duration of
Educational

Transactions

a = a'. a =a as a as
Parent coy /Role

mother Father
---
Activity

ssFr SBST

Moderate ETs
(4 to 7 moves)

...41b*Om dIM.0.4..

Activity
SSFP SPST

A% 1774 UM let

aa,...-a -- aaasmaassaaaaaaaaaaaaa===max=======aaawaaaaxt=saa
Note. Parent Sex/Hole X activity F = 6.03, 2 <.05.

The content Orientation of ETs was also influenced by the

activity that was being engaged in. The SST task. since

its emphasis was on a specific classification type task,

resulted in a higher proportion of substantive ETs, and

therefore a lower proportion of instructional ETs, in

comparison with the content orientation of ETs occurring

during the SSFP activity. None of the other types of

content orientation ETs were significantly influenced by the

Activity factor.

Tarents' Educational Trhnsactios

The data analyzeo for describing and comparing parents'

educational transaction behaviors consisted of the sum of

all of the parent input ETs (i.e., their monologues) and all

of tapir moves within tat dyadic ETs (i.e., the dialogues).

The mean prwortions fcr the sevcn variables which were
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examined are provided in rable 60.

Table 60

Mean Percentages for Parents' Educational Transaction

Benavier luring Parent/Child Interactions

========:==== . 22gitg
Parent ETs Family Croup I kctivity I Parent

NEC NDB COB ISSFP SBST I M
......... ........... ..... --1...--------i-----------

Means iercentages for Parents' ET Behavior
.D40 . .... .... . ... I .........WPM

U Worda, 11.4 13.7 9.21 10.5 12.3
per ET4"'

Latlastill 20311I1 a Eazsal Els

Input ETsA 35 33 36 33 36

CialIat =Main a 2312a1 Ea

Substantive6 '13 14 16 11 1R

Instructionalbc' 55 54 54 61 ge

Combined 15 14 16 14 16

Not Pre pm- 15 18 13 13 le
inantapce

12.3 10.5

37 33

14 14

51 57

16 14

17 13

Not Clear .4 .3 .6 .5 .6 .5

= tz==. = = :s X=

1Significant main effect for FamilY Group.
°Significant main effect for Activity.
C5ignificant main eft ect for Parent Sex/Role.
Significant interaction effect for Family Group X

Parent Sex/Role.
e-Significant interaction effect for Family Group X

Activity.

A summary of the ANOVAS results for parents' behaviors

is provided in Table 62. k brief report of the significant

results follows that table.
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Table 61

Summary of Analyses of variance for Parents' Educational

Transaction Behavior:

Family Group X Parent Sex/Role x Activity

(with repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role an Activity)

.ssms====massmxtemsamasummusaxxxx=ssammussisszuszrlimss
Parents' Family Parent AX8
ETs Group Sex/Pole Activity AX8 AXC 8XC X:

(4) (B)
....... -...............----------------__-. .. _ ..

E Ratios for Parents' Ed°1 Transaction Behavior
MMOMM.04WWWMOWOMMOMMNORMM.....MM.,.00....O.VM.M.I.MMOOMPW.M.SAMP

$ Uords 10.16*** 4.58*
per ET

5.60* .88 .91 1.31 .87

Input ETs .es 4..15 2.34 5.25* .62 .44 .80

Substan- 1.14 .CO 24.00*** 1.13 .38 .32 .26
tive

Instruc- .05 5.72* 25.29*** .30 1.28 .1. .29
tional Els

Combined .74 1.44 .59 .29 .42 .1 .2a
ETs

Not Predom- 4.65* 6.:2* 12.83** 1.J6 403* .56 .17
inant ETs

Not Clear 1.05 .10 .07 1.00 .28 2.22 .44
ETs

:=======zat===zes=axasamss--.:-=
". 2 4.05. ** a <.01.

2---==---x-- -r
*** g 4.001.

u-

Of the seven educational transaction variables analyzed

for tarente contrirmtions only two were influenced by the

Family Jroup factor. Parents of DDE uttered the lowest mean

number of words t.er ET. Parents of NOB uttered the niuhest

aeon number of uords per ET. These results are consxstent

with the results for tte mean number of wcrds per move.
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(See section on results for "Discourse Behaviors").

Parents of ZDB also relied least on the use of ETs

without predominant content orientation, that is, of ETs

that did not focus primarily on references to substantive or

to instructional content, nor relied Predominantly on moves

that contained references to both of the content areas

concurrently. (Examplqs of ET content orientation types can

be found in the definitions section of cheater 1.) These

ETs tend to be syntactically and semantically more complex

because the content area being focused on is shifting fairly

rapidly. As a result tnese ETs probably require more

advanced verbal decoding skills than DDB have mastered.

The sex/role of the parents had a significant main effect

on three of the parent variables. On the average, mothers

uttered more words per F7,1 anc they relied more on the use

of El's with no predominant content orientation. Fathers, on

the other hand, relied more heavily on the use of ETs whose

content orientation was instructional. It is important to

note,* fathers did not emitted significantly more rating ,1

or oiiaimoves, but did offer significantly more otanionsAl

aboqt the instructional aspects of the activities the(

mot#,ers did. Therefore, it seems likely that duriA0

fathers, instructionally oriented ETs they were frequenliy
f'

offering opinions about tne materials and the task at hand.
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Although there was a trend for mothers to devote a higher

proportion of tte ETs that they narticipatei in to sonoloque

behavior (i.e., the ratio of parent's input ETs to all the

ETs they participated in F = 4.15, 2 (.06), it was the

interaction effect for Family group by Parent Sex/Role which

proved to be tne significant influence of this parental

variable. As can be seen from Table 62, the largest

difference in the mean proportions of parent input ETs was

between mothers of DDS and fathers of DD8.

Taole b2

Per.sn Proportions of Parent Input ETs For Three Groups of

Parents

Interactive
luality
of ET

meat ET

a
Parent Sex/Role

!other Father
NOG ND3 DOB NOS NOB DLE

36t 32% 42% 35% 34% 30%

Note. Parent input ETs = the proportion of all ETs
parents participated in that were monologaes. Family X
Parent Sex/Role interaction term r = 5.25, D (.05.

1

The,..activity being engaiep in was an influential factor

for four of the seven' 0308 les analyzed. The mean
:

proportion of parent that were instructionally oriented

decreased daring he Sel;T activity; however, the mean number

1 '!others had used t,omewhat more cords per move than
f,4tra.rs. but ttat difffence was not significant at the .05
level.
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of words uttered by parents per CT, the mean propartion of

tneir substantively oriented ETs, and of their ETs witn no

predominant orientation, all increased during that ectivity.

Furthermore, as is clear from the figures in Table 63. the

proportions of parents' Ers with no predominant content

orientation were also affected by the interaction between

Family Group and Activity. As has been noted previously ETs

with no predominant content orientation are less clearly

focused on substantive or instructional content. Therefore

they tend to be core confusing and complicated to decode:

however, these ETs a.re also likely to function as an

efficient teens for rai-idly imparting diverse, but task

relevant information. Since they are more complex to

understand, it is liKely that tnese :1::'s are least

approprizte for DDB.

Table 63

Mean Proportions for 'carents° ETs with No Predoinant

Content durino Zducational Activites

a a

Content
/

ssrp Activity SBST Activity

Iti '''*.
i Drientation el' Family Group Family1SUp

;
of ET AIIDG OP On No

IIIii

NOG ODB

:4
-,

Not Pre:ominant )

,'

12! 12% 23% 18% 23% 23%
.t

SW = 2 Z==
Ncte. Parents' not predominant ETs represent the

proportion of all the ET., that parents participated in
(i.v., 311 :Ts ii,xcludin:l children's inputs) that were net
focused predominantly on suostantive or instructional
content, (-aridly Croup X activity interaction term E = 4.33,
R (.05.
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;hildrea's Iduz4tional Trdniactions

The data analyzed for Jescrihing and comparing children's

educational transaction behaviors consisted Gf the sum of

children's input ETs (1,.., their monologues) and all of

tneir moves within the dyfulic Ets (i.e., the dialogues).

the mean proportions for the seven child variables which

were examined are provided in Table 64.

Table 64

Mean Percentages for Children's Educational Transaction

Behavior Durino Parent/Chili Interactions

Child Family Croup 1 Activity I Parent
ETs .NDC NUE DOB ISSFP SBST I M F

1 1

- 1 1

nean percentages for Children's ET Behavior

I 1

4 # 4ords per ET 5.1 5.0 2.4 I 4.7 3.7 I 4.0 4.4
by Cab

i 1

Interactive Ouallty Child 0 tja

Input El's 21i 23 25 124 24 123 25

Contest Critntation chir a Ell

Substantive 10 20 19 15 14 ,..,.,.. 19 17

Instruct43nalI) 50 52 41 53 42 45 50

Combinei 8 10 7 9 6 9 9

Not Predominlnt 6 8 7 8 8 3 9

Not Clear 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

__

i
,a -gnificont gain effect for Family Croup.

bSi;r*ificant main effect for activity.
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A summary of the OVAS results for children's ET

behaviors is provided in Table 65 and is followed by a brief

report of the significant results.

Table 65

Summary of Analyses of Variance for Children's Educational

Transaction Behavior:

Falily Group X Parent Sex/Role X Activity

(with repeated measures on Parent Sex/Role and Activity)

a
Child Family Farent
Els croup Sex/Pole Activity AXE AXC ex: x:

c =
AXB

E Ratios for Childrens ET Behavior

t.: t lords 14.22*** 2.18 14.3e** .21 2.05 3.00 .6
per Cr by

Input ETs ,I;1 .:17 .03 2.23 .06 .05 .59

Substan- 1.C3 ..0 7.15* .03 1.18 .07 1.36
tive ETs

Insttuc- 2.1,9 3.12 20.00*** .58 1.4 .66 1.90
tional FTs

Combined 1.E3 ...'r * .65 .88 1.Q3 .0d .79
..Ts

Not Predorn- .--). .:0 15 2.16 .75 :$ .53
inant ETs

Mot Clear 1.09 gordb 1.51 1.07 2.92 .08 .67
FIs

* a c.o.?. ** /2 (.01. *** g (.001.

A was to by expectLd, the mean number of worts 0D6
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uttered per ET was signIficantly lower than the means for

1t :r M whise language skills were not delayed. No other

significant main effects or interaction effects were

revealed for the Family C.roup or tne Parent Sex /Role

factors.

The Activity factor had a significant main effect of

three et the seven child variables analyzed. Tti mean

number of words children uttered per ET and the mein

proportion of substantively oriented Ens by children

increased it inq the C5ST activity. (Lain.) this same

activity the mean proportion of instructionally oriented

Child E:s decreased.

lummacx

In general, as was also true for the results for the

disccerre variables, the ET variables analyzed .ere mtist

frequently influenced by the context in which the behavior

was observed (i.e., the activity being engaged in). Family

.

croup lifferences were hot frequent and seem to occur most .ei,

when the lanaeage shills of the children were relevant.

Differences attributatle to the sex/role of the parento vere

also limited and appear to have had more of an influence on

the interactive Quality anC duration of the ETs than on

their content orientatic.n.
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Summaries of the results of the analyses of educational

transactilns between parent/child dyads, as well as, the

analyses of parents' ET behavior and of chi1dr

behaviors and their relationship to the hypotheses of this

study are Provided in tables in Appendix H.
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FeOCCSS-FFODOCT RELATIONSHIPS

The results reported in this final section are from a

correlational study undertaken to determine if there were

certain process-product relationships between the relative

proportions of the observed behaviors of parents and/or

their children, and their degree of success in achieving the

educational objectives prescribed for the structured

activity. Because complex behavioral interactions uccur

within family systems, rather than just between dyads, the

35 discourse variables and 21 educational transaction

variat.les that ,.ere selected were correlated, both with the

scores obtained bchildren after they had been taught a

block sorting task by tneir mothers (C/M BST scores), and

with the scores they ovtained after they had been taught a

bloc': sorti.ig task by thElr fathers (C /F osr scores). Since

tne results of the previously reported analyses had

indicated that the activity being engaged in frequently

influenced the observed behaviors, correlations were

calcelated separately for the behaviors observed ea ring the

semi- structure; free-play (SS?) activity ani the structured

block sorting task (SEST activity.

As a result cif these procedu':es, four correlat'ons were

calculated for each of the behavioral variables being

analYze3. For example, in Table 66 40 column one contains
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the correlation between the proporti*In of moves that mothers

contributed during the S: FP activity and the C/N BST scores.

column two coatains the correlation between the proportion

of moves by mothers during the SBST activity and those same

C/H 9ST scores. Colunns three and four contain the

correlations between the proportion of moves mothers

contributed during the SSFP and SBST activities,

respectively, and the F:ST scores children obtained after

their fathers had taught them a block sorting task (i.e.,

C/F ear scores).

Tables 66 ttrouen 69 provide the correlational results

for the selected discourse variables, while Tables 70 and 71

contain the correiaticeal results for the educational

transaction variables. Following each table the significant

results will be specified and when it seems relevant tease

results will be commented on briefly. A more thorough

discussion of these results will to include in cnarter 5.

Summaries of these results and their relationshio to the

hypotheses of tris study are.. provided in tables in Appendix
,

H.

Relationshiv E,etween niscogrse Bthavigr2 and EST Scores.

IL general, increases in the proportion of mothers°

disccurse oehaviers eere most frequently related to the

scores trair children obtained after the mothers had taught
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tne task; however, they were also frequently related to the

scares obtained after the fathers had taught the task. This

finding offers some supports for the suggestion that the

influence of parents on child is directional and goes from

mother to chili to father to mother (Clarke-Stewart, 19783)

*The proportion of fathers' discourse bstaviois ware only

somewhat lore frequently related scares obtained by

children after F/C interactions than after M/C interactions.

The Oroportion of discourse behaviors by children, when

they were interacting with their mothers, were most

frequently related to the scores they obtained after M/C

interactions; however, a few of the children's discourse

behaviors, vis a vis their mothers, were also associated

with the scores they obtainer.; after F/C friteractionse

Surprisingly, children's discourse behavior during F/C

interaction were 4ess freauently related to C/F BST scores

than to C/M BST scores. Again supporting previous ::nding

which suggest that the influence of father/child

interactions is frequently indirect (Belsky, 1981; Clarke-

Stewart, 197Pa; Patterson, 1980).

6

This overview of the patterns of relationships between

observed belAviois arai DST scores, underscores the

complexity of the inf.uences of the behaviors otservtd

during parent/chill ihteractions, , and tht importance of

investicating not only tc,haviors which appcai to be directly
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related to an outcome (e.g., correlations between mothers'

behavior during M/C interactions and C/1 3ST scores), but

also behaviors whicn may be indirectly related to an outcome

(e.g., correlations between mothers' behavior during M/C

interactions and C/F BS" scores).

Etd1222iC41 IQ! =CI.

Table 66 contains the correlations for discourse

variables coded under tha Pedagogical nove Types facet of

the obse:vation system.

Table 66

Correlations t%etween Pedagogical Move Types and Block

Sortie? :ask Test (BST) Scort4

222 _

Pedagogical activity during which behavior occurred
Move SSFP SBST SSFP SBST
Types

Correlations with BST t%cores obtained after
Mothers Taught Fathers Taught

(C/M ;ST score) (C/F BST score)

of Moves Contriouted

by Mothers -.43*
by Fathers .07
by Children it S 042*
by Children with F .09

-.14
.22

-22

AN.

.15

.27
-.16

of Initiatory Moves & Structuring Moves)

by Mothers -.77*** -,45*.
by Fathers -.C3** -.32
oy Children with H .00** .20
Eby Children with F .17 .23

285

-04* -.41
-.26 -.14
.30 -.08
.05 -.03
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M Number of lbs:ds per !'cve

by Mothers .07 .17 .24 .27
by Fathers .61e# .55** .36 .19
sov Children M .67** .58** .30 .14
by Children with F

of Nonverbal Moves

by Mothers

.58**

.27

.47*

-.01

.39

.26

.20

.29
by Fathers .34 .16 .23 -.26
by Children with M -.53** -.41 -.09 .23
by Children with F -.13 -.34 -.18 .02

X of foswering Moves&

by Mothers .61** .20 .53** .13
by Fathers .06 -.05 -.00 -.18
by Children with M .32 .36 -.12 .19
by Children with F -.42* -.16 -.28

=====--.7.a .. x-w..-s-=*-aszaszvx*=======m===asm

Vag. SSFP denotes the semi - structured free-play
activity. SBST denotes the structured block sorting
activity. Correlations coefficients for Reactive moves
(Responding & Reacting Moves) were identical to those for
Initiatory moves, but the positive and negative direction of
t were reversed .

&Answering moves = the ratio of Responding moves by one
member of the dyad to Soliciting moves by the other member
of Me dyad.

As can be seen from the previous table, the proportion of

moves contributed by mothers during the SSFP activity was

related to C/M PST scores. That correlation was negative,

and consider,ed together with the negative correlationi,*
tiA J

the proportions of initiatory moves by mothers durin4pPth

activities, and the positive correlation for children's

initiatory moves during their M/C interaction, these results

seem to indicate that, for this sample, there was generally

a significant relationshie between mothers' efforts to

direct and contr-.1 the interaction'with their children and

the lower BST scores of those children, especially after

2813
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mothcrs had taught them the task:

The proportion of moves contributed by fathers was not

significantly related to the BST scores children obtained

after either parent nad taught the task. Furthermore, the

proportion of fathers* initiatory moves luring the SSFP

activity was only related to lower scores obtained after the

4/C intetactions. Although the correlations obtained did

not prove significant, higher proportions of initiatory

moves by fathers during Loth activities were also negatively

correlated to children's EST scores regardless of the

sex/role of the teachinc parent. Therefore, it dots appear

that such behaviors by fathers were also not productive for

enhancing their chiloren's BST performance. However, in

interpreting these negative correlations for initiatory

moves by parents, it is important to remember that for the

variable of varents' initiatory moves family group

differences were significant. Parents of DD5 utilized such

moves relatively more frequently than parents of NDS or NDB,

and of course DUD, as a gro4g,, had, as expected, performed

less ably on the err teLts.

The mean lenqtn of utterances (tALU) by children provides

as estimate of the level of their 1.nguace acquisition

sX.11s (Brodn, 1973; Chzdea, 1972). Furthermore, the NIA

for parents interacting ,:itn young .zhildTen have been shown

to be related to the ".LU of those children (Sleason &
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Weintraub, 1979; Snow. 1977) The mean number of voids per

move, a measure used for this study, is assumed to provide

similar information, and was also of particular interest

since four of the possible eight points that could be

obtained on the BST tests were for the child's verbal

justification of their block sorting. It may be recalled

that the results from tbt demographic data had indicated

that normally developing boys who scored higher on the PPM

teat is, had higher levels of receptive language shills,

also scored higner on their C/M BST tests. In any case, the

significant positive correlations between the :/M BST scores

and the mean number of words per mcve for all the children

during both activities with both parents, as well as the

negative correlation between children's C/M BST scores and

their proportion of nonverbal moves during the ssr:

activity, suggests that, for this sample of children, their

verbal facility enhanced the probability of obtaining higher

3ST scores after mothers had taught the task.

Although:ncreases in 'man number of words per move by

fetters and t.' it children, during both activities,, were

significantly telated to higher C/M BC7' scores, neither the

increased verbal outrut, nor the proportion of nonverbal

moves by fathers, or ny children interacting with their

fathers, were significantly related to Car BST scores.

The signifizant positive relatit,.4ship between the ratio
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of mothers' resronding moves to children's soliciting moves

(i.e., answering moves) during the SSFP activity, and the

BST scores obtained by children, regardless of wnich parent

had taught the task, inoicates that an increased willingness

by mothers to listen to and be responsive to their

children's questions, when they were not engaged in teaching

a specific structured task, was a productive interactive

strategy associated with the subsequent successful outcomes

of the structured teaching/learning activities.

For children and fathers increases in their proportions

of answering were not associated with higher SST scores:

however, for children the relationship between their SST

scores and their answering behavior varied depending on the

sex/role of the parent involved in the interaction.

Increases in children's answering responses to their

mothers' solicitations during both activities, were

positively, tut not significantly related to their C/M SST

scores, while higher croportions of children's answers to

heir fathers questions during the sasr activity were

significantly, but negatively correlated with their C/M 5ST

scores. Answering their fathers was also negatively, but

not sionificantly associated with children's C/Fi EST

scores.

*.lzalzat, La3v2vcga.
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:able 67 contains the correlational results for

references to the two types of content (i.e., Substantive

Meaning and Instructional Meaning)*

Table 67

Correlations between Content References and Block Sorting

Task (EST) Scores

2

Content
Referred

To

-- a - -- -
Activity curing which behavior occurred

SSP!' SBST SSFP SBST

Correlations with EST scores obtained after
Mothers Taught Fathers Taught

(C /I EST score) (C/F SST score)

Sutstantive Content Moves

by Mothers -.3a .50*
by Fathers -.47* -.44*
by Children with M .21 .5444
by Children with F -.24 .09

Instructional Content Moves

by Mothers .C8 -.474
by Fathers .20 .00
by Children with M .24 -.49*
by Children with F .42* -.08

Cognitive Action Moves

by Mothers
by Fathers
by Children with m, l

by Children with F.

-.14 .07
.37 .23
.23 .36
.45* .29

-.25 .30
44* .17

-.00 .29
-.27 -.34

-.OE
.17
.00
.33

-.05
-.13
-.28
-.05

.26 .19

.42* .04

.57** .3a

.56** .35

Z 2 2 2 Z IV 2

itte* SSFP denotes the semi-structured fre'l-play
activity. SST genotes the structured block sorting
activity.
'terigogsly reliable variable.

In looking at latle 67, it is not surprising to find that

Totbters who referrer to substantive content more frequently
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,

while they era toachinn the block sorting task, were likely

to have children who obtained higher C/M HST scores. Under

these circumstances (i.e., interacting with mothers during

the SBST activity) children who referred to substantive

content more frequently also were more like:v to have higher

C /M EST scores. Conversely, references to instructional

content by motners, or oy children interacting with their

mothers, '.ere not productively related to higher C/M BST

scores.

The relationship of content references and BST scores

after F/C interactions was unexpected. The 'figures indicate

that there was a negative relationship between fathers 'who

refer to substantive content more frequently during the SSFP

activity and both their children's C/M and C/F PST scores.

in addition, higher proportions of references to substantive

content by fathers when they were teaching the blocs sorting

task, were also negatively associated with C /M, BST scores.

During the F/C interactions, the proportion of fathers'

references to instrocticnai content and their children's

references to rnstructirJnal content were not significantly

related to the C/F EST scores. However, increases in

children's references to instructional content to their

fathers, (Wino the SSFP activity, were associated with

higher SST scores after P/C interactions.
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The results obtained for references to general content

areas are further corrotorated by the results for the

verbal-loaical moves sw.marized in table S9, and seem to

indicate that, for this sample of children, providiAg nigher

proportions of references to substantive content was only a

productive strategy for motners and their children, and then

only when such abundant references occurred in the context

of the structured, goal oriented task that the children were

tested on.

Tile category for coding specific references to cognitive

actions turtle.: cut to be largely devoted to comments about

Knowing or not knowirh. something (e.g., C: 4hat's this for?

M: i don't itnom. F: Ue have to match these blocks by

heignt. uadustand?). Rarely did Parents or children refer

to remembering sometninq or to thinKing about somethihg.

Therefore, this category largely reflected comments which

functioned as diagnostic probes for parents. For their

children these moves functioned as a means for providing

diagnostic information about what they did cr did not

already Know.

During Hn intefactiohs, references to cocrative actions

by mothers, and their children, were not significantly

related to C/M rs7 scores. However, references to cognitive

actions r.y fathers aurin4 the SSFP activity, were positively

corre13tei brit!) the EST bcores their children obtained atter
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.

fathers had taught them the task.

Children who more frequently made comments to their

fathers about what they did or did not know during the'SSFP

activity obtained higher scores on both their C/M BST scores

and on their Z/F BST scores. In addition, references by

children to cocnitive actions while interacting with their

mothers during the SSFP tasK, were also positively related

to C/F EST scores. It appears then that the sharing or

diagnostic informatioh by fathers and their children during

tne SSFP activity was 0 productive exchange. . It may be

that, as Gleason and Weintraub (1979) have suggested,
d

fathers are more likely than mothers, to operate under

developmental sterebtypes, And less likely to be fully aware

of their children's actual individual capacities. If this

is so, then the agility of the children in this study to

provide relevant diagnostic information can be viewed as an

important contribution that enabled fathers to adjust their

teaching technicues and strategies to match their chiliren's

individual needs more effectively.

CommuOcative Functions.

Fable 53 contains the, correlational results for the

communicative functions of the verbal-logical moves coded

under the substantive - logical and instructional-logical
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by Children with F .20 .15 -.09 -.09

of Positive Ratingroves

by Mothers
by Fathers

.76***

.L.4*
51* .35 .57**
.29 .09 .40

% of Aegative Rating '!eves

by Mothers -.54* -,46*
by Fathers -.12 -.04

-.51* -.32
-.25 -.22

of Positive Ratings with Substantive Content Feedback

by Mothers .53** .45*
.by fathers .33 .37
by Children with M .27 .25
by Children with F -.03 -.12

.51* .55**

.06 .35

.04 .12
-.05 -.00

of leqative Ratings with Substantive Content Feedback

by Mothers -.43* -.06 -.43* -.08
by Fathers -..1. .17 -.31 -.07
by Children with M *Ca .35 -.01 .31
by Children with F .17 .22 .14 -.09

.

= F
Nott. SSFP denotes the semi-structured free-play

activity. .5.'3S= denotus the structured block sorting
activity.
aCxplaining by children occurred so infreluently that

reliability for codinc. this behavior could not be
established.
*tenuously reliable.

Increases in moves whose communicative functions were

associated with substantive content (i.e., substantive-

logical moves), like increases in references to that

subst.Intive content, wire not always directly and clearly

related to success in i,astering the block sorting task.

41though the overall use of substantive - logical moves, and

more specific311y, tvose substantive-logical moves that

. .,

involved providinc or requesting substantive information by

rp.;,ttcrs an their cbilcrcr ;tiring their S5ST lntrractions,
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were positively related toithe C/M ssr scores, the use of

substantive logical moves and moves involving providing or

requesting substantive Information by fathers and their

children duri/n4 botn activities, were negatively, though not

significantly associate(' with the C/F BST scores.

Correlations for the epecifio verbal-logical behavior of

explaining substantive co :stent were only calculated for

parents, since this category was only reliably coded for

parents. Mothers' explaining during the S3ST activity was .

significantly related to C/M: BST scores. Although there

appeared to be a trend for fathers' explaining 'daring the

SSFP activity to be related to C/M FST scores ( t =.41, but

2 (.05 if c Lt.42), :.noreases in fathers' exP)aining

substantive content to their children during both of the

activities, were not significantly related to C/F BST

scores.

The pattern for the relationships between BST scores and

tae frequencies of instructional-logical voves by mothers

and fathers were similar ana reciprocal. For mothers the

use of instructional - logical moves during the,SSFP activity

was Positively :elated to their children's C/M HST scores;

however, their use of Lucn moves during the SBST activity

was only t.ositivelY relJtad fo their children's C/F BST

scores. In a complic.entary fashion, fathrrs' use of

instructionai-lcc,ical e.oves durimi the SSFT activity was
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meanings facets of trc otsezvation system used for this

study.

Tible 68

Correlations between Cokeunicative Functions and clock

Sorting Task (25r) Scores Obtained when Parents Taught

Their Preschool Ch;ldren

Communicative
Functicn of
Logical
Moves

hctivity during which benavior occurred
SSFP SBST . SSFP SSSI

Correlations with EST scores obtained after
Mothers Taught
(C/M EST score)

Fathers
(C/F EST

Taught
score)

of Substantive-Logical Moves

by Motherit .14 .52* -.14 .09
by Fatherst , -.25 -.24 -.23 -.11
by Children with M .29 .56** .18 .36
by Children with F .02 -.17 -.04 -.02

of Explaining substantive Content
ae.

by Mothers .13 -.52* -.35 -.26
by Fathers .41 .33 .24 .33

% of Providing or Reouestin,3 Substantive Information

by Motherst
by Fathers-I'
by Children
by Children

with M
with F

-.34
.27

53**
-.32
.52*

-.15

-.09
-.22
.17

-.38

.10
-.20
35

-.01

X of Instructional-Logical Moves

by Mothers* .113* .26 .26 .46*
by Fathers* .34 .54** .4f* .27
by Children with X .43* .08 .2C -.05
by Children with F .32 .34 .24

of Natin4 Moves

by Mothers .:2** .37 .12 .4i*
by Fathers .28 .27 -.09 .27
by Children with .1 .05 -.13 -.15
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positively related to their cnildrenis C/F BST scores, wnile

their Jse of sucn mcves during the Mr activity was

positively related to C/m esr scores.

aildren's use of instructional-logical mcves dJrino the

SSFP aactivity with tneir nothers was positively related to

their C/M 3S7 scores. Their use of instructional- logical

moves with their fathers was, however, only Positively

related to their C/M PCT scores.

In summary, froa the collective results otItained for the
_

substantive-logical and logical behaviors of parent/cnild

dyads, it appears that relatively f.equent exchanges of

information act instructional aspects, particularly during

the SSFP activity, was a strategy of dialogue behavior which

was conducive for subse4uent success in accomplishing the

specific teachinc/learning objectives of the SPST activity.

However, extensive dyedic exchange of information about the

substantive content Seems to have been a strategy of

dialogue behavior whose positive impact was limited to

notner/child dyads, and which was directly contingent on the

context in which it occurred; as evidenced ty the fact that

C/4 osr scores were :Ally positively related to the

,roportions of supstantiva-logical moves that occurred

during the 4/: YES: activity.

Patin:7 moves oy parents usually expressed their

29 1
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evaluations of their children's actions or statements. Tne

use of such moves can bc viewed as reflecting a technique

far reinforcing or extinguishing behaviors. The results

obtained indicatod tnat W:7 scores were only significantly

associated witr, higher proportions of rating moves by

mothers. The overall rrohcrtions of rating moves by mothers

during the SSFt activity were positively related to their

Children's C/M..,ES: scores; ho;iever, mothers' use of rating

moves during the SBS: activity was only significantly

related to their children's :7/1 BST scares.

Further analyses of tae different types of rating moves,

corroborated and clarified the impact. jof mothers' rating

behaviors. IrreUective of the context, Increased

propertion5 of move by mothers' that provided ositive

ratin.;s, positive ratings with 'concurrent substantive

content feedback. ana negative ratings (negatively

correlated), sere significantly related to higher C/M BST

c'-ores. In addition, the scores children obtained after

interacting with their fathers were associated with the

following types of retina behaviors exhibited by tneir

mothers daring M/C interactions: (1) positive rating during

t"e ses: activity, (2) negative ratings during the SSFP

activity (negative corrc.lation), (3) positive ratings with

concurrent sal.Jtantivf: cont,.nt feedbacks during both

activities, and (4) negative ratings concurrent

surstantive content fteacocK during the tf.TE, activity
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(negatively correlated).

The only rating tehavior by fathers which was

significantly related to children's ci scores was the

pro;ortion of fathers' ;.;:sitive rating moves during4the SSFP

activity: hoeaver. such moves by fathers frere only related

to C /:4 ?St scores.

tnialloalal Boyer.

Tatle 69 centainv the correlations bEtween certain

behavioLs coded under the extra-logical meaning facet of the

ocservation systetand the SST scores.

Table 69

Correlations betwPen the Communicative Functions of

Extra-Logical Move and Block sorting (,SST) Scores

Obtained when Parents Taught Their Preschool ChIldren

Communicative Retivity during which behavior occurred
Function of SqFP SEIST 'SSF? S5ST

Extra-Logical
loves Correlations with PST scores obtained after

%thers Taught Fathers Taught

of Extra-Logical Meves

by 4others -.61** ....e3s.* -.4e* -.53**
by Fathers -.31 -.54** -.46* -.47*
by Children olth N: -.46* -.3(4 -16
by Children with F .05 :. .fr -.10 -.36
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% of Orders Move2A

by Mothers -.73*** -.84*** -.56** -.59**
uy Fathers -.33

of Noncompliancv Movsi

by Children with 4 -.F.5**

-.42*

-.63**

.40

-.24

-.52*

by Children aith F -.62** -,318 -.39 -.46*

s=a a=

Uote. SSF2 dt:notes s.rmi-structured free-;lay activity.
S5ST denotes stz.:ctared Lloca sorting task activity.

4Children rarely prescribed and/or prohibited their
parents' actions. Therefore, correlations for children's
orders moves .sere not calculated.

3tent rarely overtly refused to comply. therefore
correlations fat parcnts0 noncompliance moves were hot
calculated.

*aces. estnx.ol. wosuc.00l.

Zxtra-logic:-.1 *over- by parents were predominantly

initiotory that is, they. were moves designed to direct tneir

chIldrell's actions. ItiOer".proportions of these moves by

parents had a role dret.iltic relationship to children's SST

scores than any of '.t1 other discourse behaviors testes.

Mothers' more abuw.lant use of extra-logical moves during

both activities was slqnificantly and negatively co/related

with both C/M and C/F PSt-scores. Fathers' use of extra-

logical moves duriol hgth activities as sianificantly.and

negatively relatec to C/F UST scores; however, only the use

of. cuts: moves 'L.' fathuro during the SBST activity was also

significantly ntgative94 correlated with C/4 E4ST scores.

:he most freguent 4(tra-1onica1 behavior by parents

invvIved their LpecIfic.411y prescribing or prohihiting their

chil=ren's actions (i.e.., orders moves by ;:arents). Not
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surerisingly, the results fo these types of moves were

similar to the for ttn total category of extra-logical

moves. Mothers' orders moves during both activities were

negatively associated with both C/M and CIr PST scores.

Fathers' orders mover during the SDST activity were

significantly negatively associated with both C/M and C/F

BST scores, and there was a trend for fathers' orderg-during

the SSFP activity to also be negatively related to C/F SST

scores ( E 3-.40; 2 (05 if r a4,42)4,

Children's extra-lccical moves were predominantly

reactive and their use 01 these moves was significantly and

negatively associated with C/M BST scores. Although

children's use of extra-logical moves during F/C

interactions was als: negatively correlated with their C/F

BST scores, this rclationsi.ip did not prove to be

significant.

Increased proportions of noncompliance moves by children,

a specific behavioral t.ubcategory of extra-logical moves,

when they occurred in the ccntext of both activities during.

9/C interactions, were he9atively related to c/m BST scores.

Might r proportions of ncncompliance moves by children with

fathers Curing the SSIP activity were onlY nagativaly

associated with C/M 5ST scores; nowever, when SJCh moves

occurred luring th. F/C SBST, activity they were

significantly neuatively related to C/F EST scores.
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in summary, it appears that, for tnis sample, increased

reliance on tho use of extra-logical moves was not

productive. Tte relative use, by parents, of extralogical

moves, which were lar.gely devoted to prescribing and/or

prohibiting their children's actions, was negatively related

to es.* scores and therctore does hot appear to have peen a

constructive parent strLtegy for facilating tree teaching or

learning of the block sorting tasks. For children

interacting witt their ::.ethers, it creases in their uses of

extra-ingical coves, 'Fedor' generally involved reactive

behaviors, were_ associatri with poorer perfornances on their

/M B!;T tests. Furttermore, the results suggest that

children wno devoted a higher proportion of their moves to

noncompliance either lacAed certain essential skills or, by

relying heavily on ncncompliant behavior impeded their

abilities to demonstrate tneir mastery of the LlocA sorting

tasks.

allatan111121 La g:In L41117041Q441 adatailliaaa aad au

Scares

As had been truc for the results of the discourse

variables and 3:,T scorks, the results of the correlations

between the eiJcational transaction variables tested ana the

Ss: scores indicated that the preponderance of significant

relationships ihvolved tenaviors by mothers daring their

intnactions with their children. The E7 behaviors of
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fathers, when they were significantly related to BST scores,

were generally associated with hither BST scores obtained

after mothers had tduc4ht, rather _than after fathets had

taught the task. Except for one variable, all the

significantly correlated measures of children's behaviors

were for behaviors that occurred daring the M/C

interactions, and not of these child behaviors were

directly related to the 3ST scores obtained after M/C

interactions. In generEl, it appears that measures of the

interactive quality of tile ET sequences were more frequently

significantly related to es: scores, especially when M/C

dyads were involved, than measures that reflected the

duration or c:nter.t orientations of the ETs.

Duration ae, interactive qualities parent/child El's.

Table 73 contains the, correlations for those variables.

which «ere used to meatire the duration and interactive

quality of the ETs that transpired during the parent/child

interacridns

303
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Table 70

Correlations etween oration and Interactive Quality of

Educational Transactions (IT) and Block Sorting Task

(i.ST) Scores

Duration an3 Activity during which behavior occurred
Intieractive !.:SFP ST SSFP SBST
Quality
of ETs Correlations with BST scores obtained after

Pothers Taught Fathers Taught
(C/A ?ST score) (C/F BST srre:

Mean * of uords ter ET curing parent/child interactions

Mother/Chili .23
Fathers/Chili .53*

% ETs :7arents Particicatc... in

.16

.50*
.51*
.44*

.40

.31

Mothers -.C7 .03 .11 .48*
Fathers .10 -.21 .07 .03

% ETs Children Participated in

with Mother .61** .21 .13 .29
with Father -.07 -.26 -.30 -.14

Initiated ETs (mace filLt move)

Motht.,:s -.47* -.37 -.16 .03
Fathers -.09 -.12 -.01 .10
Children with V .47* .37 .16 -.03
Children with F .09 .12 .01 -.10

Initiated TT with Solicitini move

Mothers -°"*" .524: -.49* -.36
Fathers -.59** -.51* -.38 -.23
Children with H .42* .11 .21 -.05
Children with F .22 .25 -.02 -.09

Initiated ET with Respon.'un.1 move

mothers -.21 -.07 .11. .17-
Fathers -.27 .13 -.16 .06
Children with M. -.46* .06 -.06 -.03
Children with F .15 .15 -.05 .02

X Input Ets (monologues)
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by Aothers
by Fathers
by Children with M
by :hildren aith F

: % Dyadic ETs (dialogues)

I

Mother/Child
Father/Child

-.61**
.30
.C7

-.13

-.21
.26

-.03
.21

-.13
.07

-.11
-.07

.61** .17 .2u .S24
-.1) -.08 .00 -.32

% Brief Frs (2 or 3 moves)

Mother/Child
Father/Child

.61** .13 -.01 .23

.07 -.23 .12 -.07

Moderate ETs (4 thru 7 moves)

Mother/Child
Father/Child

.11 .17 .16 .S1*
-.14 -.26 -.01 -.21

Sustained ETs (6 or more moves)

Mother/Child
Father /Child

-.08 .01 .34 .27
-.34 .16 -.19 .34

.

Note. SSE? denotes semi-structured free-play activity.
SRST denotes structured block sorting task activity.
Proportions of ETs initiated by soliciting and by responding
moves were calculated for parents bases only on the El's they
had participataC in, and for children based only on the ETs
they had participated in. Tne proportions for all the other
variable were calcalaryt. based on the total number of El's
produced during the parbnt/child interactions.

ekc.CS. **e<.01. eaen<.001.

The mean nurher of words per ET by dyads, which is a .

comoosite measure of the expressive verbal behavior of

perent/chill dyads, can' be regarded as reflecting a level of

conversational skills largely determined by the verbal

behavior of the children involved in the interactions.'

Referring to raele 70, Lne can see that the mean number of

woros per Er by :,,/,7 ayae.: during the ssFr activity was only

signiticantly relates to the DST' scores obtained after

fathers taught the task: however, the mean number of words
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by F/Z dyads during the SSFP activity was stenifioantly

related to chiloren's nigher °ST scores, regardless of which

parent hai taught the task. In addition, the mean number 3f

words per ET by F/: dyads hiring the SBST activity was also

associated with C/M BST .cores. These results, along with

the results for the reedn number of words per move, (see

Table 10), sug:4est that the mothers that were observed were

more successful in facilitating their children's performance

on tne BST test when to children could demonstrate a

higher degree of verbal skills, regardless of whether or not

those veroal skills hie-: been demonstrated during the M/C

interactions.

The proportions ,of F.Ts participated in by parents and

their children while the hlock sorting task was being

tF.ught, were not directly associated with 3ST scores. For

mothers the proportion of ETs that they participated in

during the S3S: activity. was only positively related to the

BST scores obtained after the F/C interactions. For fathers

tte proportion of EIs that they participated in was not

significantly related to either C/M or C/F BST scores.

Fdrthermore, for children the proportion of ETs that they

1 Previous reseercn ha:; Indicated that increases in the mean
number of words per utterance )11 children are associated
with nigher levels of 14njuaye acquisition (frown, 1973,
Zazonn, 1972); and Vet the mean numbers of words used by
parents int'araoting witt., their children are related to their
childi'en's levels of lineuistic' skills (Cleason, &

:eintraut, 1979; Newsort, Ileitean & 31eitman, 1977; Snow,
1977).
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participated in durinc tae M/C SSFP activity oas only

significantly related to their C/M bST.

The proportion of ETs initiated by any dyad member

reflected the degree to ohich they were controlling and/or

directing the interaction. This behavior was only

significantly related to C/M bST scores, and then only when

it had occurred in the context Of the M/C SSFP activity.

Higher proportions of initiations of ETs by mothers were

associated with lower C/M BST scores, while higher

proportions of initiations of ETs by children were

associated oitn higher C/M BST scores.

Educational transactions could be initiated by moves that

were expressed in four different linguistic forms (i.e.,

structuring, soliciting, responding, or reacting). However,

since reliability for coding had only been unambiguously

estatlisned for soliciting and responding moves, only the

results for the process-product relationship of these two

types of FT initiatinu moves are reported. The use of

soliciting moves to initiate ETs. ( H 2 39` of all E7s),

particularly by parents, as significantly relates to the

Bsr scores obtained. !!others' use of soliciting moves to

initiate ETs in the cohtext of the SSFP activity was

significantly and negativ,.tly correlated with C/F BST scores,

and even more highly neqatively correlated with C/A BST

scores, nevertheless, their use of soliciting moves to

(
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initiate CTs during the SBST activity was positively

correlated with C/M PST scores. Fathers' use of initiating

solicitations durInu 1etn activities, while significk.ntly

negatively cJrrelated with C/M BST scores, was negatively,

but not sioni!icantly associated with C/F DST scores.

The proportion of chilkaanis initiating solicitations was

positively related to their C/M BST scores when that

behavior occurred in the context .of the M/C SSFP

interactions.

3efore interi.reeing tne relationship between responding

moves that initiated ETs, ( M = 11% of all ETs), and BST

scores, it is important to recall that for a responding move

to initiate an ET it 114: to involve changind the topi.c of

conversation. Initiation of this sort require that the

other dyad member be flexible enou9h to continue the

interaction, yet structured enough to reopen tonics that are

important far the oblactive3 of the activity.

Higher proportions of ::Ts initiated by responding moves,

when engaged in by chilwien interacting with their mothers

during the SSFP activity, were sionificahtly and negatively

related to their Crl 5sr scores. Increase4 in the

proportions of such glov.:s by either parent during either

activity, or ty children interacting with their fathers,

were not significantly rel4ted'tO either :/P or C/F BST

3cra



scores. It appears that children who chan4c the topic of

conversation with mothers during a free-play activity are

utilizing a oor strategy either because they are

demonstra:ing their distractibility or because mothers are

not able to successful tolerate and manuever these

children's behavior.

The interactive quality of ETs itas further explored by

determining the proportions of input ETs (i.e., monologues)

and ayadic ETs (i.e., dialogues) that parents and their

children had participate in. Higher proportions of input

E:s by mothers during the SSFP activity were negatively

related to C/M EST scores. The proportions of input ETs by

,

fathers were not significantly related to BST scores.

Although the relative- use of input ETs by children

interacting with their mothers during the SEIST activity was

negatively correlated with their C/F ssr scores, their

increased use of these monologues was not significantly

*associated with their C/:1 PST scores.

Although the proportion of dyadic ETs,. during the M/C SSFP
t.,

activity was positively associated with nidher C/1 BST

scores, the proportion of dyaaic ETs during the M/C SBST

activity was only positively associated with C/F PST scores.

Father/chili dyedic ETA; here not significantly. related to

either C/4 ar to C/F nsr scores. .

I
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The duration of ETs was determined by the number of moves

that transpired during the dyadic ETs. The proportion 0f

brief ETs (i.e., two to thr'e moves) that 0:curl:ad iA the

context cf the !t/e SSFP activity was significantly related

to higner C/M BSI scores. An increase in the use of

moderate ETs (i.e., four to seven moves) by M/C dyads luring

the SBST activity was only significantly associated with C/F

BST scores. No other significant relationships between the

relative duration of ETs an BST scores were revealed.

=tut nittIgtla. al DALLIALchIld f;:a.

Table 71 contains the correiations between the BST scores

and the content orientation of the parent/child education 1

transactions. For these analyces the content orientation

was deterilined without regard to eacrl speaker's individual

contribution to the interaction. (See Table 72 for content

otientations of parent L7s and child Els).

Table 71

Correlations tetween Cchtznt Orientations of Zducational

Transactixis (ET).anc Clock Sorting Task (f.'ST) Scorv.,

s A s :='s sssf..t===

Content Activity during which behavior occurred
C.rientation of CSFP SBST SSFP sasT
Parent/Chili

iris Correlations with PST scores obtained after
rothers Taught Fathers rau4ht

. (C/M BST scores) (C/F BST scores)

of Substantivoly Crient.A Is

3
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Motner/Child -.14 .39 .017 .05
Father/Child .10 .48* -.19 .37

of :nstructionally Oriented ETs

Motner/Child .08 -.503t .05 -.22
Father/Child .33 .13 .24 -.07

of Covtined Orientation ET.

Mother/Child .06 .02 -.14 -.02
Father/Child -.IS -.31 -.17 -.19

of No Predominant Orientation ETs

Mother/Child .29 .53** .10 .45*
Father/Chill

of Not Clear ETs

-.10 -.IS .03 .05

Mother/Child -.15 .25 -.13
Fatner/Child -.53** -.48* -.19 -.31

**R<.01. ***2(.001.

In general increased or decreased use of specific content

orientation patterns, t.ithin sequences of moves, had much

less of an impact on e%ildrens bST scares than the duration

or interactive quality of those sequences. For example,

even though nigher proportions of substantive moves by

mothers and their children during the s3sr activity (see

t3bie ?? 41) were pwritively correlated with the C/M BST

scorcs, when scquences of moves were identified and their

predoalinant content or:o)tation was determined, higher

prol.ortions of s4batant;vely oriented ETs luring the SSST

activity did net reach ,11 acceptable level of si9nificance (

.,., E . .38, p <.05 if E 1-..41).
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The main conclusicn ttat these results warrant is that in

order to analyze the impect of substantive, instractional,

or combinei content orientation patterns, it is probably

mote enlightening to assess patterns for individual

speakers' contribetions (see Tatle 72) rather than to

analyze dy3dic sequences.

The results for unclear El's and those with no preloainant

content orientation are relevant for an understanding of the

parent/child interactions. Unclear ETs rarely occurred

daring oarent/child interactions; however, they occurred

most.frequently during P/DD? interactions. If the Ers are

regarded as dialogues wnese content clarity largely reflects

the capacity of tne child to express and elicit content

relevant utterances, then the significant correlations

between C/V PSI scores ani higher proportions of unclear Ers

during 4/C SSFF ectivities, during F/C SSFP and EVZ SBST

activities car, be viewed as further surport for the

suggestion that mothers seem to be less effective when they

are teaching chilcren whose verbal skills are delayed, even

thoucn that level of shill was not necessarily demonstrated

durinu MP: SSIT or 1,1C SBST interactions with their

children.

Educational trensecticns which eo not have a predominant

content orientation are ty iefinition not as clveriy focused

an the substant:vr or the instructional aspects of tna task
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at hand. Such condense.: transact ions are probably soa.what

more confesinz; Lc decodt, out more efficient, in terms of

tne amount of :ire used to communicate essential information

about the task. to.cmers made use of such transactions

significantly more frecuently than fathers, and from the

results above, it appears that their use of these types of

transactions during the SST activity was a productive

strate9y both for C/K PST and ;or C/F BST scores. However,

it iF important to recouniza that children whose coanittve

and lincuisti: skills are more advanced would probably be

most likely tc be able comprehend and respond eff..ctively

:daring such transactior.s. The correlations between the

Proportion of no predomiLant content orientation ETs during

the Pi:: SBST activity an6 tae C/M and C/F BST scores can be

interpreted as support for the proposition that mothers and

children with higher levels of verbal skills are a

particularly Good tizacher/learner match.

To summarize, the rtsultr for the interactive qualities

an.: the duration and th content orientation of parent/child

:.Ts revealed that for i/C dyads only one behavior, their

wean number of words pt./ ET during the SSFP activity, was

sionificantly related to their C/F PST scorer,. Howcver,

several cf the !Jehavir.; observed during S/C interactions

were rocitive:y associ.,tei with higner C/F BST scores.

These tenaviors were: (1) the mean number of words by 4JC

dyass during thrl :iF1, activity. (2) prorortion of

313
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mothers' participation, it ETs during the SBST activity, (3)

the proportion of dyadic ETs that M/C dyads ennageo in

during the srsr activit!.. (4) the Proportion of moderate Eft

that M/C dyads enEged in durin4 the pozi activity ang (5)

the rroportion of ETr whose content as not predominantly

oriented durinl ri.' SPS: interactions. The proportion of

ETs that nothers initiated with soliciting moves daring the

SSEP activity, and the proportion of input ETs cnildren

ccntributed during the 4/C SST activity were also

significantly, tut neaatively related to C/F rsT scores.

Child/Mother bZi :cares were significantly positively

associated wits: (1) the proportions ,f dyadic ETs that M/C

dyads engaged in doring the SSFP activity, (2) the

proportions of brief F7s that M/C dyads enaaged in during

the SSFP activity, (3) the croportions of ETs that children

Participated in ourin4 the M/C/ SSFP activity, (4) the

proportions of ns chil:!ren Initiated during the M/C SSFP

acitivty, (5) the proportions of ETs which were initiated by

children's soliciting moves during tne M/: SSFP activity,

M the proportions of notners' initiating ETs with

soliciting movcs durini the M/C SSST activity, the

proportions of STs wnotz.. content was substantively oriented

derin4 the F/C !BST activity, and (6) the proportions of ETs

with no predominant ct,ntnt orientation during 4/C SIST

activity.
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In addition, C/M B:.T scores were significantly, but

negatively associated with: (1) the proportions of Ers

initiates by mothers airing the M/C SSFP activity, (2) the

proportions of FTs mothers initiated with soliciting movls

luring the 4/C SSFP activity, (3) the proportions of input.

Ers that nothers contr.:toted during the MP: SSFP activity,

(4) the proportions of ETs children initiated with

responding moves during the M/C SSFP activity, and (5) the

proportions of instructionaly oriented ETs during the M/C

SEST activity, and (6) the proportions of not clear ETs

during the 4/C SSFP activity.

The behaviors which occurred during the F/C Interactions

and which were significantly positively associated with C/M

BST scores were: (1) the mean number of words per ET ay F/C

dyads during the SSFP activity, (2) the mean number words

per ET by F/C dyads duriro the SBST activity, and (3) the i

proportions of substantively oriented ETs during the F/C

SBST activity.

Increases in fathers initiation of ETs with soliciting

moves during ootn F/C activities were significantly, bat

negatively associate() with C/M EST scores and so were the

proportions of not clear ETs that occurred durino the F/C

SEEP and sDsr sotivitie!...

.

Ccht',?nt orientation of karent ETs and Child ETs.
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TaLple 72 contains the correlations between the content

orientations of 'El's and t!.e ?ST scores. For these analyses

the E.Ts that parents an' cnildren participated in, and the

moves each of them maja were examined separately (see

Educational Transaction section of Methods and Procedures,

chapter 3. for content orientaticn coding procedures).

Table 72

Zorrelations between larents' and Children's Educational

Transaction Content Oriertations and Block Sorting

Tasr. (3ST) Scores

=

Content
Orientation
of parent ETs

amodow

of Child FTs

Z X s 2
Activity during which behavior occarred

SSF2 S2ST SSFP 53ST

Correlations, with BST scores obtained after
!..others Taught Fathers Taught

(C/M BST scores) (C/F BST scores)

Substantive E:s

by Mothers
by Fathers
by Children with M
by Children with F

% Instructional CTs

by 4otners
by Fathers
by ;platen with M
by :hildren with F

% Combined ETs

by lothers
by Fathers
oy Children with M
by Children 4ith F

-.30
-.07
.06
.05

.14

.23

.41

.36

.23
-.11
.11
.34

-.50*
.05

-.12
.36

-.11 .14
-.25 -.21
.664** -.03
.05 -.42*

Z mot Predo.oinant Content Lis

316

-.11
-.33
-.33
-.15

.22

.34

.0.?

.11

-.25
-.24
.31
.24

-.16
.15
.15
.16

-.10
-.21
-.02
-.12
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by Mothers .19 .25 .05 .46*
by Fathers -.13 .08 -.12 .37
LI, Children with M. .24 .32 -.17 .32
by Children with F .20 .21 .22 .01

% Unclassified f/or Uncl.i,Ar E:'s

by Mothers .09 .20 .08 .18
by Fathers .23 -.01 -.04 .15
by Children with M -.11 -.06 -.Oa -.20
by Children with F .35 -.17 .13 -.34

g Et =- =at

Note. ssrP denotes semi - structured' free -play activity.
S5ST denotes structared block sorting task activity.

2(.05. ** V.01. *** Rc.a01.

The only sidnificant relationship, between the content

orientation of parent:; ETo and the BST scores, was a

neoative one for mothers' use of Els with an instructional

Content orientation during tte 58ST activity. For children

the proportions of their ETs with substantive orientation

during the Mi.: SbST activity, and with combined content

orientation daring the M/C SSFP activity were positively

related to their higher C/M 1ST scores. Children who relied

more on instructional content ETs during their 4/C sesT

activity scared lower an their C/F BST scores, while

children wno relied coro on combined content ETs durino the

F/C SST activity scorec lower on their C/M BST scores.

5u.maries for tht results of process-proauct

relationships an:: the tyvothF.ses these results addiassed are

provided in table for' In Appendix H. Separate tables are

provided for (1) pcda;:oqical move types, (2) content

references, (3) communicative functions of vernal-logical
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i
moves, (4) communicative functions of extra-logical 40VRS,

(5) duration_ and intLractive qualities of educational

transactions, ale. (6) content orientations of educational

transactions.

Tt,is chapter consistea of results presented in three

sections. The chapter which follows will focus on these

reported results and represents an effort to integrate the

descriptions and comparisons cf the observed discourse

behaviors, the educational transaction behaviors, and the

process product relationships that were analyzed.
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Chapt V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The data presented in Ahe previous chapter described how

parents anC their preschool children interacted when they

were deliberately engaging in teaching/learning activities

that had different objectives. Interactive

teaching /learning sequences, such as the ones observed for

this study, are generally activated by dialectical and/or

reciprocal dialogues. During these experiences both parents

and their children function as teachers and learners, each

teaching to, and learninu from the other.

This study was not intended to address the issue of

whether or not, or how diuch, parent's contribute to tneir

children's cognitive dfrvelopment. Instead the 'Interest

being pursued was to urrJerstand how parents can contribute

to their children's learning when they are consciously doing

their best to fulfill their teaching role, and how children

2aa influence their par:Ints to perform optimally as their

teachers. Focuzing 01 parents as teachers is justified

bec3u3e parents generally nave the most incentive ano are

able to provide the longest, most Consistent coamittmant of

time to the enterprise of educating their own children.

:93
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rurthermore. the inclusion of parents as "consultants° in

the planning and iplmertinq of school based bro4rams,

particularly for the handicapped and disadVadla9ed, in

addition to beingilegis-14tively mamlated (Cohen, Semmes, 6

Guralnick, 197c), has also been sliown to be an effective

approach (Bronfcnbrenner, 1974; Goodson 6 Hess, 1975; Meier,

note 2). The chillenge for researchers Is to determine ways

of maximizing the contribution that parents can make to the

education of their own children. In order to do this

appropriate instrumentation must be developed and

parent/child teacnina/learning interactions must be

observed,

Since this study represents an initial effort in a

neglected area using to lielect population, the results are

not meant to be conclusive, nor are they meant to be

glooally eneralized. The sample of 23 families who

participated in this study, although comparable to many of

the observational studies reviewed, is a small sample in

relation to the number of variables that %pre analyzed.

Furthermore, not all of the variables tested were %

independent. The deci.:bion,by this investigator to -risk the

increased chance for Spurious results, which such

discrepancies involve, is justified by the heuristic nature

of this study. :herb is a crucial need for alerting

researchers and program developers to the iwportance of

investicating cecnitive.ly oriented parent teaching behaviors
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before such behaviors can be constructively incorported into

training proorams for jarent-teachers. In view of this

need, it is/61;ed that tne descriptions and comparisons

offered nera will stimulate additional questions and offer

some directions for gencrating reasonable and interesting

hypotheses that subsequently can be tested.

MI InatEgmeal Esti 21altuina hansIChild ItactamaLlaugma

Interactions

One of the otjectives of this study was to determine if a

classroom interaction observation system could be

procuctively used for observing parent/preschoolers

interactions. Although it was found that some additional

moddications are needed, particularly in operationalizing

the coding of the cormunicative functions bates:aortas (e.g.,

defining, fact-stating), the Causkii imam= (BellAcit et

al., 1966), os modified for use in this study, has the

potential for being an excellent system for describing and

evalk.ating cognitive as;ects of parent/child interactions.

Among its advantages :arc the fact that the invtrument need

not Le used in its entir.:ty. Cepending on the embhasis of

particular prograhs, tbe interests of researchers, or the

ne!eds of evaluators, any of the, facets can be used

inde;endently. One roald, for example, only code the

lin4uistic forms used, .:Ir just the topics of conversation.

The content area categories can be altered completely, just
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as was done for this study, in order to investigate specific

academic content areas or even socio-emotional content.

This instrument can be urea to determine changes that result

from general maturation, as well as for evaluating

procrammatic interventions that are being Introduced. It

appears to be particularly well suited for longitudinal

studies.

For purposes of this study, the use of the modified

Columbia Instrwtent turned out to be a challenging, time-

consuming, and compleK coifing task. However, it did make it

possiole to collect , iar4e amount of data that seems to

accurately reflect the ccgnitive aspects of the parent /chip

interactions that 'were observed. The results obtained

through the use of this instri. Int will now be summarized

and discussed.

That mothers and even fathers can, do, and should be

Involved in teacning their own children is the assumption

wnich underlies this study. The aim was to observe,

describe, and compare how each parent taught their own

prescnooler, ard how the structure of the task before them

and the sax and/or developmental, level of the child

influenced their observed teaching/learning interactions.
,
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Mother Teaches, Father Teaches.

To begin with, the fatners observes for this study,

having teen given an oPportJnity to assume 3 teaching role,

demonstrated tr.ot they could teach their own preschool

children. Even though these fathers had, by their own

report, spent less time interacting with their prescnoolers

or engaged in teaching activities with them, they behaved

quite similarly to mothers during both activities. Although

there appears to have been some slight advantage (higher ear

scores) for either parent when they were interacting with

their samesex child, fathers generally functioned as

adequately as mothers did w..en they taught their'children a lb

.

prescribed block sorting task (C/M BST scores and 7/ BST

scores r = .60, a (.01).

t -
Those significznt differences that 'did emerge, between

;

the way fathers and rothers conducted themselves luring

their teaching/learning interactions, reflected variations

in the dtgrte tb which certain interactive behaviors were

uses rather than differences in the kinds of behaviors used

(tale TaLle 73).
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Table 73

Teaching Eehavicrs that Cifferentiated Mothers from Fathers

Lehaviors Influenced by
tarent Sex/i4ole

pvfloortion of Moves
rotners Fathers

1'"

60rus by i'arerrtF 771 72%

lo Predominant Content C.:7s by 17% 13%
Parents

Moves Contributed by Parents 59% 56%

Reacting moves by Parent it' 42% 3e%

Input ETs (monologues) Ly Parents 31% 27%

El's children participated in with 69% 73%

Brief ETs (2-3 moves) between Dyads 32.% 35%

. Opinions about Instructional 14% 16%
by Parents.Content

References to Substantive 80X 75%
4

Content by Parents
Instructionally Oriented as
by Parents

51% 57%

Solicitations atoNt Instructional 19% 235.

r-

Content by Parents .

=-= = =

Note Pehaviors included in this table were significantly
influenced by the Parent Sex/Role factor, 2 (.05. ETs =
educational transactions. No predominant content ETs tend
to De syntactically and semantically complex.
"elendously reliable category

The behaviors that differentiated parents are

conct-ptually related ana suggest that mothers and fathers

function somedh4t differently in terms of their teaching

styles and the content they emphasize. As can bP seen from

taple 74, below, mothers. in comparison to fathers, seemed

ta,perform their teaming role by relying,on a more verbal,

assertive, and informative teaching style. The mother/child
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dyads seem to have concentrated more on sharing information

about the substantive content that was relevant to the

activitie they were enga.iad in. In contrast, fathers

seemed to perform their teaching role by being more

interactive, eoalitarian, and evaluatory than mothers were.

These father /child dyads, like those observed by r;sofsky and

O'Connell (1972), seem to have concentrated more on the

various tasks they were engaged' in and on the actions

required to complete the tasks.

Table 74

Differences in the Behaviorsbbserved during Mother/Child

=Z --

and Father/ChiI4 Interactions

......... *

Mather/Child Interactions Father /Child Interactions

Verbal, Assertive,
Informative Teacninq

Style

Cbserved Behaviors

Interactive, Egalitarian,
Evaluatory Teaching

Style

more % of moves contrIbuted by P , less
less % of roves contributed by C more
less % of ETs child participated in (cers) more
more mean number of rds per ET less
sore % of no predominant content Ers by P
mom % of reacting moves by P I:::
less % of initi.otory moves by C .* more
tore % of,reacitive moves by C less
less ; soltrIling moves ty C during sBsr more
less % of responses to parints solicitations

(ANSW:.R by C)
more

more % of P/C ETs initiated by unclear move less
(mostly done by C)

more % of P/C Ers initiated by nonverbal move less
(mostly done by C)

less % of brief Ers G. to 3 moves) more
more % of moderate Fls (4 to 7 moves, Jorinq less
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SOS! acitivity)
less % of opinion moves ay F (instructional ,.ore

content)
less % of oilnion moves by C (instructional Jore

content)
less % of positive rating moves more

Sucstantive Content Emphasis Instructional Content Emphasis
(conceptual/Informational (action/task orientation)

orientation)
MO

more % of references to substantive content by P less
more % of requesting of providing substantive less

information by r
more X of positive ratings accompanied by less

substantive information by .P (FOSPLS)
less % of solicitations about instructional less

content by F
less % of instructionally oriented ETs more
less % of solicitatiz.ns about Instructional more

content oy C uuring 529i (ASKINS)

Ncte. All differentiating behaviors were significantly
different ( p (.01, c:icept for ANSWER by C ( 2 <.08).
POSPLS by P ( r <.07), and ASKINS by C ( <.07). P =
parents. C = children. ET = educational transactions.

When compared to mothers, fathers seemed to place more of

an emphasis on modellnq iand eliciting evaluatory behaviors,

that is, they offerred and asked for more opinions about the

materials and the activities they were engaged in. Although

evaluatory behaviors of this type occurred less frequently

than many other verbal-1,:gical behaviors, they do represent

an Important god often hc,glected aspect of teaching /learning

interactions.

lehjamin Sloom and his associates (196) described

evaluation as a nigher order cognitive process which

rguires some combination of all of the otnei cognitive
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behaviors, as well (IS involving personal standard: and

preferences. 41tho.oh they had places it as the last of the

behaviors in their tczonomy of educational objectives for

the cognitive domain, they stressed that:

...it is not ne rily the last step in thinkino or
proble, solvi t is suite possible that the
evaluative process %.1 in some cases be the prelade to
the acquisition of new knowledge, a new attempt at
comprehension or zoplication, or a new analysis and
synthesis. (p.l'aS)

Evaluatory behaviorc in general and the ability to

formulate reasonable opinions are clearly desirable

educational goals, yet :ucn behaviors have received little

attention in the literat:Are on observations of teacher/pupil

or parent/chill interactions. Unfortunately, even for the

process-product study conducted as pert of this research,

opinion sharing was not analyzed to Setermilia if it was

related to the outcome of th..! structured teaching task. For

future research it appters this variable should receive more

attention, particularly if it continues to differentiate

mothers iron fetners.

Ina sense one coul:: say that the observed, te3cnin9

style of these mothers most closely represented that of.. some

of th* earliest social learning theorists, the hhetoricians,

such as rrotagoras, Itocr3tes, and Cuintilian, who believed

In rovidino their ;.urlls with modals of verbal-logical

skills par ex:ellence, which their, pupils 4ere erected to

imitate and later embellIsh upon as the need arose (broudy,
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1963). Fathers, on the otner twd, demonstrated a style of

teaching which is similar to the Socratic Dialectic

practised in ancient times by Socrates and rlato and more

recently advocated by such humanists aria social idealists ae

Froetel, Dewey, and Friere. These tecchers believed that

they, along with their euPils, must continue to clarify

Knowledge througn actions and dialectical dialogues (Broudy,

1963; Dewey 1929/1960; Friere 196e/1970).

The history of educational methods ine'tcates that these

to different teacnine styles are complimentary and have

been productively cottinod (Broudy. 1963). The objective of

intecrating these styles is to develop the capacity for

critically evaluating knowledge as it is being masterea so

teat eventually socially responsible actions can be

undettaken (becey, 1925/1960; Friere, 1960/1970; Froemel,

cited in BroudY, 1963 and Soodek, 1972),

Since the mothers and fathers that were observed

generally behaved in a similar manner, the implication is

that reaardless of which went assumes the teaching role

thy children would be txposed to the same aeneral content.

If, on the °titer hand, parents more edaitably shared the

res ;onsitility :or teaching their children, those children

would have the oppottunity to be exposed to more variations

tin interactive styles and content,emphasis. These added

expetiences for more varied socio-emotional and intell.?ctual
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stimulation can be Lxpacted to enhance children's

educational experiences.

For parents of children with special needs sharing the

resconsitility for teaching their children is particularly

important. Stared teachino responsibilities encourages a

shared committment and appreciation of the efforts involved

in raising a special child. It also lessens the danger that

mothers, feeling overwhelmed, overburdened, and "burnt out"

by the aoded stress of educating and managing a child with

special needs, subtly withdraw from some of their

responsibilities by atdicating their teachin4 role, thereby,

leaving their children in an educational vacuum.

,

Certainly, in these times of changing roles and family

structure it is a welcome piece of news that fathers can
..

apparently be trusted to successfully teach their own

cnildren and that if their teaching style varies somewhat

from mothers, this may actually reflect a "good mix" that

results in 3 richer educ,-,tional expelience for children.

tilx end Match, Fathers, Yotherrs, Child

vidence that a "good mix" may exist comes from the

analysis of the relaticnship between some of the behaviors

that were observed and the scores children obtained after

being taught a preecrioed block sorting task. aefore
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discussina these results it is important to remind the

rea:ir that the behaviors that were analyzed were not tested

to determine an all or none relationship. Instead, the

results of the process-product study leliect the degree of

behaviors, i.e., the relative quantity of behaviors by

dyads in comparison to the other dyads who participated in

this study. For example, the discovery that initiatory

moves by parents are neJatively correlates to the scores

their children obtained on the block sorting task (EST) test

means that parents who exhibited more of these moves, in

comparison to the majcrity of the parents, had children who

scored lower on the 1%S: tests. :t does fiat mean that all

levels of initiatory behavior by parents are unproductive.

In tact the results of the process-product study, in

general, seen LI indicate that curvilinear relationships may

play an important role in letermining the effectiveness of

many of the behaviors that were related to the children's

performance measure. Unfortunately, for this study only

linear relationships were tested.

The reader is also reminded that some of the magnitude of

the correlational rasulL for certain behaviors may reflect

significant differences between family groups. Most of

these differentiated the dyads with developmntally delayed

bays (E".!!) from tne dyads with normally developing boys

(NM') or girls (NIXO. For example, 7 of the 23 children

involved were developme-ntally delayed boys who, r3s was
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,

expected, scorzm lower on the BST tests. Furthermore, the

avallaole research (Cunningham et al., 1981; Kogan S Tyler,

1973; Shere & Kastenbaum, 1986), as well as the results from
t

tnis study, indicate that the motners of handicapped or

delayed preschoolers are more directing and controlling than

the rothers of normally developing children. Clearly these

foregone conclusions can be expected to have contributed

heavily to the finding that initiatory behaviors ty mothers

are associated with children's lower BST scores. In

addition, such instances of confounding serve as a reminder

that the cause anc effect of the observed behaviors was not

tested, and that only relationships have been established.

As can be Sen frog tIle tables which follow (Tables 75,
.

76, 77, and 76), bchavicrs that are concept.-'ally related

have been cluEtered and the behavioral patterns they

contributed to have teen identified. In keeping: with the

assumption that educational experiences influcnce more than

just the inmediate situation in which they occur, behaviors

obseived during, both the semi-structured free-play (SSFP)

and the structured blccic sorting activity (SSEST), and

durin4 both sessions (mother/child and father/child) were

analyzed to determine their relationship to the chiliren's

block smrtihi task tcst (6ST) scores.

Iables 75 and 76 indicate the coded behaviors and

identified behavioral ,...atterns of parents and their
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chilcren, respectively, and indicate the relationship of

these behaviors to the 5ST scores obtained after mothers

taught the task (C/M !1:T scores). Tables 77 and 79 provide

similar information for the behaviors related to scores

ootained after Lathers taucht the task (C/F BST scores).

Table 75

Parent Behaviors Associated with Mother/Child Block

Sorting Task Test Scores

Identified Pattern

Parents are less
assertive
esbecially mothers

Motner is nore egali-
tar:an during SSFP

Father is more
verbal

Parents are more
encoura)ing

Coded Fehavior .;

- Proportion of moves contributed
(M/SSFP)

- Initiatory moves
(M/SSFP/SBST, F/SSFP)

- Initiates ET with solicitation
(M /SSFP /SBI, F/SSFP/SPSI)

- Extra-logical moves
(M/SSFP/SBST, F/SSFP/SeST)

Draers moves
(M/SSFP/SEST, F/SES:)

Answers child
(M/SSFP)

- Initiates Els
(M/SSFP)

- Parent monologues (Input Els)
(M/SSFP)

Mother/Child dialocuos (Dyadic ET)
(M/SSFP)

Mean words per move
(F/SSFP/SBST)

Mean words per ET by F/C dyad
(F/C/SSFP/SBST)

- NOt clear Els by F/C dyad
(F/C/S5FP/SBST)

Positive rating
(M/SSFP/SFST, F/SSFP)

Positive ratino S substantive
feedr,ack (4/SSFP/Sr.:2T)
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Mother is less
critical

Mother conveys ;ore
substantive content
during .05T

Father conveys more
instructional content

during SBST

( 307

N,.
---\

- Negative rating
(M/SSF?/SEIST)

- ' negative rating .5 substantive
feedbacK (4/SSFP)

+ References to substantive
content (M/SBST)

+ Requests or provides subst.
info. (A/SEIST)

- References to substantive.
content (F/SBST)

+ Requests or provides Instr.
info. (F/SAST)

- References to instructional
content (M/S$ST)

:_s ..a

Natl. M=mother. F=.tather. C=child. SSFP=semi-
structured free-play activity. SSST=structured block
sorting task. +=positive correlation. - =negative
correlation. Q (.05.
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Table 76

Child Behaviors Associated with Mother/Child Block Sorting

Tr..,A rest Scores

2---
Identified Pattern Coded Pehavior

Child is assertive
with mother during
SSP'?

Child is verbal

Child is cooperative
with mother espec-
ially during SDST.

Cnild is less ncncom-
pliant

Child provides
diaqnostic infor-
matibn to fatner

Cnild conveys
suostantive content
Turin:, S1ST with
etner

4 Proportion of moves contributaa
(C/M/SSFP)

4 Initiatory moves
(C/M/SSFP)

+ Initiates ET
(C/M/SSFP)

+ Initiates ET with solicitation
(C/M/SSFP)

+ Mean words per move
(C/M/SSFP/SeST, C/F/SSFP/S2ST)

'ionverbal moves
(CM/SSFP)

-, Child obeys orders
(C/M/SBST)

- Initiates ET with responsea-
(C/K SSFP)

Child overtly noncompliant
(C/M/SSFP/S3ST, C/F/SSFP)

+ References 1.o skills t. Knowledge
(C/F/SSFP)

+ References to substantive content
(C/M/SEST)

+ Substantively oriented ETs
(c/M/SeST)

4 combined content Ers
(C/M/SSFP)

+ keferences to instructional
content (C/M/SEIST)

- Coitined content ETs
(C/F/SBST)

ot.a. CM:child wit mother. C/F=child with father.
SSEP=semi-strubtured tree-play activity. EEST=strudtured
block sorting task. +=positive correlation. -= negative
correlation. 2 <.05.
XT initiatf by rf.sponses indicate child changes the

topic of conversation.
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Parents' Behaviors Fssociated with Father/Child Block

S.)rting

TatA rest Scores

Identified Pattern Coded Behavior

Parent are less assertive - Proportion of moves contributed
(M/SeST)

- Initiatory moves
(M/SSFP/SBST)

- Initiates ET with solicitation
(MYSSFP)

- Extra-logical moves
(F/SSFP/SeST, M/SSFP/SBST)

- Orders opves
(F/SSFP,SBST, M/SSFP/SBST)

Mcther is more equalitar-
ian

PareD11,,are more vertal,
especially mother

Parents are more encour-
aging, especially
pother

Mother is ..ass critical

Fltr.cr conveys ,T.ore
instructional content
during SS??

Fatncr does more. 6iagno5-
tic probing luring SSE:

Answers chili
(M/SSFP)

Mother participates in ETs
(M/SBST)

+ Mother/child dialogues
(Dyadic ET) (M/SeST)

+ Mother/child Moderate ETs
(M/S3ST)

Mean words per ET by P/C dyads
(F/SSFP, M/SSFP/SCSTa)

No predominant content Fist)
(M/S3ST)

Positive ratings
(F/S3STa, M/S9ST)

+ Positive rating & substantive
feedbF.cic (M/SSFF/SBST)

- Negative rating
(M/SSFP)

- Negative rating & Substantive
feedback (M/SSFP)

requests or provides instr.
info. (F/SSFP)

References to sutstarttive
content (F/SSFP)

References to chilli s skill. &
knowledge (F/SSFP)
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Table 78

Child Behaviors Associated with Father/Child Block Sorting

Task Test Scores

g --
Ldentified Pattern

=

Coded Behavior

Chila less interactive
with mother during
SBST

Child is cooperative
with mother during
SBST

- Child monologues
(C/S/SBST)

Child obeys orders
(C/M/SB4T)

Child is less noncom- - Child overtly noncompliant
pliant (C/T/SSFP4/SBST, C/h/SBST4)

Child provides
diagnostic infor-
mation Suring SSFP

Child conveys less
instructional content
to mother during SBST

References to skills 6 knowledge
(C/F/SSFP, C/M/StFP)

- Instructionally oriented T. by C
(C/M/SBST)

Note. C/Mgchild with mother. C/F=child with father.
SSrr=semi-structured frLe-play activity. SUST=structured
block sorting task. =k;ositive correlation. -=negative
correlation. 2 (.05.
krend, 2 (.06.

As can be seen from the tables above the results of this

correlational process-lroduct study suggest that there are

indeed "good matches" of parent/child behaviors and that

certain combinations of n:other, father, and child behaviors

are more productive than others. In general mothers and

their children scem to have had a more direct impact on the

Outcome of their M/C intqractions (i.e., C/M BST scores),

than fathers, or children with fathers had on their C/F BST

scors. In fact, the F/C interactive behaviors, which had
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Note. C=chilp. M=mother. F=father. P=Parents.
S5FP=semi-structured free-play activity. Sen=structured
block sorting task. *= positive correlation. -=ne4ative
correlation. 2 <.05. . '

-Trend, 2 <.3(.)
bSyntactically and se$antically complex IT.
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occurred during the r/c interactions had more of an

influence on the outcome of F/C interaction than the F/C

interactive benaviors that had occurred immediatelyoefore

the C/F BST test.

The compatability of the behaviors can be viewed from

various perspectives to try to understand the various

combinations of influx! Ices. To begin with there are

patterns of behavior t.hich seem to have been productive

stategies regardless of i.ho actually was the parent-teacher.

For both parents a reduced level of assertiveness in the

form of ordering tnei_c children to perform or prohibiting

their actions was hell:ful. For mothers in particular

"taking over" ar "running" the interactions does not apPear

to have been helpful. '.then mothers behaved in a more

egalitarian manner, sIarj.nq rather than dominating the

dialogues and respondinq niore to their children's questions,

the children's scores After mothers, as well as, after

fathers taught were higher. Parental Encouragement and a

less critical manner ty mothers was also productively

related to tht scores elhildren obtained after each parent

taught them the task. In keeping with the content emphasis

that differentiated parental styles, when fathers fulfilled

tneir role by conveying bore of the action and task related

instractianal content., children taught by both parents

ottained higher scores. The verbal skills of parents and

their childr4n WAS also c.ouitively associated with higher
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2ST scores.

A few behaviois appQar to have less 'generalized value.

Fathers' use of dia4nostic probes during the semi-structured

activity to ascertain what their children could, or could

not do, seers to have enhanced their :1: PST scores.

Mothers' greater reliance on conveying substantive content

was only beneficial when the task specifically required

substantive knowledae.

The behaviors ty children that were associated with

better scores clearly su;oested the importance of the

child's capacity to reciprocate with their parents and to

modulate their behaviors to excomodate to the requirements

of the task at hand. For children, .engaging in overtly

noncompliant beflavior such as refusals, oppositional

behaviors, yelling, cryir,q, etc., vas a poor strategy that

. was associated with reduce.] success, regardless of which

parent was being interacted with. Furthermdre, higher C/M

and C/F BST scores were positively associated with the level

of ct:iliren's cooperation with their Lethers during the

teaching of the structured task. It is understandable that

parent-teachers would not function well with a chili who

refutes to participate during a teaching/learning

interaction. It also seems clear that the child who is more

cooperative with tbeir ,mother in a specific context

indicates lore complex interactive skills. Mot only is such
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a child willing to tie ccoperative, but he or she also knows

when it really counts. One can assume that both parents

would find such a cnild less difficult to teach.

Another productive' strategy for children appears to be

the capacity of the child to provide the parent with

diaanostic feedback, particularly while the-parent is not

concentrating on teaching a specific task. A healthy

8prink11hq of "I don't know" or "I can't do that.", when

they are not functioning as oppositional ploys, was

1,Nlsociated witn oetter scores.

Apparently it is interactively beneficial if children are

somewhat assertive with their mothers during a relatively

unstrr:tured activity. This finding demonstrates how

reciprocity may not illways be the most educationally

productive approach. Mothers, who appear to have a penchant

for taking over, apparently do not do their test teaching

with children who are not willing, or able to assert

themselves and actively participate in the interaction. The

reciordcal match of an assertive mother and a nonassertive

child is not associated with the successful outcome of a

structured teaching task. In the same,manner mothers, who

tended to be the more verbal parent, appear to have

functioned most successfully when they were interacting with

children who were elso more verbal. The ideal reciprocal

match of I talk, you listt-n -ioes not turn out to be the most
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productive format for mothers and their preschool children.

3n the other nand, interactions vith give and take, turn

taking, sharing, and vc%rbalizin9 what is happening were

productively associated with the successful outcomes of the

S3S7 task.

Content emphases, which differentiated mothers from

fathers, appear to be a sort of rola assikinment in which

parents have their distinct but complementary roles to

perform and children have to accomodate 10 these roles. The

scenario se,!ms to r.in lite this: mother does her bit as the

major conveyor of substantive content during a structured

task, father does not upsurp her role. Instead he performs

his role as the major conveyor of the instructional content

during , the semi-structured activity. The children

accomodate by Vlarinn substantive information with their

mothers Miring the structured task. When this three-wa mix

and matcn works, it is associated with higher C/M and C/F

ssr scores.

Parent-Teacher inn Child-Learner: A ease of Recigrocitz

For the most part tte behaviors of parents toward their

children seenec compatiLle with the oehaviors and skills

t,..ese cnilJren demonstr4ted. Parents and their children, to

a remarkable deome, scored unified.in their preferences for

vier al- logical tehaviorc and for topics of conversation. As
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can be seen from tables 79 is:id 80, below, the rank order of

the ooserved behaviors of parents and children, with only a

far exceptions, are identical. Furthermore, the proportions

of their behaviors that they allotcu to each type of

behavior or content reference were extremely close. the few

exceptions that did occur generally reflected differences in

the demands of their respective roles (e.g., parent-teachers

do more Questioning. child-learners So more answering) or

developsental differences (e.g.. parents, since they have

attained a higher level of cognitive and linguistic skills,

as ;tore La; gJestions and explain more than children do).

,.
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Table 79

Rank Order of Vertal-Logical Behaviors Observed during

Parent/Child Teaching/Learning Interactions.

4.

Parent Behavior

Llaaulatig EQUI

Child Behavior

.1.

Soliciting .( 44%) Responding ( 43%)
Reactinqt ( 402) React ingt ( 39k)
Structuringt ( 9%) Soliciting ( 17%)
Responding ( 7%) Nonverbal ( 16%)
r34 Question ( 5%) Structuring" ( 2%)
Nonverbal ( 1%) Tag Liestiont ( 1%)
Not Clear (.25%) Not Clear (.25%)

;:ammuni=ixe Egactime (aualtaatixt Caateat)

Providing or fequesting Providing or Requesting
Information (39%) Information (34%)

Fact-statingo (17%) Fact-stating (13%)
Definingt ( 9%) Defining (10%)
Explaining ( 3% Explaining° ( 14)

Communiptive Punctions (Instructional content)

Providing or lequesting Providing or Requesting
Information (35%) InformatiorP (2E%)

Fact-statini° (15%) Fact-statingt (13%)
Opining (15 %) Opining ( 54)
Explainingt ( 3%) Nonverbal Demo') ( 5%)
Defining° ,( 12) Definingt ( 1%)
Nonverbal Dent( 1%) Explainingt ( !.%)

=
ttenuously rtliaole category.
a unreliaole category.
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Table 80

Rank 3rde: of Content Emrhasized by Parents and their

Children During Tv-aching/Learning Interactions

Parent Behavior

Substantive Content

Child BEhavfor

Substantive Reference (763) Substantive Reference (70X)
Classification (17%) Classification (3.6%)

Oftect Attribute* (17%) Object Attribute (16%)
Spatial Relationship (13%) Spatial Relationship (11%)
Representation ( 82) Representation ( 9Z)
Numerical Relationsnip ( 6%) Numerical Relationsnipt( 5%)
Achievement ( 3%) Achievement ( 3%)

Instructional Content

Instructional Refer-
ces

81%) Instructional Refer-
ences

( 73%)

Action/Procedure ( 54%) Action/Procedure ( 49%)
Truth f. Propriety of ( 14%) Truth 6 Propriety of ( 12%)

Statement Statemene
Material" ( 8%) Material* ( 8t)
Cognitive Actions ( 5%) Cognitive Actionit_ ( 4%)
Repeated Statement ( 3%) Repeated Statement" ( 3%)
Persorit ( 1%) Person (.53%)
Statement Altered" ( 1%) Statement Altered' (.14X)
Statement Expanded" (.77%) Statement Expanded' (.13%)

Parent as Child ETs

'Instructional ( 55%) Instructional (48%)
Substantive ( 14%) Substantive (18%)
Not predominant ( 16%) Combined ( 9%)
Combined ( 15%) Not Predominant ( 8%)
Nat Clear (.50%) Not Clear ( 1%)

"Inter-rater reliability not tested.
*tenuously reliable category.
uunrol iable category.

The rank orders of the communicative functions and the

sutztantive an instructic.nal content that as discJL.sed, as
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well as the family group difference that were revealed by

this study, suggest that not only are Parents and their

chiidren in agreement tout how teaching/learning activities

are to be enacted, but that the cognitive level and

linguistic skills of the children were also being

considered. It is not possible, given the results from this

study, to determine whether parents were deliberately

modifying their behaviors to meet their children's needs.

owever, it does appear that, just as studies have shown

that mothers modify the linguistic input they provide their

young language acguiricy children (Sleason & Weintraub,

1979; Moerk, 1976; Newport, 1976; Shatz, 1979; Snow, 1977)

so, during these teaching/learning interactions, mothers and

fathers calibrated the verbal-logical behav!.ors they relied

on and the content they emphasized to match their children's

cognitive and linguistic development.

The implications of ch a finding are serious for

studies that have in the past compared groups of mothers,

whose children had different levels of cognitive or

linguistic skills, and concluded from the differences in

mothers' behaviors that the children's deficits were

encouraged by the behaviors of these mothers of the lower

functioning children. If parents do indeed try tc match

their teaching behaviors to their children's learning

capabilities, than differences between groups of parents

Wlose children test out as having even minimally different
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functional levels, (i.e., SES comparisons) may actually

indicate the use of adequate and reciprocally valid parental
u

teaching styles.

Different Children Are rot So Different

);Then one looks at the quantity f behaviors exhibited by

parents and their children, there were relatively few

differences between children from the three family groups.

For the most part the participation of parents and their

children was comparable. Those differences which were

revealed were generally directly influenced by the levels of

cognitive and linguistic skills that the children possessed.

It seems likely that the parents of MS recognized that

their children children lacked some of the essential skills

necessary for demonstrating that the prescribed block

sorting task had been successfully mastered and even for

attending to and appropriately using the toy materials.

Therefore, as has been suggested by previous studies

(Cunnintihan et al., 1981: Dailey, 1974: Kogan, Ulmberger, &

Bobmitt, 1969; Kogan & Tyler, 1973), they used some

strategies for teaching their children which were different

from those used by parents of t$('C or NDD. In general, it

5ppearS that Lecause the parents of OD9 assumed their

children could not perform adequately and because their

chilcren lid not perform in ways that would have
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contradicted that assumption, DDB received less cognitive

and lineuistic stimulation and less encouragement. In

addition, their parents, particularly their mothers, taught

in a more intrusive manner.

In terms of coenitive stimulation, parents of DDB, like

their children, provided and requested less information

about the topics they were discussing than parents and

normally developing children did. In addition, parents of

na did not provide as many positive ratings with

substantive feedback. Curing the SSFP activity, parent/DOB

dyads relied more on defining than on fact-stating or

explaining. However, during the SBST activity, while

parents of NDG and NDB increased their defining behavior to

insure that their children could explain the classification

criteria when theY were tested, parent/DOB dyads decreased

their defining behavior. Furthermore, during the SBST

activity parents of ND:.; and NDB and their children all

dramatically increased their references to those content

areas that were relevant to the prescribed task. Parents of

DDD and their children, not only increased their references

to classification tar less, but also increased their

references to topics that were less directly relevant for

understandime or performing the task (e.g., spatial

relationships). Parents of NDG and MN, just like the

middle-class mothers of normally functioning children that

Bret.hy (1970) observer, seem to have provided more specific
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substantive and task related information to their children,

a stategy which appears to have been productive, at least

for mothers.

Since the overall prozorticn of references to substantive

and instructional content did not vary as a function of

family groups and since during the SSFP activity parents

uttered more references to DDB about substantive content

than parents of MC did, it appears that the task related

specificity is what was lacking rather than substantive

information in general. It is possible that when parents of

special chili: -, feel the pressure of having immediately to

accomplish a teaching/learning task with their children,

they are less effective in imparting information than when

they are under less of a time constraint.

In any case the ability of parents to provide sufficient

relevant information to their children during the teaching

of a specific task ought to be explores further. If indeed

it were conf.1med that parents of special children offer

less rather than more sr.ecifics to their children that would

De a fruitful area for ixoviding them with new insights and

skills for teaching their children.

Since it took the iii [ longer to learn the block sorting

task rind' they were less successful in mastering it,

parent /Sire dyads E.mirtek! :;ore moves and engaged in more ETs.
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However, the proportion of moves or of ET participation for

parents of children from each of the family groups were not

significantly different from one another. In response to

their children's poorer performances and reluctance to

cooperate, parents of DO: did emit more negative ratings

than parents of NOB or NOG did.

In keeping with the delay in DOB's expressive language

skills, they and their parents user less words per move and

per ET, engaged in more ,nc1ear El's, and initiated more ETs

wita unclear moves. Developmentally delayed boys repeated

more of their parents' statements than NOG or NOB did, a

language learning stratgegy that has been related to lower

levels of language functioning (Nelson, 1973). The parents

of DDB referred to the truth or propriety of their

children's statements less often then parents of NOG or NOB

did, but since they did not repeat, expand, or alter the

statements their childli:n made any more frequently than the

parents of NDC did, it appears that they were not

deliberately trying to improve their children's language

skills.

Parents of DER intruced on their cftildren by asking them

a 9reat many more aucations and by giving them many more

orders. :t stems lihuly that the abundance of questions

directed towards DOB represent parents' efforts to maintain

and ncour34e their children's attention rather than to
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O

obtain information. Furthermore, the more frequent reliance

on monologues ty mothers of ODD suggests that they were

maKing a special effort to fill the verbal vacuum that often

exists during interactions with languaye delayed children.

The interpretations are in Keeping with observations by

Snow (1977) that mothers interacting with young children who

are not adequate conversational partners use a great deal of

redundancy and a high frequencies of questions, and with

Bridges, (1979) suggestion that adults impose conversational

constraints (e.g., more direct rather than indirect,

directives) in order to maintain ongoing interactions with

their young children (2 year olds).

Since parenos ofDDS gave them more orders they had more

opportunities to obey or disobey than NDG or NDEI has. hs a

result DM complied somewhat more often than NDG or NDB,

although this differences Was not significant. The higher

proportion of noncompliance that DOS demonstrated was

significantly more than the minimal amounts that NDG and

especially \IDS demonstrated. Looking more closely at these

rsults, and calculating the ratio of compliance or

noncompliance ty chileren to the orders their parents

emitted, revealed that the activity had an influence on

these behaviors. Durino the SIM activity the ODB were the

most disobedient, they also received the most orders. The

NOG, who also disobeyed somewhat,, were given more orders

than the NDB, thounh not nearly as many as the DDB. The

,
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NH, given the challenge of a cognitive task in a structured

context, cooperates the most and demonstrated virtually no

noncompliant betaviar jurinc that task. A finding which

should to of interest to anyone concerned with plannig

carriculams for prescaol children, Particularly since

preschool boys are often regarded as more restless and less

cooperative than Preschool girls.

since increases in parents' direct ordering were

associated with lower 5ST scores. it appears that there may

be some optimal level of direct ordering, which if exceeded

distracts from the reel obiectives of the task 3t hand.

Parents of DDE4 need' to be chade aware of the amount of

compliant behaviors' their children are indeed exhibiting and

need to be en:c,uraged to experimert with some of the more

indirect forms of uttering directives that have recently

been sr,ecified (Eroln-Tripp, 1976) and that have been

observed during mother/tc.Idler interactions (Schaffer &

Cook, 1979).

One could also M3KE a case for the fact that noncompliant

behavior by DO9, wnich uppeors to be diametrically opposed

to the efforts of parents really represent the cnild's

efforts to, within the limits of their own developmentally

delayed skills, master ,ssartive behaviors. As it appears

from the results presented, the strategy of using assertive

t&taviors is a procuctiva one for children, especially in
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interacting with their mothers. The problem for DDB is that

they have not yet mastered some of the skills reeded to

demonstrate assertivesness in more acceptable ways (e.g.,

initiating Jialogues, offering alternatives to the activity

suggested), and they are either not are of the need, ox Jo

not know how to modulate thei behavior when the cantext of

the activity required it. Therefore, they and their parents

are engaged in a canflictual dialectie relationship. The

resolution for such interactions seems to depend on whether

parents can be eelped to understand the underlying dynamics

of these interactions and on whetner their children can be

helped to master other, eore positively regarded, assertive

behaviors.

Although generally there were few differences between the

NDG and ND? dyads those tew deserve to be mentioned. It was

expected that the girls would demonstrate the greater verbal

facility that is generally mentioned in *he literature;

however, any clear verbal advantage for girls was not

evicerit from the behaviors ooserved for this study.

The content areas ttat !ECG and NDB dyads concentrated on

derinq the SSFP ecitvity diJ conform to certain usual

stereotypes. The parents and their NDB did discuss spatial

relationships, and actions or procedures far more frequently

than parents and their NIX iii. On the other hand, during

tne SSFP activity :MG 4ais and DDB dyads discussed the
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letters of the alphabet and other forms of representation

more than the 4014 dyads aid. During the sm activity NDG

and tneir parents spoke more frequently about the various

aspects of classification task tney were engaged in, a

behavior which apparently was not associated with greater

success on the EST test.

The NDE made more references to what they did or did not

know, a technique which appears to provide parents with

important diagnostic feedback.

Context Counts

A major contention of this study was that

teaching/learning interactions could only be understood when

the context in which they were viewed vas considered. As it

turned out the Lost important aspect of the total context of

the observations was tte activity being engaged in and the

degree to which th2 objectives of that activity had been

prescribed. The impact of the 'activity on tt: behaviors of

all the participants was far more pervasive than the sex or

developmental status of , the children or the sex/role of

teir parents.

A .wick perusal of Table 81 indicates that farina the

structured block sortin<, task parents became more assertive,

less ogalitarian, mon! verbal, and more demanding of their

353
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chil:iren. Although F/C dyads generally favored briefer

transaction, this was particularly so during the more

structured activity. Parents also made more use of tag

question which teem to function as attentional markers and

diagnostic probes. Children reciprocated to the changes in

their parents' behaviors during the structured task by

initiatJnq and verbalizing less, but responding and

compling more. Interestingly enough, children's overtly

noncompliant behavior also increased as parents' demands

increased.

Clearly when tLe content that had to be colmred in order

to accomplish a task, was prescribed, parents and their

children focused in. on the relevant content areas and spent

less effort on developing linguistic skills or Jiscossing

non-task related instructional issues.
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Tatle 81

Changes in Parent and Child Behavior during Two

Educational ;ctivities

= & =
SSF2 :sbserved t'ehaviors 53ST

less % of moves by Parent more
more % of moves by Chili less

less Mean 0 words per move by Parent more
less Mean 1 of words per ET by Parent more
more Mean 1 ot words per move by Child less
sox* Mean 1 of words per ET by Child less

more Nonverbal moves by Parent less
less Nonverbal moves by Child more
more Not Clcar moves by Child less

less Initiatory moves by Parent more
less ETs initiated by Parent more
more Initiatory moves by Child less
more EIs initiated by Child less
more Soliciting by Child with MothPr less
less Tag Question by Parent more

more Reactiva moves by Parent less
less Reactive moves t.lf Child (espec. with Mother) more
more Resroncim) moves by Parent less
less Res;ondinz moves by Child more
less 41)2. rebond tc Mothers solicitations more

less Orcers by Parent more
more Orcers by Child less
more Complir.ce moves by Parentt less
less Compliance moves by Childs more
less Norcomplionce moves by Child more

more Moderate r...- (4 to 7 moves) by F/C dyads less

- = =

attl The as a !Agra:V.:ant main effect for Activity for
all behaviors listed in this table ( R (.05). SSFP = semi-
structured free-play. f'.'T = structured block sortinq task.
ET;; = Quucatiorial trar.:-action sequences. Nre = mortally
davelo;ino boys.

ttenuously reliInle

Althclioh mom: of the results indicated in Taul2 61 seem

.
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very surplisino, there is little evidence that the planning

of curriculums for Preschool children, or far training their

parents as their teo^hers, tapes advantage of these

oviously manipulable benaviors in orger to further their

goals or oblectives. For e,ample, it seems tnat if a

pro;ram has as an objective intreasing the language skills

of children, on aojt_ ive of most programs for special

children clearly support, then the use of prescribed

structures tasks woulu not be advisable, horrowly

circumscribed tasks would also not be productive for

teaching children to initiate interactions or for reducing

their noncompliant oehaviars. On the other hand, if the

communication of specific content is to be emrhasized, or

parents are to be encoutoged to be more assertive with their

chiluren, then more highly structured tasks woulZ be

suitable.

Otviously prenrammatic choices are generally net clear

and simple. instead they require a thoughtful balancing and

orchestration of the particular skills and needs of family

memoers with the horAts and promises of intervention

proaams. It does seem, however, that in designing programs

far benefiting families attention should be paid to how the

activities being recommended will support behaviors that are

camr.arible with short-term program orijectives as well as

long-ter goals.
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On a methodological note, it is apparent that studies of

parent/child interactions must consider the impact of the

activities they asE participants to enaage in oefore

interpreting their results. In general, the .use of a

variety of activities whose prescrit:.1 demands vary is

essential for an adequate understanding of the range of

behaviors that parents and their children make use of.

However if the behavioral data that is Collected during

several activities is combined for analysis purposes the

results obtained could be misleading.

°Ilimmait

That mothers ane even fathers can, do, and should be

involved in teaching their own children was an assumption

which motivated this study. The goal was to observe.

describe, and compare how each parent taught their own

preschooler and to investicate how the structure of the task

before thee, the sex and/or developMental level of the

child, ani the sex/role of the parent influenced their

teacnina/learning interactions. In addition, it was doped

that it could be demonstrated that the instrumentation used

for these observations was a viable system that could be

used not only for further research, but also for evaluation

purposes.

The observations of parent/child teaching/learning
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interactions indicate that, for the most part, the behaviors

of parents towards their children seemed to be compatible

with the behaviors and skills these children demonstrated.

Furthermore, the stylistic variations that seemed to

differentiate tne teaching style and content emphases of

mothers and fathers during the two educationally oriented

activities were often complementary and directly or

indirectly related to the scores their children obtained

afte: they had teen taumht a block sorting task.

The parent/child observations undertaken for this study,

suggest that the Au cation children obtain from their

parents, elthougn more :erectly inflJenced by motner/child

interactions, are, nevertheless, also influenced by

father/enild interact ions. Furthermore, given the

opportunity, tatners cln teach their preschool children, and

they cring to such tecching/learning interactions certain

stylistic variations which could enrich the total

elucationel experience that is provided in children's homes.

ate results from this study also indicate that the

context of the interactions, i.e., the type of activity

being engaged in and the explicit and implicit objectives

that motivate sucn interactions, have a pervasive influence

on the behaviors exhibited and on the outcome on these

interactions.
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The casual ;manumit (Bellack et al., 1966), which was

modified somewhat for use in this study, needs additional

codifications in order to improve the inter-rater

reliability for coding ccrtain categories. Although it is a
,

time concuming and complex coding system, it does appear to

be suitable for use as a parent/child interaction research

and evaluation tool, particularly when content and cognitive
A

behaviors are of interest.

ZQuclasiaa

Fosterinq maximal. adequate parent/child

teaching/learn:nu interactions depends on the recognition

that riot only do parents need to learn how to modify some of

their behaviors, but that children also need to be trained

to do tneir snare to insure that such interactions will be

educationally iar:Auctiv$ and interpersonally enjoyable.

Programs designed to include parents in the enterprise of

educating their own chilaren ought to be taking advantage of
.

all of the ret:ources that are available to support and

enhance the ;pals they are working towards. Certainly

fatners represent a herotofore untapped resource that could

be productively involvva in the education of preschool

children. ; more careful consideration of the impact of the

activities planned for parent /child dyads, as well' as

t:?:Jcher/child dyads, would also be helpful,
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'.1hen they are interpreting parent/child interactions

researchers and promram evaluators have to take a less value

laden look at parent/child interactions. Before they can

evaluate the appropriateness, or the inappropriateness, of

parental teaching behaviors they must consider the match

between the child's behaviors and skills, the parent'

behaviors and skills, the types of 'ctivities engaged in,

and the objectives and coals of educational experiences.

Tie results of this study and of the literature reviewed

suggests that rarents, especially those wfto have children

who have developmental delays or are educationally

hanoicapped, noel to *et made aware that heavy doses of

behaviors that are not verbal-logical (e.g., giving orders)

are not tMicationally productive. Parents also need to be

alerted to the strengths their children possess. The

parents of developmentally delayed boys need to be helped to

recognize that their children are freeuentlf complying and

that the noncompliant behaviors which can be so irritating

can tie modified net only by behavior modification techniques

but also by carefully orchestrating how directives are

communicated. Experimentation with the use of indirect

forms of issuing urders .,ay provide these parents with means

of asserting themselves-vis-a-vis their children withoLt

hIVIT1 -10 resort to the-use of overt--controllinl- and

directing behaviors, Helping parents of delayed chiloren to

the their regJests to coincide mors aith their cnildren's
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attention and inteests and to provide their children with

more positive conments, particularly in coniaction with

substantive feecbaci., F.;:pear to be promising techniques for

tnese Parents to learn.

In addition it is important to encourage children,

especially children with, special needs, to maintain ongoing

parent/child interactions, to utilize assertive and

initiating behaviors, as well as to be able to modulate

these behaiors to conform to the demands of particular

situations. Normally develosin.: and develoosentally delayed

children also need to be trained to provide accurate

diagnostic information to their parents, so that when they

do indicate that they can not do something, their parents

can reevaluate tow they should proceed.
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AITENDIX A

Main )14 22 MAIM inaltagetffli

41) SPEAKER: Indicates source of utterance

Mau (m): Data (F): Chat (c):

(2) TYPE OF PEDAGOGICAL moms reference to function of

Rove.

Initiatory Noires

116211=02 (SU): sets context for subsequent

behavior by launching or halting-excluding

interaction

SaLkiatlag (SOL): directly elicits verbal, physical,

or mental response; coded in tyres of response

expected

1.:2grat Arno A. Pellack, Nerbert M. Kliebard,

Ronald T. liyean, and Frank L. Smith, Jr. Ig Liamas
a to uanuom (New Yorks Teachers College Press.
1966) pp. 38-40.
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Reflexive Moves

ktag280,02 (Pit): fulfills expectation of

solicitation: Leers a reciprocal relationship to

solicitation

Westin ( REA is modifies (by clarifying,

synthesizing, expanding) and /or rates (positively

or negatively): occasioned by previous move, but

not directly elicited; reactions to more than one

previous move coded REA

la 741Mat (Noe): function uncertain cause tape is

unauJible

40%

(3) SU3STANTIVE HEAPING: reference to subject matter

topic.,,

(4) SUOSTANTIVE-LOGICAL MEANING: reference to cognitive

prOcess involved in Sealing with the subject setter

under stuffy

C

Analytic Process: Proposed use of language or

established rules of logic

tialainmgineral (DU): defining characteristics

of class or term with .example of items within

class explicity given

412
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2tungszugomug (CED): object referent of

term

aellalazSemplatLxt (DEC): Idefintn9

characteristics of class or term

IaltuatIlas (INT): verbal eluivalent of a

statement. sAogan, aphorise, or proverb

Empirical Process: sense experience as criterion of

truth

Eta (FAC): what la, vss, or vill be

'without explanation or evaluation; account'.

report, description, statement of event or state

of affairs.

Stalainiaa (XP:. )s relation between objects.

events, orinciplesi conditional inferences

'cease-effect: explicit comparison- contrast;

statement of principles, theories or laws

Evaluative Process: set of criteria os value system as

basis for verification

gglam (32N): Personal values for statement of

policy, judgement or evaluation of event..? idea.

state of affairs: direct and indirect evaluation

included

(JUS): reasons or arlument for 2r



348

against opinion or judgement

(S) NUMeER OF LINES Ire 3 AND 4 ABOVE...

(6) .INSTRUCTIONAL MEANINGS: reference to factors related to

classroom management

Entrial (MAT): teaching aids and instructional

devices

Lesion (PER): person as physical object or

personal experiences

Prmedum (PRC): a plan of activities or a course

of action

Italement (STA): verbal utterance, particularly

the meaning, valiaitY, truth or propriety of eh".

utterance

121112g1 REM= (L3G)r function of language or

rule: of lovic; reference to definitions or

arguments, but not presentation of such

Aciiaa:Gmatral (ha): performance (vocal, non-

vocal, coonitives or emotional) the specific

nature of which is .uncertain or complex

Actiom-Vocal (ACV): physical qualities of vocal

action



taiL212/11/11cal (ACP): physical movement or

process

a21lan:c2apitly1 (4CC): cognitive process, but

not the Language or logic of a specific

utterance: thinking, knowing, understanding,

listening

Action-Emulonal (ACE): emotion or feeling, but

not expression of attitude or value

Lamm dechenlo (LAN): the rules of grammar

and/or usage

(7) INSTRUCTIONAL-LOGICAL MEANING: reference to cognitive

8

processes related to the distinctly didactic verbal

moves in the instructional situation

Analytic Process: see (4) above

atliaLmignexal (DM

VILLIILas:Csaaotlys (DED)

Winias:ceaulallat (DEC)

IaLuattilas (INT)

Empirical Process: see (4) above

Eaci Itailau (rAc)

EWALD/mg (xPL)

415



evaluative Process

ukulaus (OPN): see (4) above

amaillaina (JUS): see (4) above

Rating: reference to metacommuntcation

usually an evaluative reaction (SEA)

taatag (PCS): distinctly affirmative

evaluation

&Mulcts (A:M): mild or equivocally positive

evaluation

agagalLas (I PT): implicit positive evaluation

when statement (STA) is repeated by another

speaker: also for SOL to repeat vocal action

(ACV)

(4A1.): explicit reservatiO0 stated

in evaluation: exception

Ngt Asiutilno (NAD): evaluation which 'rejects

by statinc the contrary; direct refutation or

correction excluded

matin (HLr,): distinctly negative evaluation

biliistgaitsitsin (PON): SOL requesting

positive or negative evaluation

AllptiggOOt. 4=1M./ (AON): .SOL 3skinq to

permit or not permit procedure or action

Extralogical Process: SOL expecting physical action or

when Ioyical nature of verbal response capnot be

416



determined

leonLins (pm: asking,' demanding, explicit

directive or imperative

2liecting ( CIF): SOL with or without stated

alternatives: 'asking f2r 4rective, not

permission for.specific action

ZUCIII (NCL): extra-

logical process involved not clear

(0) NUMBER OF LINES IN b ANA 7 ABOVE

Each pedag2gical move is coded as follows:

IMwirMemme.M.M...

(1) Speaker

(2) Type of.FedaMogical Move

(3) Substantive Meaning

(4) Substantive-Logical Meaning

(5) Number of Typescript Lines in (3) and (4)

(6) Instructional Meanino

(7) Instructicnal-Looical Meaning

(8) Nutter of Typescript Lines in (6) and (7)
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Descriptions of and Rationales for Modifications of

the Columbia.Instrument

40441174LLaat al, the usdanaLcal asxs Lanai

Since part cf our sample consisted of children whose

expressive language .development was delayed, we were

. particularly' concerned about any possible nonverbally

expressed moves. Although we did have video tapes of our

observations we did not routinely use them for coding as

Neujanr (1976) had done. Therefore his modification for

coding, the presentation mode of pedagogical moves (e.q.

speaking; gesturing, writing, etc,) could not be adopted.

Instead subscripts were edde4 to the pedogogical move codes

in order to indicate : (1' when a move had been clearly,

nonverbal, or ( 2 ) when a verbal move had been

incomprehensible due to poor articulation or to the

incomplete or inaccurate syntax of the utterance. Had ve.

not added these subscripts, the reciprocity of the

interactions between the developmentally delayed children

and their parents would have been greatly distorted.

In 1977 we learned of some ongoing research which was

similar in some ways to our own endeavors (Weintraub; note

2). The initial retorts of that research (Gleason 6

Weintraub, 1979) indicated that their measurement of taq

questions. i.e. questions which follow stateient and ask for
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some form of cohfiraaticn (e.g. Thatesia nice game, isn*t

it?), had been productive in demonstrating differenceS

between the verbal behavicr of mothers and fathers. In

a4dition we were aware that tag questions by children could

be utilized as an indication of the development of their

language acquisitions skills (Cazden, 1972; Frown &

1964). Since this study focuses on describing and comparing

parents as teachers of normally developing and

differentially developing children, and on the interactions
t

between the observed behaviors of these parents and their

children, it was-decided to furthersiolily the coding of the

pedagogical move facet y adding a subcategory, for coding

the c:murrances of tag questions, under the major category

of waoliciting".

ModiLlgatigns of, ivthe sutstaute meanings facet.

is opposed to teacher/pupil interactions, the subject

matte; that parent/child dyads referred to could not be

narrowly defined'in academic terms. Therefore, we found it

necessary to leveloP cur own categories for coding the

subtantive topics ,beinq discussed. Using a Piagetisn

framework is a theoretical foundation (Piaget, 1952, 1955.

1962) categories were created which refleqtel ideas that had

been assimilates while reading Brown (1973). Edwards (1973),

Flavell (1963) Famii (1571,1972), !Sakai andDeVries (1977),

ganli and Penn (2968), and Yarrow et al. (D68/1973). All
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of these researchers bed been influenced by Plaint, were

concerned with children's cognitive development, and with

the specific concepts and skills that young children acquire

and can express. The substantive-meanings categories of the

observation system used to investigate parent/child

interactions were specifically developed for this study.

Hopefuli they will prove useful for other studies that are

focusing attention on the development of younger children in

non-academic situations. (See anti gL mini& chapter

,*2 for categories and .operational definitions.)

Uediticalina 2L tba Euktintimkaal mann Coed.

Eight logical meaning subcategories which described the

communicative functions of moves, are provided in the

original Caluatli baiumul. These behavioral

subcategories are classified as manifestations of either

analytic, empirical, Or evaluative cognitive processes. If

the topic referred to in a move is substantive, then one of

the eight logical meaning categories describes the

communicative function associated with that substantive

content. Under the original, system these functions were

coded as the associated "substantive-logical meaning". Zf

tae content of a move is instructional (i.e., has

"instructional meaning"), then one of these same eight

logical meaning categories is coded to accurately describe

the "instructional - logical meaning" (i.e., the communicative
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function) of that move.

My experiences interacting with younger children in

teaching situations led me to believe that parents and

children would not only brestnt content by defining, fact ,

stating, explaining, etc. but would also use the technique

of demonstration. Therefore, I added tyo subcategories for

coding the communicative function of: (I) demonstrations

that were accompanied by verbal expresiions which elicited

attention and/or provided,information (e.g., ISee this block

is taller", "Now. I'm coin:; to put the red block on top.")

and (2) demonstrations that were accompanied by no

verbalizations or by verbalizations that, only elicited

attention (e.g., Now watch this.!').( These behavioral

subcategories were labeled tettallE '_-dgmonstratina asd''

nambilly leDmillmla; respectively. Both Of these

subcategories were classified under the "empirical process".

category.

In order ti efficitatly 1n ;ut data on tapes via the

computer it was necessary to eliminate some of the

subcategories that rarely occurred and/or that could easily

be subsumed under broaler and more frequently occuring major

categories. For this reason, although the actual coding

procedure did utilize all of the logical-meaning categories

from the original CsluAbia Inlifuseal.. for the recorded.

computerized data "denotative" and wconotativew defining
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were not itesized as s!parate subcategories, nor was the

rarely occurrins "interpreting" subcategory. All three are

recorded as examples of car "analytic process. and considered

as instance, the communicative function of defining in a

general sense. Justifications which did not involve

explanations were extremely rare and therefore were entered

with opinions as instances of evaluative processes.

Zr. addition to the modifications lust described-further

changes were made in the "instructional logical seining*"

and "extra-logical meanings" facets. These alterations and

additions are described in the appropriate sections below.

titaULLGaiing QL4 a inaitualitanaltaftaiinal tacit

Although all of thy: original 'Instructional meanings"

categories were retained for the actual coding of'the data

certain additions and modifications were Introduced.

Research on early language acquisition has focused heavily

on tne issue of how language is acquire.: (crown, 19731

Zhomsky, 1972: Zduards, 1973L McNeill, 1970: Plaaet, 19551

Vyautsky, 19318/1962).' Researchers have debated and

investiaated whether parents teach children language

indirectly through modeling speech for the child and through

modifying their own ech to accomodate to the cocnitive

developcent of their children, or whether they teach

lenguaoe more directly by expanding and correcting
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children's utterances (Srown 6 Bellugl, 1964; Berko-Gleason,

1977; Casden, 1972; Levis 6 Freedle, 1973; Neson,

Carskadden. S Vonvilli4n, 1973; 3ewport, Gleitsan 6

31eitman, 1977; Fhillips, 1913; Snow, 1972). In 1964 Brown

and Bellugi suggested that children's early repetitions of

mother's utterances were systematic transformation

reductions that reflected constraints on length Unit were

similar to children's constraints for all intellectual

operations during the stage of development they observed

C.A. one to tvo). They indicated that reduced repetitions

by children are a source for extracting certain of the

syntactical aosrenesses children already possess. In

addition, they suggested that expansion transforFations by

mothers could be regarded as a parental technique thtt has

the potential to be an effective teaching strategy for,

promoting. childrens suareness of certain syntactic and

semantic aspects of the language they are learning. Cazden.

(1972) had tried to demonstrate the effectiveness of adult

expansions of children's utterances through a controlled

experiment; however, her effort was not successful.

61theugh 3evport. Gleitm.n, and Gleitman (1977) and 4elson

(1973) have demonstrated some relationships between adult

expansions and certain aspects of children's language

acquisition, there is still no clear documentation of

precisely how parental expansions affect children's langoage

acquistion (Brown, 1973), Furthermore the possible

reiationship of repetions, expi.nsions, and alterations to
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tae cognitive knowledge acquired by young children has not

been systematically Investigated. It appears that these

,linguistic behaviors' could be Useful as teaching/learning

techniques; and that furthermore, eftorts to describe and

compare their occarance during parent/child interactions

would prove enlightening. Therefore, I added some

subscripts to tip. category for coding references that are

made to previous statements (STA). These subscripts are used

to indicate when a speaker's NOVO consists Oft (1) 4

repetition of trip other speaker's utterance, (2) an.

expansion with a repetition of the , other speaker's

utterance, or (3) a rewording of the Other speaker's,

utterance which alters the meaning of that utterance. Table

412 presents soxe examples of these categories and their

apparent functions.

Table 62

Some Examples'of Repetittoni, EXpaniions, d A' talons 3f
ti

Statements Ltccurring Curing Parent/Child Inter tions and
.

Their Apparent Funttions

ssaalssesSstasiessess**sussassusssestsirassassesszsaussaanssess

LesIiIiaal Ma tadgum miasma
referrin; to colored
strips of clay)

Cs Strips.
Ns Strips.

F: What color?
Cs Doh reh.
Fs ked. Red.
Cs Eels.

&MEW Malian

An exact repetition
which implicitly confirms
the pronunciation and
mvanine of a statesent.

A repetition which aodels
correct pronounciation, and
Implicitly confirms the
meaning of a statement. '
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N: Fill in the yellow
ones.

Cs Fill in.

.C: at yahloah.
F: Yellow. oaky.

C: Here's a Pyramid.
th A pyramid?
Cs Yeah.

Ms We need these things.
C: Yeah, we need.

F: Nov. what's tnis here?
. Cs Here.

taiia42as

C: id0 boats
F: Yeah. there's two

boats. right

1: Don't you want to maks=
something?

Cs Yeah. A houOt.
. 'M: You wants mike a nause?

C: Yeah.

Fectagle.
N: A rectangle.

Altealions

399

F: What do you wants ploy
with? What havd we 'llof
here?

Cs Play. (pause) Toys.
Fs Yeah, they got a bunch of

toys here.

A reduced repetition

accommaning compliance with
an action directive.

A repetition which models
correct pronounciation and
explicitly confirms the
meaning of the statement.

A repetition that asks for
confirmation of the
accuracy of-the statement
as it was understood.

A reduced repetition that
explicitly confirms the
accuracy of the meaning
of the statement.

A reduced echolalic
repetitions.

An expansion which models-
more complete syntactical
structure and explicitly
confirms the accuracy of
the meaning of the statement.

An expansion which models
more complete syntactical
structure and asks for
confirmation of the
accuracy of the statement
as it was understood.

An expansion which models
core complete syntactical
structure and implicitly
confirms, the meaning of
the statement.

An alteration with an
explicit confirmation
and additional meaning
proviJed.

C: referring to Picture in An alteration to correct
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a bock)
F: Rh yeah. Teapot or a

kettle.
Zs A kettle.

- Cs Red light means.slow.
F: Red light leans stop.

Cs {referring to a pile of
blocks)
!hot don't get to fell
off.

M: No, they won't fall
off.

and model vocabulary.

An AltAration to correct
meaning an an implicit
negative rating.

An alteration to correct
and model syntactical
structure and an explicit
confirmatioe of the meaning
of a negatively
phrased.statement.

s====is====saisz==sa==vassamanwasseumimeassays===ssitessz=sesms

As is apparent from' the table above, repetitions,

expansions, and alterations of other speaker's statements

have a variety of apparent functions. It appears that Mese

references to speaker's previous statements all function on

two levels. On the first level they provide immediate

linguistic reinforcement, one participant gets to hear all

or part of what they just said repeated while the other

participant gets to practice the utterance by repeating it.

On another level these behaviors provide syntactic and

semantic feedback by implicitly or explicitly agreeing or

disagreeing with the statLtment being referred to.

Since there was only one instance of specific references

to nal:wage atchanics" (out of the 26,295 moves) and no

reference to "logical process" these categories were

eliminated when the data entry system as programmed.
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References to "action-vocal" and "action-emotional" were

relatively infrequent and therefore, for data entry

purposes, coded instances were subsumed under the "action-

general" "'category. Although there were relatively few

'references to "action-co?nitive" we Aid include ii as a

separate category wnen we entered our data. Since our focus

is on behaviors that may relate to cognitive development we

felt that any references to cognitive processing per se

might prove of interest.

The category of wassi4nments" was not relevant in the

context of our stedy and therefore it was not utilized.

It became apparent, during the coding phase, of this

investigation, that discriminating between the categories of

"action-physical" and "procedure" was prcbleidatic and often

arbitrary since moves frequently combined a specific

reference to a physical action with a procedural fact (e.g.

"So, I givi them to you ? "). Therefore although we did try

to code these 34 sePerate categories and included them both

in our data entry system, we combined them for the

reliability stady because they were to be combined for the

actual analysis of the data.

2211Lications os

facet.

1ht2 matlikAlenaLlesisal ntolasa

927
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As was previously mentioned (see modifications of

suestantive-logical meanings section), categories for coding

all forms of defining and interpreting were entered in the

computer as instances of an "analytic process".

Justifications which did not include -explanatiOns were

included with opinions as an instance of an *evaluative

process*. Requests for a positive or negative evaluation

were also considered instances of Opining. Two

subcategories for coding nonverbal and verbal demonstrations

were added to the set of subcategories which were subsumed

under the "empirical process* category.

Initially we had followed the original rating categories

and coded instances of Doti mildly positive ratings of

"admitting," and *repeating*. We had also coded mildly

negative ratings as "not admitting*, and ratings which

indicated reservations as "qualifying". Although they had

both used these categories for coding, Bellack et al, (1966)

and Neujahr (1976) had reported that these categories were

relatively rare, For purposes of analysis they had both

c:alapsed the larger set of rating categories. Into two more

cooprehensive subcateeories called positive and negative

ratings, Foilowing tt.ir example, and to simplify the data

entry process and the analysis of our data, we recorded

coded instances of *positive*, *admitting*, or "repeating*

ratings as positive ratings, and instances of "negative",

*not admitting", anC *gualifyine" ratings as negative



ratings. A subcategory was added for coding evaluatory

reactions and responses that were neither positive nor

negative and it was labeled neutral ratings (e.g. "oh", !is

that so ").

NlitiedIlau asimUesical mtailasa asa.

Two extra-logical meaning categories were included as a

subset of the instrJctional-logical meanings facet in the

original instrurient. In coding the extra-logical meaning of

moves I found that Neujahr's (1976) expansion of this

section of the instruzent was essential for accurately

reflecting the behaviors observed when parents interacted

4

with their preschoolers. Furthermore, I believe that the

behavioral categories vhich he added are particularly

relevant when the interactions being observed involve

developmentally delayed children or toddlers. The coding

categories incorporated from Neujahr were "permitting a

performance", "prohibiting a performance" "prescribing a

repetition", "seeking ,.- rmission ", "compliance", offering an

"alternative.' and "non-compliance". The original two

categories of "perforping" and "directing" which were

provided for in the Caluctia jaaLuseut (aellack et al.,

1966) were retained: however, we found Neujahr's operational

definitions more useful and therefore relied on those in the

final draft of the codino system that was utilized for this

stuc:Y.
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During the coding phase it became apparent that two more

categories for infrequently occurring, but nevertheless

meaningful behaviors, were necessary; therefore, two

categories were added; one for coding ',teasing" or "joking"
44-.11%0 4

behmior, and one for coding "word play".

r2dificall.291. 91 1E20102 U.5121

Bellack teal. (1966) have developed a construct they

called "teaching cycles". These cycles are determined by

combining sequences of pedagogical moves according to

prescribed rules. "A teaching cycle begins either with a

structuring move or witn a soliciting move that is not

preceded by a structuring move. A cycle ends with a move

that preced'es 3 new cycle" (p.19). Using this procedure, 21

types of teaching cycles are identifed; twelve of these are

initiated by structuring moves and nine are initiated by

soliciting moves.

Initially the Plan for this study was to follow Bellack

et al.'s procedures and to describe and compare the teaching,.

cycles that occurred when parents taught their children.

Two problems developed which made this original Plan seem

ill advised. To begin with, the inter-rater reliability

stay (see lattmda mad tuacaluLau chapter) demonstrated that

structuring moves were tenuously reliably coded for

parents and were unrelizbly coded for children. Under these
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circumstances, using structuring moves to determine the

boundaries of teaching cycles seemed unjustifiable.

Furthersore, te perusal of the actual data and soee

preliminary efforts to parse the moves into teaching cycles

emphasized the fact that the construct of teaching cycles

was logically related to the game analogy that Bellack at

al. had adopted from Wittgenstein. The game analogy focuses

attention on uncovering discourse 1.21t2 and on determining

the ults *f the players. From the beginning, the game

analogy had not been very appealing to me and as I reviewed

the actual typescripts ani the teaching cycles that could be

established it became increasingly clear that, while this

system for chunking moves into larger sequences was

feasible, it did not do justice to the underlying dynamics

of the interactions. Using teaching cycles insured that

parents would be sescribed as predominantly enacting the

initiatory role Acause they made a larger proportions of

the move, particularly the structuring and soliciting

moves. For a game analogy this preponderant behavior could

be consideredas-. imdicaZi-ve_of. tbe_ralative... ..

power and control that was being exerted by each player. In

reality however, within the context of parent /c7ild dyadic

interactions, structuring and soliciting moves did not

necessarily initiate shifts in the focus of the dialogues.

my interest in tne facilitation ,of cognitive development'

during teaching interactionc turned my attention to the
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Impact of the content that was being discussed by the

parent/child dyads. It tecame-clear that sequences of moves

could also be logically separated by considering the shifts

in the content areas that are being discussed. Frequently

tne shifts'in the content area under discussion are not

initiated by structuring or soliciting moves: instead a

reacting or a responding move could, deliberately or

accidentally, redirect the discussion and focus it on a

different content area. For example, a Parent might be

explaining the attributes, of an object and in.....doing:so_ailt___2____

the child to identify a particular attribute. the child

might nct respond as expected, but instead offer information

about the object's o'ineret, its location in'space, etc. In

fact the child might not respond to the question at all and

instead right comment on some other aspect of the ongoing

dyadic interaction. In both cases the parent would

generally, at least temporarily, engage in 3 dialogue about

the new content area that the child had introduced. If

teaching cycles are considered as the unit of analysis such

an interactional pattern would be credited as a totally

parent initiated cycle. On the other hand, if the content

area shift concept was utilized to determine the sequential

patterns of the dyadic i teraction, then the child's

contribution, although coded as a responding or a reacting

move, would be credited as initiating a new content bound

cycle.

4)2
.
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Preliminary efforts to compare the actual sequential

Patterns determined by teaching cycles and by a content

shift approach, using the actual data that had been

collected, indicated that many of the 'boundries would be the

same. Then the boundries differed, the content area shifts

procedure provided a more accurate reflection of the roles

of the players in determining the cognitively oriented

aspects of the dialogue; the teaching cycles approach

provided a more accurate reflection of overt efforts to

________control.the interactions. particularly _Nhaa_parents_w

interectini with, their .:evelopmentally delayed yoonosters.

Two examples of dialogue are provided to .demonstrate and

contrast each of thy: approaches for determining the

sequential patterns* that occurred during an educationally

oriented activity.

I2aching g/c12 11 Contot Shift al :04111.(1
M: You know what this looks M/SOL/SYM/OEF/-/-/08

like to me?

Laddlina
C: What? C/SOL/SYM/VEF/-/-/01

4: An airport with air Tower M/RES/SYM/DEP/-/-/10
control, air traffic control building.

C: Right. C/REA/SYM/-/STA/POS/01

Init./ma Cult L Cogent shut ia

Cs Why don't you put something C/STR/DOS/DEM/ACP/PRF/11
in here, and like, lite this one.

4: That's very good. .M/REA/D7U-/ACP/POS/04

Ilactla2 Cxat 111.
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C: hay now you get in there C/SOL/OD3/-/ACP/PRF/10
and put something different.

Ms Alright. 4/RES/DOG/-/ACP/CPL/01

". Ckay. r/gwe /003/-/ACP/POS/01

Content Shin 13

M: Let's see, if you put two 4/REA/ORWFAC/R2P/DEM/15
together of these triangles we
get a sluare.

0
C: Yup. C/REA/0AG/-/STR/POS/01

Mi ELue and white, 1/REA/0AG/FAC/-/-/03

Icastina crilt Al

!Mss Right?

C: Yup.

14/S-OL-T73-VG-P;Isninvor-----

C/PES/0AG/-/STA/P0S/01

Eufaula 2

Itastina QX211 11 , stilt 11 Coding

F: What's that, clay? F/SOL/0RG/DED/STA/PON/04

Yeah. C/RES/0113/-/-/SIA/POS/01

Tuacaina =la LZ CgaLen IbiLl 12

F: Well, what do you wanna F/SOL/REP/DEF/PRC/DIR/06
make?

Content shut 12

Uh. (pause) Got these all C/REA/SDR/-/MAT/TRC/05
at school.

Itastiaa crest 12

F: Well, why don't you play
with those?

F/SOL/-/-/MAT/PRF/00

CC141.141. WALL LL

C: Meses 3 lot. C/REA/NOS/FAC/M4r/-/04

F: I Know there's a lot. F/REA/N3S/-/STR-R/POS/06
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Since deteraining teaching cycles was largely der.enaeht

on the coding of structuring moves, (which had. not been

founa to be adequately reliable), and because they did not

adequately reflect the cognitively oriented aspects of the

dialogues, the plan to analyze the data in terms of teaching

cycles was abandoned, Instead a new procedure. for

determining sequential patterns in the interactions was

develo ;ed and the sequential patterns isolated by this

procedure were labeled elucatinal Irmactin. 4 computer

program based on a rule system for analyzing content shifts

was developed so that sequential patterns could be

determined through the use of the computer program.*

Eellack et al. had used two types of teaching cydles,for

their analysis, In order to determine the "possible

patterns for peeacogical moves and how they are distributed

in the data" (p.193), they first considered teaching cycles

In.terms of their formal order. They stated that "formally

ordered teaching cycles... represent a logical

reconstruction cf the discourse rather than a recapitulation

of the precise order in which the pedagogical moves were

made" (t*llack vt al., 1966, p.197) In some instances

responses and reactions did not immediately follow

solicitations or structurin9s, but did refer back to then

311 Neply indebted to Jock Davis,Coordihator of A(

technical support, of the Center for Social Inquiry, at the
University of Connecticut, at Storrs for developing the
computer program that made this analysis possible.

'I
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after another complete cycle had Intervened. In order to

maintain the integrity of the first temporally aborted

cyile, the initiatory moves and the subsequent.,, though not

directly suceeding reactive moves were considered as one

cycle, and the instervening cycle was considered as a

separate cycle. Strict adherence to temporal order. was

relinquished in order to preserve the logicil structure of

the verbal interchange. The rate, source, and types of

patterns Of these formally ordered teaching cycles were then

analyzed.

The second approach that bellack and his associates

utilized mas based on the temporal order of the teaching

cycles. This was' done so that a Markov chain procedure
D

could be used to detemine the probabilities that certain

types of teaching cycles mignt influence the type of

teaching cycles that immediately followed them. "Temporally

ordered teaching cycles" (p:284, like the formally ordered

teaching cycles, needed some modifiying so that certain

embedded minor cycles could be included within the larger

cyclical patterns. Pellack et al. referred to these

instances as *augmented cycles" (p.285). The three minor

cycles that were incorporated within the augmented

temporally ordered teacning cycles were: (1) cycles which

solicited s repetition, (2) cycles which directed a

performance. and (3) cycles whose figmtion was to clarify or

expand the larger cycle. These temporally ordered cycle,
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were then sequentially analyzed through the use of a $arkov

matrix for each of three dilensionst (1) who initiated the

cycles, (2) the type of logical meaning of the 3311a-tint;

move within the cycle" (p.211), and (3) the type of cycle

pattern. out of the 21 possible teaching cycles that could

occur.

Problems with minor cycles that should logically be

included within the larger cyclical patterns were also

encountered in the dataitollected for thisL study, and

therefore two of tte augmentation rulii developed by

Bellack et al. were included in the computer program that

parsed the educational transactions. Embedded minor cycles

4
were be incorporated into the large *_ content bound cycles if

they: ,(t) functioned to elicit a repetition or (2)

functioned to direct a performance. This second rule was

further modified in order to make it possible .to include.

along with a "directing a performance" move, any ',nonverbal

demonstrations*, "evalutione", or relevant "extra logical

process" moves that imnediately followed the directing'of

the performance move. or example, a parent might first

explain the goals or method for performing a task, then ask

the child to perform the task, and then either ask the child

to agree to perfora, or reprimand the child for not

performing the task. The latter two parent moves and the

ti

child's responcing moves would be coded as not naving

substantive meaning, and therefore, would appear to
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represent a new cycle. Since the parental request to

perform, the chili's agreement, or refusal, to perform,

and/or the parents' rating of the child's behavior are all

moves eabediel in the context of directing' a performance,

they are treated as an embedded minor cycle taat augments a

lamer cycle.

a
Special instances which required that the augmentation

rules be applied to educational transactions rule were

relatively rare in the dsta collected for this study. This

finding is in keeping with the report by &Mack at el. that

augmented teaching cycles Recurred infrequently in their

data. It spacers that in the future these special instances
8

of eaheddesi minor 'cycles could be taken into account by

Introducing certain modifications in the procedures for

coding at the sove level. and that the rules for augmented

or embedded cycles could then be *omitted.

Below are two brief examples of the use of the special

rules for incorPoratins certain minor cycles within larger

cyclics1 patterns.
9

gimale rule mitt as ea tided &situ LPL a
1122111140 eXat.

F: Well? Vow what...? Do P/S019/0kG/FAC/SCP/PON/04
you notice something different?

Cs What? .C/SOL/-/-/STA/A30/01

Ft gha. what's tIlffemnt F/SOL/WWWFAC/-/-/08
about the blocks you 1.9430?
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C: Longs, long. Lone. long. C/RES/OAG/DEF/-/-/02
long. (child is pointing to blocks)

EXAlua 2; A dliastins a =Malan czal Eliti an
lantana &Alga i121: and =alum austataL L2 caLtaxa gran.

M: Nov, let's put this in MISTR/C3P/-/PRC/FAC/17
one, and we'll try and find WSOL-T/-/-/PRC/PON/01
others that match it. Okay?

C: Alright. C/RES/-/-/ARC/POS/01

. After the educational transactions (ET) had been

established, they were analyzed to determine. the relative

poportions of transactions in terms of: (1) who initiated*.

the Er, (2) how many coves were included in the ET, and (3)

what was the predominant type of content that was referred

to in the Er. (For a complete description of hoa the

content orientstionand duration of educational transactions

was determined see section on gducatlonal Tansactins in

haIllads arid Erna-duxes, chapter 3.)

ndiaicAIWEE 2L MAU a IlDtl-

Children in the preschool age group observed for this

study tend to produce relatively sparce verbal utterances.

Bellack et al. (1966) cc:led the number of typescripted lines

per move and used this , mepsure for making certain

quantitative coeparisons. Since alaOst all of the

children's ?oyes were "zne liners" this form of seasuring

the Quantity of languaut would have been misleading, and

moue it impossible to compare the complexity or quantity of
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language which the children produced. Therefore I chose to
0

count the actual number of words spoken end to. make

quantitative comparisons based on the average number of

wards Per move (MI.M), a construct touch is basically-

analayous to the mean number of words per utterance (MLU).

The 'tU is a measure generally considered to be'useful for

estimating children's language development (Brown. 1973;
,

cazden, 1972). (The rule system we utilized for counting

words was essentially the same as that used by Gleason and

Weintraub (note 2) and can be. found in Appendix B.)



APPENDIX 5

. SYSTEM FOR THE ANAL:SIS OF PARENT/CHILD INTERACTIONS

Stleallas t iarmarlarc =swat= State'

An observation system that would be appropriate for use

in this study had to focus on the cognitive dimensions of

teacher/learner behaviors. The selection of the system was

guided by specific criteria and vas the final result of a

previously undertaken comprehensive survey of available

observation systems-(Kann,1976). Taking the admonitions of

critics of previously conducted observation studies to heart

(Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Rosenshine r Furst, 1973), it was

decides to utilize an instrument whose reliability and

valid y had been established. To minimize the difficulties

fre4cently encountered in observational studies the

instrument selected had to be suitable for coding all the

observed verbal behaviors in mutually exclusive categories

that required only limited inferences by the coders (Dunkin

Biddle, 1974; Herbert 6 ;ttridge, 1975; Medley 6 Mttzel,

1963). rn addition thf: coded data had to be recorded in a

fora that would- 4e-at4roora4s--tar--the--iratezactima____444)___

sequential analyses that were planned. In order to

tacilitate future replication's and longitudinal comparisons

415
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the instrument had to be suitable 'or use with various aqe

groups and in a variety of educational situations. The

relationships that were to be expldred were complex and the

observations that were going to be ma:e had nct Piviously

been made in a similar manner. Since there was no body of

research from which tc extract the salient observable

behaviors it was necessary to select a fairly comprehensive'

system that could subsequently be simplified for practical

applications (Nyman, 1974; Karnes & Teske, 2975). With

these criteria in mind the WiLatiA (Bellack,

Kliebard, Hyman, and Smith, 1966) was selected.

The columpla asiLument was developed to code the verbal

behaviors of teachers ana pupils in secondary schools wnile

they acre pursuing a specific subject area. It has been

replicated in various countries, with different aqe groups

who were studying a variety of subjects under varying

educational circumstances (Lunuren, 1972; Powell, 1971:

Neujahr, 19764 Bellack, note 1). The reported reliability

of the instrument is high and process-product relationships

have been successfully investigated. Using the data

collected by Eellack end his associates, Furst (1967)

demonstrated that certain of the observed teacher behaviors

were related to the pupil achievement measures. In addition

Neulati4 (1376) --4-aumdt-Ut_tite_banam_ints_he_Abserm.ad_ in

different classrooms were related to the subject matter, and

to tte structure end deal:, of the lessons he had observed..
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The conceptualization of eellack's observation system was

heavily influenced by the philosophy of language espoused by

Wittgenstein (1958) in his later writings. Wittgenstein

developed a "game" metaptor because the "languaoe game", as

he viewed it, had in common with all games the fact that its

form and structure was dependent upon the context in which

it was occurring and on the function it was to serve. Re

viewed language games as consisting of the words and

accompanying actions that are a part of a particular

communicative effort (Malcolm, 1967). Wittgenstein (1959)

had stated that the meaning of sentences could only be

comprehended by describing their "use". For Wittgenstein it

was only in context that meaning could be derived.'

In keeping with these philosophical ideas, Eellack et al.

(1966) conzeptualized the linguistic discourse occurring in

classrooms as a particular type of language game. He and

his associates developed their observation system, the

Columbia Instrument, to classify the observed discourse so

that the rules and player roles for the classroom language

game can bo specified.

' This same perspective has been supported by the research
of Lois Bloom (1970) and is presently acknowleaged by most
researchers who are invcsti4ating early language acquisition

(grown, 1973).
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For the casima Instrunn, the *pedagogical move* is

the basic unit of analysis. Each pedagogical move consists

of one or more utterances by a speaker, categorized in terms

of its linguistic form. The linguistic form of teach

"pedagogical move" is classified as being either

"...structuring, soliciting, responding, or reacting." The

subject matter or content of each move is further classified

in terms of its: (1) *substantive meaning" (i.e., the

subject matter or substantive content that is being referred

to), (2) "substantive-logical meaning" (i.e, the

communicative function of any move that explicitly referi *to

substantive content, (3) "instructional :leaning* (i.e.,

references to nonsuostantiwe content such as the management,

assignments, or prbcedures of the class or its individual

members), and (4) "instructional - logical meaning" (i.e., the

communicative function of any move that explicitly refer to

instructional content).

Bellack et al. (1966) also investigated sequences of

pedagogical moves. They identified 21 different sequential

patterns, which tney labPlled "teaching cycles". These

cycles were then analyzed to determine s (I) the rate of

cycles (i.e., the number of cycles per minute), .(2) the

initiator of the cycles, and (3) the types of cycles, (i.e.,

Arno A. nellae.:, Horof,rt M Kliebard, Ronald T. Hyman, and
Frank L. Smith, Jr. Ihe Lansgaoe ,f th2 Classroom (New
YorK: :eachers College tress, 1966) pp. 15,16,22.
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the sequential ;..attern of moves within and between cycles).

In order to clarify the facets and the individual

categories that bellack et al. (1966) developed, their

summary ,of The Columbia Instrament is provided in Appendix A

together with the descriptions of And rationales f-)r the

modifications of Dm Columbia Iastrument that were

introduced for this study.

The "Columbia Instrument (Eellack et al.. 1966) had not

been used with preschoolers nor had it been used to observe

dyadic interactions outside of classroom settings, therefore

certain modifications seemed appropriate. Some

modifications had already been made by Neujahr (1976) for

his observations of 6th graders in classrooms where

individc.alized instruction was occurring. The final version

of the observation system that was utilized for this study,

includes some of the changes that had been made by Neujanr.

and some categories that I developed for this study. (The

modifications of each facet of /h2 colmaia Ingimment and

the rationales for these changes are provided in Appendix

A). A description of the actual observation system used for

coding parent/child interactions and a summary of that

system is presented below.

The Modified System of Aaalysis
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Eelow is a complete description of the operational

definitions used to code the data from parent/child

interactions. Specific examples from the data axe provided

as a means of clarification. The majority of these

definitions are taken verbatim from the original Qolunnia

00
Instrument. 4here modifications introduced by Neujahr were

incorporated they are quotes directly from his work. The

remaining additions and modifications, which are discussed

in Appendix A, are my own. The coding procedures used and

the results of our reliability study are reported in the

Mettnds and Procedgies chapter (chapter four) and in the

Ulla= chapter (chapter five). Coding instructions can be

found in Appendix C.

Each move was coded for each of the following facets:

1. :Emitter of the move

2. Linguistic form cf pedagogical move

3. Substantive meaning

4. Substantive - logical meaning

5. Instructional meaning

6. Instructional- logical meaning

7. Number of words in move

Ite Emitlet

:Le emitter of the verbal exprqssions to be coded was

indicated on the tycPscript of the interaction. The
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accuracy of the transcriLers decision had been verified when

the typescript were reviewed (see coding procedures),

Emitters were either Maherg2 (M1, or Elittu (F), or

Children (C). Each typescript of an interaction was coded

numerically to indicate the family identification number*

the parent's sex, and the child's sex. Later for analysis

purposes interactions with boys were separated from

interactions with girls and from interactions with

developmentally delayed boys,

=WO

Linsglatts EMI a E2009921fal 112"es

',Pedagogical moves, the basic units of classroom

discourse, describe the verbal activities of teachers arta

pupils...( during dyadic interactions). There are four basic

types of moves which characterize the verbal interplay

of..(parents and their children): structuring and

soliciting, which are initiatory moves; and responding and

reacting, which are reflexive moves,"2

The presentation mode of a move may be verbal or

nonverbal. In order to provide an accurate description of

the reciprocal interactions that occurred when parents teach

ev used In
actually coding, letters in parenthesis indicate the coding
abbreviations.

20ellacK, et al*, The 'ftahuage of the Claurgom, pp* 16,17.
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their children I used two subscripts to indicate when a move

was nonverbal or noncomprehensible.

(1) "Structuring (SIR). Structuring moves serve the

function of setting the c!ntext for subsequent behavior by

(1) 1- nching or halting-excluding interactions... "ween

parents and children , and (2) indicating the nature the

ititeractian in terms of the dimensions of time, agent,

activity. topic and cognitive process, regulations. reasons,

and instructional aids. A structuring mAre may set the

context for the entire...game or a part of the game.

"Since structuring moves set the context for sUbsequent

behavior or performance, they are pivotal points

in...(dyadic) discourse. They convey an implicit directive

by launching...discussion in specified directions and by

focusing on topics, subjects or problems to be discussed, pr

procedures to be followed.

"Structuring 'moves do rot elicit a response, are not in

themselves direct responses, and are not called out by

anything in the immediate... (dyadic interactions) except

the speaker's concept of what should be said or taught.":

Lxamalts Luz gudic Callas

Ibid.. pp.16,17.
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Et. 1

C: I think we oughts pray with C/STR/-/-/PRC/OPN/09
the next game.

Et.

Ea.

M: It's time for- we hafta do M/STR/-/-/PRC/FAC/22
a different name row.
Ruthie wants ae to show you
how to play a special game.

F: 0.X., now Daddril do it. F/STR/-/-/PRC/PRF/09
You teach Daddy.

CI.

F: Vhen you roll the dice F/STRMUM/-/PRCIXPL/57
whatever number dots come up
that's how many red checkers
you take off. And then when
I'll roll the dice and however
many dots come up, that's the
number of black checkers I'll
take off.' And we'll see who
can get all 3f the checkers
off first.

(2) wiciliCitiRS (SDL). Moves in this category are

intended to elicit (a) an active verbal response on the part

of the persons addressed; (b) a cognitive response, e,q.,

encouraging persons addressed to attend to something; or (c)

a physical response.

/ 4

"Soliciting moves are clearly directive in intent and

,function.... Althodgh these moves may take all gtommetical

form$--declarative, interrogative, and imperative--the

intcroyative occurs most frequently. In coding soliciting

moves, tne various cateoories of analysis are coded in terms

of the response expected rather tan the solicitation
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itself.ws

Examags from diadic interaction. cam
Ex. L

C: You want to make a hoUse H/SOL/OAZ/-/PRC/PON/12
with these blocks, a big
house?

EX* 2

F: You tell me what the F/SOL/LSG/DED/-/-/07
letters were.

Ex. 1

C: what, what is this; what is C/SOL/OAN/DED/r//08
this called?

Ex. S

H: Don't fool now. I want you M/SOL/-/-/ACT/PRF/13
to really think about this,
Okay?

(2.1) sag bestial (SOL-T): Under the rules for

coding established by Bellack et al. (1966) tag questions

would have been considered a solicitations if the speaker

paused and seemed to expect a response. If the speaker

answered their own tog questions or did not pause it would

have been coded as z reaction (REA) to a lack of

responsiveness. For our study we wanted to! differentiate

tag questions from the remaining solicitations and therefore

we codei taq questions as solicitations but subscriPted them

with, a T. Oben a taq questions oas included in, or

e
immediately followed a solicitation the tag question was not

I Iold.4 18. .
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coded separately nor considered a true tag question (see

last example above and example 4 below)*

Z/1112112 Lift 0112412 InitEictinl DUN 0

gl 2

M: This is the best way to do M/STR/O3T/XPLACP/OEM/23
it. Let me show lbu. You M/SOL-T/DOT/-/ACP/PON/fll
take, you start out with a
lot at the bottom. Ckay?

&& 2

F: Just a little different. F/REA/C3R/FAC/-/-/04
isn't it. F/SOL-T/COR/ /STA/PONO3

fa*

C: Now that looks pretty, C/REA/-/-/ACP/OPN/04
doesn't it? C/SOL-T/-/ /ACP/PON/03

Ft Put en 'N' over hare. Okay? F/SOLASS/-/ACP/PRF/06

(3) "Res2ondlns (RES). Responding moves bear a

'reciprocal relationship to soliciting moves and occur only

in relaticin to them. Their pedagoggical function is to

fulfill th' expectation of soliciting moves and is therefore

reflexive in nature. Since solicitations and responses are

defined in relationship to each other, there can be no

solicitation that is not intended to elicit a response, and

no ,response that has not been directly elicited by a

solicitation."' A solicitation may however be ignored. or

the person who as solicitated may chose to make a move

that, because it is not relevant to the solicitation nor
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directly responsive t9/it, is not coded as a response (RES).

Occassionaily 'responses do not immediately follow

solicitations, but when encountered are clearly related tjo a

solicitation that occurred previously. The move is still

consider-d a response even though one or sore intervening

moves may have occurred.

Examelts frva dyldic intenstLaas.

Ex. 1

F: Want to try to mike one of F/SOL/SYM/-/ACP/DIR/09
these pictures?

C: Which one? C/S0L/STM/-/MAT/DIR/02

F: Which one do you like? Do
you like the t ephanx?

Yeah.

Ex. 2

H: ?Lid one that's yellow

ee ... This one's yellow.

4 I
M: Can you put a roof on?

:4: careful!

F/S0L/SYS/OPN/MATAION/10

C/RES/STM/-/M&T/POS/01

M/SOL/OAC/DMV/ACP/PIT/OS

C/RES/OAC/DED/A:P/CPL/04

M/SOL/ACH/FANA:P/ONVA4

C/RES-MV/ACW-ACIVDMV/00

M/REA/ACH/-/ACP/NSG/01

(4) oRtasika (REA). These moves arc occuloaed by

a structuring, soliciting, resoonding. or 3 prior reacting

move, but are not directly elicited by them. Pedagogically,

tnese moves serve to modify (by clarifying, synthesizing, or

laid.. F. 10.
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exp.sridin9) and/or to rate positively or negatively what was

saia or done in the move(s) that occasioned them. Reacting

moves differ from respondln4 moves: wnile a responding move

is always directly elicited by a solicitation, receding

82111 ICIlt hull: ,a the =Cita= LQI Lada.12114 "1

"The postscript -P is aided to tha coding of reactions

(i.e.,REA-P) when the reaction is occasioned by a physical

action rather than a verbal action...?

hale& Ltim caallc 101214W2121* C24/ns

°Ex. 1

N.: Voops, everything's falling M/REA-P/SOV/FAC/-/-/05
down.

Ex. a

F: How old is that?

C: One, two, three.

F: that's right.

C: I used to be that old, but
now I'm four.

P/SOL/NOS/FAC/-/-/On

C/RES/NUM/DED/-/-/03

FiREA/NUM/-/STAIPOS/03

C/REA/NDS/FAC/-1-/11

(5) "NQ1 colable ((NOC). Pedagogical function is

uncertain because the tai:e is inaudible"3

1 ibi.i., Fp. 15,19.

2 Ibis:., P. 259.-

3 .7.241es 1. Neu)ahr. itg Inciviaualized Inattuction Haug (Mew
York: :tachers College tress, 1976), P.I2.

10
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siatIC/12LS Lot miasmal= &Q!e Ixota.

Nenterbal (Ny). Since coding did not routinely involve

the.uze of video tapes many nonveroal moves could not be

recoonized. In order to minimize coder inferences, only

those nonverbal moves that were clearly reacted to by the

other member of the dyad were coded as nonveroal.

Solicitations, responses, and reactions could be coded as

nonverbal; however, nonverbal structuring moves could never

be inferred from subsecuent reactions. If video tapes had

been used for coding, then actions such as the nonverbal

pl :ement of materialls in order to begin a tasx, or to end

it, could have been considered as nonverbal forms of a

structuring move. The following two dialogues provide

examples of nonverbal moves.

ediggialeg LL202 dtaalo lotstaationl Collno

Es 1

M: Okay, and then you show me M/SOL/SY4/-/PRC/PPF/11
the pictures as you read.

C: Now what is this? C/SOL/SYM/DED/-/-/04

^* ;Hat do you jo with the C/S0113AF/FAC/-/-/07
paint?

MI That's a paint brush. M/RES/SY/DED/-/-/O4

C: C/SOL-aV/S-;0/DED/-/-/00

M: That's 3 horn. M/RES/SY4/DED/-/-/O4

ta 1

r. :here. we ootta rive it a r/REA/DOI/-/ACP/FAC/07.

point.
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F: Put the point over tnere. F/SOL/0317-ACP/PRF/05

C: C/RES-NV/DOT/-/ACP/CPL/00

F: That's it. oiwyl r/REA/DOP/1.ACP/POS/04

Noncomerehensible (' CP). Children who are

developmentally delayed usually have some delay in their

expressive language capabilities; nevertheless, they often

can and do participate in dialogues. In order to capture

the quantity of their participation it was necessary to

include a subscript (rt.:P) whi:h indicated that although

neither the obtjirver/coder nor the other member of the (Mid,

as . :erred from their reaction, had understood what the

child had said, the chilo had indeed attempted to interact

erbally. the following three dialogues provided examples

of noncomp.ehenstble roves by the children.

Cxliacica Ern xalic LalicactLanx Caditia

:I. 1

mt Llt,s try to match 'eo. M/STR/COR/-/PAC/FAC/06

C: Bu, I haf. C/REA-4CP/-/-/-/-/00.
M: Look. Look, lock, he's sad. M/SOL/SOR/FAC/AZT/PRF/OS

Y.: Oh wh3t is it? LOOKS like... M/SOL/SYM/DE0/-/-/06

C: Uhn, '3h-uh-pundle. Ah, C/RES-NCP/SYM/NZL/-/-/00
ah rahbu.

M: :That is it? ,M/SOL/SYA/C7D/-/-/03
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F: There's four different
kinds of shapes. one are
round. Some are square.
Okay!

C: 4hh de 3h.

F: This is what? That round?

C: Deeyaaah. [Tone of voice
and fatner's reaction
indicated that child oas
trying t" say yes)

F: That's not round. No,
that's square.

F/REA/OWDEC/-/-13
F/SOL-I/OAP/-/S rA/PON/01

""-y:P/-/-/STA/NCL/00

F/SOL/DAP/DEC/SrA/PON/05

C/RES/34P/-/STIVP3S/01

F/REA/DAP/DEC/STAMAD/08

Adults as well as well as children occasionally

mispronnounce words or carble their word order in such a way

tnat their move cannot te comprenended by the observelicoder

or the other menber of the dyad. Such moves were also coded

NCP.

rhd subscript for a noncomprehensible move more

accurately reflected the reciprocity of the interactions

bet..,een developmentally aelayed preschoolers and their

parents and also indicated when non-comprehensible moves

were made by adults. Prosodic features and parental

responses were used to cotermine the pedagogical move type.

If however, :.he member of the dyad indicated they had

understood the previous Lpe3ker's move, then that move was

n2t coed t4.1,.

As was true with tne nonverbal sut;Script, only

solicitations, responses, or reactions could be Inferred
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fro& audio typescripts. Structuring moves could probably

have been coded if video tapes had been used for COlirm.

The Cate dries Cif Meaninu

The centent and communicati e functions that parents and

their children express when they are engaged in an

educationally oriented situation can be coded in terms of

"four functionally diffe:ent types of meaning...:

substantive with associated substantive-lance meanings;

and lamlatlaml with associated laltus ticall:lasicil

meanings. 4itnin each -rtedagogical move these four types of

meaning are identified when they appear in the discourse and

are coded ...:in accordance with the coding instructions

described in Appendix C.1'

Substantive geanina cate2ories.

"Eubstantiva meanir.os are coded for those moves or

se;1..ents of moves in which one is communicating subject

matter or solicitin4 another to communicate certain subject

utter. Zommenication 4rout the subject matter--for

example, whether it is hare or easy, whether one understands

it or not, and assicAments associated with it--are

consilered to nave instr.mtional meaning since they do not

i F;t1lack et al, The LdrU uage oi tng clpsrnom, pp. 20,21.
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contribute directly to the... (child's or parent,s1

knowledge of thL subject nor do they call upon the...(child

or parent) to use or demonstrate the knowledge he [or she)

has on the subject."2

For this particular stuffy the substantive content being

coed was not confine:: to a particular academic area.

Instead the substantive content was considered to be those

areas of knowledge that a ?lagetian m'del of cognitive

development indicates preschool children must master before

they can successfully perform concrete operations, The

categories that were created for our study were developed

with the intent of reflecting long term outcome goals which

are consistent withga presch 1 curriculum that relies on a

Piarietian model of development. The categories defined

below represent extrapolations from the work of 6rown

(1973), Edwards (1973), Flavell (1963), Kamii (1971-1972).

K3Mli and DeVris (1917), KamiI and 3adin (1968), Piaget

(1962-1952, 1955 1962, 1970, 1977/1965), and Yarrow et al.

(1966/1973).

(10 kca=u2tiaaal licaltlae (SEK). Z;enerel

discussion of tle nature of social interactions, their

meaning and their appropriateness. Socio-emotional

2 Jur..es J. Neujzhr, 72,-A :nOvi4ualizi Instruction laTe
(Nee York: 7eachers College Press, 1976), P. 114.
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knowledge is derived from feedback from people. It includes

references to motivation, to behavioral controls, to

acceptable behavior, and to culturally determined values and

practise:;.
e

(1.1) Interaction WitaLn the faad (SEG). Direct

references to the parent/caild re'ationship or Interaction

processes they have had, are havIng, or will engage in.

Lame scics =2 dIalic lateLactiapa Cidips

Ex. 1

E: pll, I'll help you. M/ EA/SED/-/PPC/FAC/Ou

Ex. 2

C: Please help Mommy. r/SOL/SED/-/PRC/PRF/03

(1.2) Ialaulatiaa VIVI AU= (SEC). Direct

references to rplationsLips or interactive processes with

other adults, piers, or siblings.

Examaes froi; dyadic interactions. Codins

Ex. 1

I': Maybe I'll g..t you a :tit F/REA/SED/XPL/PRC/FAC/24
like this so you can make
sister a necklace, and
that could be your present
to her.

et.'a ;
M: Did you 1.1ay with these 4/SOL/SE3/-/MAT/FtC/07

with Daddy?

N. 1
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F: coy, we haven't scen Tony F/REA/SE0 /FAC/-/ /10
for a long time.

(1.3) DaaaLUM g num (BHV). Reference to

acceptable behavior in social settings.

LIaaala Una dradla italLaati2U. Callas

M: Cover your mouth. please. M/SOL/BW-/ACP/P5F/04

(1.4) ichiexemeu iaLYALIOD and Rade In Haat=

(hCH). References to initiative, to persistence. to

exploratory efforts. c: curiosity which includes some

implied or explicitly stated standards. References to

capacities to master, pride in mastery, or to the inability

to master are also coded ACH. .

Eitamales from dyadic' intlractions. Cgdind

LI.

it These are easy to pull out H/REA/ACH/FACACP/OPN/11
when you're trying hard.

La. '1

C: I never done that.

Ex. 2

F: You have to try narder.

Ex.

C: I did it!

Ex. 5

can't rake it tz,ch. .

C/RES/ACH/FAC/-/-/04

F/REA/ACWFAC/AZP/PREVOS

C/REA/ACH/F4C/1/ACP/POS/03

C/REA/ACH/FAC/A:P/FAC/06

(2) Physical Nnowlelue (PHK). Peferences to
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physical pnenotena, to trot physical attributes of objects or

people, to actions involvin4 ',bleats or people, or the state

or condition of objects cr people.

(2.1) Object AttrAhutes (0AG). Direct reference to

an object(s) and/or the properties or characteristics of an

ooject(s). Code 0A3 if more than one attribute is cited.

Examele from dulls lattuslin Wins
M; You got to put these M/REA/0A3/DEM/A:P/XPL/24

circles, these little pegs
that you see underneath.
They have little feet like
that fits down in the holes

(2.11) Clau (JAC). Reference to the color, of

ooject(s) is the main focus of the move.

ZMaialaa LL2: !ludic larvaatians. Call=

Ex. 1

M: What color? What color? M/SOL/OAC/DEC/-/-/02

C: Reh. C/RES/OA:/DEC/-/-/01

1: Red? A/SOL/OAC/-/ST4-R/PON/01

C;

rx. :

Mahmee. Reh. C/RES/OAC/-/ST4-R/PCS/02

C: Red. Th4
color

*s my favorite C/REA/OAC/XPL/-/-/06

(2.12) Size (:,42). Reference to the size of

oeje4t(s) is tr.,: main (oc of the move.

961.
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EIamEles fr2r. dyadic intergctiv gOln2

4- want all the biz ones. M/STR/OCVFAC/-/-/06

D.. I

:4: It's too little. 4/REVOAUFAC/-/-/04

Ex. 2

C: Is it as big as the Empire C/SOL/042/0FN/-/-/09
State Building?

(2.13) Nase or label (OAN). Use of object(s) name

or request for otject(s) name, when naaing the object is the

main focus of tte move.

Etamgles front vraic interactions.

Ca. I
F: 'ecause that's a, that's F/RES/OAN/DED/-/-1'11

calle3 3 one-way mirror.

rv 2

C: at, 'mat is this, what is C/SOL/044/-/MAT/DED/04
this called?

F: That's a jigsaw j.uzzle. F/RES/04N/-/MAT/DEO/05

(2.1u) ".hate (ZAP). Reference to the shape of

object(s) is the main foss of the move.

Caumat 1L22 c'odin2

El. 1

C: This one? C/SOUOAP/-/MAT/PDX/02

M: Up, see they're, they're *MIRES/OAP/M/Mn/PCS/09
the sane shape- -t «o
rectangles
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F: That's a corner. F/REIVORP/DED/-/-/Con

(2.15) Height (01W). Reference to height of

object(s) is the main focus of the move.

Exanole from dyadic inigrection C009

51X. 1
-.

m: They're all the same height 4/REA/34H/FRC/-/-/06

EX. a

F: Yeah, but it's not the same F/REIV31H/FACA:PNAL/08
heitIht.

(2.16) tigialat (0A4). Reference to the wei4ht of

object(s) is the main focus of the mov-.

N
(2.17) UlgEt (JAY). Reference to the volume 2f

object(s) is taw main focus of the move.

(2.13) %UAL= (AT).

object(s).

Reference to the texture of

:xamale tvalz duilis icatadatica Cot

C: Tnet soft? (referrina to C/SOL/Mr/OPN/-/-/02
clay 1

F: Not it's still hard. But F/RES/314170rN/A:P/FtC/11
we'll warm it up.

(2.17) Imesitaga (OAR).

tenp_rJture of object(s).

Reference to the
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(2.110) Function oi gge (DAF). References to use or

function *f object(s) is the main focus of the move.

EKamLlt fr2m dying interaction Lodirc

C: :Mat are these things for? C/SOL/3RF/FAC/MRT/-105

F: Those are dice. F/RES/3/14/-/MAT/DED/03

C: 'Jell, what are tr.6y for? C/SOL/3RF/FAC/MiI/-/05 .

(2.111) :ahial (04S) : Reference to sound of

object(s).

(2.2) action-O; jtci fitlitionshIgs (D1C). Reference

to actions lona to, or ty objects or animate beings. These

actions nay be occurring in the present, may have occurred

in the past, or may be anticipated. Reference may or may

net to based on actual (Aperiences. If more than one type

of :action is cited Jr is the tyre'of action is not clearly

specified code as DOC.

(2.21) aa1122 CO 2r nib Quval (DOT). Peferenc0

to .:cent instivated action an another object or being. May

-involved theJse of tod parts or other instroaents to

atf.ect the other object or being.

2L322112 LL,21 du= ialczaatina. C2gins

i:s. 1 .

C: Do it with my fir.er. liKe C/REA/D3T/DEM/-1 -/07
this.
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C: caddy" Is this" C/SOL/DOU-ACP/PO4/03

F: Yeah. Just turn It until F/RES/D3TAPLA:P/P1S/06
it fits, coll.

(2.22) wan Qa kitcl (MOV). Reference to an

action performed ty an 4nimate being or An inanimate object,

or to an action which an object or animate being could

perform .but which does not involve efforts to 'act on

another object or being. Pretending or Ireports of

fantasized feats are considered representational and are

coded es sysoolic (see tYll.

E33mile2 fvm dvadic init?rAe!tionc. Codirm

Et. 1

C: 00m, it Cell ant g;lit in C/RFA-PPTV/XPL/-/-/06
half.

Ei. 2

4: ..,don't 90t downs. )on't M/SOL/M:"/-/ACP/P173/05
Get down!

KI 2

F: Uhoops. They're falling out F/REA-P/MOV/FAC/-/-/08
the side here.

(2.3) Ltittat.2kiect (SOR). General

references to the specific state or condition of objects or

animate t.einqs, cr to cndn4es in the state or condition of

objects or animate being;.. If more than one specific state-

oajixt relationship is d.sc42sed, code SOR.
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reference to spatial relationships of objects or beings, or

between objects ani bring,;. If more than ore

spat4a1 relationshli: is cite) code SPS.

Lanula fun dmiii7;iatlEntiott Wins

Fs Does it fit? F/SOL/SPS/OPN/-/-/03
It's too big for the box, FAEA/SPS/FAC/-/-/07
isn't it? F/SOL-T/SPS/-/SrA/P0N/03

Ell

Fs The one with the straight F/STRISPS/DED/-/-/13
Ilene, this is the site of
the thine.

(2.331) Esalition (11NR). Reference to spatial

relations in terms of position or placement of objects ox

t:Laqu, or the relationship of the spatial position or

placement between objects or beings.

txdasagn LIM aXik IDULAGI12111, ;$211.fis

Ex. 1

Cs They go in the lildle. C/RER/UHR/FAC/-/-/OS

14. 2

04ay, you put that one on F/SOL/SPS/DNV/A:P/PRe/19
the tab. See If you can yet
it to face The riot way.

(2.332) Logasion (LQC). Reference to 6. specific

location, of an object or Leine without any references to

the Spatial relationships involved.
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(2.11) rentessiv,! (0'.:N). :reference to ownership. to

possessing, or to givin4 to others to possess. Reference

are coded CUM -reGardless of whether the claim of ownership

is accurate or not.

Examples from dwidic interactions. Coding

Ea. 1
4,

Ms You never had these. Cheryl WREA/0114/FAC/M4T/-/13
had these when she was a
little ;irl. ...

x0P 2... -

V: We can't take the$:e lice. F/REA/334/XPLACP/NEG/12
They're not ours to take.

(2.32) Cx2erichtal (EXP). References to mental

states. physical experjences. reactions, perceptions. or

cognitions that are internally experienced; phenomenological

experiences that may or may not be :)bserveci or inferred by

others.

Examples from qadic inteLactions. Codinc

EN. 1

M: Ycu sleePY?

,us t

M/SOL/EX(> /FAC/-/-/OZ

M: iFeferring to child's cough I 4/SOL/SX?/-/STA/P0g/09
You swallc.oed St:Me saliva
gown the wrono pi, e?

C: Yes. 1 swallowed .-)ape heavy C/RES/EXP/FAC/STA-A/?05/10
snot down the wron.:2 pipe.

(233) Sikatidi lellliQnshi21 (n S). ceGeral

467
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Exam ides froT dzadic interactions. Codinc

IA, 1

C: There dots this a? C/SOL/L3C/FAC/-/-/0u

ili ;..

M; Let's put'em °vex :wire. M/STr/L3C/DIN/PRC/FAC/06

(2.333) Dirtction (WAY). Reference to the

direction in which oojects or oeings move or are moved.

Example tram dxadic lEterapIlop Cod&l:

!referring to checkers game)

H: Upp. Can you move M/SOL/WAY/-/PFC/PON/05
tackwards? You have to go M/REA/WAY/DEV./PRC/FAC/15
towards this side ani I 11 /SOL-T/WAY/-/STAMN/01
have to qo towar that side,
ri;ht?

C: And I have to fill that C/RES/SPS/FAC/PRC/FAC/08
space.

(2.34) :1614clul fiviatimmuu (113). Reference to

sequences of tine, passa of time, or measurements of time.

Also references to the Le4uencinq of events or activities in

a tine frame.

f4a:Tles irpp dyadic; .Intetactions QodIns

Sx. 1

F: .;* can play that later. FRES/TIH/-/-/PRC/FAC/05

Ex. 2

C: When are we saint tacK? C/Sa/TIM/FAC/-/-/05

.,; In a little whil(. ,l/RES/TI4/FAC/-/-/34

(2.35) aittlaika a SidiC (a g). Paferences.to
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chan,:.es in at or states of objects or ;..eople.

Alttrations of state may or may not be the result of

observed actiona or experiences.

xamLle Colinn

C: Oro in CREA-PLCHG/FAC/MA.77-/01

No, try gain, it's not 4/REA/CHO/FAC/STA/NAV/08
broken.
Try it again. 4/SOL/ODT/-/ACP/PRF/03

(3.) Corational Knnwledoe (oPr). References to

Knovled=e that is constructed internally by the individual

throu4h proce&ces ci r.asoning. This type of knowledge

depends an conceptunllzing relationships t1.at ate nt1

inherent in object:; or situations and generally involves

operations that riaget describes as part of "logico-

mathematical knewlenoe".

(3,1) ZaiaullIx (C 2S). rtference to the causal

relationship between the actions cf objects or beings, and

the events, otp3ect attrinutes, object states, or object

relationships which are observed or experienced, Includes

cJuLal ratic.nnises .Lcut attributes of people, or

relationships bttween, cr with peoPle. Often occurs in the

context of observed ct..Inues in the state of objects or

beinc,:), There are f..ux .a jar types of causal exel3nations.

They ate:

4 63
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(3.111 Efficacy (MkG). Reference to feelings as

oaual leterminults of actions or events. The occurrance *f

actions or cverts are conrideree to be the result of wish

fulf;11.nent, omppotence, magic, or to occur for no a.parent

reason.

(3.12) rhenonenalism (FEN). Reference to temporal

and/or spatial contiguity as the determining causative

factor for actions or events.

(3.13) baCt2122ical (SYK) Reference to volitional

aspects of actions by self or others; reference to tne

capacity to determine or control events or actions wnt:h

result in specified.effects

Lxamcli troll dzadic interAction Cgdinc

[referrinl to a c!,.:cker game]

F: ;4%11 seat s 4orina nappcIn if F/SOL/SYK/XridriCaLC/09
you move there?

C: I'm gonna, you could move C/RES/SYK/KPL/M/FAC/12
there an:. I coul(i jump you.

(3.14) Eli/uical 2.m21111/ (EIS). keft:rence to

c,..u1,0tivn as the result t,f the action Of one ot)ect or wing

pnyslc.ily cant ictinti zAw,taer: references to the use of

t..)cl,*., instruT,Lnti" Gr inanimate forces as the. cauLe of

eVentS cr cnan:4t.ti. ln ctirct3 or their states.
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Ex4mples fo:: dxadic Intnactions. Cooing

L : 1L.
F: Think you can let another F/SOL/03T/-/ACP/FRC/10

one on top of it?
(referrir to a stack of
blocks)

C: N000! C/RCS/037/-/ACP/FAC/01

Fs So? F/SOL/D317-/STA-R/PON/02

C: Then the}'11 fall don C/RES/FIS/XPL/-/-/05

EX :

F: C:h you knocked- -don't you P/REA-P/FIS/XPL/ACPOR3/19
lean on the table. You
almost Knockinl it over by
cashing the table.

(3.2) ilettIZIIIailla (REP). General discassion of

the reptesentattonal asiectJ of lanquage behavior and/or

specific means used to rr present a particllar object. event,

or acticn. .Includes Ienerol references to syllbols or

language signs. Use usid if more than one .form of

:epreFentation is reterror! to.

(3.211 Indices (19:7). reference to part of an

otlect br marks caused :y objects as tepresenting the total

object.

(3.22) ry.c..Qols (..:YV). Reference to a repreaentatOn

biller, hac some rlr;emtlanc., to the actual objct, action, or

pvent, LOt is not a part .af that object. 3CtiOn, or event.

Kam. (1971) Idzntiftes : types of i4mbols: (a) ITitatlOn.

(b) make-bkilteve, (C) ,7.nomatopetd, or sounds representing
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ooject, etc., (d) 3-dinensional modals (e) 2- dimensional

models (e.g., oictures, etc.).

ErimElt from dyadic interaction

F: Yoa :mod what I thought it
looked like?

C: :.hat?

F: I thought it looked lihe
Road Runner.

Coding

F/SOL/SYM/-/ACC/FRC/00

C/SOL/1M/DED/-/-/01

F/RES/SYVOPN/-/-/O6

(3.23) Lanauaue Siang (LEG). References ta the

mea.thg or nature of socially shared representations or

codifications dhich do not resemble what is being signified.

These include letters of the alphabet, written or spoken

words, cathematical and scientific symbols, etc. Letter

naming is coded LSG/DED.

Luaralgl lEaL lialic Izilmacilana

ris. L

C ill3M,

4: It's an "Xv.

. Z

C/RES/I.S.VD5p/-/-/01

H/REA/LSO/DFD/STA/NAD/04

!':o you krot. therf: are big 4/SOL/LS/-/ACC/FRC/11
"Aus and little ":iNs, right?

(3.24) Itaiatic LaLt0.21,..1 (,5 7:M): Reference to the

meanie.: of A worc, phrlse or other sign. Includes tfle

intrcduction of hew vccaoularly, and its meanintl.

472
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Laamulza Lt2t dudic lattuatina. costrig

x. 1

C: ,hat's that itnnck me)n? C/S01./SF -/05

:0: That means sne wants me to Minc.a/c:M/XPL/-/-/11
show you J different oame.

aEx.

F: Do fa noT.-you Know wnat I F/SOL/SE4/-ACC/FAC/10
lean by height?

(Syntitic aspects are not coded as having substantive

meaning since these references generally occur in reaction

to incorrect usage. ruck moves are considered to have

instructional ceaninc and are coded as references to

Lancuage Mechanics (LflX).)

(3.3) Classification (CLS). General reference to

tee "ability to group oL, ctc together by coordinating their

qualitative an quantitative aspects" (Ki.mii, 1971). Any

discussion of a classification system or the criteria for

including, and exclueirig, objects or teinas from a

particular class. References to hierarchical grouoinqs and

to subsets witnin specifitd groupinos.

El. 1

P: Now this is .1, this is a M/;TR/CLS/DEM/PRC/XPL/69
sorting. We have tc -do a
sorting job here. 1,nd we

have to gut thfbm by size. 0

.lee the little nd:K on them.
by the marK, ono hy the sizq.
;;e got to put thv tall ones
together and the Lmall ones
toether, anti "Y.N.s and the
"0"s tonett,er. n4e some of
their hays "X"s ah4 sore of

,
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them have "0"s.

1C: la don't Latch thc color C/REA/CLS/FAC/-/-/06

Ex. 3

Ft (Referring to a camel do .F/SOL/CLS/ON/t1411-/C9
you think this may Le like
'Battleships'?

Ex. 4

F: ;old what we're interested F/STR/CLS/DEC/-/-/16
in doing with puttin4 these
all together, is the same
size.

(3.31) ILLLCIUQUatC22 QL datahlas (COP). Reference

to matching two or more objects or beings. (If main focus

is on describinu or defining the attribute or state-object

relationship of the object, or being, code OAG or SCR.)

Specific criteria for mc.tching are not necessarily specified

ano matching iny be referred to as finding the Int or
t

different object, picture. etc.

Examples from dzadic interactions. Cooino

x. 1

E: :!ow find another Llock F/SOL/C3R/DNOR:P/PEF/15
that's tht: same hi.,ight and
has the it..ae lettEr on it.

LI. 2

Thich one with an "0" is a 4/SOL/C3R/FAC/-/-/38
big?

C: t'oo.

Y: £i one?

O.@ "NCO%. 0
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Mt How about these? these 4/SOL/C3R/FAC/-/-/06
match?

CI No, because they're not :/2Fc/2DR/XPL/-/-/09
the same, both "0"s.

(3.32) Striation (SU)? References to "... the

comparing and arranging of things according to a given

dimension by coordinating transtive relationships." (Kamii,

1971, p. :93). Ordering a series. of three or more objects

(e.m., by size, color shades, weight, height, volume, pitch.

etc. ).

(3.4) Numerical 3elationshio (NOS). General

references to numbers, and/or to numerical relationships

whicn cannot to specifically categorized as counting,

sequencinm, or quantifying. Also references to more than

one of the specific categories of numerical relationships.

Fxamble from (Iodic interaction Qodin

F: Yeah, and six is more than F/REA/MOS/FAC/StA/POS/07
five, tight? F/SOL-2/405/-/SrA/PON/01

(3.41) Quantifiing (ONT). Referencis, to the amount

of otlects or 1.eop1e without specific use of number names.-

Coded only when the vein focus of the move is on the

qaantity of ot,ects or t&in.is or on their relative 3uantity.

l'Acale from U/elle interaction

ik

Codih2

. C: )1 got more blocks than you. C/RER/ONT/FPC/M4T/-/06



(3.42) CQuallai (SUM). Reference to cardinal

numbers or to enumeratin; objects or beings.

Lxamele from dyadic iiltenecti.gn Coding

N 4ow many are there? F/SOL/NUM/FAC/-/-/34

C: Uhn. Onc, two, tnrce, four C/RES/A14/DED/-/-/06
. five, six.

..

(3.43) Ismenciaa (SEQ References to the

arbitrary orde:Inc of ot3:1cts, beincs, or events in terms of

numerical order or positional order. Sequencing differs

from Counting tt.cause orciral numbers, ratter than cardinal

numbers, are used. Zaquencing differs from attiati2a

because it is not licdtvo l'o a 9iven,dimension(s) nor is it

dependent upon transitive relationships.

ELimEle from Chadic irteracticn Coding

El 1

C: First you then me:.

M: 7.K, first me.

C/SOL/SEV-/PRC/PPF/04

VAES/SEV-/PRC/CPL/03

En. 2

F: [referring to a '11,tt.rned F/REA/SE2/cAC/-/ /Ob
sequence of beads] :he blue
one goes on next.

:ula1alltI3ttIlgal;41 L1:.:dLia3 cals2scatta.

"S4!:nrantive-loqical ...eaniroas refer to the cocnitive

;r3cesses inv3ivcd in dec;In4 with the subject carter under
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stuffy. Suostantive-loqicai meanings are classified under

three major process catf,aories: (a) analytic process; (b)

empirical process; and (c) evaluative process.''

For purposes of thls study these succatecories are

ter:aided zs operationally Jefined behaviors which indicate

communicative functions (i.e., they indicate how the

substantive content is presented).

(1.) "EikIxtic quall. Analytic statements are

statements about the proposed use of language. Analytic

statements are true by virtue of the meaning cf the words 31

which they are composed. They de'pend for their truth on an

agreed-Lion set of rules and follow logically from accepted

definitions. Ine statement 'Mother is a female parent,' for

exa:aple is necet-sari ly true because !mother' ,eans the same

as 'female parent'. To define a term is tc indicate what

the term means. to atat( now it is used. or to otve a verbal

eouivalent. A definition can be expressed in two ways: (1)

by talking about the ch.lracteristics designated by a terms
,

or (2) t,by tali my about specific instances of the class

desionated by a tern:. Interpreting bears the same

relationship to gaaLgsgaia that dqfining does to 1m .

(1.1) "!.tfiaini:-.0qneral (DEF). To define in a

1 Flellboic et al., Toe Lansudbe caL tht Uollsroom, p.72.
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ZIP 3

Ex.M:

1 ail.

denotatively is to refer to the objects (abstract or

concrete) to wtich trio term is aprlieable.

definition cites the oblects to which the tern may correctly

be applied, anj these ot3ects constitute the denotation of

the term.***

MIL dxilic ial2LaGI/211*. Zodka2

2 Ibtz , p.23.

class Ind to give 3 srecific example of an item within the

class. N..: is also c04ed when the type of definition asked

general manner is to give the defining characteristics of a

for or given is not clear.":

C:

F: Vhatos tree letter on top' of F/SOL/LS3/P170/-,-/O8

C: drat is tnis?

Caazala L211 dxonc luttastion

M. Yeah gums. That's what

[referring to a i.ictJtel

holds the teeth in.

tiho's tnat?

it?

(1.11) "Definiv;iDenotative (DED). To define

478

4/SOL/SYM/DED/-/-/33

C/SOL/DW-/MAUDED/C3.

C/RES/LS1!:ED/-/-/31

4/REA/OAF/DEF/-t-/09

C211112
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F: I don't know, I trank that's F/RES/W/ /VAT/DED/
something you can make
;ictures out of.

(1.12) "Qtfinia2=22aDattive 'DEC). To define

connotatively is to give the set of proporties or

characteristics that an object (lbstract or concrete) must

have for the term to LP a;:plicable. DEC thu* refers to the

defining characteristics of a given term:101

k4aeat LIM kadIs =Tina= WiLE
M: 4nd we're also gonna match M/STR/OR/tEC//-/15

ty how tlg tney are, how
tall tney are.

"Late zeIllag (INql T) k To interpret a statement

is to give its verbal equivalent, usually for the purpose of

rendering its meaning clear."2

CxamEle 401 dyadic interagtion Coding

M: That's 3 s:...)rt one. The MMEA/OAH/INT/ /-/Oe
little ape.

(2) ":221LIC21 Empirical statements give

in but the world, based on one's experience of

it. Thc distinguisning %ark of empirical statements is that 1

tney dre verifittd by tests conducted in terms of one's wort

experience. Iv other .oris, one makes otservations and

$ P. 23.

2
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decides whether the statement is true or false.

(2.1) "Enazasaira (FAC). Fact-stating is 4iving

an account. dastriptioh; Dr -sport of an event or state of

affairs. ro state a fact is to state what Ise what was in

the past. or what will bt in the future...

*The facts stated orrw:orted need riot be Sirieltaat to be

coded as F. Ceneralizatiens or universal statetents are

also coded FAC....ws .

LlEaggLIS 0Y 4U Lukattgligna Cstin9

C: You 4ot orls C/REAMM/FAC/-/-/05

Es.

C: The taole's a little C/A/ORG/FAC/-1-/06
tipsy. isn't it? C/SOL-rnAG/-/STA/PON/03

F: Yeah. rile table's a
lit tle tipsy. Yotitre
right.

F/RESPAG/-/STA-R/POS/10
coo

(2.2) ltaveLbally Dv:.2n2IL3tins (NV) A nonverbal

demonstration is tha Oc.rfcreancr of an action or series of

actionds01 order to z.etanstrate now that action is

Oerfcrfed. or what the effect of that action is. Vonverbai

d-!monstrations are not accoDuanitd by relvvant verbal

ex0anations of the action(u) being performed: thiy siay.

I Ibid.. P. 24.
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however, be accompanied by verbalizations which, althoucin

not relevant to the enmonstration per se, do have an

instructional functicn (e.g., "Now watch this.", "See."

After I'm done you can do it.", etc.).

ax

EIam212s from (Iodic interaMons. C2dins

M: Find an X. Where is the M/SOL/LSVDMV/A:P.ORF/07
iv?

"
%. C/RES-NV/LSG/DMV/ACP/CPL/0

M: That's right! M/REAILSV-/ACP/POS/03

Ex. a

F: Let me show ya two more and F/STR/SYM/-/ACP/DMV/18
then you can see Low easy
the fish is gonna be.

(2.3) VeLtallx Demonstrating (DEM). A verbal

demonstration involves tne performance of an action, or

series of actions, in orcer to demonstrate how that action

is performed, or what the effect of that action is. Verbal

demonstrations us accompanied by verbal explanations that

describe the action beim) performed, or eescrite its

effects. These verbalizations provide specific relevant

terms and help to clarify the action(s) being demonstrated.

ixagialtx LUE dyadic la:locum Mine
it 1

F: Sc you got to'roll it, .F/STR/DDT/DEM/-/-/09
like this. See?
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M: And I'm gonna put the big M/STR/CORMEM/k7.11/FAC/27
tall cylinders together.
And now I'm gonna take the
little, tiny cylinders and
I'm gonna put then. together.

(2.4) "LxEltloina (XEL). To explain is to relate an

object, event, action, or state of affairs to some other

object, event, action, or state of affairs; or to snow the

relation between an event or state of affairs and a

principle or generalization; or to state the relationships

between principles or generalizations ... explaining and

inferring are regarded as 'the same process.

"A statement is coded XPL when it concerns the Iftect of

some event or state of affairs on some other event or state

of affairs: or when the statement gives the visons for an

even* or state of affairs (i.e.,relates an event to soee

general (..rincip11). The relationship between two events,

facts or stags of affairs is often expressed in terms of

0If...sthen'..., One way of showing relationships is by

comparing and contrastin4. Therefore, all eii2lini

instances of comparing and contrasting are coded XPL.

**Explanations frequently are given in response to

questions asking why or how some events occur. Tho 'why' or

Chow' may be explicit (i.e.. in a preceding question) or

implicit in the context of the statement. Also, the word

'because' is frequently a verbal cue indicating the

explanatory nature of the statement's's
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[yamg122 LL2 dyadic interactions coding

Ex. 1

F: No, that can't go to ether F/REA/C3R/XPL/AZP/4EC/11
because they're different
snapes.

gi a

M: Show me agai and .twit
worked so well. eut
don't hang it though or
you're gonna hurt your
hand.

N/STR/D3r/XPL/ACP/PEF/21

(3.) "Extleatlx2 0.201.1. Evaluative statements

are statements that gradie praise, blame, commend, or

,--
criticize something. Evaluative statements are verified by

reference to a set of criteria or principles of judgement.

A common set of criteria is %ssential if individuals are to
.

react agreement regarding the value of a given act, object,

or state of affairs.

(3.1) "Oglininc (MN). To opine is to make

statements in which the speaker gives his [or her] own

valuation regarding (a) what should or ought to be done, or

(o) fairness, worth, importance, or quality of an action,

event, perlone idea, plan, or policy."'

Examalls LE au= /nig:actin&

Ea. 1

1 Ibid., pp. 2t*, 25.

1 Ibid., p, 25.
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C: (referrinc; to a picture) C/REA/SYWOPN/-/-/03
He's terriDle.

M: This is a kind of a ricxetty M/REA/OAG/02N/-/-/08
table, isn't it? M/SOL-T/3AG/-/STA/PON/01

(3.2) "Junglina (JUS). To justify is to give

Lemma for holding an opinion regarding (a) what should or

ought to be done, or (b) fairness, worth, importance, or

quality of an action, event, policy, ilea, plan, or thing.

"Justifying statements are intended as support or

criticism of opinions that either have been explicit in a

previous statement or are implied within the context of the

interaction. Justifying statements are frequently preceded

by an opining statement, although this is not a necessary

condition for coding JUS.011

(4.) 221 biglicablg (NA). When no substantive-

logical meaning occurred that logical process is coded as N4.

(NA is indicated in coding examples by the use of a dash).

(5.) "Mat Clew (4C1.). Uhen the wording or sense

of a statement is amoi4uous and the substantive - logical

meaning cannot be determined, the logical process is coded

NCL.

'Dia., pp. 25, 26.
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:astractiamil males cat2S12Lita.

"In addition to telkino about a particular area of

study..,(parents and children) also discuss matters

Pertaining to... [management of the interaction that is

occurring, to the materials being used), and procedures that

are part of the instructional process."' The following

categories are used to indicated the types of instructional

Content that are referref to.

(1.) tataxialm (MAI). Reference is made to the

materials that were provided for the session. It the main

focus is on ilentifyinc materials by name or on describing

their function(s), then the substantive meanings of OAN or

OAF must also be coded.

lixamalea tram drilic Int:cacti= Callim

Ex. I,

C: Why do they have clay? C/SOL/-/-/MAT/XPL/05

M: Cause soup kids right like M/RES/-/-/MAT/XPL/09
to play with it.

Ex. a

r: Oh look, here's a puzzle. M/STR/010/-/MAT/DED/06

Ex. 3

C: Daddy, this looks hard for C/REA/ACH/-/MAT/OPN/08
to to do.

I Ibid.. pp. 25, 27
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f: I know it, well okay, you r/REA/ACR/-/-/SrA/POS/03
wanna do somethin' else? f/SOL/ACH/-/rAT/DIR/07

(2.) "Perlon (;ER). Discussion of ...(adults' or

children's] person, physiognomy, dress, expression,

(behavior,) or appearance. Used also when a personal

experience is the topic under discussion."

Examples Ltom 4/adic interigtions Udine

EN. 1

C: You're silly you. C/REA/-/ /FERPIEG/04

Eli. 2

f: ... ,you are impossible. F/REk/-/-/PER/4EG/04

EN. /

M: You're right: You do
such a good job. I'm
really proud of you.

EN. fi

M/REA/ACH/-/PER/POS/5

C: Dces Rutt Kahn live here? C/SOL/-/-/PER/FAC/05

(3.) DEL22egure (PRC). Discussion of any course of

action or set of activities, continuing activity, or future

activity. Includes references to how...(situation] is to be

conducted and what regulations are to be observed. Refers

also to specific instances of ... regulations or practice

(for interacting ]''2. All references to the rules of a game

or interaction are also coded PBC.

1 Ibid.
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Umtata Lc= dim= LDIttaitiana

F: Who goes first?

Ex.

C: See, the, not only the
kings can backwards, but
the, these players can
go backwards

Ex.

: Did yon' play with these
toys last time. with
Daddy? Cid ya?

F/SOL/SE2/-/PRC/FAC/03

C/STR/WAY/FAC/PRC/XPL/16

M/SOL/SC3/-/PRC/FAC/12

(m.) wStatement (STA). Reference to any verbal

utterance [or oesture in place of an utterance),

particularly the meaning, validity, truth, or propriety of

that utterance. May refer to a single word, sentence,

paragraph or longer statement. "t

Examkles Lroe dyadic interactions

gl. 1

M: These are both the same
then, aren't they?

Ex.

C: I Know. tut Daddy yeu'll
jump me.

F: That's right, okaf.

%ging

M/REA/CDR/FAC/-/-/06
M/SOL-TnOR/-/ErA/P3N/03

C/REA/D0r/-/PRC/FAC/08

r/AEA/D3U-STA/POS/04

(4.1) Winked Uld/Runt (STA -R). Repetition of the

2 Ibid., p. 27.

Ibid.
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previous speaker's statement or a portion of that statement.

Repeated statements may acknowledge the pretlious statement

and represent en implicit positive evaluation, they may be

utilized in order to solicit a confirmation that one

understood the rzevious statement accurately, they may

provide opportuaties for word play, for practising

articulation, or they may be echolalic.

Examales !UM dtallc lutauctlaus Cadlcs

Ex. 1

F: I thought it looked like the F/RES/SYSI/OPN/-/-/08
'Roai Runner'.

C: You're right. It's the
'Road Runner'.

F: No, it's not the 'Road
Runner'.

C: Ro-ro-r3 -ro-ro Frrunner.

Ex. 2

C: Diagonally.

F: Diagonally, that':. right.

Et. 3

C: (referring to whicn face to C/REA/343/-/PRC/FAC/04
match next in a game) Now
th2 frowning face.

C/REA/SYM/DED/SrA/POS/08

F/REA/SYM/DED/STA/NAD/07

C/REA/SY4/-/STA-R/414./01

C/RES/WAY/DeD/-/-/01

F/REA/WAY/-/STA-R/POS/04

M: slow the frowning taces?

C: Yeah.

x

P: Here's blocks.

C: 'nooks.

488
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(4.2) Exuanded atingt2DIS (STA-E."), Expanded

statements are statements which go beyond simple imitations

or repetitions. The word order and contentives provided by

the first speaker are retained, but a well-formed sentence

is created by adding words to the original statement. Wale

the additional words do indicate that the speaker engaging

in the expansion is interpreting the previous speaker's

statement, contextual clues are utilized and the expanded

statement does not violate the apparent meaning of the

original statement (Drown,. 19731 brown and Bellugi, 1964s

Cazden, 1972).

cAfainits from dxadic intgragtions

III, 1

M: Alright, do you want to do H/SOL/-/ /PAC/DIR/21
the rest of that body, or do
you want to trY a different
one now?

C2gia9

C: Different one. C/RES/-/ /PPC/FAC/02

:4: want to make a different 4/SOL/-/ /STAC/P03/08
one, this time?

Es. 2

Cs 4ere it is. A puzzle( CALTS/0A3/-/MAT/FAC/OS

F: 4 jigsaw puzzle. F/REA/OAS/-/STA-E/P05/03

C; A jigsaw puzzle. C/REA/DAM/ /STA-R/POS/03

CA' 2

C: 4, B, D*ee. -C7RES/LS3/DED/-/-/03

M: :::wt's ri4ht. They're the .4/RCA/LSW-/STA-E/POS/09
A,B,Vs.
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(4.3) AUlltd MUM= (STA-A) . Altered

statements. or references to altered stateNents, are

contingent on the previous speaker's statement. However.

the manner of presentation or the meaning of the original

statement has been change.) to some degree. The nonverbal or

poorly articulated respcnse of one speaker may be verbalized

by the other speaker. an original statement may be repeated

and embellisheS, or recast in such a way that the apparent

meaning of the original statement has been altered.

Although in altering the statement contextual clues are

relies upon. a higher degree of inference is involved in

altered statements than in expanded statements. Veaal

interpretations of gestures are coded STA-4 (see example 6

below).

Examdta Lut shaW inteasiins Esau

Ex. J..

C: Not a little houLL. C/RES/34Z/FAC/-/-/4g

F: It's a big house? F/SOL/042/FAC/STA-A/INT/OS

Ex. 2

C: He's looking right here. C/RE4/114Y/FAC/-/-/OS

M: Yeah, he's logkir right at M/RE4/114Y/FAC/SIA-4/POS/07
cha.

C: House. C/RES/SYM/DED/-/-/01

M: You're gonna make a house? M/SOL/D3T/FAC/SIA-A/PO4/06

Ea. 1

C: That water's down the hole. C/RE4/L)C /F4C1-/-/06
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r: The water floes don the r/SOL/SPS/../STA-A/A3N/06
hole?

C: Yeah. C/RES/SPV-/STA-A/P05/01

LK. 5

C: Rh lah ahah. C/RES-HCP/-/-/-/NCL/00

r: What? Putoem back? r/SOL/-/-/STA-A/P33/04

Ex. 6

M: Is that the same shovel? 4/SOL/COR/FAC/SIA/PON/OS

C: (Child snakes head) C/RES-MUCOR/-/STAMEG/00

M: No? M/SOL/C3R/-/STA-A/PON/31

(s.) "ktiQuz:Canual (AM. Neference to

performance, action. or event where the nature of the

Performance (whether wdeal, nonvocal, cognitive. or

emocional) cannot be determined or when more than one of the

subcategories...(5.1 through 5.4) are involved.ws

Paulo. Ltar ftigic latusWal gulias

Ex. 3.

M: you listen, you listen and M/SOL/-/-/ACT/PRF/05
you JO.

Ex. Z

F; well. do you think you did r/SOL/ACM/-/ACT/P3N/09
a good job?

LK 2

m: Don't ot silly. M/SOL/-/-/ACT/PNO/an

(5.1) 'Actin=t2c11 (AVC). Reference to action

I IbiJ., p.20,
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involving the emission of speech or sound. Used for the

physical qualities of tae action ur the act of saying

something. This includes references to the...pace, volume..

pitct, and diction of vocal action.**

ExaaaLax Lrat gm= 14ittAG/1201 Ca ia4

cll. 1

E: You know there's a faster F/STR/D33/-/ACP/fAC/10
way of doing this.

C: Tell me. C/SOL/0031-/ACV/PRF/02

Ex. 2,

M: rnis is a circle right here. M/REA/0hP/DED,-/-/14
Bat this whole shape is M/SOL/00/-/ACV/PRF/os
called a cylinder. Can you
say that?

C: Cylinder. e/RES/010/-/STA-R/CPL/01

FA. 3

C: Why are they laughing there? C/SOL/-/-/ACV/XPL/05

(5.2, *Agilon=rhysical (ACP). Referent. to action

where physical movements are primary. Includes writing,

passing papers, valkinq, hearing, and seeingwa (If

attention is being solicited then code ACC)

ElLam2les LLbm hadic intnagligal Oding

Gs. 1

Ibid.
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+1: well, first jump over cy M/RES/SPS/FAC/AZP/XPL/10
man, because there's an
empty space and you're next
to him.

:x 2

C: I don't watch the camera. C/REA/-/-/ACP/F4C/06

ES.

C: Oh, can she hear us? C/SOL/S3R/-/ACP/FAC/05

gx. 4

M: Come over here. M /SOL / -/- /ACP /PRF /03

Noo! C/RES/-/-/ACP/MCM/01

(5.3) wacag0:=C2gpitize (ACC). Reference to action

where a cognitive process is principally involves. This

includes thinking, imagining, knowing, supposing,

understanding, or not understanding, listening, believing,

remembering, and reading (silently).ws Solicitations for

attention are coded ACC/PRF.

Comats fum dudic inteactkns

Ex. 1

Oana

C: I'm a good thinker, aren't C/REA/ACH/-/ACC/PIVOS
Z. C/SOL-VACH/-/SrA/PON/03

M: You're nct paying attention M/REA/-/-/ACC/F4C/06

Ex. a

F: You understand? F/SOLASC/-/ACC/FAC/02

I Itid.. p. 2S.
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Ex. t

C: Dad?

F: What?*

EX. a

M: Do you teoember teat?

C/SOL/-/-/ACC/PRF/01

r/RES/-/-/ACC/CPL/01

4/SOL/-/-/AEC/FAC/Om

(5.4) "astiQa=Lamslanal (ACE). Reference to action

where feelings. or emotions are principally involved.

Includes feeling bad. mood. sorry. thanitful, grateful,

relieved. oc upset.42

Caanlel LL2m dyidic InteLactions Ming

Ex. 1

F: Daddy wants to do the
blocks.

F/STR/-/-/ACE/F4C/06

Ex. Z

F: You cant to look at this? F/STR/-/-/PRC/ALW/17
You can try to ,cake one of
these if you want.

C: Oh ^addy I found I always C/REA/SED/-/ACE/F4C/08
thank you.

Ex. 1

C: .I'm making somethins CC/REA/ /-/ACPALT/09
different on the other side.

M: kltight that's fine. M/REA/-/-/ACPALP/Om

C: You don't care? C/SOL/-/-/ACE/FC/Om

I AlthoJqh the voice inflection for this move is
questioning. the function of this move is to nignal teat the
speaker's attention has been captured: and therefore, it is
coded as a response to the solicitation for attention.
2 Ibid.. p. 29.
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Iftattgni2.ihiancal EtWit19 C1129=11

',while instructional-logical meanings include those

processes listed under substantive - logical meanings, they

also refer to distinctly didactic verbal moves such as those

involved in positive and negative rating and giving

instructions. For this reason, additional subcategories

under the logical processes are necessary.,

For purposes of Ibil study these subcategories are

regarded as operationally defined behaviors which indicate

communicative functions (i.e., they indicate how the

instructional content is presented).

(1.) "Enalnic mem. (Same as substantive-

logical meanings).

(1.1) "amtlalasi=ieueral (DEW.

substantive-logical meaning)

(same as

Exasule tr21 dxadic 1EMACI1211 :21102

Ft Wnat's all tnis stuff in F/SOL/-/-/PAT/DEF/07
here?

(1.11) "DaLining=Denotative (DEW,. (same as

substantive- logical meaning)

1 Ibid.
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gallake LE22 WILE inViLiS11.9.n codin2

F: Those are instructions. F/REA/-/-/MAT/DED/03

(1.12) naLlang=QggpaRlin (OED) ". (same as

substantive-logical meaning)

iltAMELI LEH Mac WURSI120 GOLD2

Mt I see two pieces with blue M/REA/04C/-/MAT/DEC/15
sky that also have part of
the yellow sun.

M: [referring to blocks] Some M/REA/LSG/-/MAT/DEC/11
of them have 'Vs and some
of them have '0's

(1.2) "Inigureting (INT)0. (same as substantive-

logical meaning)

Exmat 'um intezaction C.9.41119

M: :an we, could you stand M/SOL/SPS/-/ACP/PRF/10
these up on the end? M/REA/SPS/-/STA/INT/09
Stanisem up like you and I
stand JD?

(2.) orEarical 2r2cess. (same as substantive-

logical meanings)"

(2.1) wractStating (FAC) "t. (same as substantive-

logical meaning)

---
I laid.

Ibid.
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Lammas WI gudic Lattuctina =as
Ea.

F: Here we go. F/STR/-/-/PRC/FAC/03

Ex. 2

Ex.

m: Y see something in there M/S014-/-/ACP/FAC/06
that you want?

C: I find it. C/RES/-/-/ACP/F4C/03

C: That's what they had a C/REA/-/-/MATMC/07
school.

(2.2) Ummutallt Utmanatratins (DMv)* (sane as

substantive-logical meaning)

Examalzs Lazo dam= inteiactiana Wins

C: (Child is stacking blocks) C/REAMT/-/AC1VDNV/03
So like that.

Ex. i

F: So ahead, show me. F/SOL/0311-/ACTIDNV/04

(2.3) Verbally DemanstLating (DEM). (same as

substantive-logical meaning)

Ionia from dyadic icteractioa coding

M: You take the big one and M/STROWDEC/h:P/DEM/17
then you take another big
one and put it riont there.

(2.4) "Exalaialra (xn)wi. (same Is substantive-

logicl seaning)
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Cgamgle fmm dyadiE Interaction Coding

F: You can't do those until we F/STR/-/-/PPC/XPL/12
get it all right again.

(3.) ognitaiivg Rrouls9. (same as substantive-

logical meaning)

(3.1) wOgiains (OPN)". (same as substantive-logical

meaning)

LE 2E1 0.4122 tan40.121.1 COPS

Ea. 2

H: Those are nice, huh? M/REA/-/-/MAT/OPN/03
N/SOL-T/-/-/STA/PON/01

gx. 2

C: Here's a... C/REA/-/-/MAT/NCL/03

M: Very complicated same. M/REA/-/-/MAT/OPN/03

(3.2) ugustlfzino (JUS)92. (same as substantive-

logical meaning)

Kxamal (ludic intergstign c21109

C: No, but I want to plAY a C/REA/-/-/PAC/ALT/09
different game

M: Okay, but let's co this. M/REA/SE3/./PRC/FAC/14
I want, I want this to be M/REA/-/-/PPCMS/10
finished first, honey. This
is important for us. Kahn's
Paper she's writing.

1

2 Ibid.
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(3.4) BAUM (RATE). "Ratings can convey critical

and/or evaluative meanings. R critical rating is a

judgement of truth or falsity based on rational criteria.

An evaluative rating gives the raters partiality, thus it

is a more subjective restonse. Ratings range from positive

to negative. They often occur in rraction to statements."I

In a younger population, or in the context of performing

a task, actions are frequently rated; persons may also be

rated.

(3.41) Eosltive Railogs (POS). "Positive ratings

range from distinctly affirmative to those that implicitly

affirm by repeating what is rated."2

gt.

Exlm2les fum 11414c iallraStians

M: ',that colors do you have N/SOL/DRC/DED/-/-/06
there?

C: Red. C/RES/ORC/DED/-/-/01

M: Yeah. N/REA/ORC/-/STA/PDS/01

Ex. 2

C: Look. [shows M. a picture C/SOL/-/-/ACP/PRF/01
she colored)

I James L. Neujahr, the Inn/02402d InstactIon Can,
(New York: Teachers College Press, 1975), p.20.

2
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V: Oh, That's beautiful! M/RES/-/-/ACP/P3S/04

U. /

M: And if you get all my men, M/REA/VT/-/PRC/XPL/11
You are the winner.

C: Wow! C/REA/-/-/PRC/POS/u1

(3.42) desailig aatinal (NES). *Negative ratings

include those which reject by stating the contrary and those

which reject by a distinctly negative rating.** Ratings

which indicate some reservation, that is ratings that are

qualifying, are also coded NEG.

Exameles from dyadic interaction

U. 1

F: Somethin's wrong.

U. a

011D2

F/RE1 /COR/-/ACF/NE3/03

M: Find the 'S' for me. M/SOL/LSVDNY/AZTATF/09
Where's the 'V?

C: (picks a lettered block) C/RES-NY/LSG/DNY/ACT/CPL/00

M: N3. M/REA/LS3//ACT/NE3/01

Ex. 3

F: You're a brat. FREA/-/-/PER/NEG/04

C: Yeah. C/REA/-/-/STA/P3S/01

(3.43) aemtLal Latinn (NEU). Neutral ratings do

not indicate whether a positive or negative evaluations is

intended. They serve to acknowledge or confirm an action, a

1 loid.
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statf.ment. or an event.

Examales Lum gyadic intsractions Ogling

EX. 1

F: Did you do this before? 7/SOL/-/-/PRC/FRC/o5

C: Yes. C /RES / -/- /PRC /FRC /O1

F: Oh. F/REA/-/-/PRC/NEU/01

Ex. Z

Mt You can't go backyards. M/RES/WhY/-/PPC/FAC/05

C: Oh. C/REAAIRY/-/STA/NEU/01

(3.40 guitile ax Segatirs eating (PON).

"Solicitations in which a request is made for either a

positive or a negative rating."' (For analysis these types

of moves are included as part of the subcategory of

opirang.)

Exam212s fps dyadic ulteLactions C2gins

El. 1

M: That matches that one? M/50L/CDR/-/STA/PON/04

C: Yeah. C/RES/COR/-/STA/POS/01

Ex. Z

C: Like this? C/50L/-/-/ACF/PON/02

F: Yeah. okay. F/RES/-/-/ACF/PDS/02

3e113ce, et al.. Rig }_min 2L the C142111229. P. 31.
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(4) Cank:lealegl daubs CaLts2Liel.

"Instructional moves witn extra-logical meAnings are those

that cannot be verified by analytic. empirical, or

evaluative criteria. Rather than making assertions or

denials, these moves make piescription or prohibitions, or

request that prescriptions or prohibitions be made..."1

(4.t) 1211SLUD3 a geLislin021 (PRF).

"Solicitations that ask or demand ...that someone 3o

something. These include dire tives and imperatives . "a

Eli.

Examales a121B dudiciDiALACUSIDe C241112

M: Count one line, then count M/SOL/MUM/DED/RCV/PRF/06
the next line.

EI. 1

F: Come on up here.

EX. 2

C: You help.

F/SOL/-/-/ACP/PRF/Ou

C/SOL/SED/-/ACT/PRF/02

(4.2) "Pahititioe a Peacoat= (PRO). the agent

is directed to cease. or not to embark upon, a particular

$ Neujahr, The /ndtvidgalind Inatrvoin Gamt, p. 19.

2 Bellack, et al., The Language of the Classroom, p. 31.
1 Neujahr, 1112 Ingiugualized Instauct&VO p. 21.
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:small Ma du= ilatIACWHI CagLag

F: Wait a minute. F/SDL/ /-/ACP/PRO/03

(4.3) 121i2LIIng a amtilau (AGN)

directed to repeat the communication."2

Ex3maes from dyadic interactions C211113

Ex. 1

"The agent is

C: What do you want to Jo? C/SOL/-/-/PRC/DIR/06

F: Hm? F/SOL/-/-/STA/A3N/01

C: What do you want to do? C/SOL/-/-/PRC/DIR/06

:x. a

C: Duah bey bey C/RES-N:P/-/-/-/NCL/00

F: What? F/SOL/-/-/STA/h3N/01

C: Wha Sa Seby deba. C/RES-NAP /-/-/STA/ZPL/00

(4.4) wAstall To Bg Directed (OIR). The emitter of

this move is trying to iinJ out what he tor she) is or is

not to do. He (or she] expects to be given a directive.

His (or ner) solicitation may be general, involve several

alterlatives, or only one."'

2 Ibid.

I Ibid.
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Earnits f 2E. duns lattractiana Callas

L. 1

F: What would you like to play F/SOL/-/-/MAT/DIR/07
with?

Es.

M: Now do you want it? Co you M/SOL/042/-/FRC/DIR/19
want to make one bigger?
Is that what you want to do?

Es. 2

M: :shat kind of a game should M/S014-/-/PRC/DIR/08
we play?

(u.5) wSething L i s« oQ (RPR). The emitter of this

move is requesting that he (or she] be permitted tm perform

a particular activity."2

Isualla Lam diadic ialstacI1201 coins

Es. 1

C: Let me get scmethin' else. C/SOL/-/-/MhT/RPR/05

F: Alright. F/RES/-/-/MAT/ALU/01

Ex. a

C: tut Mom. can we play C/SOL/-/-/PRC/RPR/00
another game after?

Es. 1

?: Out can I show ya how to M/S01,/-/-/FRC/RPR/10
build something si ecial?

(u.6) "Cattalime. (CPL) The person to whom a

directive is addressed either begins to carry out the

2 !old.
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directive or indicates that he or she intends to carry it

out."' If there is no verbal response by the person. or the

re.''.onse is non-comprehensible. and a reaction follows which

clearly indicates that the directive was carried out. then

compliance is assumed.

Mull& Lcaa (ha= lainactiana Wins

ga.

Mt Now fine a yellow square. M/SOL/OAC/DNV/ACP/PRF/OS

Cs (based on M.'s response it C/RES-NV/OACIDNV/ACP/CPL/00
is assumed that thi cnild
complial)

M: Very good. okay! N/REA/34C/-/ACP/POS/03

Et. a

C: Daddy help. C/SOL/SED/-/ACP/PRF/02

F: Okay. F/RES/SED/-/ACP/CPL/01

(4,7) "Egraittiusl a tecLailuct (na). The agent is

allowed to carry out the activity. The performance is

optional. A move coded [ALU1 often follows a move

seeking permission."' Adults occasionally give permission

even when it was not directly requested.

f;X

Lammas turn dyadic interactions

C.%. okay Dad can I stIck 'cm C/SOL/33T/-/ACP/MPR/09

s :taJ.. p 22.

Ibid.. p. 21.
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on the pegboard?

F: Sure, that's what you're
gonna lm.

Casa

C: z want tLis.

M: Dicey, you want to see
what that is? Alright,
open it up.

F/RES/0317-/ACP/ALW/C9

C/STR/-/-/MAT/F4C/03

M/REA/-/-/STA-VPON/08
M/REA/-/-/ACP/ALWW

(4,0) waltaaatile (ALT). The perscn to whoa a

directive is addressed indicates that he will carry out soee

activity in place of the one prescribed, or that he will

carry out the prescribed activity at other than the

prescribe) tist.ws

Clanita andis lamsliana

gas 1

C: You can do it this way,
can't ya too?

F: 'dope. it just sots one
way.

C: Daddy, see, if you do it
this way, is kinds better
to me.

ES.

should you like to zead me
a story?

Cs You real it.

M: Uhy Jonet yru read it to
me.

2 IDii., P. 23.

.46

C/RFA/03T/-/PRC/ALT/06
C/S01.-1/DOT/-/PRC/2014/04

F/RES/D3r/-/PRC/NE3/05

C/STR/DOT/DKUPRC/ALT/13

M/SOL/-/-/ACT/P3N/08

C/RES/-/-/ACTALT/03

M/SOL/-/ /ACT/ALT/06
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C: No. I wanted to do the
checkers.

Ex. 1

F: Let's see how smart you
are. Take...

C: Daddy, you do, you build
the ca... you do that a.
I'll do the clay.

C/3 ES/-/-/ACT/NCM/01

ritni/ACH/-/ACT/ONV/Oe

C/STR/-/-/PRC/ALT/16

(4.9) *fta:cogiumme (NM. The person to whoa a

directive is addressed indicates that he (or she) will not

perform a prescribed activity and he (or she) gives no

alternative."I When a request is repeated after no apparent

response, after a noncomprehensible response, or after a

vocalization which indicated a negative response (e.g.,

crYinS. angry shouting), it is assumed that the

recipient of the directive did an comply with the

directive.

WWII Wm Mulls inIttactin 0110.9

Ex. 1

I: Pet it over there.

C: 4o.

Ex. 1

M: Well, come over here.

C: (crying) Noo!

M: Come over here.

C: (continues to cry)

Ibid.. p. 22.

F/SOL/L3C/-/ACP/PRF/Oa

VRES/LXV-/ACP/NCM/01

M/S01/-/-/ACP/PRF/04

C/RES/-/-/ACP/NCM/01

M/SOL/-/-/ACP/PRF/03

CAES-NV/-/-/ACP/NCM/00
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M: Come over here. 4/SOL/-/-/ACFAIRF/03

(4.10) Jolting (JOK). The person makes an overt

effort to be amusing, or reacts to an amusing action or

event. Numeurous teasin; vhich does not lowly a negative

evaluation is considered to be joking behavior. Laughter

not accomPanieJ by a vernalization with logical meaning is

coded as nonverbal Jokinc.

Ex. i

Fs Hey ..., you're aettina F/REA/POH/FAC/PER/POS/09
to be a pro.

C: (laughs) C/RES-NVACH/-/STR/JOK/00

fix.Z
M: This takes a lot of

thinking-Power here.
(laughs) I think zore
on my part than yours.

M/REA/-/ /ACC/E4C/07
M/REA/ / /STA/JOK/08

(4.11) aul Lin (UPL). The emitter of the move is

playing with sounds or words and not trying to communicate a

logical meaning. Word play occurs most often when children

are engaged in performing an activity, or when they are

rretending. Word play nay be vocal, verbal, or lyrical.

Exasalas LL2t gulic intuact120x Wins

Ex. 1

M: Oh, the dragon's roaring. M/REA/SY4/-/ACV/FAC/05

C: Roonaar!

Ex. a

C/REA/SY4/-/STA-F/J11L/01

C: (taking materials out of C/REA/-/-/ACV/UPL/00
tox) Soma tick -boom
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tick.

gs. 2

F: Now, get those. F/SOL/COR/-/ACUPRF/03

C: (placin; blocks in groups) C/otb/COR/DEC/ACF/QPL/09
Shape. Same shape. An'
same share. An'
ssssssssame shape.



4PPENDIX C

Coding Instructions.

1."GeneLal Coding /gstricIlogl

1.1 "Co!ing is from the viewpoint of the observer,

with pedagogical meaning inferred from the

[amitter's)...behavior.

1.2 "Corammatical form may give a clue, but is not

decisive in cooing. For example, SOL may be found

in declarative, interrogative, or imperative fore.

Likevise PES may be in the form of a

question -- frequently indicating tentativeness on

the part of the speaker. "2

X.3 All inaudible statements and statements which

cannot be coded in one of the pedagogical move

type categories are coded for the emitter (if that

is discernable) and as Not Codable (HOC).

Statements which Are partially audible or ellipses

are coded for pedagogical move type, if it is

1 Cooing instr.ictiohs not directly ,quoted differ from those
provided by Bellack et al., and Neujahr.

2 bellack et al., 14 1402unt a tb2 ClUsroom. P 255.
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clear, and for any of the other categories, if they are

clear within the context in which tney occurred.

If vaxtially audible statements, or ellipses, are

not clear, they are coded as N. Moves that

follow Not Codable moves are coded as usual,

Z Etilavalsal toms

2.1 If one member of the dyad reacts to the nonverbal

behavior (NV) of the other member of the dyad by

rating that behavior or specifically commenting on

it then the nonverbal behavior is coded as having

occurred and is subscripte3 to indicate it was

nonverbal. Laugning without verbal commenting is

coded as a nonverbal reaction to an amusing

behavior Dr statement. When laughing is directly

followed by a comment it is not coded as a

separate nonverbal move, but rather as a verbal

reaction to a joke. Crying, whining, shouting,

etc. are also considered nonverbal moves if no

verbal comments accompany the behavior.

FA. 2

F: Can you put those in r/SOL/AZH/-/ACP/FAC/08
the box now?

C: C/RES-NV/ACM/-/4CP/CNV/00

F: No, now that doesn't F/REA/C3R/FACACP/3EG/08
qo with that.

F: That's right". .F/REA/C3R/-/STA/P35/04

C: (lau4ns) C/AEA-NV/C017-/ST4 /J3K/44
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2.2 Uhen a verbalization is so poorly articulated that

it cannot Le understood by the coder and

transcriber, and when the other member of the dyad

d*es not indicate that they understood tne

verbalization, then it is coded as non-

comprehensible. If the substantive content or the

instructional content continues to be the topic of

the dialogue, the noncomprehensible move is coded

for its content (substantive or instructional

meanirA). only those words that are clearly

articulated are counted as words for that move.

Occasionally syntactical errors are serious enough

to sake a move noncomprehensible. In such cases

the move gis coded as non-comprehensible and only

the clearly articulated words are counted and

credited to the move.

2.3 Structuring (STR) moves are clearly initiative

moves. They begin with some form of introductory

remarks intended to start off a naw activity, new

topic of conversation, or introduce new materials.

Structuring moves continue until a clear

solicitation (SOL), or reaction (REA) occurs.

Often the same speaker will first provide a

structuring move followed by a solicitation.

Structuring moves cannot be diractly succeeded by

responses (RES). If an intervening move occurs, a
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structuring move may be continues and is coded as

a second instance of structuring.

2.4 Structuring moves are sometime* pnrased obliquely,

and determining the intent of the speaker may be

confusing. Phrases such as *Now Why don't we mu,

*Let me show you...", "Let's ...*. "How about if

we...", axe considered initiating efforts by a

speaker who intends to launch an activity and are

therefore 1.e3 as structuring moves whenever they

are not resPonses to a previous solicitation Or

are not reactions tr A previous response.

2.5 A solicittng (SOL) move begins whenever a request

is initiated. A solicitation ends when a

distinctly different solicitation is made or when

a response. a reaction, or a structuring move is

begun by either speaker.

2.6 Solicitations that request permission to speak

have instructional and extra-logical meaning.

They are coded as SOL/ .../RPR. The move which

follows and acknowledges the request for

permission is considered a response even if a

questioning tone of voice is used. Such a

response usually grants. permission (ALS) or

prohitites (p110) the activity. Requesting
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Ex. I

Agee

permission to speak rarely occurs during dyadic

interactions, although speaking about a specific

topic may be requested.

C: 4thhh, ;der:, talk
about that?

M: Rh-oh (means no) we
don't talk aoout
that.

C/S011-/-/ACV/W/04

M/RES/-/-/ACV/PRO/07

2.7 Not infrequently during dyadic interactions one

member of the dyad solicits the ether member's

attention. Sudh a move has instructional meaning

in the action-cognitive category and is considerd

a directive to attend. Therefore such a move is

coded as SD11.../ACC/PRF/... and the response to

that move, even if uttered in a questioning tone,

is considered to be a complying response.

Ex. 1
C: Dad?

E': What?

C/S011-/-/ACC/PRF/01

F/RESp-/-/ACC/CPL/01

2.8 Tag questions occurring within or at the end of a

structuring or reacting move are coded as

soliciting ta.ls, even if th're is no extended

pause or verbal cue that clearly solicits a

response. Tag questions that occur witnin a

larger soliciting move are not coded separately

since they ark: considered to be a part of the

overall solicitinl move,
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Eli. a

1489

F: Jest a little
different, isn't
it?

F/REA/COR/FAC/-/-/04
F/SOL-T/COR/-/STA/PON/03

F: 3keY, now put the F/SOL/DOI/-/ACP/PRF/10
airplane back in the
board, okay?

2.9 ',implicit in any solicitation are the concepts of

knowing or not knowing, doing or not doing.

Therefore code "responding" for any one of the

range of possible responses (including invalid

ones), and also for any reply referring to knowing

or not knowing, agreeing to do or refusing to do.

The physical response to a directive will be coded

as a responding move. However, in the case of

responding to the directive to speak, the meaning

of the utterance will be coded,... in addition to

the fact that the respondent is complying with the

airective to speak."'

.2.10 "Occasionally a... fparent or child) responds to a

SOL with a question. Coding in these instances is

in terms of context and intent. resr example,

students frequently respond with a question to

indicate the tentativeness of their responses.

These are coded RES. If, however, the

'resoonJinte question is a genuine solicitation

1 Noujahr, Ibe,In2Ividualized Instruction game, p. 93.
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(i.e., expects a RES), it is coded SOL.

2.11 "A SOL which calls for a fact is coded FAO, but

if the RES CliVeZ both a fact AO an explanation,

the substantive-logical meaning of the RES is

coded X.

2.12 "A SOL which calls for an opinion is coded OPM,

but if the RES gives both an opinion and a

justification, tae substantivelogical meaning of

the RES is coded JUS.

2.13 "A speaker cannot respond to his Dwn solicitation.

(1) If he speaker answers his [or her] own

question immediately after asking it, the question

is taken to be rhetorical and a stylistic device

rather than a true SOL. (2) If a speaker answers

his fol her] own question after an intervening

incorrect answer, the correct answer to the

solicitation is coded as a reaction to the

incorrect answer, since the purpose of the

question was not to elicit a response from the

questioner. (3) If a speaker answers his for her]

own question after a gause, the answer is coded as

a reaction, indicating that the speaker is

primarily reacting to the absence of an expected

response. An asterik is indicated as part of the
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coding of the REA (i.e., REn-*) when this

occurs.**

2.14 Directives vnich include specific instructions,

or requests. that cannot be complied with without

substantive knewledge (e.g. "Find me an ofto.") are

coded for their extra-logical meaning as

directives Mir. PRO. DIR. or ALIO but also as

expecting or providing substantive-logical

meaning. Responses to such directives are assumed

to have provided substantive-logical meaning only

if that meaning is referred to by either 'ember of

the dyad.

F: Mere you tape this F/SOL/COR/DNV/ACP/PRF/16
one. You put it
with the same height
and the sane letter.

C: 'lope. C/RES/C3R/-/ACP/NrM/01

Ex. 2

F: Does that fit? F/50L/CDR/FAC/-/-/03

C/RES-NV/COS/DNV/-/-/00

F/REA/C3R/-/ACP/P05/01

F: 3Pay, put it with F/50L/C3R/-/ACP/PRF/06
another group.

C:

F: Dicey

C/RES-NV/CM-ACP/CPL/00

F/REA/C3R/-ACP/nS/01

1 5ellacK et al., The Larmuase of thg Clagsr0cm, pp. 257.
258.
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M: Ghat color should we
put on next?

C: Mra, urn, my favorite
color.

fa. 1

M: Okay, I want to put
out some faces and
you find some that
look exactly alike
and pile some on top.

M/SOL/OAC/CED/ACP/DIR/07

C/RES/OAC/FAC/-/-/03

M/STR/D3G/XPL/PRC/PRF/21

Ms Can you grt another 4/SOL/HUM/DHVA2P/PRF/09
pile of fcuf for me?

C: One, two, three. C/RES/NUM/DED/R:P/CPL/03

14: How many? M /SOL /NUM /FAC / -/ -/02

C: three. C/RES/HUM/FAC/-/-/01

M: 3h, I thouht we M/REA/HUM/FAC/-/-/06
granted fccr. Why M/SOL/NUM/DED/PRC/PRF/17
don't you take a look
here, countlem again
and see hc many you
got.

2.15 "k reaction t.egins at the beginning of an

utterance or following a nonverbal response or the

absence of an ilxpected move.

"k {reaction (HA); is still in progress when

the sneaker:

a. Evaluatcs or otherwise discusses a previous

move

b. hephrases a previous move or makes reference

to it

c. Expancs a previous move t stating its
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isplictions, interpreting it, or drawing

conclusions from the same point or sub-point.

*A REA ends when any of the following occurs:

a. The utterance ends

b. A SOL begins

c. The speaker indicates the end of the REA by

some verbal convention, such as, All right, now

let's turn to

d. A distinct (not parenthetic) shift occurs to

another substantive area not heretofore mentioned

or not under immediate discussion

e. R distinct (not parenthetic) shift occurs from

any substantive category to an instructional

category 'not heretofore mentioned or not under

immediate discussion.**

2.16 *A reaction to a solicitation olcurs only when the

reaction is eaggi the solicitation and not a

response to the solicitation."2 (e.g. "That's a

good question.")

3. Setstantive Meanincs

3.1 "Cadinn of substantive meanings is in terms of the

pain contakt of the discussion.", For example, if

a dyad is discussing the block matching task and

the specific attributes of the blocks which are

s :Lid., pp. 259, 260.
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Important for the *etching cask are mentioned, the

move is till considered to be about matching the

blocks (COR). If however, the focus of the

discussion shifts to defining or explaining the

attrltutes per se. then the discussion would be

codes as havino substatIlve 'meaning in the object

attrltute cateztorles (0A ).

M: So how cc,e you put
this *loch here?

C: 'cause they were
shorts.

M /SOL /C3R /XPL / -/ -/08

C/RES/COR/XPL/-/-/Os

F: And, and wty does F/SOL/C3R/XPL/-/-/13
this little block go
in these and not over
there?

uell. because those C/RES/C3R/X2L/4-/05
stye ft's'.

F: les. And uhat does F/REA/C3R/-/STAMS/02
teat one gave? F/SOL/LS3/OF0/-/-/06

3ecause ttrse 40
there.

F: Right. Okay Keep
going.

C/RES/C3R/CNV/-/-/ae

r/REA/C3R/-/ACT/P33/02
F/SOL/C3R/-/ACTIPPF/03

3.2 *In coding. Inlcate whenever possible the

substi.ntive content to which the move refers or

the substantive Cantext of tne move. The Waxer

3 ibiJ.. p. 261.
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may or may not explicitly refer to the substantive

material. The absence of substantive- logical

coding in these instances indicates that no

substantive meanings were actually expressed.

14, InstaaLizrzipasical lamina&
4.1 "Only when defining is the main focus is a move

codes as defining. When the definition is within

the immediate context of other substantive-logical

meanings, defining is not coded.

4.2 "Responses giving facts within the ccntext of an

explanatory move or in a sequence of explanatory

moves are coded explaining...'

4.3 "'Reverse' definitions, which give the definition

and call for the term, are coded as defining

moves.

4.4 "When more than one substantive-logical process

occurs within a single peSagogical move, cote

according to the following order of priority:"2

a.) XPL (explaining)

b.) nN/JUS (cpining or justifYing)

c.) DEM (demonstrating)

I pp. 261, 262.

3 Iold., p. 262.
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d.) FAC (tact-stating)

e.) OW/ (nonvcrbally demonstrating)

f.) OFF (defining and/or interpreting)

U.S "An incorrect statement intended as the description

of a state of affairs, such aS,...(wEilue and

yellow makes pdrole,"] would be coded FAC even

though it is empirically incorrect.

5. Inargctional Meaninis

5.1 "Occasionally, within longer moves (e.g., a STR or

a (:£g), retftrenca is made t more than one of the

instructional categories. In coding, identify the

primary instructional function of the move or its

principal' focus, and code appropriately.

5.2 Use the followini order of precedence when more

than one of the instructional categories are

involved and the main intent of the discourse

cannot be reaGily determinedswl

a.) s; (statement)

b.) 5th -R (re'eated statement)

c.) STA-E (expanded statement)

d.) STA-k (altered statement)

e.) MAT (materials)

f.) PEC (procOure)

:tad., 2. 262.
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q.) PFR (poison)

h.) 4CT (action-general, vocal, or emotional)

I.) 4CC (action-cognitive)

J.) ACP (action-physical)

5.3 "MT is coded without an instructional-logical

category only when..."' [substantive and

substantive-logical meanings are the main focus of

the dialogue ani the reference to mateCals does

not convey a specific instructional-logical
.

meaning."

:a. 1
F: (referring to a F/SOL/CLS/OPN/M4T/-/09

game) Do you think
this may be liKe
'Battleships'?

:K. 2.

C: 3roken. C/kEA/CH3/FAC/M4T/-/O1

:K. 2

M: (referring to M/REA/-/-/MAT/OPN/03
materials) These
are nice. huh?

5.4 "ACC/PAC is coded when the cognitive process is the

main intent oi the move."2

LIK. L

F: Ya understand?

e.x. 2

1 Ibid.. p. 263.

2 Ind.

F/SOL/COR/-/ACC/PAC/02
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C: Oh, : know how zany. C/RES/NUA/-/ACC/FAC/05

F: Haw many? F/SOL/NUM/FAC/-/-/02

5: wACC/FAC is LIU coded when the reference to a

cognitive process is incidental.ws

La. 1
F: I don't think people F/REA/-/-/MAT/FAC/11

aze dice when they
play checkers.

5.6 wDoth,ACC/FAC and the substantive and substantive-

logical meanings are coded when the statement

gives thez approximately equal prominence.wz

;.1
C: Will's this guy? C/SOL/SYM/DED/-/-/ON

F: I don't knew. He's F/RES/:YM/FAC/ACC/FAC/12
lust a little boy, I
guess.

Instructi2n11.1itc.9itul ana CIIER11221cal Meanings

InzILuctianal-Lgaical Meanings

6.1 In evaluating an action or a statement corrections

or additional substantive information may be

provided. :hen substantive meaning and

substantive - logical meaning accompanies a rating

of actions of statements the move is coded for

substantive, substantive-logical, instructicnal,

and instructional- logical meaning.

s Iola.

2 IDid.
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M: (referrinq to checker M/REK/SPS/FAC/A:P/POS/15
gavel Wow, you got my
man. ihat's right, it
goes right on top of
them [referring to
King).

EX2.

C: That one zero. C/RES/NUM/DED/-/-/03

M: No, that's an 'X'. M/REA/LSWDED/STA/NEG/05

6.2 Ratins are aenerally provided for actions that

have been performed, statements made, or events

that occurred; however, they may refer directly to

the person rather than the actions or statements

of that person. Personalized ratings are coded as

references to the instructional category PER if

Ex. 1

the main focus of the rating is not on the action

performed, the statement made, or on a procedure,

and if the reference to the other person was

explicit (e.g. "You're a bad boy.", "Cool boy.").

If an action cr statement was followed by a rating

and no personal reference was made, it is assumed

that the action performed, or the statement is the

focus of the ratini.

C: Mat's not a 'X'. C/REA/L.S3/rAC/-/-/05

r: lo. (note fatner is F/REA/LS3/-/STA/POS/01
acreeing with a
negative r:t.itement
and therefore is
considered to be
giving a pesitive
rating)
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M: First of all, I would M/S01./-/-/ACP/PRF/15
like you to ga and
sit in that chair,
okay?

C: 3kaY C/RES/-/ /ACP/CPL/01

P: 3ood boy. That's M/REA/-/-/PER/P3S/02
nice listening M/REA/-/-/ACP/P1S/04

Zlitra:Islacal dtaaings

6.3 Categories for extra-logical meanings are

generally associated witn the instructional

meaning categories of actions or procedures. They

may, however, be associated with any of the other

instructional meaning categories. When extra-

logical meaning occurs in conjunction with non-

actian categories, it is "understood that an

action is the referent and that this action is

associated with the appropriate instructional

category."1 Therefore "Give me the pwzle." would

be caced MAT/FPF but "put the piece in the puzzle"

would be codes ACP /PRF. (See 5.2 for list of

precedence for instructional meaning categories.)

I Ibid., p. 266.
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autos ELI Zmans Ruda

1. Contractions count as two words. (I'm, don't, what's,
it's. here's, etc.)

2. Elided words count as one. (gonna, wanna, hafta, etc.)

3. Hyphenated words or reduplicated syllables count as ima
word. (bye-bye, peepee, etc.)

4. Whole proper names (Ruth Kahn) and title-plus-surname
(Mrs. Kahn) are counted as separate words. (ex. Ruth Kahn
= 02, Hrs. Kahn = 02)

5. When a phrase or word is repeated with alterations or
interruptions, it is only counted once. (ex. Look at
that. Look at that. See it = 05)

6. Repetitions resulting 'from disfluency are not counted.
(ex. I'm, I'm, I'm yoing = 03; Can't, can't, can't we
play with this = 06)

7. Ah, Uh, Um etc. and words coded as KIP (non-
comprehensible) are rot counted as words. (ex. ah-oh =
01; ah that's good = 03; 5eese = 00)

S. Moves coded as NV (non-verbal) and inaudible words are
not counted. (ex. CATS-NV/.../.../.../.../ 2 00)

9. Commonly recognized sounds that are equivelant to words
are coded and-counted. (ex. Uh-huh ('yes') = 01; Meshes
('yes') = 01; Uh-uh ('no') a 01; yah = 01; Huh = 01; Oops
= 01)

10. OK is counted as one word. (ex. O.K. Okay, or OK = 01)
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APPENDIX C

Latta ta Lama& Lcir accruituat QL IsakieQta

Dear parents,

For the past nineteen years I have been working as a

special educator. I have taught and consulted in the

public schools, I have worked as an educational therapist

and as a psycho-educational diagnostician. Right now I

am working towards a doctoral decree in Special Education

at the UniversitY of Connecticut. In order to complete

my thesis I need the nelp and cooperation of parents like

you. Below is a summery of the study I am doing. It

includes the age of the children I need to observe, and

the time and type of participation that would be

involved.

EULL222 tbt atuax.

The purpose of this study is to observe and describe

teaching interaction between parents and their chilaren.

I am interested in how parents help their children to

learn a variety cf things, not at all of which are

directly tauont in schools. I hope to observe both

502
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similarities and differnces in the approaches used by

mnthers and fathers. I would also like to compare the

a;proaches used by parents who are interactina with

handicapped or developmentally delayed youngsters and

parents who or- interacting with normally developing

younasters.

EuuLati.211 =Elvis

I need to observc both mothers and fathers as they

interact with their 3 to 5 year.old children.

Time and tut 2f karticiaation involved.

Two parent-child sessions are required, with each

parent attendinu one of these two sessions at the

University of Hartford in West Hartford, Connecticut.

Brief tenting of the child and interviewing of the parent

can be completed at the end of the session or can be

postapnej and completed during a hose visit. All

sessions will be arranged to suit your convenience and

can be scheduled for any day of the week or for the week

ends.

Teaching-clay sessions will take about 40 minutes

.iach. During one of these sessions the mother an° child

will be video t:2bed as they play together with toys
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cenerallf found in nursery schools. After a 15 minutes

play period the mother will present a block sorting game

to the child and try to get the child to understand and

complete it. The game will have been explained to each

parent before the session. The other play session will

be identical to the one described above except that the

father and child will be the participants. During a

separately scheduled home visit session or at the end of

the play session. the child will be given the Etakaix

Picture Vosatulau Test and each par ant will be briefly

interviewed.

A copy of the dissertation proposal is avaJlaole on

request. Dn completion of this study a summary of the

results will be provied to all participating parents.

I would greatly api.reciate it if you could share some

of your time witn me in order to help me to complete my

study. If you are willing to participate please return

the enclosed postcard. If you would like more

infrrzation feel free to call me at 233-0650. Thank you

vrry much.

530
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Una a EQatgaLl Itmluda ELIA Lstitr IQ Eatemta

I am interested in participating in your study.

Yes_ No _.

I would like more information so please call.

Yes___ No -

(gleam ulut khut tillia Qat thLa Lam)

Name of parents ____

Name of child - - .
Address ------.--------

Phone -- -- Best time to call____

Child's birth date ____

ItOhth day year
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PARENTS AS TEACHERS PROJE:r

In C2nInt Ewe

I understand that 130 being asked to participate in

a research study which examines the way mothers and

fathers teach their preschool youngsters. I realize that

while I am rlaying with my child and while I as helping

my child to learn hoh to do a block sorting task, I will

be recorded on audio and video tape. I are also aware

that my child will be elven the Peaboft FicInt

lankalarx ECU which is a test of verbal intelligence,

and that I will be interviewed. I have been informed

that the results of the agauadx Elute g YacalalLary Zest

and informatiun about my child's developmental level will

be shared with me.

I understand that the tapes that are made may be used

for research purposes, that all efforts will be made to

protect our identity, and that confidentiality will be

respected. I therefore grant Ruth Kahn permission to

video and aucio tape rdy sessions with my child.

Yes Mc

In addition I also give Ruth Kahn permission to

present either tnese tapes or transcripts of these tapes

at professional meetings or for academic purposes.
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Yes No

I understano that 1 Aay withdraw my partIcipation at

anytis.le. I, the undersigned, have uuaerstood the above

explanation anc give carbent to my voluntary

participatior in Ruth Kahn*s research protect.

Date

Location

Witnessed by

Date

Name of Parent (please print)
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aSEPAL EttLialadlc =Edina Ult

Child's name__ ___________Date of birth____

School attended ----------..

Attended from to Times Der week

Parents names__ Date of birth

----__----_--- ------__-.---

Address-----_____ -------. - __- ___---

Phone number ----------------__

Notner's occupation' -----_-- _____ ------_-

ratnet's occupation

Other children in family (list names, sex, and birth dates)

..
......M.........

Parental levels of schooling attainedfcircle)

MIKE MIME
Completed grade school? Yes No Yes No

Attended High School? Yes No Yes No

Peceivei diploma? Yes No Yes 4*

Tecnnical training? Yes No Yes No

508
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Beyond H.S. diploma? Yes No Yes No

Attended college? Yes No Yes No

Bachelor's degree? Yes No Yes No

Graduate studies? Yes s'O Yes No

Master's degree? Yes No Yes No

Ph.D. degree or other Yes No Yes No

doctorate?

Annual income (circle) below 10.000 11.000 to 20.000

21.000 to

40,000 41,000 and above
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CamiLilit LUt Enarmatat hall!

1. (;inera

A....wOw

starts to school.) What

grades do you expect to receive in

most sub;ects? (circle one) A e B Cs C

Ds F

2. :.hat grades would satisfy you? (circle one)

A 3 F Cs C Ds F

.

3. a) What towns has visited

yutSiJe of Inisiner] town ?

b) Why was one of the recent trips tot

connective wit h school

tekori?

I Source: Norma Radin .;nd Hanne Sonquist, Yollpti kg:1112
School arid Gale Preschool Program Final Blurt, Appendix B,
March 12, 1960. only bracketed words nave been added to the
original instrument. The coding manual can be obtained by
writin4 to Dr. Raclin .1t the School of Social Work, in the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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c) Who went with him/her ?

d) What did fhe/she) oa Lnere?

4. a) What newspapers and/or magazines do you

have in your home at present?

b) Who reads tnem?

c) Does usually look at them?

(circle one) Y N

d) If so, which ones?

S. a) Shat did you get on [his/her)

last birthday?

b) For Christmas?
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c) What would you like to get [him/her] for

[his /her) next birthday or Christmas?

6. a) Does any member of your family have a

public library card? (Circle one) Y N

b) How often is the card used? Once a week

-- :Ince a month -- less often than once a

4month?

c) When as it used the last time?

.

7. Are any of these things available for

to use at home at present? (Check

if yes)

a) paste g) ruler

b) 1acer h) crayons

c) 1.aints i) playdough

d) coloring books 1) scissors

e) paper cut-outs k) pencils

f) ___ booKs 1) other

(specify)

8. a) Co yo have a dictionary in your home?
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(circle one) Y N

b) 4ho uses it?

c) How often? (circle one) Once a

week--Once a month--less often Once a

month--less often than once a month.

9. a) Do yo,: have anencyclopeJia in your home?

(circle one) Y N

b) Mho uses .t?

c) How often? Once a week--once a

monthlass often than once 3 month.

10. a) Did you teach to write this/her)

name? (circle one) Y N

b) re count? (circle one) Y N

c) To l'ad? (circle one) Y N

d) /ll together, how much time do you (or

your hosLand) spend trying to help

533



learn?

e) Co you play with ? (circle one)

y a

f) Uhat do you play?

11. a) Uher. d4des usually eat sinner on

weekdays?

b) Ulm eat witn (him/her)? (Please list.)

c) Who does most of the talking at the

table?

d) About what?

12. d) At what times are you together bs a

family on weekdays?.
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b) That are some of the things you So

together at these tiles?

13. a) (If husband is in household) What are

some of the things your husband does with

on weekdays?

b) :.)n weekends?

4

14. a) Is there any adult outside of you (and

your husband) that is particularly

friendly

with? (circle one) Y N

b) dote often does ----- --- see (him/her) ?

c) ;hat does do when (he's/she's)

with thi:-. friend?
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15. a) Do yJu read books to ? (circle

one) Y N

b) If yes, what kind?

c) Now often do you read to (him)?

d) Hrw long does (he/sne] listen?

15. a) Do you suggest that watch any

particular programs? (Zircle one) Y N

b) If yes, which ones?

17. a) Have you tried to teach new

words? (circle one) Y N

b) iihy?

c) If ys, when did you teach fhim/ner] a
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new word last?

d) What was the word?

10. a) Are you concerned about the way

talks? (circle one) Y 0

b) If yes. in what way?

c) Have you tried to get (him) to cnange?

(circle one) Y N

.

di If sc. how?

19. How much schooling would you like

to receive?

20. Fobs much cchcoling do you expect to

receive?
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21. What is the least amount of education you

thirk must have?

a) What in of work do you think

%till du %ten the/she] grows up?

b) What Kind of work would you like

[him/her3to do?

23. a) What are some of the things does

that you approve of?

b) Does the/she) know that you approve of

them? (circle one) Y N

c) How co you show that you approve of them?

d) (id you praise or hug in the

last few says for .something (he/stie) din

(circle cne) Y PI

544
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e) If ye:., what was it that [ he/she] did?

24. a) Do you want to go to college?

(circle one) Y N

b) If yes, how much do you think it will

cost to seni thim/her) to college?

per year.

c) Have you made any plans for meeting this

bill? (circle one) Y N

d) If yes, what are some of these plans?
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anx sanag /as /ES/ FUM

Child's Name

mock sort task (circle one) A B

D.';4hinc parent Mother Father

Session order 1st 2nd

Criterloa measures Score

1. Correct placement of tall block by height 0 1

2. by shape or X mark 0 1

3. Correct placement of short blocK by height 0 1

4. by shape or 0 mark 0 1

5. Verbal explanation specifying tallness 0 1

6. Verbal explanation specifying shape or 0 1

X mark

7. Verbal explanation specifying shortness 0 1

8. Verbal explanation specifying shape or 0 1

0 mark

Source: Shipman, V.C. et 31., Disalvanissed chalren and
=al =it ashael 21112Lteftglta: ill :
Heatistart loagitg4inal lIady ?rinceton, N.J.
Educational l'sting Service. 1971.
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APPENDIX F

Inter-Rater atliabLilit Alma.

The original intent of this study was to describe how

parents and children interacted when they were engaged in a

teaching/learning experiences, and to explore some of the

behaviors that Mgt -A be associated with the successful

completion of a prescribed cognitively oriented tasK.

Methdological issues were not regarded as the paramount

interest but ratner as a consideration neccessitated by the

fact that no appropriate instrumentation had been

established that could b= used for the types of observations

beinn planned. As It turns out methodological Issues

assumed a great deal of importance.

The Instrutent used for this investigation nad been

carefully selected after thoroughly reviewing a good deal of

literature .n observational systems and virtually all the

available instruments that had been used for coding

interactions between mothers and preschool children, and

between t«,achets and young children (Kahn, 1976). The

assumption was, that if an appropriate instrument whose

reliability was well established was selected, that

relatively few proolems .ould be encountered In utilizing
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that instrument with a soaewhat different population and

under slightly different circumstances than its designers

had envisioned. Lm and behold, as researchers everywhere

have discovered, tnere are simple methodological decivicns,

and even fewer simple methodological soluttmns. The

instr lnt had been modified slightly, data collection had

begun and coding was underway when an inter-rater

reliability study was undertaken. Unfortunately many of the

predicted Problems encountered in establishing reliability

(Frick 6 Semmel, 1972: Herbert 6 Attridse, 1975: Medley 6

Mitzel, 1963) came into bole relief and some of the reasons

why instrumentation .or systematically observing

parent/child dyads who are engaging in a teaching/learning

interaction were scarce became frusttotingly clear.

3ecause certain difficulLies were encountered, this

appendix contains a complete description and some discussion

of the results of an inter-rater reliability study of the

modified :21gmbla LnliEument (Bellack et al., 1966).

The same 60 categories were used to code both the

ooservational data col.ected for parents and for their

children. Tntraclass ccrrelation coefficients ( z ) for the

inter-rater reliability study were calculated for a total of

120 variables. Some o: the categories observed occurred

infrequently in the reliability data and/or their

distritutions were s;:ewed. The mews frequencies and
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standard deviations for the behavioral categories coded for

tfre inter-rater reliability study are provided in rabies 82

through 87. For all these tables the percentages, unless

otherwise noted, were calculated by dividing the total

number S specific behaviors coded for each member of the

dyad by the total number of moves coded for that dyad member

(e.g., number of su moves by chili/number of all moves by

child). Each facet of the observation system is underlined

and the categories it subsumes are listed below it.

Subcategories of majOr categories are indented to identify

them mare clearly.

Table 82

Means and Standard Deviations of Behaviors Coded

by Two Sets of Coder /Reviewer Teams for the Pedagogical

Moves Facet

CAT :GORY PARENTS
Mean .50

Proportion of 59:. 7%
Pedagogical 59% tal

Moves **

Number of
Words Per
Move **

5.8 1.3
5.7 1.3

a a

CATSGORY CHILDREN
Mean SD

Proportion of 41t 7%
Pedagogical 41% St
Moves**

Number ')f 2.5 1.4
Words Per 2.5 1.4
Move **
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Linguistic Form of Pedagogical Moves

STRucturing *

SOLiciting *

7;

7:

48%
OM

6%
6%

:1%
11%

STRucturing

=jetting **

1%
24

15%
15%

2%
3%

11%
12%

rag Claes- 4% 4% Tag Ques- .5% 1%
tions ** 44 4% tions * .6% 1%

RESponding ** 6% 5% RESponding ** 40X 17%
6% 7% 4914 21*

RCActinm * 39% 04.
., REActing * 37% 13%

39% 5% 3511 19%

Initiatory 553 12.% Initiatory 16% 13%
Moves ** 55% 11% Moves ** 17% 14X

Reactive 454 1:.% Reactive 64% 13%
Moves ** 45% 11% Moves ** 83% 143

Nonverb.1 .4% 1% Nonverbal 18% 183
stoves * .6% 1% Moves ** 164 18%

et a

Note. Percentages were calcuated by dividing the total
number of specific betwttiors coded for each member of the
dyad by the total number of moves coded for that dyadic
member (e.g., t.unber of STR moves per child/number of moves
per child.) Each facet is a composite of the categories
listed below it, and is underlined. The sub-categories
under major cattories are indented.
The percentages for the :.roportion of pedagogical moves was
calculated by dividing the total number of moves coded for
each group member by the total number of moves coded for
teat dyad (e.g.,. Nulater of pedagogical move for mother/the
sum of the peclaqooical moves for mother and child).

** = Reliable variables (Intraclass correlation
coefficient .70 or above).

* a Tenuously reliable variable (Spearman Brown prophecy
correlation coefficient .75 or above).
No ' = Adeguate reliatility could not be established.
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Table 93

Moans and Standard Deviations of Behaviors Coded by Two

Sets of CoJer/Feviewer 7eams for the Substantive Meanings

Facet

CATC33RY PARENT:
Mean SO

al

CATEGORY CHILDREN
Mean SD

Wilm......1....MoMmw

SUBSTANTIVE 69% 20% SUBSTANTIVE 62; 274
NEANIND ** 69% 20% MEANING ** 604 274

Socio-Emotional 3r 3% Socio-Emotion- 24 4%
Knouled-et * 5% 5% al Know-

lei 4e *

34 4%

Achieve- 2% 34 Achieve- 2X 34

ment * 3% 3% ment ** 24 44

Interparsonal 3% 34 Interper- 24 44
Relation-
ships

3% 3% sonal Rela
tionships $

3:: 4%

PhysIcal Xnow- 41% 17% Physical 364 21%
ledge. * 38% 19% Knowledge * 31% 184

Colect 19% 15% Object let 14%
Attributes $ 30% 7% Attri-

butes **
is% 12%

Action on or 5% 6% Action on or 6% 9:
by Objects 33 5: by Objects 4% 9r

State-Object 17% lu% State- 13X 13%
elation- lb% 13% Object 11% 12%
ships ** Relationships

Cperotixial 25% sa% Operational 23% 21%
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Knowledge ** 274 ;.4% Knowledge ** 27X 26%

Causality .2% .6% Causality .1% .7%
.6% 2.54 2% .8%

Kepresenta- 19% 13% Representa- 10% 15%
tion ** 19% 14% tion ** 12% 18%

Classifi- 12% 16% Classifi- 10% 17%
cation ** 13% 21" cation *** 12% 20%

Numerical 4% 6% Numerical 3X S%
Relation-
shits *

4% 5% Relation
ships $

3% SX

= aria = == m a

Note. Perotntages h: re calculated by dividing the total
number of specific behaviors coded for each member of tne
dyad by the total number of moves coded for that dyadic
member (e.g., Number of moves referring to Classification
per child/number of moves per child). Each facet is a

composite of the categories listed below tt. and is
capitalized. The sub-categories under major categories are
indented.

** = Reliable variables (Intraclass correlation
coefficient .70 or abovtu).

Tenuously reliaole variables (Spearman brown
prophecy correlation coefficient .75 or above).
No * = tdeluat:.: reliAtility could not be established.
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Table 84

Means and Standard Deviations of Behaviors Coded by Two

Sets of Coder/Reviewer Teams for the Substantive-Logical

reanings Facet

CATEGORY

Z2

PARENTS
Mean S2

CATEGORY

de

CdILDREN
Mean SD

SUBSTANTIVE- 32% 152 SUBSTANTIVE- 341 22%
LOGICAL 311 13% LOGICAL 34X 231
MEANING * MEANING **

Analytical ex 72 Analytical 121 14%
Processes * 71 7% Processes ** 11% 12%

Empirical 22% 13% Empirical 214 15%
Processes * 22% 12% Processes ** 22X 15%

.

Fact-statina 15% 9% Fact-stat- 13% 11%
15Z 9% ing ** 1i* 11%

Nonverbally 21 3% Nonverbally 5% 6%
Demonstratinq 2% 3% Demonstrat-

ino
5% 8%

Verbally 22 3% Verbally 1% 2%
:,&monstrat-

ing *
1% 2% Demonstrat-

ing *
14 2%

Explaining * 31 5% Explaining 2: 4%

3% 5% 1% 22

Evaluating 2% 3% Evaluating 2% 3%
Processes 22 4% Processes 1% 3%

.

Proviiinq or 29% X4 Providing or 33% 22%
Requesting 291 151 Requesting 33% 222
Substantive Substantive
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Information * $ Information 44
, i

4. dm....

4ata. Per:entames were calculated by dividing the total
number of spezific behaviors coded for each member of the
dyad by the total numter of moves coded for that dyadic
member (e.g., Number of Analytical Process moves per
child/namber of moves per child). Each facet is a composite
of the categories listen below it, and is capitalized. The
sub-categories under major categories are indented.

tts = Reliable variables (Intraclass correlation
coefficient .70 or above).

* = Tenuously reliable variables (Spearman Brown
prophecy correlation coefficient .75 or above).
No * = Adequate reliability could not be established.

Table 85

Means and Standard Deviations of eehviors Coded by Two

Sets of Coder/Revie.der Teams Ivr the Instructional

Meanings Facet

CATEGORY PRRrNTS
Mean SD

S =

CATEGORY

a

ClILDREN
Mean SD

INSTRU::IONAL 78t 144 INSTRUCTIONAL 68% 19X
MEANING ** GO% 14% MEANING * 68% 19t

Statements ** le% 10% Statements * 11% 8%
17% 9% 13% 9%

Materials St 6% Materials * 4% 6%
0, 114 . Eg 8%

Persons * 2% 3% Persons ** it 4%
1:. 2% 1% 2%
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Actions and 54% 18% Actions and 51Z Mc
Procedures ** 53% 18% Procedures ** 482 20%

Cognitive lw 3% r^emitive 3% 3%
Actions ** 3% 4t Actions * 2Z 3%

=ft. Percentages were calculated by dividing the total
number of specific oehaviors coded for *mon member of the
dyad by the total number of moves coded for that dyadic
member ;e.g., Number of moves referring to Statements per
child/number of moves per child). Each facet is a composite
of the categories listed below it. and is capitalized. The
sub-categories under major categories are indented.

** * Reliable variables (Intraclass correlation
coefficient .70 or above):

Tenuously reliable variables (Spearman Brown
prophecy correlation coefficient .75 or above).
No * = Adequate reliability could not be es ablished.

Table 86

Means and Standard Devil -ions of Behaviors Coded by Two

Two Sets of Coder/Reviewer Teams for the Instructional

:0eanincis Facet

2;TEGORY PARENT::
;lean ED

CATEGORY

St

C4ILD1 EN
Mean SD

INSTRUCTIONAL 56% 13t INSTRUCTIONAL- 42% 14%
LO :=AL 59% 16% LOGICAL 42% 21%
MEANING * MEANING *

Analytical 1% 3% Analytical .5% 2%
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Processes

Empirical
Processes

1%

16%
19%

3%

11%
11%

Processes * 1%

Empirical 16X
Processes * le:

2%

11%
12%

Fact-stating 14% 9% Fact- 10% 92
15% 10% stating * 11% 10%

Nonverbally .7% 1: Nonverbally 6% 7%

Demonstrat-
ing

.6% 4 gv1. Demonstrat- 5%
ing

7%

Verbally 1.% 46* Verbally 1% 3%
Demonstrat-
ing *

1% 3% Demonstrat- 1%
ing *

2%

Explaining * 3% at, Explaining * It 3%
2% 4% 1% 2%

Evaluating 37% 12% Evaluating 24: 12%
Processes ** 39% 12% Proce-241:

sses as
13X

Opining ** 14% 8% Opining ** 4% 6X
14% 7% 5% 6X

Ratings ** 23% 8% Ratings ** 17% 11%
24% 7% 16% 12%

Positive 17% 8% Positive 14% 10%
Dating as 16% 8% Rating ** 13% 12%

Negative 5% lit Negative 3% it%

Ratings ** 6% litt Ratings * 4% 5%

Neutral ,6% 1% Neutral 4% 1%

Ratings * 1% 1: Ratings *.7% 2%

Providing 19% 101 Providing 19% 12%
Instru=tional 20% 121 Instructional 19'4 12X

Information Information *
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Providing 49% 13% Providing 51% 25%
Information
(regardless
content) *

of
49% 16% Information

(regardless of
contont) #41

51% 23%

= X

tote. Percentages were calculated by dividing the total
number of specific oehaviors coded far each member of the
dyad buy the total numoer of moves coded for that dyadic
member (e.g., NUmber of Rating moves per child/number of
moves per child). Each facet is a composite of the
cateoories listed below it. and is capitalized. The sub-
categories under major categories are indented.
aIINFO%Providing or requesting instructional information
bINFO=Providing or requesting information. regardless of
content area referred to.

** a Reliable variables (Intraclass correlation
coefficient .70 or above).

* = Tenuously reliable variables (Spearman Brown
prophecy correlation coefficient .75 or above).
No * = Adequate reliability could not be established.

Table 87

Means and Standard Deviations for Behaviors Coded of Two

Sets of Coder/Reviewer Teams for the Extra-Logical

Meaninus Facet

CAIE:.ORY PARFNTS
Mean sD

CATEGORY CIILDREN
Mean SD

did..WMWED

EXTRA-LCGICAL 21% 13% EXTRA-LOGICAL 23% 17%
PROCESSES ** 21% 13% PROCESSES ** 23% 17%

initiatory 20% 13% I Initiatory 7% 6%
Extra-Logical 20% 13% Extra-Lag- 6% 6%
Processes ** I ical Processes **

557
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I

Reactive 1% 1% I Reactive 18% 18X
Extra-Logical
Processes

1% 3% t Extra-Log- 18%
teal Processes **

18%

Giving 19X 13% Caving 4X 4%
Orders *0 18% 12% Orders *0 3% U

Compliance * .6% 1% Compli- 12% 12X
.5% 1% ance * 12% 13X

Non- 0% 0% Non-5% 17%
compliance .1% .5% compli-5%

ance *0
15X

m U.S.....3....=====SW=2=ia=M==3*

Note. Percentages were calculated by dividing the total
number of specific behaviors coded for each member of the
dyad by the total number of moves coded for that dyadic
member (e.g., Number of Compliance moves per child/number of
moves per child). Each facet is a composite of the
categories listed below it, and is capitalized. The sub-
categories under major categories are indented.

*0 = Reliable variables (Intraclass correlation
coefficient .70 or above).

* = Tenuously reliable variables (Spearman Brown
prophecy correlation coefficient .75 or above).
No 4 a Adequate reliability could not be established.

atliagility for coding toe ty2es of pedagogical moves eta

um= 21. anis FAL IMIL.

Although the procedures utilized for establishing inter-

tater reliability for this study ,sere more stringent and

comprehensive than the percentage of rater agreement for

major facets that were reported by Bellack et al. (1966) or

Neujahr (1976), certain comparisons can be made. I' all

three sties, determining move boundaries was found to be
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highly reliable. Both Pellack et al. and 4eujahr reported

that their percent agreement for all pedagogical moves,

across 311 speakers, was 94%; however, this figure reflects

agreement on the boundaries of the moves, as well as

agreement on the types of pedagogical moves. In the study

being reported here, move boundary agreement was estimated

by related the proportion of moves coned for each member of

the dyad ( t = .90). Agreement for aulaamical IBM WM

(i.e., the linguistic forms), were calculated separately for

the major types of moves that were coded. As can be seen

from table BS below, the results for separate calculations

of inter-rater reliability for each of the pedagogical move

types provided a less optimistic view than previously

reported figures hat indicated.

Table Be

Reliability for the Proportions of Pedagogical Move Types

and Number of gords Coded by Two Coder/Reviewer reams

..w.wS=m.=4

PATENT BEHAVIOR CHILD BEHAVIOR

CODED Intra- Spearman Intra- Spearman
VArABLE class Brown class Brown---

Correlation Coefficients

Mean number of

1

1

.90 .99 I .90 .99
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pedagogical moves

Mean number of
words per move

534

.91 .99

Linsmittic Ea! Qt Maoist./ Balt

STRucturing moves .23 .75

SOLiciting moves .73 .96

Tag Questions .82 .98

RESponding moves .91 .99

REActing moves .46 .89

Initiatory moves .71 .96
(SOL 6 STR)

Reactive moves .71 .96
(RES 6 REA)

Nonverbal moves 1.1e .92

.97 .99

.06 .39

.93 .99

.64 .95

.78 .97

.63 .94

.88 .99

.88 .99

.95 .99

..... Sao.U...V.B: . WIS=.=..':*2 mss

UN. Variables with an intraclass correlation
coefficient of .70 or stove are considered reliable
measures. Tnose variat:es with intraclass correlation
coefficients of .69 or below, but which obtained
correlations of .75 or above, using the Spearman Brown
propnecy formula, are considered tenuously reliable
measures. Variables with Spearman Browh prophecy
correlations of .74 or below are considered anreliat.le.

Eellack et al. (1966) had calculated inter-rater

agreements for the number of mDes and the number of lines

coded for each facet of the system. As is discussed

elsewhere (see Appendix 4 for modifications of number of

lines), the prescnoolcrs observed Or this study, often

uttered only Dne, two, or three word phrases and rarely

spoke more than one lihe of typescripting per move. for

this reaso, the numbcr of lines was not regarded as a

useful measure and insteaj the number of words per move were

560
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1

counted. hireement on the gag maim A Nuda ggE

provides an additional measure for estimating the boundary

agreements of pedagogical moves. The intra :lass correlation

coefficients of .91 for parents and .97 for children,

obviously support the notion that the length of moves can be

reliably determined. These figures compare favorably to the

93% agreement on number of lines per move that Bellack et

al. (1966) had obtained.

As can be seen on lane 98 above, 'manta lollaMag and

childLgn's soliciting ( 1 = .73 and r = .93, respectively),

as cell as ggrent'l Lesgonligg and 0114E201 Eguedin9 (

= .91 and L = .78, respectively) were reliably measured.

The coding of tgg ggegtiggg was reliable for parents ( L

.02), but only tenuously reliable for children ( E $ .64),

who did not engage in this behavior very 'ften. The moves

coded as rggsting were only tenuously reliable for both

members of the dyads (for parent's L = .461 for children L *

.63). ItIgcturing moves, which were relatively infrequent

(mean frequency for parents = 3, mean frequency for children

= 07), and whose distrit.ution was positively skewed, were

tenuously reliably coded for parents, but proved to be an

unreliable meass.re for their children ( L = .73 and r = .06,

respectively). The toeing of Donna mov,:s was highly

reliable for both parents ( r == 1.16) and for children ( r *

.95), although it was relatively, infrequently coded for

parents.

561
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Since Bellack et al. had reported some data on the

occurrences of lattlawEy and ragtag moves, the

reliability for both of these composite categories was

calculated. Initiatory moves consist of all of the

structuring and soliciting moves combined and was reliable

for both parents and children ( a .71 for parents, E a .86

for children). Reactive moves, which represent the

combiniag of all the responding and reacting moves, were

just as reliable as initiatory moves ( s .71 for parents,

r = .80 for children).

The lack of clear-cut reliability for reacting moves and

for =ertee's° structuring moves, and the total lack of

reliability for the coding of children's structuring moves

is partially attributable to the complexity of the language

behavior that was being ceded for this study. Structuring

moves were not only the least frequently utii:zed linguistic

form for pedagogical moves, but also were the most difficult

to code. In a classroom situation, structuring doves are

generally presented in a more formal and direct manner, and

therefore are less likely to be ambiguoas or confusing.

During the parent/child interactions that were observed for

this study, tWire were few instances of "And now we

will... ", or "It's nom time to...". or "It's tine to stop

working on...". Instea4, parents, and occasionally

children, coached their efforts. to initiate or halt

activitits in such beni4e terminology as v4hy don't we...
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now ". or "Let's.", or How about if we...", or "I'll bet

you can't... ". Parents and children also tended to embed

structuring moves in reacting moves. Often when one member

of the dyad W3£ performing a task, the other member tight

clarify or expand the task requirements of the ongoing

performance, e.g., "That's not the way to do it.", "You can

stack them instead.", oghy don't you try putting them in

groups of two," On one hand, such moves could be

interpreted as evaluations of the performance, in which case

they would be considered reacting moves. On the other hand,

tney could be viewed as restructuring the performance either

by halting it, initiating a new direction, or by specifying

what was to be done, Bellack et al. (1966) had also

encountered diffictilties in cooing structuring moves and

warned that reacting and structuring moves were susceptible

to being confounded.

In an effort to better understand the sources of the

confusion between structuring and reacting moves, the

frequencies of agreements and disagreements for these moves

were tallied. The tallying revealed that not only were

structuring and reactino moves confused with one another,
1

but that boundary disagree ants were also most likely to

occur for both of these ;oyes. Clearly, if one coder omits

just one or tao of the infrequently occurring structuring

moves, even though there was agreement In three other

structurini moves, reliability would be seriously
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jeopordized. Coding two moves, when the other coder only

codes one long reacting move, would also affect the level of

reliability that could be obtained for that category.

Neuphr (1976) avoided this difficulLy by counting as

a9reements only those moves for which the boundaries aul the

pedagogical move type were coded identically. He counted as

disagreements, for the reliability of pedagogical moves,

only those moves whose boundaries were agreed upon but whose

pedagogical move type had been coded differently. While

this practise had a rcsitive effect on the reliability

levels he obtained, it does not adequately reflect the

actual problems encountered when using this observation

system. It appears tnat if this observation system

continues to be utilized, the operational definitions and

tne examples provided for both structuring and reacting

moves will need to be further expandel and clarified. In

wIdition, future users should assess the reliability of each

individual category, rather than only calculating the

reliability for coding the pedagogical move type facet.

Furthermore, for establishing inter-rater reliability,

pooling data across categories and speakers should be

avoided. While combining individual categories may be

useful for certain aspects of any study, the reliability

difficulties ertountered with structuring apd reacting, moves

indicate that combinina pedagogic.' move types may to

misleading.
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It would be remiss not to note that the reliability

difficulties that were encountered are partially the result

of the operational definitions and the coding instructions

that were originally developed. Although some examples were

provided, they were generally unembiauous camples that did

not adequately prepare prospective users for the more

common, and far less clear-cut verbalizations that were

actually encountered The manual ptovided in this report

(see appendix 5??) has been expanded to include

clarifications provided by Neujahr (1975) and by this

author. It contains a great many examples, many of which

represent decision makihp dilemnas.

For this reliability study, moves whose boundries or

whose linguistic form nad not been agreed upon were ne

excluded when the subsequent reliability computations for

the remaining categories were calculated, Therefore, it is

important to note that all the subsequent reliability

coefficients include In their error terms Any disagreements

tnat occurred on the total number of moves, the move

boundaries, and/or the coding of the lin4 guistic forms of

pedagogical r.ove, as well as disagreements on tne

occurrence, or non-occurrence, of substantive or

instructional ileaGings.

a:liglilitx tu aaliaa akatintilta ataalm.
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It 3r,Pears that references to autalanift mama can be

coded reliably. Deflect et al. (1966), who had used a

specific set of econlmics lessons and codes the substantive

meanings in terms of the various aspects of the subject

matter that were coverer: in the prepared lessons, obtained

inter-rater agreement of 95% for the substantive meanings

facet. Neujahr (1576) observed classes in mathematics,

science, and social studies. He did not care the specific

content referred to, instead he coded whether or not the

substantive meanings ext-,essed were relevant to the content

of the um:ming lessons. Using only those moves for which

the linguistic form of the pedagogical move had bee,, agreed

upon, he found that his inter -rater agreements ranged from

90% to 100% for ail of the remaining major facets (i.e.,

substantive r.eaninos, substantive-logical meanings,

instructional meanings, are instructional - logical meanings).

As can be seen on Table 89 below, references to

substantive meaning were reliably coded for parents and

their children ( E = .79 end t = .85, respectively). As was

true for peso conical ove types, w .o the individual

catolories under the fixet oj substantive meanings were
4

investigated, rather than jus' the major facet the results
t;
.c.were more sobering. 2
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rable 89

Reliability fol' the Proportion of Substantive Meanings Coded

by Two Coder/Reviewer reams

g

nAPENT inHAVIOR CHILD EEHRVIOR

CODZD Intra- Spearman Intra- Spearman
VArA5LE class Brown class Brown

Correlation Coefficients

References to .7q .97 .85 .93
Substantive
Content

Socio-Emotional .21 .73 .51 .91
Knowledge

Acievement .tu .95 .73 .96

Interpersonal . .16 .66 .51 .91
Relationships

Physical .u3 .80 .55 .92
Knowledge

Objects and
their Attributes

.41 .87 .75 497

Actions By n .1C .69 .10 .53
With Objects

State-Cbject .eE .98 .05 .98
Relationships

Operati-Jtal .7(.! .97 .86 .93
Knowledge

Causality .03 .24 -.04 Nal

ReprpsPnt3tion .7c. .97 .68 .99

Classification .H .99 .92 .99

Nurerical .61 .98 .66 .95
;telationsnios

. - 2 '4 Z
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ale* Variables With an intraclass correlation
coefficient of .70 or above are considered reliable
measures. Those variables with intra-class correlation
coefficients of .6q or be;.ow, but which obtained
correlations of .75 o: above, using the Spearman Drown
prophecy formula, are considere4 tenuously reliable
measures. Variables with Spearman Brown prophecy
correlations of .74 or below are considered unreliable.

abA = :got applicable because of the low frequency of
occurrence

The major category of sociozemotional knawleslae was only

tekuously reliable for parents ( r = .21) and for their

children ( r = .51) and was relatively infrequently coded

for either members of the dyads. Dut of the two sub-

categories, included under the substantive meanings category

of Socio-Emotional Knowledge, only references to achievement

by children aas reliable ( z = .73). For parents,

references to achievement were only tenuously reliable ( r

.64). References to intereer.sonal relationshiLs ',ere not

reliably coded for parents ( L = .16), in part because they

occurred very infrequently. For children the interpersonal

relationships cateuory was tenuously reliably coded L

.S1 l.

:Ile major category for iltlnical LII2Elegat references was

tenuously reliable for toth parents and their children ( r =

.43 and r = .55, resi-ectively). clor the three sub-

categories of Physical Enowledge, reliability levels varied

considerably. References to others dnd their attributes

were tenuously reliable for parents.( r 2 .41): however. for

children this sub-catelory was reasonably reliable ( r =
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.75). fiQjaz ty. or wit% gtjects was not found to be

reliable for either parents or their children ( r = .18 and

.10, respectively). In retrospect, it seems .3t

parents and children cenerOly offered directives for what

was to be done (these were coded as having instructional

meaning in the acti^1 tnd/or procedure category), rather

than describing or explaining how things can or should be

done. It is possible that if a structured, unfamiliar,

construction task had bees observed, this category would

hlive occurred more frequently and therefore been morn

reliably coded. A relatively large proportion of the

cognitively oriented content (i.e., substantive meanings)

was devoted to references about state-gllegt relation;h121,

parti cularly svati31 relationships. The coding 3f state-

object relationships was quite reliable both for Parents and

for their cnildten ( L = .D5 for bothi.

OLerational Knowledse was the only major category in the

substantive me.nings facet that was clearly reliable (tor

parents L = .79 and for children r = .86). The individual

sup-catec,ories It subsu:Tied also tended to be quite reliable.

References to reuesente.tion (for parent r = .79; for

children, r = .68) and to classificatioW,(for parents, r =

.e6; for children, L = .92) were%clearly reliable.

NtimtLical relationaniks were somewh less frequently
1

referred to. Jhile this category was reliably coded for

parents ( r = .P1), it vas only tenuously reliably coded for
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chiiiren ( r = .66). :ausaiity was almost never directly

referred to and tnerefere reliability could not be

estaolished for thiA category, for parents and for their

children the r. was essentially 0.

The most frequently occurring and reliable sub-categories

of the substantive meanings facet were those content areas

that had been directly elicited during the prescribed block

sorting task (i.e., correspondence, representation, and

object attributes). It Appears evident that the reliability

of content categories will differ in conjuction with

observations of .different tasks and/or different situations.

It therefore seems likely that comparisons between studies

will have to be made in terms of the major facet of

substantive meanings, while individual category comparisons

will nave to be limitA to replication studies.

Reliapilt/y. for. coding substantive-loglgal meanings.

In cleneral, the sul,stantive-logical meanings facet and

the instructional-logical meanings facet tended be less

rellzolv coJed tnan eitter of the content facets (i.e., the

substantive meanings facet or the instructional meaaings

facet), particularly for parent behaviors.
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'"agile t:0

Reliability for the Proportion of Substantive-Logical

Meanings Coded by Two Coder /Reviewer Teams

ELLIEU: =MO ZUILII MAY=

CODED Intra- Spearman Intra- Spearman
VArADLE Odes Brown class Brown

4.40.4m

Correlation Coefficients
01.01.fto

Substantive .44 .00 .81 .90
Logical Meaning
was coded

Analytical .60 .94 .82 .98
Processes
(Defining & Interpreting)

Empirical .43 .08 .88 .99
Processes

Fact-Stating .17 .67 .77 .97

Nonverbally .02 .24 .02 .17
Demonstrating

Verbally .36 .65 .42 "
Demonstratin5

Explaining .66 .90 .15 .64

...-Evaluative -.w' NRa .02 .17
Processes
(Opining & Justifying)

SINFf4 .51 .91 .84 .90

ASKS Substantive .71 .96 .80 .90
'Llestions

Rsrsonds .57 .93 .72 .96
Substantively

C II CT * 2 . It r ZS
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rote. Variables with an intraclass correlation
coefficient of .70 or above are considered reliable
measures. These variable!: with intraclass correlation
coefficients of .69 or below, but which obtained
correlations of .75 or above, using the Spearman crown
prophecy formula, are consiiered tnuously reliable measures.
Variables with Spearman I:rown prophecy correlations of .74
or beloo are considered unreliable.

a-NA = not avplicaolv becayse of the 2ow freouency of
occurrence.
bSINFO = Providing or roguesting substantive information.

Although the lub:aantive-lssical mainss facet was

reliable for children ( L = .31), it proved to be only

tenuously reliable for parents ( L = .44). If one looks at

the three process catenories (see Table 90 abevei, it is

clear that cnildren were reliably coded for i.aalItical

Liocems ( r = .81), and for euiricel processts ( r =

.88), but were unreliably coded for their rarely expressed

evaluating proem -sses ( L 2 .02). Parents' 2nalytical

Processes ( r = .60) and tEelr empirical processes ( r =

.43) were tenuously reliable. Their rare use of evaluating

processes in conjucticn with cognitively oriented content (

E = -.05) coulJ not be coded reliably.

«hen the .ndivi..!Ial cue-categor!.as for the communicative

functions of parent and chiLd aehaviors are considered.

further discrepancies in reliability levels are evident.

Instances of isterriretin.1 were rare, and were combined with

1:LLGIlla lQi1121.311AU11 anj Q20fl12iitlIell when the data was

entered in the comput-:r. (See Appendix A for "Descriptions

of and hatic,nales for Modifications of The Colomnia

Instruments) As a result of this procedure there are GO
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individual oate9ories la...1er analytical processes to report

on. Empirical Lrocz.mses suucategorie, had not been combined

it the !eta entry stage lnd those categories are revealing.

Fact-statiug was not reliaale for parents ( r = .17), but

03.1 reliable for childen ( L = .77). 11211XtLUALLX

demonstrating, a category added for this study, was

infrequently coded and unreliable for parents and their

children ( r = .C3 and r = .02, respectively). Verbalft

demonstrating, also added for this study, was not frequently

coded, but was at least tenuously reliable for parents ( r =

.36) and for children ( r .42). Dolaining, a somewhat

more frequent behavior by parents than demonstrating of any

sort, was quite reliably coded for parents ( r = .96), but

was infrequently and unr11dbly coded for children ( r =

.15).

Certain composites of categories were created in orier to

help clarify the verbal-logical behaviors observed. A

varlable which combinea the occurances of analytical and

emplirical processes WU:5 namerit*Oviding or requesting

114:taatlyt kaLguaLiCri (SINFW Reliability for this

variable was hit:h for children (: = .34), but only tenuous

for parents ( E = .51). Asking questions which focused on

substantive meaning (ASE:bS) was reliably coded for parents

( r = .71) and: for children ( L 00). Fespondin4 with

substantive meaning (A:2SU!...S) was only tenuously reliable for

parentr, ( r = .57), althoujh It was reliable for children
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r = .72).

One of tht major rroblems that arose in coding the

processes which comprised the substantive-logical meaning

fackt was differentietina between the communicative

functions o: fact-stating and defining behavior, a problem

Bellack et al. (1966) had also experienced. This problem is

most effectively solved by providing numerous examples Of

ambiguous moves as training items, after t4e non-ambiguous

moves have been mestere:44.

Apain it seems aiparent that the utilization of

reliability figures computed for facets or major categories

across all observedparticipants is misleating. (Pellack et

al. had obtained 68 intrr-rater agreement for substantive -

logical meanings). Furthermore, such a procedure does not

allow researchers to rake certain potentially meaningful

comparisons (e.g., Are teachers' explaining moves clearer

and therefore more reliably coded, than parents' explaining
.

MOVe!:: Does ttr age hour OC ,n9 child and the consequent
4

modification of syntax and vocabulary detract f:om the

clarity and suLseauent c!ouing reliability of particular

communicative function: categories such 3s fact - stating,

defining, etc.).

atliacillix fiu codirl instLuctional mganings.

574
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111:t Itstructional mfaalnos facet was reliable for both

parents and children ( r = .72 and r = .7S, respectively);

however, as care be seen on Table 91 below, the individual

categories varied in their reliability levels.

Table 91

Reliability fcr the Proportion of Instructional Meanings

Coded by Two Teams of Coder/Reviewers

FRr"NT pEHAviv, cuu BEHAvin

CODED Intro- Spearman antra- Spearman
VArABLE class Brown class Brown

Correlation Coefficients

References .7; .96
to Instructl
Content

Statements 4'.'6 .97

Materials .11 .55

Persons .37 .06

P.tions and/or .P1 .90

Procodates

Coq%itive 4otionZ .7t. .97

.75 .97

.61 .94

.26 .78

.79 .9"2

.77 .37

.67 .95

Z ZZ

c)tl. Viliables with an intraclass ...lrrelation
coefficient of .70 or above are considered rPlielle
measures. Those variJ:les with intraclass correlation
coefficients of .64 or below. but which obtained
zorrelations at .75 or above, using the Spearman frown
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prorhecY foriula, are considered tenuously reliable
measures. Variables with Spearman Brown prophecy
correlations of .74 or telow are considered unreliable.

foeferences to statnents, whicn thcludf'd reRetions,

txclatians, and alEgualgag of statements, as well as

qtnera? references to statements, was reliably coded for

Wents ( L .% .76), Lut WdS only tenuousl: reliable for

children ( E a: .61). The action and prCfaidure categories

had teen combined (see kppendix A) since they frequently

overlapped and were contused with one another. References

to aQualm nun oLg2c,WLes by parents and their cnildreri

were reliably coded ( L =.81 and L * .77, respectively).

The sub-category of references to cognitiv2 act_ons, which

w,vs of particular .interast, and was not confused with

references to procedures, was reliable fcr parents ( r =

.78) bat only tenuously reliable for children ( L - .67).

Altheugh references to Ecr2ons were infrequent, especially

for dyads with normally developing children. such references

were tenuously reliable for parents as a total group ( r =

..-7) arr..
,
reasonably rellarle for ctildren ( r = .79).

4

eferences to the saiamaa be)* used for instructional

purpcses were infrequent ani unre"able for parents ( r

.11). ..though ecgq.11y infrequent, children's references to

motorials were tenuously reltably coded ( L = .26).

nterials proved to to a confusing category for this study

because, for tne r.ost Peat' the materials beim: referred tc

were the toys teind %/Ct.) 1orin4 the semistructureo fre-
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play activity. References to those toys usually involved

discriptions relating to their attributes and therefore were

coded as referring to the ob)ect attributes category of the

substantive content facet. In classroom situations where

textbooks, maps, audio-visual materials, etc. are being used

this category could proLably be reliably coded as having

instructional meaning.

Reliability for colicc instEuctionalzlinical swims.

Dellack et al. (1966) had reported an inter-rater

agreement of 87% for the coding of the instructional-logical

meanings facet. As can be seen on Table 92 below, the

results obtain.td for this study are generally less positive.

Table 92

Reliability for the Proportion of Instructional-Logical

Heanincs Coded ty Two Coder/Reviewer Teams

ca=a .'xamw...szas ss us-srs

2ApLei PEBAVIOR CHILD BEHAVIOR

CODED Intra- Spearman Intra- Spearman
VArADLE class Brown class Drohn

Correlation Coefficients
------- swan

Instructional- .L1 .94 I .69 .96
Logical Meaning
vas coded (includes
Ratings)
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knalIftlal .13 .60 .44 .89
Processes(Defining)

Empirical .31 .82 .30 .e1
Processes 1

Fact-Stating .IS 64 .55 .92

Nonverbally .37 .85 .15 .64
Demonstrating

Verbally .32 .82 .56 f.g3

Demonstrating

ExPlaining .62 .94 .52 .92

Evaluating .74 .97 .79 .97
(Opining)

Retinas .67 .99 .73 .96

Positive .91 .99 .77 .97
Negative .e2 .98 .56 .93
Neutral .69 .96 .45 .81

IINFTO .29 .80 .34 .84

INFO .64 .95 .84 .98

2 . -..-1,---==

Line. Variables with an intraclass correlation
coefficient of .70 or above are considered reliable
measures. Those variables with intraclass correlation
coefficients of .69 or below, but which obtained
correlations of .75 or above, using the Spearman Brown
prophecy formula, art considered tenuously reliable
measures. Variables with Spearman Brown prophecy .

correlations of .74 or below are considered unreliable.
GIIINFO : Providing or requesting instructional

information.
(DINF6 = Providing or requesting information, regardless

of content being referred to.

Although coding for the occurrence of instructional-

logical processes appears to be somewhat more reliable for

parents ( t = .61) than coding their substantive-logical

processes, the instructionallogical meanings facet was
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nevertheless still only tenuously reliable for parents.

Children, for whom substantive logical processes had been

reliably coded, were also only tenuously reliably coded for

their use of instructional-logical meanings ( r = .69).

Furthermore, the inter-rater reliability coefficients, for

tne behavioral subcate.4ories indicate that any reliability

for the instructional- logical meanings facet for parents, or

children, is largely attributable to the high reliability

for coding parents' sialtiaIlas 12=11222 = .82). or for

coding chilien's evaluating processes ( r =.76). haalytigal

Rrocessel were unreliable for parents ( 3 a .13), but were

tenuously reliable for children ( I = .44) inkla1211

uocesses were tenuously reliable for both parents ( r

.31) and for children ( r = .30).

4ithin the emelt/cal processes category. the sub-category

for tact:stating benavior Was unreliable for parents ( E

.15) and only tenuously reliable for children ( E = .55).

Tne reliability for parents' infrequently coded maverbally

denonstratioa was tenucus ( r = .37). children rarely

engaged in nonverbally demonstrating and were not reliably

coded ( r = .15) for this behavior (see Table ?? 1014 for

frequencies). Vutally amagtEatigg was tenuously reliable

for both parents and their children ( E .32 and L = .56.

respectively).

Collapsinq the informationally oriented categoriJs of

579
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analytical and empirical processes (IINF3) resulted in

establishing only tenuous reliability for the variable

labeled 2L2 %Vino or zeguestino instructional latormatLon

(for parents' E = .29, and for children E = .35).

The sub-categories subsumed under evaluating processes

were almost all found to be reliable. Wain by parents (

= .74) and children ( L = .79) were both reliably coded.

Rating behavior, without regard to the type of ratings

involved, were reliably coded for parents ( 2 .87) and for

children ( r = .73). Positly2 Ening, which are the most

frequent types of ratings, were reliably coded for parents (

= .91) and for their children ( I = .77). figgatLft

Latins were reliably coded for parents ( I 2 .82), but only

tenuously reliably coded for children ( .56), who were

less likely to make direct nequtive rating comments.

IguEEal ElEjugs occur very inftequently, and therefore only

tenuous reliability could be established for parents ( t a

.69), and no reliability could be established for children (

E = .45) (see :able 7? IC4 for frequencies).

It appeared possible that substantive-logical and

instructional-logical meanings might have been coded

interchanqaoly in certain instances, and therefore, a

variable for reasurin9 informing behavior which was not

contingent on content areas was created. This variable,

called anilLas CIL Lea mcatlas lawatin (INFO), combined

580
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all coded instances of analytical and empirical process

moves, regardless of vhetner instructional content and/or

substantive content were referred to. Although this

variab.e was found to be only tenuously reliable for parents

( E = .64), tne reliability was somewhat better than for

parents' providing or requesting substantive information,

and considerably better than for parents' providing or

requesting instructional information. Coding children's

informing behavior (i.e., providing or requesting

information regardless of content areas, INFO), was found to

be exactly as reliable ( 1 = .34) as their providing or

requesting substantive Information (SINF3), and far more

reliable than their providing or requesting instructional

intormation (IINFOl. These results seem to confirm the

suspicion that the reliability of logical meaning categories

is somewhat confounded by the content area that is coded and

that tfle differences between substantive and instructional

content need farther clarification when non-classroom and/or

non-academic situations are being observed.

Ecliakilira Lim C211134 cattallnical meaniaa.

Coding of egIrizAggical mganjngs was not reported on

separately by eellack Pt al. or Neujahr. Instead, this sat

of subcategories Was included when,the reliability for the

instructional - logical meanings facet was determined. As the

581
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results of the reliapility study being reported here clearly

demonstrate it is grossly misleading to incorporate the less

complex and more reliably coded extra-logical-behaviors with

tne more complex and less reliably cooed instructioaal-

logical behaviors. from which cognitive processes are to be

inferred.

Table 93

Reliability for the Proportion of Extra-Logical Meanings

coded by Two Coder/Reviewer Teams

=2 ------ SS-ss-g-------ss#s*=S1=-SX Xs S s====

maul. =WM =LW 609248

CCD :0
VArABLE

Intra-
class

Spearman Intra-
Brown class

Spearman
Brown

Correlation Coefficients
*M.,,m .....

Extra-Logical .79 .97 .77 .97
Processes occurred

Initiatory .66 .98 .65 .95
Extra-Logical
processes

aving Orders .87 .99 .62 .94

Reactive .13 .16 .82 .98
Extra-Logical
processes

Compliance .49 .90 .64 .95

honcompliance -.32 NA .97 .99

===s=ss--=s-s-* -
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NoSg. Variables with an intraelass correlation
coefficient of .70 or above are considered reliable
measures. Those variables with intraclass correlation
coefficients of .69 or below, but which obtained
correlations of .75 or above, using the Spearman Brown
prophecy formula. are considered tenuously reliable
measures. Variables with Spearman Brown prophecy
correlations of .74 or below are considered unreliable.

NA = Sot ainlicable because of the low frequency of
occurrence

Table 93 above shows that coding for the occurrence of

extra-logical moves vas reliable for both parents ( t = .79)

and for their children ( t = .77). Those extra-logical

behaviors which are initiatory in nature (PRF. RCN, SIR,

RPR, ALT, and PRO) were combined for the reliability study

since it had been reported that these individual extra-

logical categories occurred infrequently and were subject to

decidedly skewed distributions (Neulahr, 1976)1. Reactive

Extra-Logical behaviors (cm, ALI', JOK, Me and RCM) were

comained for the same reasons.

Initiatory extra - logical grocesses were reliably coded

for parents ( L = .86). For children, initiatory extra-

logical behaviors were infrequently and only tenuously

reliably code.) ( L = .65). The reverse frequency patterns

occurred for EedgLive eaLuzloglcal anesses. Since

parents rarely engaged in these processes their reactive

1 Analysis of tnese inaividual categories from limited
samples would have been statistically invalid. Furthermore,
most if the categories involved, with the exception of
giving orders which vas analyzed separately, were not
relevant for the Questions that this study was concerned
with.
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extra-logical process moves were not reliably coded ( r g

.13). Since children were on the receiving end of parents

initiatory extra-logical moves, they generally responded

with reactive extra-logical moves, and therefore, were

reliably coded for these process 'oyes. ( I % .82).

Clying gam, a composite of requesting a performance

and prohibiting a performance (PRE and PR3), was fairly

frequently engaged in by parents and was quite reliably

coded for them ( L g .87).4 As was expected, children were

rarely coded as engaging in giving orders and therefore only

tenuous reliability ( I g .62) could be established for this

behavioral category. amainto ( CPI) and MOUSullian

(4CM) were important behavioral categories for this study

and therefore their separate reliabilities were calculated.

Compliance by parents WaE infrequent (see Table ?? 105 for

frequencies), but tenuously reliably coded ( r = .49).

Altncugh children were coded as complying more titan their

Parents were, they often did go nonverbally, and therefore,

children's complying was relatively infrequently cooed and

only tenuous reliability coald be established ( I g .64).

Noncompliance by parents was rarely coded because parents

tenced to offer alremalikes (ALT) or to restructure the

interaction, rather than overtly refusing to comply. For

parents, noncompliance could not b^ reliably measured ( I g

-.02). Children, when they do not comply, are generally

quite overt in their actions and even though this was not a
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frequently coded behavior. it was highly reliable for coding

purposes ( L g .97).
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APPENDIX G

DemoiraRbig and ZoveloRmenpal imuts Dala

The seconJ section contains demographic anS developaental

testing data and includes a report of the relationship of

this data to both the block sorting task procedures and the

block sorting task test (BST) scores.

An attempt was made to get an estimate of what the

reliability of infrequently occurring categories would have

been, if it had been possible to calculate inter rater

reliability using a larger amount of the data than had been

sampled for the reliability study. The Spearman Drown

prophecy formula was used to estimate the reliability that

cculd be expected if 1C ticas more Sata had been utilized .

(See tables 88 tnrough 93 for tie actual intraclass

correlation coefficients obtained for the inter-rater

reliability st.idy samples. and for the estimated reliability

coefficients using the Spearman Drovn Prophecy formula).

DEMO2AVIC gATA, TEST SQDREI, AN2 /ASK VARIAPLES

Table 94 provides all of the mean scores used to analyze

qrcut differences and to determine the relationships

560
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between the demographic variables, developmental test

scores, and the UST scores obtained by children from the

three faallr groups. besults of the analyses of this data

are described briefly. The correlations between certain of

these demographic varieties. test scores, and task variables

are provided in Tables 11, 12, and 13 in chapter 4.

Table 94

Keens for Democraphic Variables and Test Scores for Three

Groups of Faailies

ssgsaxgassasassassausrawscgassassassmaszassmasassa=assasagsa
DEMOGRAPHIC FAMILIES WITH
VArAbLE .SDB NDG D3B

..S.w4MM4OMMOD.O.

Mothers' 32 as 31 yrs
CA

Fathers' 34 rrs 33 yrs
CA

30 yrs

32 yrs

Faaily Income 3.25 2.63 2.00
Level d

Mothers' 127.00 132.0 113.00
CHES Score

Fathers, 121.2 120.00 110.29
CHES Score

I of Days per 3.136
c

2.08 4.46
Week in Preschool

* of Hours per 3.E3 3.00 4.57
;bee,' in Preschool

I of )oaths Child
has Attended

14.E0 9.3e 17.43

Preschool



U0111reOs
CA (in months)

nu /tall
Childreass
FA tin months)

Znildrens'
AA (in months)

Children's (PAP)
Social development
Score

Childrenos BST
Score vith mothers

Children's 8ST
Score vith fathers

562

524

86
b

47

G

51

31

79% 77' 53

3e.el 38.06c 27.07

6.63
%

6.38
a

3.14

7.3E
%

5.63 4.14

UZSIctUSSMIcaSaaSSUSUltaissitriX2SiSSU=SigiigiSSSUOMBSSSZSMS-4
NgIg. Post hoc comparisons of mean differences between
groups vere calculated using the Scheife procedure ( R
).05). NOB= Normally developing boys ( a - 0). NO :s

Normally developing girls, ( u w 8). DOB* Develmilentally
delayed boys ( a a 4). CO Chronological age. MAs Mental
age score obtained on the gum& llama heaglirx nat.
Aka Attainment age obtained on the tuggligul &Munn
Regal. Social Development score* ray score total for items
covering rapport, communication. and responsitility on the
PAR. 5ST Score= scorn, obtained on the block sortin4 task
to t.
4.44C6 significantly (Afferent from NDG.
4NC3 significantly different from DOB.
INDS significantly different from DOB.
°The four levels of income were: is 510,000 or less, 28

£11,000 to $20,000, 38 $21,000 to 540,000, 4s 541,000
and above.

VILI-eres cht2E0123ic8l 622

the sample of childr3n that were observed ranged in

chronolocical atms (CA) from 42 months to 60 months. The

mean age for the normally developing boys (NW!) vas 51.80

montns, for normally developing girls (NOG) the mean age vas

46.63, and for developmentally delayed boys (us) the mean

588
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age was 51.14 months. A significant correlation ( L F.

.507), between the ,DC'b VI and their sex (gir1=1, boy2),

reflected the fact that the girls were indeed somewhat

youeeer than the boys. However, a between groups analysis

of variance for all three grouts ( a s 23) indicated that

there was no sienificant aifference in the age ranges (Nf the

tnree groups of children ( E e 2.477, n.s.)1. A comparison

of the results of analyses of variance for the discourse

variables when they were covaried with CA, with results that

sere not covaried, provided further corroboration that ZA

differences were not sufficient to be considered as a

significant source of systematic variance for the 551 scores

obtained, nor for the proportion of pedagogical move types

expressed by these tIi1dren, or their parents.

The were no sionificant correlations between Ch and

PPyT :Rental .ge scores (!qt) for any of the three groups of

children. Correlaticns between CA and scores obtaine3 on

rase k or Task is were also nonsignificant for all three

groups.

;h116retes MentiI Avy Scores

1 in 3ddition a post toc test of,mean differences of CA,
usinu the Saetfe procedure, indicated that there were no
significant group differences in the mean CAs at the .05
procability level.
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Mental age scores an BST scores for task A or Task B

were not significantly correlated for either of the NDC

groups. However, for the DDB group, NA was significantly

correlated with scores on Task A ( E =.781, g <42)

although it was not significantly correlated with scores on

task B ( E s.463). it appears that for the normally

developing children, with age appropriate recepth's verbal

language skills, factors other than variations in their

verbal intelligence, as estimated by the PPVT, influenced

their success on the classification tasks that were

utilized. However, for the developmentally delayed boys an

increase in their receptive language skills, reflected in

their REIT score, was associated with an increased ability

to discriminate, and to group blocks by utilizing letters.

as one of the relevant classification attributes in a block

sorting task.

22x0121t 21 ItaShins '.L DX

For the overall sample of children N = 23), the block

sorting task test scores obtained when mothers taught one of

the tasks to their children (C/M BST scores) did not

correlate significantly I 2.59. 2 <.01) with the scores

obtained when fathers taught the other task to their

children (C/F BST scores).

when mothers were teaching their children, the

590
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correlation between the ::ST scores achieved by the normally

developing children and the sex of those children ( t =.071)

was not significant. The mean task score for the MDb group

when taught by their mothers was 6.63, the mean task score

for the NDG group was 6.38, while the mean task score for

the 005 Group was 3.29. h post hoc comparison (Scheffe

procedure, 1)(05), of the differences between the mean

scores for the three groups when mothers taught the task

indicated that, although the mean scores for normally

developing boys and girls did not differ significantly, the

mean scores for both of these NIX groups were significantly

different from the mean score of the DDS.

When fathers vete teaching their :ADC, the Srs scores

obtained by the children, and the sex of those children was

significantly related ( L =.495, g (45). The mean score

acnieved by normally developing sons, taught by their

fathers, was 7.38. Daughters, taught by their fathers,

achieved a lower mean score of 5.63. When fathers taught

their developmentally delayed sons, the mean task score

obtained was 4.14. In examining these differences between

mean SST scores for the three groups, when fathers were

teaching, it was found that the scores achieved by the NOS

and tne DDS did differ significantly (Scheffe procedure, Q

(.05); however, the NDGs mean score, which fell between the

scores for the two boy groups, was not significantly

different from the mean scores for either of thosa two
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groups. This finding is attributed to the fact that, after

they had been taught the task by their fathers, four girls (

a =e) did not adequately verbally justify their block

placements. Precisely 4hy this occurreu is not clear from

the data collected for this study', but it certainly seers

to be a question that could stand further investigation in

future studies.

Although generally nonsignificant, the correlations

between the BST scores of cnildren when they were taught by

their mothers or fathers, and those children's CAs and MAs,

proved interesting. The correlation between the Mks for the

NOB group and their CAI EST scores was quite high ( r 2.796,

Q 2.009); however, their CAs and C/4 BST scores were not

significantly related ( L =.40S, n.s.). For girls who were

developing normally the picture was quite different. There

was virtually no relationship between the scores obtained

with mothers and their daughter's MA scores ( i 2.02, n.s.);

however, there was a significant negative relationship

between the C/M Bsr scores and the As of these ND ( L

=-.76, 2 (.02). (It mast be noted that two of the younger

girls received the highest MA scores for their group and

that verbal and/or intellectual abilities, which were not

tested, may have been more crucial variables than their

1 My impression was that these paiticular fathers were so
charmed by their daughters, that they neglected to emphasize
the reed for verbal explanations of the block groupings.
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parent, and the presentation order of the tasks had been

counterbalanced, the sex of the NDC and the order in which

the tasks were presented interacted, and were significantly

related to the DST scores obtained by these children ( F

:5.76. 2 (.05). These results reflect the fact that girls

score less successfully ( H = 5.38), wnen their first

session involved perforting Task B (matching shape and size

attributes), and that they were more successful ( M = 6.63),

when their first session involved performing Task A

(matching size and lettering attributes). For ND3 the

reverse was true; they performed more successfully ( a 2

7.88) when their first session involved performing Task B.

but they performed less successfully ( d m 6.13) when Task A

was taught to them first=. Those DOB, whose first session

involved Task 3 also obtained a higher mean DST score ( a

4.7), than these DDb whose first session involved Task A ( d

= 2.9). An AWCVA for tte DST scores of DO5 indicated that

there were no significant main efects for task order, parent

order, or parent sex/role. However, there vas a significant

three-way interaction effect for task order, parent order,

1 AN3VAS comparing just the two NOC giroaps revealed a
significant three-way interaction between cask order, parent
order, and the normally developing children's kINT 4h scores
( F =6.06, R :.03i4). This statistical finding most likely
reflects the fact that the tit2 fathers who taught their
daughters Task A first happened, on the basis of random
assignment, to have daughters whose Mk scores, while
certainly in the normal range, were comparatively low (mean
mAe55.5),. and the two fztters who taught their sons Task B
first happened to have sons with relatively nigh 4hs (mean
MA=101.5).
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age.)

The scores obtained when mothers were teaching and the

CAs and *!As of their developmentally aelayed boys, although

somewhat related, were not significantly correlated.

The CAs and As of children, when fathers were teaching

tne tasks, were not significantly related to the BST scores

for any of the three groups of children.

e.

Task A versus Test b

The task itself, (i.e., Task A versus Task B), had no

significant main effect on the BST scores of the HOC (main

effect for task A, E =.59, n.s.). Covariance for !IA and CA

did not alter this result.

For 03 this result differed, and an ANOVA for these

children's BST scores revealed that they tended to score

higher on Task E, which involved matching shape and height

attributes, than a Task h, which involved matching height

and letter attributes (main effect for task A, E =13.3, g

(.05).

'lilt Ztet ila azieL

Although, e sex of the child, the sex/role of the
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and parent sex/role, ( F = 13.3, p <.04), as well as a trend

for a two -41ty interaction between task order and parent

sex/role ( F = 7.3, b <.09). In part these results reflect

the fact that one of tt'e two boys who were presented with

Task A first by their &others, refused to cooperate, and

therefore obtained a C/M BST score of zero. (See Table 95

for individual scores).

Ing2me Level

Income level was positively correlated with BST scores

obtained when fathers taught their normally developing sons

( 2 =.72. 2 >.05) and was negatively correlated to the

numper of toys father/NOB dyads used during the semi-

structurea free-play se:I:vent ( r =-.71, 2 >.05). No

significant correlations with income level were found for

the 6ST scores obtainee, or for the numbers of toys used

wnen fathers and their PAY.; or DDB were interacting. Since

the families of NDD not only had somewhat higher income

levels, tut also tensed t:', be more highly eJacated it is not

clear, given this small sample, whether the correlations

indicate that more educated and economically zuceessful

fathers were more effective as teachers of the block-sorting

thsK and more likely to engage their ND5s attention in a

free-play situation (as Peasured by their use of less toys),

or whetner the combintt-a higher educational attainment of

both parents and/or the economic advantages of 3 higher
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inc me level was responsible for the significant

correlations. In any case, income level did not correlate

significantly with the mean BST scores obtained when mothers

taught any of the groups of children nor with the number of

toys any of the groups of mother /child dyads used while

interacting during the semi-structured free-play segment.

Table 95 below provides the individual test scores

obtained by each child. Parents agi scores are also

incl.ded.

Table 95

Task Scores, Lest Scores, and Chronological Ayes for Three

Groups of Preschoolers

BST Scot es Test Scores CHES Scores

Subjects C/4 C/F MA AA CA mother father

= = m a=s---ss-s..= ..... ==___==___s_

Normally Develocing Girls

1 8 (4-2) 4 (B-1) 94 82 44 150 128
6 (5-1) 4 (A-2) 62 76 48 134 119

3 6 (B-2) 3 (A-1) 53 72 u2 136 122
4 6 (3 -1) 8 (A-2) 73 00 49 136 136
5 6 (5-2) 8 (A-1) 58 80 52 13A 125
6 8 (4-1) 8 (B-2) 94 78 42 142 121
7 8 (A-1) 6 (13-2) 53 75 43 115 119
8 3 (A-2) 4 (E -1) 90 78 53 105 97

4DG BEAM 6.38 5.b3 72.13 77.63 46.63 132.00 120.88

SD 1.69 2.13 18.17 3.25 4.47 14.71 11.18

F. 9 6
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Small! acattlaulas kan

1 3 (C-2) 6 (1 -1) 59 75 49 119 119
2 6 (5-2) 9 (A-1) 71 77 44 134 130
3 8 (A-2) 7 (5-1) 87 81 53 126 140
it 8 (E-1) 6 (A-2) 82 79 48 123 121
5 C 8 (A-1) 6 al-2) 97 78 52 130 127
6 4 (4-1) 9 (5-2) 69 el 52 126 110
7 0 (A-2) 8 (E -1) 116 SO 57 131 111
8 8 (5-1) e (A-2) 87 78 60 127 112

NDE MEAN 6.63 7.3E 83.50 78.63 51.88 127.0 .21.25

SD 2.07 .92 17.66 2.07 5.06 4.72 10.58

DtveloRmentally I:telexed Eoys

1 4 (4-2) 4 0-1f 43 57 48 107 114
2 4 (5-2) 4 (;.-1) 39 53 52 98 92
3 3 (E-2) 2 (A-1) 25 59 32 123 121
it 2 (4-1) 4 (6-2) 24 61 43 107 102
5 4 (6 -1) 3 (A-2) 26 46 60 102 98
6 0 (A-1) 4 (-2) 25 35 47 134 135
7 5 (A-2) 6 (P-1) 37 75 56 120 114

DDE MEAN 3.14 4.14 31.29 52.57 51.14 113.00 110.29

SD 1.6e 1.86 8.06 9.16 5.7J 12.96 15.39

- a a_ a a 2 82 V.. 32 2 2 =

Note. 5S: scoresublock sorting task test Score. The task_..
tnat was adainirtered (A or 5!, and task order (1st or 2nd)
a4 indicated in parentheses.

ilt = Mental age scoms on Eeaked% Eiaure VocatuluX Ten
(in months).

AA = attaintaent age score on RUIC1221 h11.41112 22I 62220
(la months .

CA : Chronolo 4cal as (in months).
MS =q4nitive hor.c EnvIonment Sall series for each

parent.
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Ematima a dalaticuahlas a icsalts &o Ummtlintu

Table 96

Results for Pedagogical Move Types

22UX:=XX=ZUVWXXX=Wt...Xt 11=''Z U=U2SCOX
Prediction hypothesis Cooparison Result

.....

0 of moves
by dyads

X of moves by P

Hol Family Group P/DDIDP/NDS>P/NDB**
Ho2 Parent Sex /Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP>SEST***
Ho7 Interactions None

Hol Family Group Not rejected
902 Parent Sex /Role Mithers>Fathers*
Ho3 Activity SSFP(SAST**
Ho7 Interactions None

0 of Worls per Hol Family Group P/NDB>P/ND7OP/DDBI**
move by P Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Vot rejected

Ho3 Activity S_FP(SeST*
Ho7 Interactions Rone

X of schiciting Hol Family Group P/DDE>P/ADG>P/ND3**
moves by P Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Ho3 Activity Not rejected
Ho7 Interactions None

of tac luestions Hol Family Group Not rejectea
by ? Hot Parent Sex/Role Net rejected

Ho3 Activity ssrmsssT*
Ho7 Interactions ParsexXFmerpXActvy*

X of responding
moves F y P

X of nonverbal
moves by P

Hol Family Group Net rejected
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSEMBST*
Ho? Interactions None

Hol Family Croup Vot rejected
Ho2 Parent S4c/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP>SPST**
Ho7 Interactions None
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2 of r.ot clear
moves by P

% of initiatory
moves by P

% of reactive
moves by P

573

Not Family Group
Hot Parent Sex/Role
No3 Activity
807 Interactions

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Hol Family Group Not rejected
802 Parent Sex/Role lot rejected
No3 Activity SSFP(SBST**
Ho7 Interactions done

Hol Family group Not rejected
Not . Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP>SBST**
No7 Interactions None

% of parents' Hcl
answers to Not
children's solici- Ho3
tations (ANSWER) Ho7

% of parents' Hol
moves that are Not
solicitations Ho3
about substantive 807
content (ASKSBS)

2 of parents' aHol
moves that are No2
solicitations about No3
instructional Ho7
content (MINS)

% of parents' Hot
soliciting moves hot
that are subst- No3
antively oriented No7
(SUBSOL)

X of patent's Hol
soliciting moves 8o2
that are instruct- No3
ionally oriented
(rNssolo

% of moves by C

I of words per
move by C

Family Group Not rejected
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity Vot rejected
Interactions None

Family Group Not rejected
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP>SBSTme
Interactions None

Family Group Not rejected
Parent Sex/Role Fathers>Mothers**
Activity SSFP<SBST***
InteracUiens None

Family Group Not rejected
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP<SBST***
Interactions None

Family Group P/NDG*P/NDS>P/ODB**
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFF>SBST***
Interactions None

Noe Family Group Not rejected
Ho? Parent Sex/Role C/M<C/F**
Hole Activity SSFP>SBST**
Hole Interactions None

Hoe Family Group ND3>NDB>DDB***
8o9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Hole Activity SSEP>EBST**
Hots Interactions Fasarp ! Activity*

2 of soliciting Noe Family Group lot rejected
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moves by :

% of responding
moves ty C

% of nonverbal
moves ty :

I of not clear
moves by C

of initiatory
moves by

of reactive
moves by C

574

Ho9 Parent Sex/Role got rejectea
HolO Activity SSFP>SEST*
Ho14 Interactions Parsex X Activity*

Hog Family Group 'tot rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/*,00 Not rejected
Hole Activity 55FP<SOST*
Ho14 Interactions None

Hoe Family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Hole Activity SSFP<SEST***
Ho14 Interactions None

Hoe Family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Hole Activity SSFP>SBST*
Ho14 Interactions ramorp X Persex*

Hoe 'Family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Hole Activity SSFP>SBST**
Ho14 Interactions Parsee X Activity**

Hod Family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

H010 Activity SSFP<SBST**
Hol4 Interactions Parsex X Activity**

% of children's Hos
answers to parents' Ho9
solicitations Hole
(kKSWER) Hol4

% of children'
moves that are
solicitations
about substan-
tive content
(Asrsns)

% of children's
moves that are
solicitations
about instruc-
tional content
IPSEI' ;S)

% of children's
solicinng moves
teat are subst-
antively oriented
(SU5S3L)

Hoc
Ho9
Hole
Ho14

Hoe
Ho9
Hole
Hol4

Family Group
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Family Group
parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Family Group
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Hots Family Group
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role
HolV Activity
Hol4 Interactions

% of children's Hos

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

hone

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

Cone

Not rejected
C/P>C/F*

Not rejected
'one

Family Group Not rejecteo
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soliciting gloves Ho, Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
that are instruc- HolO Activity Not rejected
tionally oriented Note Interactions FagrraParsexXActvy*
(INSSOL)

MUSUSS8222=UsSzt*=2M=XXSZSZUS2giu=222ZUZUSIBSSICUUS:=2usSUMS
gate. All hypotheses were tested by 312X2 *NOVAS with

repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity. Alpha
was set at < .55.

a < .0S. s* g C *S. 2 < .001.

Table 97

Results for References to Substantive Meanings

maaaseassaasasaasaaagazazassaassasasmssaaaasasamsssaaaaa=aas
Prediction Hypothesis Comparison Result

M.P.POW.0040MM........m.............41.4.enoM.M.0.41.*.MMM.....

There will be no significant
differences in the meant

X of references Hol Family Group Not rejected
to Substantive Ho2 Farent Sex/Role Mothers>Fathers*
content by P Ho3 Activity SSFP<SIISToss

'HO Interactions Fearer') X Activity*

% of references to Hol
state-object rela- Ho2
tionships by P Ho3

Ho7

X of references to Hol
spatial relation- Ho2
ships by P Ho3

Ho7

X of references to Hol
operational Ho2
knowledge by ? HG3

Ho7

% of references to Hol
clasAtfication Not
oy I ho3

Hal

% of references to Hcl
representation Ho2
by P Ho3

Ho7

X of references to Hol
numerical rela- Ho2

Family Group P/NOG*P/N09<e/DDB**
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP>SOST**
Interactions FMK= X Activtys*A

Family Group P/ODE>P/NDB>P/NDG*A
Parent Sex/Role Not :ejected
Activity Not rejected
Interactions Famgrp X Activity**

Family Group P/NOC>P/NDO*P/DOB*
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFF<EBST
Interactions Famine X Activity*

Family Group P/NDOP/NDS>P/DOEI**
Parent Sex/Role tot rejected
Activity SSFP<SBST***
Interactions Faserp X Activity**

Family Group Not rejected
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP>SOST*
Interactioneone

Family Group Not rejected
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
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Prediction Hypothesis Comparison Result
Alp.M.ft.MqllMM.M.V.P.,ft....41DPP4.ft.00.M.40.040VPft....MI.M.Dee.MO.0...De.MWMIMVPOMIMPftOdp$W

There vill be no differences
in t1e oean:

of explaining Hol
substantive content 1 o2
by P Mo3

Ho?

% of substantive-
logical moves
by C

family Grow) m/4DB>P/NOGYP/DrAies
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP<SESTv*
Interactions None

Hoe !molly Group Not rejected
1109 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Hol0 Activity SSFP<SBST***
Hole Interactions None

% of analytical Hoe
moves by C Mo9

Hol0
Hol 4

of empirical
moves by C

family Grouo
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
'Interactions

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Nob Family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Hole Activity SSFP<S8ST***
Hole Interactions None

% of fact-stating mo8
about substantive Mo9
content by C Hole

Nola

% of provtdinp
and/or requesting
substantive infor-
mation by C

family Group
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

HoC family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Sot rejected
Hol0 Activity SSFP<S8STes
Holt Interactions None

622282828SX22=2SiSiSSUMUUMS8888*88118*SiSSUSUSSUMMS assaults
N212. All hypotheses were tested by 3X2X2 ROYAL with

tweeted measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity. Alpha
was set at .OS.
a < ** Q < .01. *** 2 < .001.

Table 99

Results for References to Instructional Meanings

mg=sszuss=222=ssusszsg=s*aszewirgsaggssassasassgsagsssaggssax
Prediction Hypothesis Comparison
........... ...... errrrrrr

There will be no significant
differences in the mean:

Result

% of references to Oa family Group Not rejected
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tionships by P

% of references to
substantive
content by

1 of references to
achievement by C

576

No3 Activity Not rejected
Ho7 Interactions None

Nob Family Group Net rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Mot rejected
Nolo Activity SSFP<S8ST***
Hole Interactions None

Hob family Group
Hog Parent Sex/Role
Hole Activity
Hole Interactions

% of references to Hoe
object attributes Hog
by C No10

No14

X of references to floe

state-object rela- Nog
tionships by C No10

Hole

% of references to lice

spatial relation- No9
ships by C No10

Hole

% of references to Hos
operational Noe
knowledge by C No10

Molt

% of references tc No8
classification Ho9
by C Hol0

No14

% of references to Hob
representation Hog
by C No10

No14

family Group
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Not rejected
Not rejected
Mot rejected

None

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

family Group Mot rejected
'Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP>S8ST*
Interactions faagrp X Activity*

family Group D08>NDB>ND3*
Parent Sex/Role Mot rejected
Activity Not rejected
Interactions faaterp X Activity*

family Group N8G>NDE>Des**
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP<58ST***
Interactions famerp X Activity*

family Group .N0G>08,009***
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP<S8ST***
Interactions famterp X Activty***

family Group
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Not rejected
lot rejected
Not rejected

None

arts:ass ss-sszs sgsssammassmassms======xx=zemagsz
Nov All hypotheses were tested by 3X2X2 AN3VAS with

repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity. Alpha
was set at .05.

* ll < .05. ** u < .01. *** 2 < .001.

Taole 98

Results for Suestantive-LJgical Meanings

:=4$2**2=SegSXZ=M=SSMS=M=2***=ALIM=mszgsg=m2::==:%===s3=22
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instructional
content by P

578

Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP>SBST***
Hots Interactions None

X of references to Hol
statements by P Ho2

Ho3
Ho?

of repeated
statements by P

X of expanded
statements by P

X of altered
statements ay P

% of references
to action and/or
procedures by P

of references
to cognitive
actions oy ?

of references
to instructional
content by C

X of references
to action and/or
procedures by C

X of repeated
statements by

Family Group P/NO3>P/NDO)P/DDB***
Parent Sex /A ^1^ got rejected
Activity Not rejected
Interactions Famgrp X Activity*

Hol Family Group Not rejected
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSEP>SOST*
Ho7 Interactions None

Hol Family Group PAHHOP/NDB>P/NOG*
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP>SBST**
Ho7 Interactions None

Hol 'Family Group
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role
Ho3 Activity
Ho? Interactions

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Hol Family Group Not rejected
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity Not rejected
Ho? Interactions Famgrp X Activity*

Hol Family Group
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role
Ho3 Activity
Ho? Interactions

Not rejected
got rejected
lot rejected

None

Hoe Family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho10 Activity SSEMBST*
Hula Interactions None

Hoe Family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Hole Activity Mot rejected
Ho14 Interactions Famgrp X Activity*

Hoe Family Group DOB>NDG=N36***
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho10 Activity Not rejecteo
Hosts Interactions None

X of references to Hoe Family Croup 4ot rejected
persons by C Ho9 Parent Sex/Role C/H>C/F*

Hol0 Activity SSFP>SBST*
Ho14 Interactions None

X ==3....Z...2.2
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Note. All hypotheses were tested by 3X2X2 ANDVAS with
repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity. Alpha
was set at .05.
* 2 < .05. * < .01. *** 2 < .001.

Table 100

Results fJr Instructional-Logical Meanings

Prediction Hypothesis Comparison

There will be no significant
differences in the mean:

% of evaluatory Hol
process moves by P Ho2

Ho3
Ho7

X of opining Hol
moves by P Ho2

Ho3
Ho7

% of rating
moves by P

X of positive
ratings by P

X of positive
rating moves with
substantive-
logical meaning
by P (POSPLS)

X of negative
ratings by P

X of negative
ratings moves with
substantive-
logical meaning
by P (NECPLS)

SS
Result

4.m 0041.w.n.00..

Family Group PADG>P/NDB>P/DOB**
Parent Sex/Role Mothers<Fathers*
Activity Not rejected
Interactions None

Family Group
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Not rejected
Mothers<Fathers*

SSFP>SBST***
None

Hol Family Group Not rejected
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
No3 Activity ssm555r*
Ho7 Interactions None

Hol Family Group
Ho2 Parent Sex /Role
Ho3 Activity
Ho7 Interactions

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Hol Family Group P /NDG =P /NDB >P /DDB*

Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP<SBST*
Ho7 Interactions None

Hol Family Group P/DOB>P/ND.1>P/NDO*
Ho2 Parent Sex /Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP<SBST*
Ho7 Interactions None

Hol Family Group
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role
Ho3 Activity
Ho7 interactions

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

% of ratings by Hol Family Group P/MDB>P/ND2 >P/ODB*
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p that are posi-
tive ratings
(RAMOS)

500

Ho2 Parent Sex/Role
Ho3 Activity
Ho7 Interactions

% of ratings by Hol
P that are nega- Ho2
Live ratings Ho3
(RATEMEG) Ho7

% of empirical Hoe
process moves by C Ho9

HolO
Hol4

Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Family Group P/DDE)P/ND2>P/NDB*
Parent Sex/R04. Not rejected
Activity Not rejected
Interactions None

Family Group NOB>NDODDB*
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP>SEIST***
Interactions Famgrp X Activty**

of evalJatory Hoe Family Group
process moves by C Ho9 Parent Sex/Role

HolO activity
Ho14 Interactions

of opining
moves by

X of rating
moves by C

% of positive
ratings by C

% of positive
ratings moves with
substantive-
logical meaning
by C ( ?OMS)

% of C moves
involving provi-
ding or request-
ing information
(INFO)

Hoe 'Family Group
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role
Hole Activity
Holli Interactions

Hoe Family Group
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role

Hol0 Activity
Hol* Interactions

Not rejected
C/M<C/F**
Not rejected

None

Not rejected
C/M<C/F*
Not rejected

None

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Hoe Family Group Not rejected
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role C/M<C/F*
HolO Activity Not rejected
Holm Interactions Famgrp X Activity*

Hoe Family Group
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role
Hol0 Activity
Moll* Interactions

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Hob Family Group NOB>NDOCOB*
ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
HolO Activity Not rejected
Hola Interactions None

= = = a saw.= au
Note. All hypotheses were tested by 3X2X2 AN3VAS with

repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity. Alpha
was set at .05.

* 2 < .05. ** r < .01. *** 2 < .001.
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Table 101

Results for extra-Logical Meanings

m- m

Prediction Hypothesis Comparison Result

There will be no significant
differences in the mean:

% of extra-logical Hol
process moves by P Hot

Ho3
Ho7

% of initiatory
extra-logical
moves by P

% of orders by P

Family Group P/DDB>P/NDG>P/NDB***
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity Not rejected
Interactions Famgrp X Activity*

Hol Family Group .P/DDB>P/NDG>P/NDE)***
Ho? Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP<SBST**
Ho, Interactions None

Hol Family Group P/DDB>P/NDG>P/MDB***
Ho2 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho3 Activity SSFP<SBST.**
Ho, Interactions None

X of extra-logical 'Hoe
process moves by C Ho9

Hole
,Hol4

% of reactive
extra-logical
moves by C

Family Group DDB>NDG=NDB*
Parent Sex/Rale Not rejected
Activity SSFP<SBST**
Interactions None

Hoe Family Croup DDB>NDGeNDS**
Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Hole Activity SSFP<SBST***
Ho14 Interactions None

X of noncompliance Hob Family Group DDB>NDG>NDB*
moves by C Ho9 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Hole Activity SSFP<SBST.
Ho14 Interactions Famgrp X Activity*

ratio of compl- Hob
iance moves by C Ho9
to orders moves Hole
by P (COOP) Ho14

ratio of noncompl- Hoe
iance moves by C Ho9
to Ozders moves Hole
by P (NO COOP) Ho14

Family Group Not rejected
Parent Sex/Role Mot rejected
Activity SSFP<SBST*
Interactions Famgrp X Activity**

Family 3roup ODB>NDG>NDB*
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity SSFP<SBST*
Interactions Famgrp X Activity*

=-'W s------- z--- -z - - -z SIM
Ngtg. All hypotheses were tested by 3X2X2 AN3VAS with

repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Itctivity. Alpha
was set at .05.
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* 2 <$05.

502

*4, 2 <.01. s** 2 .001$

Table 102

Results for Parent/Child D yarli.. t"-tucational

Transactions (ETs) I
*

Prediction
= us - * **2====2:=2*=masa========

Hypothesis Comparison Result

There will be no significant
differences in the mean:

Number of Hog Family Group P/DDEDP/NDG>P/ND8**
ETs per dyad Hoy Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

H06 Activity SSFP>SEST***
Ho? Interactions None

% of ETs Hog Family Group Not rejected
parents partica- Hoy Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
pate in Ho6 Activity Not rejected

Ho? Interactions None

% of ETs children 'Holl Family Group Not rejected
participate in Hol2 Parent Sex/Role C/F>C/N*

Hol3 Activity Not rejected
Holg Interactions Famerp X Parsex*

a of word per H04 Family Group P/NOB>P/NDS>P/DDB***
ET for dyads Hoy Parent Sex/Role Mot rejected

Nob Activity Not rejected
Ho? Interactions None

% of Parent H04 Family Group Not rejected
Initiated El's Hoy Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Ho6 Activity SSFP<SEST*
Ho? Interactions None

% of Child Holl Family Group Not rejected
Initiated Us Holt Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Hol3 Activity SSFP >SBST*
Holg Interactions None

% of Parent Hog Family Group Not rejected
Input El's do5 Parent Sex/Role Mothers>rathers*

Ho6 Activity Not rejected
Ho? Interactions Famprp X Parsex*

of Child foil Family Group Not rejected
Input El's HolZ Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Hol3 Activity Not rejected
Holg Interactions None



X of Dyadic
ETs

583

Hots Family Group Not rejected
Hoy Parent Sex/Role Mot rejected
Ho6 Activity Not rejected
Ho7 Interactions Famgrp X Parses*

X of Brief Hoh
ETs(2-3 moves) Hoy

Ho6
Ho7

X of Moderate
ETs(4-7 moves)

X of Sustained
ETs(8 or more
moves)

X of Substantive
Content ETs

Family Group
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Not rejected
Mothers<rathers*
Not rejected

None

Hots Family Group Not rejected
Hot Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho6 Activity Not rejected
Ho7 Interactions Parsex X Activity*

Hoh family Group
Hoy Parent Sex/Role

Activity
Ho! Interactions

Mot rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Hots Family Group Not rejected
Hoy Parent Sex/Role plot rejected
Ho6 Acti.lty SSFP<SBST***
Ho7 Interactions None

X of Instructional No
Content Els ' Ho

Ho
Ho

X of Combined
Subst./Znstr.
Content ETs

of Not Predomi-
nant content ETs

Family Group
Parent SexRole
Activity
Interactions

Ho Family Group
ho Parent Sex/Role
Ho Activity
Ho Interactions

Ho Family Group
Ho Parent Sex/Role
Ho Activity
Ho Interactions

of Not Clear Ho
ETs Ho

Ho
Ho

Not rejected
Not rejected

SSFP)SEIST***
None

Not rejected
Mot rejected
Not rejected

None

Sot rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Family Group P/DDB>P/NDO/P/NDb***
Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Activity Not rejected
Interactions None

IV"- =1I2'"2 =-'"-i'-'.4-2 MC=====2:
Ugag. All Hypotheses were tested oy a 3X2X2 A4DVA with

repeated measures for Parent Sex/Role and Activity. Alpha
was set at .05.

* g (.05. ** E C.01. *** g g.oca.
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Table 103

Results for Educational Transactions Parents

Participated In

m -- m xs-7.=_It -- .. ... = el* Se
Prediction Hypothesis Comparison Result

....+...........D.. war ..P V..1.1.....ow0Ow+.1..Amom..W.E.I..1.

There will be no significant
differences in the mean:

1 of Words per Hoe Family Group P/NDS>P/NOG>P/DDB***
ET by parent HoS Parent Sex/Role Nothers>Fathers*

Ho6 Activity SSFP(SeST***
Ho7 Interactions None

% of Input !Ts Hoe Family Group Not rejected
Ho5 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected
Ho6 Activity Not rejected
Ho7 Interactions Famgrp X Parsex*

X of Substantive H04 Family group Not rejected
Content ETs Ho5 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Ho6 Activity SSFP(SeST***
4 Ho7 Interactions None

of Instructional Hoe
Content ETs Ho5

Ho6
Ho7

\
% of Combined
content as

Family Group Not rejected
Parent Sex/Role Mothers(Fathers*
Activity SSFP>SeST***
Interactions None

Hoe Family Group
Ho5 Parent Sex/Role
1106 Activity
Ho7 Interactions

X of No Predomih- Hoe
at Content CTs Ho5

Ho6
Ho7

% of Not Clear Hoe
ETs Ho5

Hc 6

1107

Not rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

None

Family Group P/ND5 >P/NDOP/M13*
l-arent Sex/Role Mothers>Fatherse
Activity SSFP(SBST**
Interactions Famgrp X Activity*

Family Group
Parent Sex/Role
Activity
Interactions

Not rejected
Vot rejected
Not rejected
Not rejected

*====:*====amt===******=::**====*====2**** - * 2$2
Note. All hypotheses were tested by a 3X2X2 ANOVA with

repeated measures for Parent Sex/Rale and Activity. Alpha
was set at .05.

* a .05. ** u (.1:1. ** g(.001.
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'table 104

Results for Educational Transactions children

Participated In

a =11
Prediction Hypothesis Comparison Result

There will be no significant
differences in the mean:

I of Words per Noll Family Group NOG>NDB>DDB***
ET by Child 4012 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Ho13 Activity SSFP>SOST***
No14 Interactions None

of Input moll Family Group Not rejected
ETs Nol: 'Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Ho13 Activity Not rejected
No14 Interactions None

of Substantive Noll Family Group Not rejected
ETs Ho12 parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Ho13 Activity SSFINSBST*
Ho14 Interactions None

of Instructional Noll Family Group Not rejected
ETs Ko12 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Ho13 Activity SSFP>SBST***
Holu interactions None

% of Combined Noll Family Group Not rejected
Content ETs Ho12 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

No13 Activity Not rejected
No14 Interactions None

of No PreJomin- Noll Family Group Not rejected
ant Content ETs Ho12 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

No13 Activity No' re jetted
No14 Interactions None

of Not Clear Noll Family Croup Not rejected
ETs Ho12 Parent Sex/Role Not rejected

Ho13 Activity Not rejected
No14 Interactions None

== = X X' x X=XL X . X2x ==
Nov. All hypotheses were tested by a 3X2X2 ANOVA with

repeated measures for Psrent Sex/R9le and Activity. Alpha
was set at .05.

* 2 ("5. *a k <.:,1. *a* 2 0.001.
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Table 105

Relationships for Pedagogical Move Types

Prediction
ssz2 2=2

Hypothesis Result

There will be no significant relationship
between C/M ssr scores and:

X of roves by

M during M/C SSFP
M during 4/C SST
C during M/: SSFP
C during 4/C SBST

F during F/C SSFP
F during F/C SOST
C during F/: SSFP
C during F/C SBST

% of Initiatory Moves by

M during 4/C SSFP
M during 4/C SBST
C during 4/C SSFP
C during M/C SBST

F during F/C SSFP
F during F/C SBST
C during F/C SSFP
C during Fn. sasr

Mean i of Words per Move by

M during 4/C SSF?
M during M/C SBST
C during M/C SSFP
C during 4/C SBST

F during F/C SSFP
F during F/C ZEIST
C during F/: SSF?
C during F/C S3ST

X of Nonverbal Moves ty

Y during 4/C SSFP
M during 4/: SDST
C during M/C SWF'
C during 4/: SSST

HolS
Ho15
Ho19
Ho19

No17
Ho17
ho21
Ho21

8015
Ho15
Holg
Ho19

Ho17
Ho17
Ho21
Ho21

HolS
HolS
Ho19
Ho19

Ho17
Ho17
Ho21
Ho21

Ho15
Ho15
Ho19
Ho19

negative r*
not rejected
positive L*

not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

negative r***
negative 0
positive r**

not rejected

negative L*
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
positive L3*
positive x**

positive r**
positive L**
positive x**
positive r*

rot rejected
not rejected
negative r*
not relectedk

F during F/C SSFP Ho17 not rejected
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F during F/C :PST Ho17 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during F/C SRST 11o21 not rejected

of Answering Loves ty

M during M/C SSFP NolS Positive r**
M duriLg A/C SBST HolS not rejected
C during 4/C SSFP 1019 not rejected
C during 4/C SBST Ho19 not rejected

F during F/C SSFP No17 not rejected
r during F/C Sur Ho17 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP 11o21 not rejected
C during F/C SBST Ho21 negative r*

There will be no significant relationship
between C/F nsr scores ang:

X of moves by

F during F/C SSFP Ho17 not rejected
F during F/C SBST No17 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during Fr:. SOST Ho21 not rejecteo

M during M/C SSFP. HolS not rejected
M during M/C SRST HolS not rejected
C during 4/C SSFP Ho19 not rejected
C during M/C sesr Ho19 not rejected

of Initiatory Moves py

F during F/: SSFP Ho17 not rejected
F during F/C S:IST Ho17 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during F/C sesr Ho21 not rejected

M during M/C SSFP MolS negative Lc',
M during 4/17 SEST HolS not rejected°6
C during 4/: SSFP Ho19 not rejected
C during M/C SriST Ho19 not rejected

Mean II of Words per Move by

F during F/C SSFP Ho17 not rejected
F during F/C tBST 1o17 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during F/C SDST H021 not rejected

M during 4/C SSFP HolS not rejected
K curing 1/C SEST HolS not rejected
C during M/C SSFP 1!019 not rejected
C during 4/C SPST Ho19 not rejected
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% of Nonverbal loves by

F during F/C SSFP
F during F/C SOST
C curing F/C SSFP
C during F/C SBS:

M curing 4/C SSF?
M during 4/c SST
C during 4/C SSFP
C during M/C SOST

% of Answering Moves by

F during F/C SSFP
F during F/C SOS?
C during F/C SSFP
C luring F/2 sesr

M during M/C SSFP
H during M/C SBST
C during M/C SSFP
C during 4/C SOS?

..:
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Ho17
Ho17
Ho21
Ho21

Hol5
HolS
Ho19
Ho19

Ho17
Ho17
Ho21
Ho21

HolS
HolS
Mol9
Ho19

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

positive E**
. not rejected

not rejected
not rejected

sass: xs--sme=m=a==.4=samsaa=======s=zsmaszsirmassemstmsse
Note. All hypotheses were tested by using Pearson product
moment correlations% Alpha was set at .0S. C/M BST scores
* scores ootained after mothers taught ( a :23), C/F BST
scores 2 scores obtained after fathers taught ( u =23). M *
mothers. F = fathers. C $ children. SSFP * semi-structured
free-play activity. SBST : structured block sorting task
activity.
arrend for negative r ( E =-.41; p < .05 if E 2-.42)4

* V.05. ** 2<.01. *** 2<.001.

Table 106

Relationships for Content References

. =--.7:-:=-: ..... =--san===c2======s===::::===========zsgs
PrOiction Hypothesis

- ImM
Result

There will be no significant relationship
between C/A BST scores nhd:

of substanttvt content .coves by

M during M/C SSE'?
M during M/C susr
C daring M/C SSFP.
C during mr: sasr

Ho15
Hol5
Ho19
Ho19

not rejected
positive z*

not rejecteo
positive z**

F during Fr: SSFP Ho17 negative 0
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F during F/C SSST Hort negative Ie
C during F/C SSFP ho21 not rejected
C during F/: SBST Ho21 not rejected

% Instructi3nal content moves by

M during M/C SSFP Ho15 not rejected
M during M/C MAST Ho15 necative 0
C during M/C SSFP Ho19 not rejected
C during 4/C SBS: Ho19 negative 0

F during F/C SSFP Hort not rejected
F during F/C SST Hol7 not rejected
C during F/: SSFP Ho21 positive 0
C during F/C SBST Ho21 not rejected

X of cognitive action moves

M during Mr: SSFP Ho15 not rejected
M during 4/2 SBST Ho15 not rejected
C during M/: SSFP Ho19 not rejected
C during M/C SBST Hol9 not rejected

F during F/C SSFP Ho17 not rejected
F during F/: SBST Hol7 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho21 positive 0
C during F/C SBST. Ho21 not rejected

There will be no significant relationship
between Cif BS: and

X of substantive content doves by

F during F/C SSFP Ho 17 negative 0
F during F/: !BST Hot? not rejected
C during Fr: SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during F/C SBST Ho21 not rejected

M during 4/: SSFP Ho15 not rejected
M during 4/: SET Ho15 not rejected
C during 4/C SSFP Ho19 not rejected
C curing 4/C SEST Ho19 not rejected

X insttuctional content moves by

F during F/C SSFP Ho17 not rejected
F during F/C S3ST Hol? not rejected
C during F/: SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during F/C S3ST Ho= not rejected

M during M/: SSFP Ho15 not rejected
4 during 4/: SRST Ho15 not rejected
C during 4/C SSFP Ho19 not rejected
C during F/C SPST 11019 not rejected
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S of cognitive action moves

F durina F/C SSFI Ho17 positive La
F during F1: seST Ho17 not rejected
C during F1: SSFP Ho21 positive 1**
C during F/C SST No21 rot rejected

M during 4/C SSFP HolS not rejected
M durin-, nn CBS? HolS not rejected
C during N/C ssrp Ho19 positive**
C during 4/C SPST Hole. not rejected

=ZU2=LSUSSXS=SSSZU2Sieite&SSOSIMSSSORSSIBSIBIRS*USSOWSUSSMBOWSSIS
N211. All hypotheses were tested by using Pearson product

aoment correlations. Alpha was set at .0S. C/M SST scores
scores obtained after mothers taught f a *23). UP scores

S scores obtained aft fathers taught ( Q a23). M w
mothers. F s fathers. C S children. SSFP w semi-structured
free-play activity. UST a structured block sorting task
activity.

* 2(.0S. ** 2(.01. *** 2(.001.

Table 107

Relationships for Communicative Functions of

Verbal-Logical Moves

S=ag==*22*811=ZMUMWROWANZWIMOSIISSOSSSUSSSZWOM*SC2SUUSUSIZAMS
Prediction Hypothesis Result

There will be no significant relationship
Letdeen C/H esr scorer ands

% of substantive-logical moves by

M during M/C SSFt HolS not rejected
M curing 4/C MT` HolS
C during 4/C SSFP Holg

positive 0
not rejected

C durina 4/C SBCT Holg positive T.**

F during F/2 SSFP .7 Ho17 not rejected
F during F/C SBSTr Hol7 not rejected
C during Fn. SSE'? boll not rejected
C during F/C SkST Ho21 not rejected

t of explaining substantive content5' by

M during M/C SSFP NolS not rejected
M Suring 4/C SBST dolS positive La.
F during F/C rIFT Moil not rejected4
F curing Fr: SPST Ho17 not rejected
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of providing or requestin4 substantive information by

M during 4/C ESFPL,
t

Ho1S
h during 4/C !CST% HolS
C during 4/C SSFP H019
C during 4/C SBST Ho19

F during F/C SSFOt Ho17
F during F/C EASIt Ho17
C Curing F/C SSFP Ho21
C during F/C sasr Ho21

X of instructional-logical moves by

M during A/C
H during 4/C
C during M/C
C during 4/C

F during F/C
f during F/C
C during F/C
C during F/C

SSFit
snit
SSFP
sasit

Sssr_PtESIa_Z

SSW'
sasr'

X of rating moves by

M during
4 during
C during
C during

F during
F during
C during
C during

4/C SSFP.
4/C SBST
4/C SIT?
mn sasr

F/C
F/C
F/C
/C

SSFP
S2S'i

ssrp
sasr

& of positive rating moves by

M during '4/C !SFP
M during 4/C SAST
F during F/C SSFP
r during F/C S3SI

of negative rating moves by

M during 4/C
4 during *1/C
e during F/C
I during F/C

SSFP
sasr
SSFP
t3sr

Ho1S
HolS
Ho19
Ho19

1017
Ho 17

Ho21
Ho21

1015
HolS
Ho19
Ho19

Ho17
Ho17
Ho21
Ho21

HolS
Ho17
Ho17
Ho17

Ho15
Ho15
Ho l7

Ho:7

not rejected
positive**

not rejected
positives

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

positive L*
not rejected
;Oaitive La

not rejected

not rejected
positive La*
positive 1.10

not rejected

positive r**
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
net rejected

positive L***
positive L*
positive L*

not rejected

negative I**
negative 0

not rejected
not rejected

& of positive ratings with substantive content feedback by

M (luring H/C
M during M/C
C .urine 4/C

tsrP
szsr
SSFP

Ho15
Ho15
Ho19

617

positive Loa
positive La

not rejected
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C during 4/C SZ;ST Ho19 not rejected

F during evc SSFP
F during F/C S3ST
C during Fr: SSFP
C during F/C SHST

!1o17

Ho17
Ho21
Ho21

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

X of negative ratings with substantive content feedoacx by

M during WC SSFP
M during M/C spsr
C during 4/C SSFP
C during M/C SBST

F during F/C SSFP
F dor'ng F/C SBST
C during F/C SSFP
C during F/C SBST

HolS
HolS
Hol9
Ho 19

Ho17
Ho17
Ho21
Ho21

There will be no signifiza'nt relatiewhip
between C/F BST scores and:

of substantive-logical moves by

F during F/: SSFP*
F during F/C SBST
C during F/C SSFP.
C during F/C SBST

4 during M/C SSFP{
M during 4/C SBST
C during I/C SSFP
C during-4/C SBST

Ho17
Ho17
Ho21
Ho21

HolS
HolS
Ho19
Hol9

X of explaining substantive content by

F during F/C SSFP
F during F/C sesr

M during M/C SSFP
M curing 4/C SBST

Ho17
Hol7

11015
HolS

negative L*
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
rot rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected

X of providing or requesting substantive information by

F during F/C SSFel Ho17
F curing F/C SBST` Ho17
C during F/C SSFP Ho21
C during F/C SSST do21

P during M/C SSFFt HolS
M during 4/C SF,SI HolS
C during 4/C SSFP Hol9
C during M/C SPST Hol9

% of instructional-logical moves by
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not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
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F during F/C !SFP! Hol7 positive r*
F during F/: SEST1. Hol7 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP : Hon not rejected
C during F/C SPST` Ho21 not rejected

M during M/C SSW: Hol5 not rejected
M during A/C SBST` Hol5 positive r*
C during 4/C !SFR,.

t
Hol9 not rejected

C during M/C SBST4 4o19 not rejected

of rating moves by

F during F/C SSFP 1017 not rejected
F during F/C SBST Hol7 not rejected
C during F/: SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during F/C SOS"' Ho21 not rejected

M during 1/C SSFP Hol5 not rejected
M during M/C S2ST Hol5 positive*
C during !in SSFP 4019 not rejected.
C during M/C :DST Ho19 not rejected

of positive rating :roves by

F during F/C SSFP Hol7 not rejected,
F during F/: SBST 4o17 not rejected'

M during 4/C SSFP HoIS not rejected
M during 4/: =BST Hol5 positive**

of negative rating roves by 1.
h1/417`

F during F/C SSFP Hoi7 not rejected
F during F/C SDST Hol7 not rejected

M during M/C SSFP Ho15 negative r*
M during M/C SBST Ho15 not rejected

of positive ratings with substantive content feedback by

F during F/C SSFP Hol7 not rejected
F during F/C SPST Hol7 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during F/C tBST Ho21 not rejected

M during 4/C SSFP :4015 positive r*
M during 4/C SCST Hol5 positive 0*
C during 4/C SSFP Hol9 not rejected
C during 1/C SBST Hol9 not rejected

of negative ratings with substantive content feedback by

F during F/: SSFP 9(317 not rejected
F during F/: SEST Hol7 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP !'on not rejected
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C during F/C S3ST Ho21 not rejected

M during M/C SSFP
M during 4/C SEST
C during M/C SSFP
C during M/C SEST

Hol5
Hol5
Ho19
Ho19

negative r*
not rejectea
not rejected
not rejected

== == == ==== = ======
Note. All hypotheses were tested by using Pearson product

moment correlations. Alpha was set at .05. C/M BST scores
scores obtained after mothers taught ( n =23). C/F BST

scores = scares obtained after fathers taught ( p =23). 4 =
mothers. F = fathers. C = children. SSFP = semi-structured
free-play activity. SEST = structured black sorting task
activity.

!Coding Category only coded reliably for parents.
"Trend for positive r ( r =-.41: p K .05 if s-.42).
trrend for positive r ( r =.40: p < .05 if r =.42).
'Coding category tenuously reliable.

* 2(.05. ** 2(.01. *** 2(.001.

Table 109

Relationships for Communicative Functions of

Extra-Logical Moves

Prediction
a

Hypoth ?sis

There will u no significant relationship
between C/M BST scores and:

% of extra-logical moves by

M curing M/C SSFP
M during M/C SEST
C during 4/C SSFP
C during M/C !DST

F during F/C SSFP
F during F/C SRST
C during F/C SSFP
C during F/C SEST

% of orders moves byt

4o15
Hon
11o19

Ho19

Hol7
Roll
Ho21
Ho 21

4 during 4/C SSFP 9o15
N during M/: SZST HolS

F during Ff.: CSFP
F dIring F/C SEST

% of noncompliance byb

= ==
Result

negative r**
negative x***
negative r*
negative Lm*

not rejected
negative rg*

not rejected
not rejected

negative 0**
negative r***

Hol7 not rejectea
Mo17 negative r*
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C during 4/C SSFP
C during M/C SPST

C during F/: SSFP
C during F/2 SEST

There will be no relationship
between C/F PSr scores and:

of extra-logical moves by

Ho19 neoative vs
Hol9

.
negative r**

Ho21 negative r**
Ho21 not rejected

F during F/C SSFP Ho17 negative r*
F during F/: SEST Hol7 negative 0
C during FiC SSFP Ho21 not rejected
C during FA: SEST Ho21 not rejected

M during M/C SSFP Ho15 negative r*
M during 4/C SPST Hol5 negative Ls*
C during A/C SSFP Ho19 not rejected
.0 during 4/C SOS? Ho19 not rejected

of orders moves by a.

F during F/C SSE? Ho17 not rejected'
F daring F/: SEST Ho17 negative 0
M during 4/C SSFP Ho15 negative 0*
M during 4/C S3ST Ho15 negative 0*

% of noncompliance moves byb)

C during F/C SSEP Ho21 not rejecteaa
C during F/C EEST Ho21 negative r*

C curing M/C SSFP Ho19 nct rejected
C during 4/C SEST Ho19 not rejeccedc

$ = s -

Note. All hypotheses were tested by using Pearson product
moment correlations. Aloha was set at .05. r/e PST scores
= scores obtained after mothers taught ( c =23). C/F BST
scores = scores obtained after fathers taught ( a =23). M =
mothers. F = fathers. C = children. SSFP = semi-structured
free-play activity. V'ST * structured block sorting task
agtivity.
4Orders moves LI; children occurred too infrequently to

analyze'Noncompliance moves by parents occurred too infrequently
to analyze.
27ren3 for negative L ( L 2.40; g (.05 if L = .42).
Trend for negative r ( x =-.39).

* V.05. ss E(.01. ***.2(.001.

Table 109
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Relationships fcr Duration and Interactive

Qualities of educational Transactions

Prediction Hypothoe4s Result

There will be no significant relationship
between UM BSt scores and:

Mean 4 of words per ET by

M/C during M/C SSFP
M/C during M/C SBST

F/C during F/C SSFP
F/C during F/C SBST

% of El's participated in !iy

M during 4/C
M during M/C
C during M/C
C during 4/C

F during F/C
F during F/C
C during F/C
C during F/C

SSFP
SPST
SSFP
SBST

SSFP'
sesr
SSFP
SiST

of ET initiated by

M during
M during
C durAg
C during

F during
F during
C during
C during

4/C
4/C
M /C

4/C

F/C
F/C
F/C
F/C

S:FP
SBST
SSFP
SPST

SSFP
SRST
SSFP
ZDST

Ho16
Ho16

Hole
Hole

Moils
Moils

Ho20
Ho20

Hole
11o18
Ho22
Ho22

Ho 16
Hol6
Ho20
Ho20

Hole
Hole
Ho22
Ho22

of Ers initiated with soliciting moves by

not rejected
not rejected

positive L*
positive x*

not rejected
not rejected
positive r**

not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

negative r*
not rejected
positive t*

not rejected

not rejected
not rejected
not rejected
not rejected

M during 4/C SSFP Ho16 negative X***
M during 4/C SBST Ho16 neoative r*
C during M /C SSFP Ho 20 positive r*
C during 4/C SPST Ho20 not rejected

F during F/C SSFP I )19 negative r**
F during F/C SBST Hole negative E*
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/C .SBST Ho22 not rejected
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% of CTs initiated with resnJnding moves by

M during 4/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during 4/C SBST 1!016 not rejected
C during 4/.7 SSFP Ho20 negative 0
C during M/C SBST Ho20 not rejected

F thiring F/C SSFP Hole not rejected
F during F/C MST Hole not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/C SBST Ho22 not rejected

% of input ETs ty

M during M/C SSFP Ho16 negative 0*
M during 4/C SBST Ho16 not rejected
C during 9/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during 4/C SBST Ho20 not rejected

F during F/C SSF? Hole not rejected
F during F/C SBST Hole not rejected
C during F/: SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during Fr: SBST Ho22 not rejected

of dyadic Ers byft

,

M/C daring M/C SSfP Ho16 positive 0*
M/C during M/C SBST Ho16 not rejected

F/C during F/C SSFP
F/C during F/C SPSX

of brief Sis by

1/C during 4/C SSFP
M/C during M/C sasr

F/C during F/C SSFP
F/C during F/C SSST

AA of moderate ETs by

m/C durin4 M/C SSFP
M/C during M/C SBST

F/C durin4 r/c SSFP
F/C during F/C SBST

of sustained ETs ty

M/C during M/C SSF;
M/C during 4/C SBST

Hole not rejected
Hole not rejected

4016 positive 0*
Ho16 not rejected

Hole not rejected
Hole not rejected

Ho16 not rejected
Ho16 not rejected

Hole aot rejected
Hole not rejected

Ho16 not rejected
Ho16 not rejected

F/C during F/C SSFP Hole not rejected
F/C during F/C SBST Hole not rejected
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There will be no relationship
between C/F Bsr scores and;

Mean 4 of words per ET by

F/C during F/C SSFP
F/C during F/C SST

M/C during M/C SSFP
M/C during M/C SBST

Hol8 positive L*
Hol8 not rejected

Ho16 positive L*,
He :6 not rejected'

X of Ers participated in by

F during F/C £SFx Hole not rejected
F during F/C S3ST Hol8 not rejected
C during SSFP }o22 not rejected
C during F/C SBST Ho22 not rejected

M during Mn SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during M/C SBST HoI6 positive L*
C during 4/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during 4/C SBST Ho20 not rejected

of ETs initiated by

F during F/C SSFP Hol8 not rejected
F during F/C SEST HoI8 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/7. BAST Ho22 not rejected

M during 4/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during M/C SBST Ho16 not rejected
C during M/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during 4/C SBST Ho20 not rejected

X of CTs initiated with soliciting moves by

F during F/C SSFP Hole not rejected
F during F/C !BST Hole not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/: SBST Ho22 not rejected

M during 4/C SSFP HoI6 negative 0
M dLiing 4/C S ?ST Hoic not rejected
C during 4/2 SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during M/C StiSr Ho20 not rejected

of ETs initiated with responding moves by

F during F/2 SSFP Hol8 not rejected
F during Fr: snr Ho18 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 riot rejected
C during F/C S3ST Ho22 not rejected

M during M/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
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M during M/C SBST Ho16 not rejected
C during 4/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during A/C SBST Ho:0 not rejected

of input El's :lc

F during F/C SSFP HolO not rejected
F curing F/C SBST Hole not rejected
C ..urine F/: SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/C SP.31 Ho22 not rejected

M during M/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during M/C SbST Ho16 not rejected
C during H/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during M/C SBST Ho20 negative 0

% of dyadic Ers by

F/C during F/C SSFP
F/C during F/C SEST

M/C during M/: SSF2
4/C during M/C SBST

% of brief ETs by

H318 not rejected
Ho18 not rejected

Hol6 not rejected
Ho 16 positive*

,
F/C during F/C SSFP Ho18 not rejected
F/C during F/C SBST Hole not rejected

M/C during 4/C SSFP Ho16 nor rejected
M/C during M/C LEST ho16 not rejected

% of moderate ETs by

F/C during F/C SSFP
F/: during F/C S531

M/C during M/C SSFP
M/C during 4/C SEST

of sustained E.Ts by

Ho18 not rejected
Hole not rejected

Ho16 not rejected
Ho16 positive 0

F/C during F/C SSFP Ho18 not rejected
F/C during F/C SEST Ho18 not rejectea

M/C during M/C SSFP Hc16 not rejected
M/C during 4/C SBST Ho16 not rejected

Note. All hypotheses were tested by using tearson product
moment correlations. AlOa was set at .05. C/M BST scores
= scores obtained after motters taiiIht ( n =23). C/F BST
scores = scores obtained after fathers taught ( a sm. M =
mothers. F = fatners. C = children. SSFP = semi-structured
free-play activity. SLSI = structured block sorting task
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activity.
-Trend for positive L ( L =-.40; 2 <.05 if z = 1 .42).

12<.05. * g<.C1. ** 2<.001.

Table 110

Relationships for Content Orientations of

Educational Transactions

U
Prediction Hypothesis Result

o.....me .0.0...

There will be no significant relationship
between C/M ssr scores and:

of subftantive content 'as by

M/C dyads during SSFP Hol6 not rejected
M:: dyads during SST Ho16 not rejected

M during 4/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during M/: S3ST Hol6 not rejected
C during 3/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during 4/C SBST. Ho20 positive 0*

F/C dyads during SSFP Ho18 not ;ejected
F/: dyads Suring SEST Hole positive 0

F curing F/C SSFP Hole not rejected
F during F/C SEW HolS riot rejected
C daring F/C SSFP H022 not rejected
C curing F/C sesr Ho22 not rejected

% of instructional content El's by

Mr.: dyads during SSFP 1!016 not rejected
WC clods dui ins Sf)FT Ho16 negative r*

11 during M/C :::-FP Hol6 not rejected
m durinc 4/C SBST ito16 negative r.,
C during m/C SSFP Ho20 not rejectee
C during M/C SVST 1io20 not rejected

F/C (Maas Suring SSFP Hole not rejected
F/C dyads during SBST Hole not rejected

F during F/: SSFP HolS not rejected
F during F/C SBST Hole not rejected
C during FA: SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/C SBST Ho22 not rejected

of combined content FTs by

626
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M/: dyads during SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M/C dyads during SBST Hol6 not rejected

M during 4/C SSFP Hol6 not rejected
M during 4/: SBST Ho16 not rejected
C during M/C SSFP Hold positive***
C during 1/C SOST Ho20 not rejected

F/: dyads during SSFP Hole not rejected
F/C dyads during SBST Hole not rejected

F during F/C SSFP Hole not rejected
F during F/C SBST Hole not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/C !BST Ho22 negative 0

% of no predominant content ETs by

M/C dyads during SSFP Hol6 not rejected
M/C dyads during SbST Hol6 positive r**

M during M/C SSFP Hol6 not rejected
4 during 4/: :BST Hol6 not rejected
C during 4/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during M/C SBST Ho20 not rejected

F/: dyads during SSFF Hole not rejected
F/C dyads during SBST Hole not rejected

F during F/C SUP Hole not rejected
F during F/: SEST Hole nct rejected
C during F/: SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/C ST ST Ho22 not rejected

% of unclear and/or unclassified content CTs by

M/: dyads during SSFU Hol6 negative r*
M/: dyads during SOST Hol6 not rejected

H during 4/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during M/C SZST Hol6 not rejected
C during 4/: SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during 4/C.S6ST Ho20 not rejected

F/C dyads during SSFF Hole negative 0*
F/C dyads during SBST Hole negative 0

F during F/C rSFP Hole not rejected
F during F/C SBST Hole not rejectild
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/: SEST Ho22 not rejected

There will be no significant relationship
between C/F BST scores and:
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of substantive content ETs by

F/C dyads during SSFP Hole not rejected
F/C dyads during SBST HolO not rejected

F during F/C SSFP HolO not rejected
F during F/C PST Ho18 not rejected
C during F/C SSFP 1o22 not rejected
C during F/C !PST Ho22 not rejected

M/Z dyads during ssrr Ho16 not rejected
M/C dyads duriny SBST 14o16 not rejected

M during M/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during 4/C SOST Ho16 not rejected
C during 1/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C during M/C SBST Ho20 not rejected

X of instructional content ers by

F/C dyads during SSFP Hole not rejected
F/C dyads during SEST Ho18 not rejected

F during f/C SSFP HolO not rejected
F during F/C SBST Hole not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C daring F/C SM. Ho22 not rejected

M/C dyads during SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M/C dyads during SEST Ho16 not rejected

M daring M/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during M/C MT Ho16 not rejected
C during 4/C SSFP Ho20 nct rejected
C during 4/C SBST Ho20 negative 0

X of combined content ETs by

Fr: dyads during SSFP Hole not rejected
F/C dyad during SBST HolO not rejected

F daring F/C SSFP Mole not rejected
F during P/C SBST Hole not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/C SSST Ho22 not rejected

4/2 dyads during SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M/C dyads during SEST Hol6 not rejected

M during M/C SSFP Hol6 not rejected
9 aurinq 4/C sesr Hol6 not rejected
C during M/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C daring M/C SIST Ho20 not rejected

of no predominant content Els by
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F/: dyads during ssrr Hole not rejected
F/: dyads Suring S!ST Hole not rejected

F during F/C !SF? No18 not rejected
F during F/C StiST Hole not rejected
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C ouring "/C !BST Ho22 riot rejected

M/: dyads during SSFP Ho16 not rejecteu
M/: dyads during SisT Ho16 positive E*

M during 4/: SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during M/C SST Ho16 positive E*
C during M/C SSF? Ho20 not rejected
C during M/C SBST Ho20 not rejected

% of unclear and/or unclassified content ETs by

F/: dyads during SSFP No18 not rejecteo
F/C dyads during SSS7 Hole not rejected

F during F/C SSFP Hol8 not rejected
F during f/: SST Hole not rejecteo
C during F/C SSFP Ho22 not rejected
C during F/C SBST Ho22 not rejected

M/: dyads Suring SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M/: dyads during SBST Ho16 not rejected

M Suring M/C SSFP Ho16 not rejected
M during 4/C SDST Ho16 not rejected
C during M/C SSFP Ho20 not rejected
C daring A/C SBST Ho20 not rejecteo

assa-m-------z-z=s-ass -se-ass-**ss **ass:szsgssas===zass
Note. All hypotheses vet*, tested by using ?earson product

moment correlations. Al;na was set at .05. C/N 8ST scores
* scores obtained after mothers taught ( Q 223). C/F 8ST
scores * scores obtained after fathers taught ( o *23). M *
aothers. F = fathers. C = children. SSFP * seal-structured
free-play activity. snCT = structured black sorting task
activity.

a-Trend for positive E ( E u...401 2 <.05 if E

* 2<.05. ** *** 2(.001.
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PARENTS AS TEACHERS:

LINGUISTIC AND BEHAVIORAL INTERACTIONS OF MIDDLE-CLASS

MOTHERS AND FATHERS AND THEIR NORMALLY DEVELOPIN3 AND

DEVELOPMENTALLY DELAYED PRESCHOOLERS DURING

TEACHING/LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Ruth Jacobson Kahn, Ph.D.

The University of Connecticut, 1981

The purposes of thin study were to describe the verbal-

logical behaviors expressed and the content referred to by

parents and their preschoolers while they were engaged in

teaching/learning interactions, and to determine if the

structure of the activity, the sex and/or the developmental

status of children, or the sex/role of parents influenced

those behaviors. Twenty three children were observed, once

with their mothers and once with their fathers. Eight
4Y1

children were normally developing boys (NOB), 8 were
-\+3

normally developing girls (NDG), and 7 were developmentally

delayed boys (DDB). All parent /child dyads ennaoed in a

1

semi-structured free-play activity followed by a s.-uctured

b'.bck sorting task.
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Ruth Jacobson KahnThe University of Connecticut,1981

The observation system used was a modified version of the

Camegig /Moment which permitted the coding of verbal

behaviors in terms of linguistic forms, communicative

functions, and content references.

Three-way analyses of variance with repeated measures

were used to compare: (1) discourse behaviors of

parent/child dyads with NDB NOG, and DDS; (2) behaviors

during each of the two activities; and (3) behaviors of

mother/child versus father/child dyads.

The activity factor had the most 1%p?;ct on the expressed

behaviors. For parents and children it influenced how much

they participated, verbalized, responded, referred to

substantive content, especially classification, and referred

to instructional content. In addition, for parents,

activity influenced their frequencies of initiating, asking

tag questions, explaining or asking questions about

substantive content, repeating or expanding their children's

statements, and giving orders. For children, activity

influenced their soliciting, requesting or providing

substantive information, referring to persons, cooperating,

and overt noncompliance.
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Rilth Jacobson Kahn--The University of Connecticut,1981

The only behaviors differentiating groups of patents and

their children were their verbalizing and their references

to spatial relationships and classification. Parents of NOG

and NOB explained more substtattive content, expanded and

referred to the truth and propriety of their children's

statements more, offered more positive ratings, uttered less

orders, and less negative ratings. The NOG and NOB provided

or requested more instructional information, repeated

parents' statements less and were '.ass noncompliant than

DOB.

There were few parent sex/role differences. Mothers

tended to be more verbal and assertive than fathers. They

placed more emphasis on substantive content. Fathers

offered and elicited more opinions about the tasks.

Three-way analyses of variance with repeated measures

were used to compare sequences of behaviors. Comparisons

involved the type of content discussed, the duration, and

the amount and type of participation.

The activity exerted the most influence on sequences of

behaviors. Parents participated, intruded, and emphasized

the relevant content more during the structured activity.

Children, generally accommodated their behaviors to their

parents. Mothers were more verbal and uttered more

monologues. Brief transaction occurred most frequently,

particularly during father/child interactions.
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Ruth Jacobson Kahn - -The University of Connecticut,1961

Product moment correlations were calculated to assess the

relationship of behaviors to children's block sorting test

scores. Behaviors during mother/cnild interactions,

particularly mothers' behaviors, were related to scores

obtained after mothers taught and after tan= taught.

Less behaviors during the father/child interactions were

associated with scores after fathers taught. Some of these

had a relationship to scores obtained after 'Mau had

taught.

The results suggest that: (1) Fathers can teach

preschoolers, (2) both parents have an indirect influence on

teaching/learning interactions between their child and their

spouse, (3) there are few differences between parents'

teaching styles, (4) the differences that exist seem

complimentary and enriching for children, (5) the structure

and objectives of an activity have a major influence on the

behaviors dressed, and (6) children and parents calibrate

many of their behaviors to match each others behaviors.

Methodological issues are raised and implications for

preschool intervention programs are discussed.


